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Since humanity has been able to transform materials, such as raw minerals, and produce food or
beverages, a central question was the type of operation and how and where it should be performed.
Thus, furnaces, ovens and simple distillation stills were operated, to cite a few. Thermodynamics already
started as a new science with the development of vapor engines, from Denis Papin in the seventeenth
century to James Watt in the eighteenth. The nineteenth century saw the huge development of industries
devoted to large productions and the arrival of electricity. New methods started to be available to
engineers for the design of workshops in factories. However, chemical engineering started as a real
science with the concept of unit operations first taught by G. Davis at the University of Manchester
in 1887 and quickly spread to MIT. At the beginning of the twentieth century, the development
of the petroleum industry and the building of refineries strengthened the need for new and more
efficient calculation procedures; thus, new concepts were invented. Transport phenomena, heat and
mass transfer and chemical reaction engineering became new fields of research and found important
applications. After the Second World War, the arrival of computers modified the landscape for engineers
as, for the first time, it allowed them to perform extremely complex calculations and no frontiers
seemed impossible to reach. First, custom computing codes were developed, then commercial codes,
often created in research labs before industrial development, were largely available to design engineers
for their simulation needs. Simultaneously, it seemed that chemical engineering was too restrictive
and its methods could be applied in other domains, such as metallurgy and biotechnology, hence the
broader denomination of chemical process engineering. Batch as well as continuous processes are
considered, and dynamic simulation as well as steady-state simulation is a usual practice. Furthermore,
with more and more powerful computers, it was possible to aggregate the optimization with respect
to parameters and even unit operations together with the design. Nowadays, even process control
seems possible at early stages of the design. It is also usual to use dedicated codes of computational
fluid dynamics integrating heat transfer and possibly chemical reactions, in industries as well as in
research departments.

In this context, it is natural that this Special Issue of “Chemical Process Design, Simulation and
Optimization” was likely to attract a large number of proposals for authors of many different countries.
It must be underlined that these proposals are very different from what they would have been forty or
twenty years before with the availability of computing codes.

Processes 2020, 8, 1596; doi:10.3390/pr8121596 www.mdpi.com/journal/processes1
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General Methods

Some articles deal with general methods which belong to the methodology of chemical process
engineering. The article by Furda et al. [1] proposes a general approach, coupling two commercial
codes, Aspen Plus® and MATLAB®, for optimal design, with a special focus on energy saving,
particularly with regard to steam use, such as in turbines, compressors, pumps and fans. They describe
a coupled steam- and process-side modeling approach, taking into account the varying inlet steam
parameters or shaft work requirements and implementing fix turbine and driven equipment efficiencies.
They even show the influence on the balances. They apply this method to an industrial case of the
heat-pump-assisted distillation of a liquid propane–propylene mixture, where the energy for separation
is provided by a condensing steam turbine. They propose a serious change due to the increase
in high-pressure steam. The impact on the gas emissions is also studied and the economic gains
are assessed. Zecevic et al. [2] are also concerned by energy savings applied to a real industrial
steam methane reformer unit used for ammonia production. They develop an integrated detailed
model which takes into account the production parameters. This enables them to exchange data
between the distributed control system and the model to continuously monitor and optimize the
steam methane reformer catalyst and tubes. Thus, the overall energy saving is 3% in the real plant.
Dizabar et al. [3] compare the exergy and advanced exergy analysis in three different organic Rankine
cycles. Exergy is the extent of energy to the second law of thermodynamics by considering entropy
and it allows to take into account the irreversibilities in a process. Thus, again, this study focuses
on energy saving and process optimization. By advanced exergy analysis, they can separate the
exergy loss between unavoidable and avoidable and endogenous and exogenous contributions for
each component. This allows them to improve the design by concentrating on the most important
components from an energy point of view. Wang et al. [4] propose an efficient numerical method to
solve the calculation of a set of nonlinear equations applied to a reactive distillation column and to a
distillation column. Their method, called inside-out, divides the calculation into two loop iterations.
Sun et al. [5] study the problem of model-based fault diagnosis for a distillation column and, again,
this study is strongly related to a numerical and algorithmic point of view. Although it might seem
a particular case, their approach is general and can be used for different applications. It consists in
adopting a hybrid inverse problem approach using partial least squares to fit and forecast trajectories of
the fault parameters generated by least squares. It is applied to the classical Tennessee Eastman process.
Skorych et al. [6] study the solution of population balance equations. This type of equation occurs
in the description of the distributions of sizes of granular materials, such as polymers and crystals.
This is an important problem which often poses numerical difficulties, particularly when it is met in
flowsheets and in dynamic problems, resulting in partial differential equations. The authors propose a
new model based on transformation matrices. They also use finite volumes to describe the phenomena
of agglomeration and breakage. They are able to implement their method in the specially designed
Dyssol simulator, which uses a sequential-modular approach. Simulation examples are taken from the
pharmaceutical industry. This sufficiently general approach allows the users to apply this method to
their own population balance models. Mukhtar et al. [7] study a problem very close to the previous
one as it deals with the numerical study of a batch crystallization. They include fines dissolution,
which is critical in the industrial practice. Their numerical method is based on a quadrature method of
moments. The application refers to test problems, not real problems.

Coupling with Fluid Mechanics

As previously mentioned, due to the progress of computer efficiency, memory and rapidity
and the availability of both commercial and open-source codes of fluid mechanics, these advanced
numerical techniques are more and more frequently applied to traditional processes, which are, thus,
revisited and improved. Zeng et al. [8] study a particular unit, the turbo air classifier, which is used to
separate powders into coarse and fine. Based on the governing equations and using a commercially
available software, they study the influence of operation parameters, such as rotation speed and
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air volume. Studies are performed for multiple particles. Simulation and experimental results are
favorably compared. Cheng et al. [9] also use a computational fluid dynamics code to better understand
bubble columns, which are frequently used in process industries and whose behaviour is complex
and not totally predictable. They use the Euler–Euler approach, consisting in obtaining mean local
properties to describe the bubble plume, and compare their simulation results to laboratory experiments.
They reveal the correlation of operating conditions with the gas mixing and plume oscillation period.
The commercial code of CFD is the same as used by [8].

Studies of Given Processes

It is natural and usual that some given processes are studied by researchers who either try
to promote specialized models or improve their behavior by examining operation parameters.
Many studies can be gathered in this category. Yang et al. [10] study an in-situ combustion method that
can be used for bitumen sands or heavy oil production. Their numerical study deals with a given block
of a Chinese oil field. They analyze the influence of production (huff and puff rounds, air injection
speed and air injection temperature) and geological parameters (bottom water thickness, stratigraphic
layering, permeability ratio and formation thickness). They are thus able to extract the main operation
parameters. Shakeel et al. [11] compare the industrial production of formaldehyde using two different
catalysts. They use a commercial steady-state process simulator to simulate the process and deduce
the advantages and drawbacks of these configurations. Chinh et al. [12] study a nitrogen gas separator.
This is a fixed bed operated by pressure swing adsorption. Thus, it is an appropriate subject for
modeling and simulation with its dynamic and sequential operation, but the authors also compare their
results to a laboratory pilot plant. The model, composed of partial differential and algebraic equations,
is fully described together with its operating parameters. Chen et al. [13] study the production of
butyric anhydride by means of a single reactive distillation column. Although this process has already
been described in the literature, its applications are not numerous due to many operation difficulties
and lack of generality. Moreover, the authors have replaced a two-column process with a single
one by using the internal circulation of acetic anhydride. They show that this can be extended to
similar reactive distillation two-column processes. The simulation is performed by a commercially
available steady-state process simulator by which they optimize the process. Finally, they perform an
economic analysis of the novel process. Marecka-Migacz et al. [14] study a membrane process—more
specifically, ceramic nanofiltration for the separation of succinic acid aqueous solutions. They provide
a detailed model of nanofiltration for ion transport, taking into account convection, diffusion and
electromigration. They compare the results obtained by their elaborate model to those issued from
more standard approaches. In their case, all species are considered, as well as solutes, ions and solvent,
pH-regulating solutions and water. The conditions of use of their more complete model are emphasized.
Experiments are also performed for comparison. Nguyen et al. [15], again, study a membrane process
of ultrafiltration of protein. The model is simpler than in [14]. Their objective is to perform an economic
assessment of the process and, for this purpose, their focus is related to the design parameters. With the
latter being numerous, they perform the optimization by means of a genetic algorithm in a black-box
manner, although they rely on their analytical model.

Original Processes

By original process, we mean processes that are rarely studied from a process point of view and/or
that recently emerged. Among these, the process synthesis of carbon dots studied by Pudza et al. [16]
can be ranked. A part of the article deals with the chemical synthesis of these carbon dots and has
little connection with process engineering. However, the latter is concerned when the authors apply a
surface response methodology using design of experiments to optimize their process. This strategy is
often used when researchers or engineers meet great difficulties in modeling the process. From that
angle, it could also mean that such a process presents interest for modeling based on first principles.
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Nevertheless, the authors are able to propose conditions for efficient and sustainable synthesis of
carbon dots.

Safety Studies

Finally, one article deals with safety. This is an extremely important aspect of any practical
operation, especially at the industrial level. Often, safety studies are published in dedicated journals
and less in more general journals, such as Processes. Wang et al. [17] study the process of natural gas
explosion in the case of linked vessels with three structures. They perform a numerical simulation by
means of an available and efficient software designed for predicting the consequences of gas explosions
in three dimensions. They also build an apparatus to infer some parameters. Simulations deal with the
influence of parameters such as pipe length, ignition position, length of connection pipes and sizes of
vessels. This article demonstrates how a very elaborate code can be useful in performing a safety study.

Conclusions

A large variety of manuscripts were proposed. Without aiming at a particular classification
chosen a priori, it appears that the accepted articles are mainly divided in two categories. The first
one deals with general methods applicable to many processes and pursuing the goal of improving
the methods of process engineering, either from an analytical or from a numerical point of view.
General simulation codes are regularly used and sometimes coupled between themselves, even with
advanced computational fluid dynamics, to provide new insights. The second category deals with
dedicated processes, often related to an experimental laboratory or industrial process unit. In this
case, the objective is rather to show how a refined model can improve the simulation or simply how
a process can be optimized. Economic aspects are treated in several articles, revealing an important
purpose of process engineering. Even if only one article dealing with safety was retained, it shows
how process studies are interlinked, as it also makes use of computational fluid dynamics. In general,
when possible, the authors try to compare their simulation results with experimental results obtained
at the laboratory or plant level.

Funding: This paper received no funding support.

Conflicts of Interest: The authors declare no conflict of interest.
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Abstract: Optimal steam process drive sizing is crucial for efficient and sustainable operation of
energy-intense industries. Recent years have brought several methods assessing this problem,
which differ in complexity and user-friendliness. In this paper, a novel complex method was
developed and presented and its superiority over other approaches was documented on an industrial
case study. Both the process-side and steam-side characteristics were analyzed to obtain correct
model input data: Driven equipment performance and efficiency maps were considered, off-design
and seasonal operation was studied, and steam network topology was included. Operational data
processing and sizing calculations were performed in a linked MATLAB®–Aspen Plus® environment,
exploiting the strong sides of both software tools. The case study aimed to replace a condensing steam
turbine by a backpressure one, revealing that: 1. Simpler methods neglecting frictional pressure losses
and off-design turbine operation efficiency loss undersized the drive and led to unacceptable loss
of deliverable power to the process; 2. the associated process production loss amounted up to 20%;
3. existing bottlenecks in refinery steam pipelines operation were removed; however, new ones were
created; and 4. the effect on the marginal steam source operation may vary seasonally. These findings
accentuate the value and viability of the presented method.

Keywords: process steam drive; software linking; heat pump; propane–propylene separation;
steam network; pressure and heat losses; energy efficiency

1. Introduction

Cogeneration and polygeneration systems are an essential part of industrial production of
materials and energies, consuming or generating heat, electricity, mechanical, and chemical energy [1,2].
Ambitious efforts of national and European institutions to reduce greenhouse gases emissions and to
ensure sustainable industrial production [3–9] at the same time cannot be successfully met without
increasing material and energy efficiency of the industry [10–13] by simultaneous energy, economic,
environmental, and risk and safety optimization [14–16] of existing industrial cogeneration and
polygeneration systems [17,18].

Efficient steam production, and its transport and use for both process heating and polygeneration
purposes, has been targeted on various complexity levels in numerous recent studies [19–38]. Starting with
techno-economic studies optimizing the efficiency of a single equipment unit [24,27,30,34,35],
through steam consumption optimization in a single production unit [25,32,38,39], and cogeneration
potential exploitation [19,33,36,40,41] to total site heat and power integration [20–23,28,33,37,42],
the goal is always to reduce operational expenses, improve steam system stability, and decrease fuel

Processes 2020, 8, 1495; doi:10.3390/pr8111495 www.mdpi.com/journal/processes7
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consumption in industrial plants. Steam system topology and the impact of pressure and heat losses
from steam pipelines on optimal cogeneration system sizing and operation has been addressed in
several papers [22,37,43–45], but most studies consider neither off-design operation of steam turbines
nor variable steam pressure levels as important aspects in the optimization procedure. A systematic
method comprising characteristics of a real steam system operation [35,46] (variable pipeline loads,
steam pressures, and temperatures) as well as real process steam/work demands has the potential to fill
the knowledge and experience the gap between the modeling approach in utility systems’ optimization
and real steam system operation.

Process steam drives are important steam consumers in heavy industry [20,31,34] and play
a significant role in the design and operation of complex steam networks. The most common
driven equipment includes compressors, pumps, and fans (blowers) [34,38,47]. The steam turbines
used can be of simple condensing, backpressure, or of a combined extraction condensing type [36].
Steam consumption is influenced by several factors that include the actual steam inlet parameters,
steam discharge pressure, actual turbine revolutions, as well as the shaft work needed, which varies
according to the process requirements. Process compressors driven by steam turbines are standard
equipment of ethylene production and gas processing and fractionation plants [38,47], and they
are also frequently used in compression heat pump-assisted distillations [48–51]. Thus, they are
deeply integrated in the process. The shaft work needed depends on several process parameters,
including (but not limited to) the distillation feed amount and composition, desired product quality,
and column and compressor design parameters. This highlights the pressing need to develop a robust
method for process steam drive sizing which would incorporate not only the real steam-side condition
variations but also the process-side shaft work variations. Improper sizing results either in limited
shaft work delivery (undersizing), causing possible process throughput limitations, or inefficient steam
use (oversizing). Moreover, the steam drive design and operation have to be optimized with respect to
the whole steam system, always taking into account the marginal steam source, its seasonal operation
variations [52], and the possible steam pipeline capacity constraints [26,43].

Given all the prerequisites, it is only natural that examination and precise evaluation of such
complex process parameters poses a challenge which can hardly be faced successfully without
employing robust simulation environment. For almost two decades, researchers have strived to
combine the colossal computing capacity of the Aspen Plus® simulation engine with the exceptional
data-processing capabilities of the MATLAB® software [53,54]. Several papers have been published,
mostly focusing on multi-objective optimization [55–59] or automation problems solution [60,61].
Unfortunately, only scarce details regarding the chosen approach can be found. Hence, the perspective
to close this gap in knowledge remains particularly attractive.

The contribution of this paper to the field of knowledge is twofold:

• First, it presents a robust method for optimal process drive sizing and integration considering all
relevant factors affecting the design, while the method is suitable for operational optimization
as well;

• Second, both the process-side and steam-side are modeled using Aspen Plus® and MATLAB®

linking, which is a novel and promising approach for complex systems’ operation analysis and
optimization purposes.

Table 1 provides a comparison of the key parameters and characteristics of relevant recently
published methods with the proposed method, all of them aiming at: 1. Maximization of the
cogeneration potential exploitation; 2. optimal process steam drive sizing; and 3. optimal steam vs.
electrodrive use. As is seen in Table 1, the relevant methods are focused mostly on steam-side modeling
and optimization, while the proposed method presents a coupled steam- and process-side modeling
approach. Moreover, several of the relevant methods do not incorporate such important aspects as
the varying inlet steam parameters or shaft work requirements and implement fix turbine and driven
equipment efficiencies instead of considering their variations in the real operation. As documented
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on an industrial case study, failure to implement the real operational parameters of a system leads to
steam drive undersizing and, consequently, to limited process throughput.

The effect is that the more pronounced, the farther the process drive is located from the main steam
pipeline. Further findings from the industrial case study include the fact that the incorporation of a
steam drive into an existing steam network can significantly affect its balance (and, thus, its operation)
and thus create a new operation bottleneck, or remedy its existing ones. Furthermore, the marginal
steam source operation mode is also affected, which has to be considered when evaluating the economic
feasibility of such an investment proposal.

Paper organization is as follows: Part 2 presents the proposed complex steam drive sizing
method and is subdivided into process-side and steam-side model subparts. Following that, part 3
introduces an industrial case study with the description of the existing system layout, proposed change,
available process data, and their processing, including initial analyses and their results serving as
additional model input parameters. Part 4 presents the calculation results, including a comparison of
the presented steam drive sizing method with several others (included in Table 1), and evaluating the
economic feasibility of the proposed system change. Discussion is followed by a concise conclusion
part summing up the novelty and significance of the presented method and the key findings extracted
from the industrial case study results.
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2. Process Drive Sizing Method

2.1. Equipment Operation Assessment and Modeling

2.1.1. Heat Pump-Assisted C3 Fraction Splitting

Heat pump-assisted distillation is a good example of incorporating a steam drive into an industrial
process; thus, it was chosen for illustration. In such systems, overhead distillate vapors from a
separation column are compressed and subsequently condensed in the column reboiler [51,62]. For this
type of heat pump to be applicable, the separated components have to be of similar boiling points [63].
However, this leads to a relatively low driving force in the reboiler; thus, to deliver the required power
input, the vapor throughput needs to be sufficiently high. Hence, stable operation of the heat pump
compressor is of the uttermost importance. Amongst the compressor drives, steam drives (turbines)
are the most usual. These are normally shaft-bound with the compressor and, therefore, their correct
sizing is just as important as that of the compressor itself. In the case of steam turbines, however,
the whole sizing process is more complicated as steam quality fluctuations and overall steam network
properties have to be considered.

A typical arrangement of a heat pump-assisted distillation is provided in Figure 1. Here, a propane–
propylene mixture is split into separate components of high purity (>99.6% vol.). The energy necessary
for the separation is provided by a condensing steam turbine.

 

Figure 1. Process scheme. Legend: BL = battery limit, cond. = condenser, CW = cooling water,
C3A = propane, C3E = propylene, frac. = fraction, HPS = high-pressure steam, PP = polypropylene,
prod. = production.

To design (size) a process drive correctly, the process itself must be understood thoroughly.
This encompasses not only the physical structure of the system but also the physicochemical and
mechanical non-idealities and, most importantly, over-time variations in feedstock quality and mass
flow [64]. To provide the most authentic results, the model was constructed as follows:
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• Due to simplicity of the mixture being distilled, an equilibrium model using Murphree tray
efficiency was chosen;

• To account for the vapor phase non-ideality, the Peng–Robinson equation of state [65] was applied,
as it yielded the best results compared to the measured data [66];

• Because the operating temperature of the column (25–35 ◦C) was similar to ambient temperature,
heat loss from the system was neglected;

• Technical details regarding the number of column trays and the position of the feed stage;
exchanger areas, overall heat transfer coefficients, and logarithmic mean temperature differences;
and compressor and condensing turbine characteristics were taken from technical documentation
provided by the manufacturer.

The model briefly described above was, due to its complexity, constructed in the simulation
environment of the Aspen Plus® software which provided fast-to-obtain and reliable results.
Yadav et al. [67] provided a comprehensive tutorial on utilizing Aspen Plus® potential in distillation
column operation simulation. For the separation column, the RadFrac model was chosen, which stands
as a universal rigorous model for multi-stage component separation. Each of the three heat exchangers
was modeled using a short-cut method (HeatX model) which proved satisfactory for the cause.
Both the compressor and the turbine were modeled using the Compr model [68,69], though individual
approaches differed significantly.

2.1.2. Compressor Operation

In general, there is a variety of approaches regarding compressor modeling—from the simplest
calculations (e.g., polytropic work calculation with constant parameters and efficiencies) to the most
complex ones (comprising efficiency and power maps, and shaft speed calculations) [70,71]. As shown
later, the calculation should be carried out in the most precise way possible whenever the data is
accessible as, for instance, compressor shaft revolutions affect the turbine efficiency drastically. Hence,
performance and efficiency curves were included in the model via the Aspen Plus® interface. As a
result, the model considered the mass flow through the compressor and the desired output pressure,
and provided information on the required power input, polytropic efficiency, and shaft speed, as well
as complete outlet stream results.

2.1.3. Process Drive Operation

Steam turbines, like compressors, can be modeled on many levels—from basic enthalpy balance
with constant isentropic efficiency to more complex approaches comprising turbine characteristics
and correction curves [20,30]. Aspen Plus® did not provide the option to model turbines with the
same precision as the compressors. Therefore, the characteristics and correction curves had to be
input “manually”, via a calculator block. As only isentropic calculations were predefined for turbines,
the model first calculated the turbine steam consumption based on the characteristics (required
power output) and correction curves (live steam pressure, live steam temperature, exhaust pressure,
and compressor revolutions). Then, the model iteratively calculated the isentropic efficiency of the
turbine so that, based on the before-calculated steam consumption and enthalpy balance, the provided
power output correlated with the required value.

2.1.4. Steam Network

While most industrial facilities have a major steam source (e.g., a combined heat and power unit
(CHP)), the utilization of waste heat from production units in means of steam production is also a
common practice [43]. Moreover, the overall steam supply of these local producers can even exceed the
major steam source production. Thus, the quality of the supplied steam varies significantly depending
not only on the CHP unit’s operation but on the whole production network [22,72]. It is therefore vital
for process drive sizing to account for steam quality fluctuations.
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When analyzing steam networks, as well as any other pipeline systems, momentum and
heat transfer must always be considered [73]. Pressure loss caused by friction and/or various
installed armatures and potential heat loss to ambient space can affect the steam quality significantly.
When analyzing the heat transfer, steam–ambient temperature difference plays the most significant
role. The impact of heat loss on the medium quality is thus best observable during extreme ambient
conditions, i.e., temperature peaks during winter. Even though most adverse effects of ambient
temperature changes can be suppressed by effective insulation, Hanus et al. [26] showed that the
effectivity of outdoor insulation decreases heavily after years of operation and it is in designer’s best
interest to investigate the true heat conductivity of the used insulation.

Effects of both pressure and heat losses vary greatly depending on pipeline geometry and mostly
on the steam network topology and plant infrastructure, i.e., the resulting pipeline length. While the
distance (pipe length) of the considered steam drive from the battery limit header can range in terms
of tens of meters in some cases, there are units where the pipe length can reach hundreds of meters or
even a kilometer. This is mostly the case of mid-twenty century refineries where individual units and
their subunits were built far apart for safety reasons [26].

Lastly, it is necessary to assess the impact of steam drive alteration on the steam transport velocity.
Naturally, high transport velocities may cause serious erosion of pipeline walls and damage installed
armatures. However, low velocities in the pipelines may result in excessive heat loss and decrease
in steam quality or even condensate production [26]. Hence, the velocity changes with the steam
consumption of the drive, and pipeline suitability assessment is inevitable.

The process described in the previous text draws high-pressure steam from a steam network
using a CHP unit as the main steam producer. As illustrated below (Figure 2), steam crossing the
fluid catalytic cracking (FCC) unit battery limit is first supplied to the modeled system (propylene
recovery unit) and then to other parts of the FCC unit. To account for all above-mentioned aspects,
pipeline topology, geometry, and heat transfer properties were incorporated in the Aspen Plus®

process model.

 

Figure 2. Simplified plant steam network. Legend: Red line=HPS pipelines, orange line=middle-pressure
steam (MPS) pipelines, dotted red line = turbine exhaust; blue line = condensate.
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2.1.5. Combined Heat and Power Unit (CHP) as Marginal Steam Source

Industrial combined heat and power plants (CHP) traditionally employ steam boilers and
steam turbines as the cogeneration technology; some of them including gas turbines or combustion
engines [40,74]. Their task is to cover the steam network imbalance on all pressure levels (i.e., to serve
as a marginal steam source) while the cogenerated electric energy is utilized in the industrial facility or
sold to an external grid. Seasonal steam demand variations influence their operation and the resulting
backpressure power production decreases in summer below a pre-set acceptable level, and has to be
compensated by other means (condensing power production). The reason for this specific system
feature is explained in more detail in Section 3.2. Techno-economic assessment of a process steam drive
sizing inevitably impacts the CHP operation and should be evaluated correctly. Last, but not least,
the CHP operation is influenced not only by internal steam demand, but by external factors as well
(energy management strategy of the refinery, changeable energy prices and their uncertainty, etc.) [75].

The considered CHP comprised high-pressure steam boilers (9 MPa, 530 ◦C) and a set
of backpressure and extraction condensing turbines exporting high-pressure (HPS, 3.5 MPa),
medium-pressure (MPS, 1.1 MPa), and low-pressure (LPS, 0.5 MPa) steam to the industrial facility.
Constant marginal heat production efficiency of the CHP and constant marginal backpressure and
condensing power production per one ton of steam were assumed. The effect of a change in the
production unit steam balance on a certain pressure level was transposed to the corresponding change
in backpressure electric energy production and fuel consumption in the CHP. A detailed description of
the CHP unit operation and its further characteristics can be found elsewhere [26,47].

2.2. Data Processing

Data analyses are an inherent part of any technological proposal. To be able to size the desired
equipment, it is necessary to understand the unit’s operation, unearth any possible off-design
performance and to map the system responses. In order to do so, measured data regarding the modeled
unit and auxiliaries have to be studied.

To evaluate the maximal power requirements of the modeled unit and to assess seasonal
performance variations, a year-long operation of the unit was monitored. To understand the effects of
steam quality fluctuations on the proposed new process drive performance, daily measurements of the
properties of steam in the network were taken. Finally, to examine possible bottlenecks linked to the
CHP unit operation, its performance during the evaluated period was considered.

2.2.1. Measured Data

Table 2 summarizes all process data used in the simulation of the propylene recovery unit
performance and serves as a guide for heat pump-assisted distillation simulation (and process drive
sizing) data gathering. These data include feedstock mass flow and composition which are usually
not measured continually. However, highly reliable records of products’ mass flow and quality are
generally recorded and they can be combined to obtain the desired information.

2.2.2. Aspen–MATLAB Linking

The proposed methodology exploits the full potential and relevance of multi-software modeling
via linking Aspen Plus® software (Aspen Plus® V10, Aspen Technology Inc., Bedford, MA, USA)
with MATLAB® software (MATLAB® 2020a, The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA, USA). While the
state-of-the-art simulation engine of Aspen Plus® provides swift and rigorous results due to the
sequential modular algorithm, its use in evaluation of large datasets containing numerous different
variables is somewhat laborious. On the other hand, the programming language of the MATLAB
software is tailored for handling such tasks. Thus, an effort to link these two software environments
persists. Fontalvo et al. [54] introduced the idea of software linking in the early 2000s, though no
details were presented. Several years later, in 2014, Fontalvo described the linking principles [53];
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however, these are of limited relevance today. Other authors have continued working on the
idea with different aims or providing insufficient details. A MATLAB® sub-software, Simulink,
was used by Dos Santos Vidal et al. [60] and Ryu et al. [61] to solve rather complicated automation
problems. Muñoz et al. [57] used MATLAB®-to-Aspen linking in a gradient-based multi-objective
optimization via ACSII file exchange with Aspen Plus® working in the equation-oriented mode.
The published freeware by Abril [76] caused a breakthrough with instructions for component object
model (COM) interface linking. Following this publication, several papers [58,59,77,78] were published
providing scarce information about the interface build and utilization. Even though the works of
Ramirez et al. [56] and Darkwah et al. [55] contain specific programming tips, these are rather unclear
to a non-advanced user. Hence, to this day, a simple but complex interface linking methodology
remains elusive. Details regarding the program capabilities and the linking procedure are presented in
the following text.

Table 2. Considered measured data. Legend: BL = battery limit, CHP = combined heat and power
plant, HPS = high-pressure steam, MPS =middle-pressure steam.

Equipment/Material Stream/Unit Data Purpose Details

Propylene (product stream) Total mass flow Simulation Together with propane stream
represents the feed stream

Propylene content

Propane (component analysis) Simulation Feed stream composition

Column Head pressure Simulation
Bottoms pressure Simulation

Suction drum Pressure Simulation

Compressor Exhaust pressure Simulation

Exhaust temperature Verification
Compressor exhaust temperature
documents isentropic efficiency
calculation accuracy

Shaft speed Verification Shaft speed documents compressor
performance calculation accuracy

Turbine
Steam

consumption/condensate
mass flow

Verification

For systems where steam
consumption is not measured
directly, it is possible to measure
mass flow of turbine condensate

Condensate pump by-pass
valve position Verification

When measuring condensate mass
flow, it is sensible to check whether
condensate pump by-pass is in
operation and to what degree

Live steam temperature Simulation

Exhaust pressure/condenser
temperature Simulation

For systems where exhaust pressure
is not measured directly, it is
possible to estimate it based on the
condenser temperature

HPS from BL Mass flow Simulation
(utility stream) Temperature Simulation

Pressure Simulation

MPS from BL Mass flow Simulation
(utility stream) Temperature Simulation

Pressure Simulation

CHP unit HPS mass flow Simulation
MPS mass flow Simulation

Aspen Plus® cooperation with external Windows applications is enabled via ActiveX Automation
Server. In this way, the applications can interact with Aspen Plus® through a programming interface
while the automation server exposes objects through the COM object model [79]. Through this interface
it is possible:

• to connect inputs and results of Aspen Plus® simulations to other applications;
• to manipulate (create, reconnect, delete, etc.) Aspen Plus® objects;
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• to control the Aspen Plus® user interface (handle events, suppress dialog boxes, disable user
interface features, etc.);

• to control a simulation (run, stop, reinitialize, etc.).

As the original user guide for Aspen Plus® is written for the Visual Basic programming language,
a simple step-by-step manual for Aspen–MATLAB linking is presented:

• First, a local ActiveX server is created where the component object model is situated using the
inbuilt function “actxserver”. The syntax is as follows: var = actxserver(ProgID), where var is a
structured variable used to access the server and ProgID is the program identifier. The program
identifier for Aspen Plus® documents is “Apwn.Document.X” where X depends on the Aspen
Plus® version: 34.0 for V8.8, 35.0 for V9.0, and 36.0 for V10.0 (e.g., “Apwn.Document.36.0” for
Aspen Plus® V10);

• After the server creation, the whole system is initialized as shown in Figure 3. There are three
initialization methods depending on the format of the simulation: “InitFromArchive2” (for use with
.bkp and .apw archive files), “InitFromTemplate2” (for use with templates), and “InitFromFile2”
(for use with .apwn compound files). No difference has been observed in their performance,
though .bkp files are generally the smallest in size and thus recommended. As with other
MATLAB® scripts, all files have to be located in the same folder;

 

Figure 3. Example of Aspen Plus®–MATLAB® link utilization (for details see Appendix A).
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• From this point on, the Aspen–MATLAB® link is ready to use. To access results, manage inputs,
and control the simulation and/or the user interface, dot notations are used. Examples of the
syntax for various commands are given below:

a. Simulation control Syntax: var.command (e.g., var.Run2, var.Reinit, . . . )
b. User interface control Syntax: var.attribute = value (e.g., var.Visible = 1, . . . )
c. Input alteration Syntax: var.Tree.Findnode(path).Value = value_a
d. Results gathering Syntax: value_b = var.Tree.Findnode(path).Value

All commands can be found in Appendix A or in Figure 3. The path to every individual
variable of the simulation in Aspen Plus® can be accessed directly in the program via: Customize→
Variable explorer.

• Prior to launching the simulation, it is sensible to also link MATLAB to Excel for more flexible
operation via simple and useful inbuilt functions “xlsread” and “xlswrite” enabling reading and
writing data from and to the Excel spreadsheet, respectively, without the need for opening the
data file manually. An example can be seen in Figure 3.

3. Industrial Case Study

3.1. System Description

The aforementioned propylene recovery unit is a subunit (a section) of a fluid catalytic cracking
(FCC) unit, splitting the liquid propylene–propane fraction from the FCC gas plant into individual
products of high purity. Due to low relative volatility of the components (and therefore low temperature
difference between the head and bottom of the distillation column), a compression heat pump system
can be utilized. However, the small difference in boiling points demands a large reflux ratio (>15) and
numerous (>150) separation stages. Hence, such a system (as described in Figure 1) poses not only a
technological but also a computational challenge, which once again underlines the pressing need for
use of robust simulation software.

Performance of the considered propylene recovery unit was evaluated during an approximately
one-year period, from 1 April 2018 to 28 February 2019, and provided the following observations:

• The unit’s feedstock flow rate was flexible, ranging from 6.5 to 9.7 t/h;
• Feedstock quality ranged from 81.7 to 86.5 mass % of propylene;
• Turbine condensate pump was by-pass protected.

Based on the technical documentation, we can state:

• Maximal unit throughput was 10 t/h of the propane–propylene fraction;
• Maximal compressor power at the coupling is 1250 kW.

3.2. Proposed Change in Steam Drive Type

Currently, a condensing steam turbine is used as the heat pump compressor drive. Such a
situation makes sense if there is excess steam that cannot be utilized for other purposes (process heating,
stripping agent, etc.). In the presented industrial study, HPS, used as driving steam, was imported
from the CHP. At the same time, enough variability in both HPS and MPS production and transport
capacities allowed us to consider condensing steam drive replacement by a backpressure one, targeting
fuel savings in the CHP at the expense of a certain loss of CHP power generation. The replacement
of condensing mechanical power production by a backpressure unit is economically feasible at most
fuel-power price ratios. An additional tangible benefit was the resulting decrease in CO2 and other
pollutant emissions in the CHP.

Another steam pressure level, LPS, can be considered as an alternative backpressure steam sink to
the MPS, but it is less suitable for this purpose. The reason is an occasional LPS excess in summer
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and the resulting decrease of LPS export from the CHP to very low values, which negatively affects
the steam quality in the main LPS pipelines. Additional LPS from a new backpressure steam drive
would thus have to be vented into the atmosphere. This situation is well-documented in Figure 4,
where occasional drops of LPS export from the CHP can be seen. Sudden one-direction changes in LPS
export within a few days or one to two weeks (decrease in April, increase in November) result from
switching on/off the space heaters and steam tracing in the refinery. The existing LPS excess in the
refinery during summer months is a serious issue that has two consequences: First, lower economic
attractiveness of incentives for LPS consumption decrease in the refinery. Second, low LPS export from
the CHP leads to reduced backpressure power production. Long-term energy policy of the refinery
includes the demand to secure the power supply to critical production units during outer grid outages
(severe weather, unexpected events) from the CHP. Thus, a certain minimal power production in the
CHP is required regardless of the actual season. As the backpressure power production is insufficient
to cover this demand, additional power is produced in condensing steam turbines during warmer
months. The average duration of this period is 40% of the year. Any changes in CHP backpressure
power production resulting from the proposed change in the steam drive are reflected in the change of
condensing power production in the opposite way during this period of the year.

Figure 4. Seasonal fluctuations in low-pressure steam (LPS) export.

Apart from MPS and LPS, other steam pressure levels can be considered with sufficient capacity
to absorb the steam produced from the new steam drive. A preliminary analysis of steam consumption
in the FCC unit showed no such options, as their steam absorption capacity was only a small fraction
of what was needed. Thus, only a backpressure steam drive with HPS as the driving steam and
with MPS discharge was considered and further analyzed. A schematic of the analyzed proposal is
provided in Figure 5. The FCC unit consumed between 25 to 40 t/h of MPS. During periods of lower
MPS consumption, the excess of MPS produced in the new steam drive was exported to other refinery
units. The CHP remained the marginal source of both HPS and MPS for the refinery. MPS export
from the FCC unit was associated with increased MPS backpressure at the new steam drive discharge,
which was considered in the proposed steam drive sizing method. Increase in the HPS export from
the CHP increased the steam flow velocities in the HPS network, which was desirable following the
outcomes of a study dedicated to HPS network operation [26]. However, transport capacity of both
main HPS pipelines as well as those within the FCC unit has to be reviewed.
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Figure 5. Simplified plant steam network alteration proposal. Legend: Red line = HPS pipelines;
orange line =MPS pipelines.

3.3. Key System Analysis and Model Verification

Prior to designing a new process equipment, it is inevitable to confirm the relevance of the
constructed model, based on which the proposal will be carried out. Designing a new process steam
drive, the best practice is to prove that the model can predict actual steam consumption precisely.
According to the enclosed graph (Figure 6), the model prediction seems to be incorrect though the trend
is generally preserved. This was probably caused by the lack of live steam consumption measurement,
except for the turbine condensate mass flow, which did not, however, totally correlate with the steam
consumption because of the condensate pump by-pass increasing the condensate flow. Moreover,
as shown in Figure 7, the calculated compressor shaft speed was in most cases slightly lower than the
measured one due to the applied process control: For systems comprising such an enormous recycle
stream flow rate (>150 t/h recycle vs. <10 t/h feedstock) it was near impossible to numerically obtain
the exact same composition as analytically determined. Rather than that, an automation condition was
set, forcing the process control to keep the product quality above 99.6 vol%. Even though real process
control can occasionally achieve higher purity, there were numerous cases where the calculated purity
was slightly below the measured. As a result, the compressor shaft speed may have, on a small scale,
differed from the measured as well.

To account for both effects, the condensate mass flow rate with by-pass valve position was included
in the calculation and the measured shaft speed was used for turbine performance assessment. The latter
perfectly illustrated the impact of the shaft speed on the turbine efficiency (discussed in detail later).
Based on the measured to calculated condensate mass flow rate comparison (Figures 8 and 9), it can be
stated that the model provided reliable results and was thus verified.

Subsequently, to design a process drive correctly, it is necessary to:

• Obtain the process side characteristics—to evaluate the maximal power requirements and predict
the process behavior in case of insufficient power supply as well as the daily performance;

• Map fluctuations in the steam network as to find the most appropriate design parameters for a
new steam drive;

• Understand the effects of the process side (shaft speed and power requirements) and steam side (live
steam pressure, live steam temperature, and exhaust pressure) parameters on turbine efficiency.
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Figure 6. Condensate to steam mass flow comparison.

Figure 7. Measured to calculated shaft speed comparison.

Figure 8. Comparison of measured and estimated condensate mass flow rate over the evaluated period.
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Figure 9. Measured to estimated condensate mass flow rate comparison.

Considering the above, process side characteristics (Figure 10) were constructed. Despite expectations,
the primary assumption that the feedstock quality affects the process side power requirements was
refuted. The best explanation was that the impact of large reflux efficiently suppressed the impact of
the feedstock quality and so the characteristics were practically linear, with the feed flow rate as the
independent and the power requirement as the dependent variable. The slope of the linear function
used to fit the data was later used in results.

Figure 10. Process side characteristics.

The installed condensing steam turbine provided 1250 kW of power at nominal conditions,
i.e., live steam pressure of 2.95 MPa, live steam temperature of 300 ◦C, exhaust pressure of 25 kPa,
and shaft speed of 11,548 rpm, while consuming 2.1 kg/s of HPS. At these conditions, isentropic
efficiency of 71.9% was declared. Based on the enclosed technical documentation (correction curves),
the effect of alteration of these parameters was studied. The results can be observed in the figures
below. It was proven that steam side parameters (Figure 11) affect the turbine isentropic efficiency
insignificantly, as even the highest relative parameter deviations caused no more than a 2% difference
in isentropic efficiency. Moreover, it is worth mentioning that no such drastic deviations occur in
real steam networks, and thus the impact of steam side parameters on the isentropic efficiency can
be neglected. However, as it is shown below, the shaft speed affected the isentropic efficiency to a
high measure, while a change in shaft speed was a common phenomenon resulting from variations in
the system performance and the feedstock throughput. Hence, the effect of shaft speed alteration on
turbine isentropic efficiency was normalized (Figure 12) for designing the new turbine.
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Figure 11. Effect of steam side parameters on isentropic efficiency.

Figure 12. Relative isentropic efficiency as a function of relative shaft speed.

The study of actual steam side parameters, however, showed that the installed turbine operates off
design as the real steam network measured values differ from the nominal ones. Hence, the parameters
measured at the FCC unit battery limit were displayed in histograms (Figures 13–16) to obtain ideal
design parameters for the new steam drive.

Figure 13. HPS temperature histogram.
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Figure 14. HPS pressure histogram.

Figure 15. MPS temperature histogram.

Figure 16. MPS pressure histogram.
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Temperature and heat losses were studied on a plant-wide scale. Measured values of temperature
and pressure of HPS exported from CHP were compared to those measured at the FCC battery
limit. The results can be seen in Figure 17. Rather significant differences can be observed namely in
temperatures where an almost 50 ◦C decrease was documented. These results illustrate the need for
pressure and heat loss assessment prior to any proposals incorporating steam networks.

Figure 17. Heat and pressure losses in steam network. Legend: Solid line = conditions at the CHP;
dashed line = conditions at the fluid catalytic cracking (FCC) battery limit.

3.4. Variable Approaches in Steam Drive Design

The steam turbine model was based on steam turbine characteristics well known as the Willan’s
line [80,81], i.e., linear dependency of the actual turbine’s shaft output, P, on the actual steam mass
flow,

.
m, Equation (1), applied to steam expansion between HPS and MPS, with I being the intercept of

the linear relationship:
P = k

.
m− I (1)

As reported by Mavromatis and Kokossis [80], the slope, k, in Equation (1) can be expressed as
follows, in Equation (2):

k =
1.2
B

(
ΔhIS − A

.
mmax

)
(2)

Parameters A and B can be correlated as a function of inlet steam saturation temperature (see [80]
for further details); ΔhIS represents the isentropic enthalpy difference between inlet and discharge
steam, depending on the inlet steam pressure and temperature as well as on the discharge pressure;
.

mmax stands for the maximal (design) steam mass flow through the turbine. As verified in [47], values of
k for common steam drive applications do not differ significantly from ΔhIS and, thus, ΔhIS is used
as the slope of the steam drive characteristics in the steam turbine model. Once the nominal turbine
steam consumption, the nominal obtained output, and the slope of the characteristics are known,
the steam turbine characteristics can be constructed. Following the engineering practice of steam
turbine vendors, when depicting the given relationship, the inlet steam mass flow is located on the
y-axis and the obtained output on the x-axis. Thus, an inverse function to Equation (1) is depicted in
Figure 18, with its slope being equal to ΔhIS

−1, as seen in Equation (3):

.
ms =

1
ΔhIS

P +
I

ΔhIS
=

1
ΔhIS

P + K (3)
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Figure 18. Illustrative example of turbine characteristics.

Varying inlet steam conditions and discharge pressure impact the ΔhIS value and thereby affect
the actual turbine’s steam consumption necessary to achieve the desired output. The analysis of
process side characteristics revealed the maximum power requirement of 1278 kW to be supplied by the
turbine. For the new turbine, the design power output was thus set to 1300 kW. According to numerous
publications on isentropic efficiency of industrial steam drives [30,82], an isentropic efficiency of
65% was assumed, which is typical for mid-size industrial steam drives operating at full load with a
low-steam pressure ratio. Mechanical efficiency of such equipment can be estimated to be 85% [81].
While the mechanical efficiency changed in a very short interval and thus could be considered constant
for a reasonable operational window [81], the isentropic efficiently changed significantly regarding
the turbine load. The dependence between turbine power and isentropic efficiency has been well
documented before [80]. It can be calculated directly from the Willan’s line and described in the form
of a parabolic function (Figure 19).

Figure 19. Isentropic efficiency as a function of power output.

To find the design point and subsequently construct the turbine characteristics, several approaches
are available (Table 1). These vary depending on the number of variables considered, i.e., on the number
of system properties that are neglected and/or simplified. To provide a comprehensive overview,
a variety of possible approaches was exploited to illustrate the main differences in the resulting design
(Table 3). These cases were subdivided into three groups: Cases 1–6 considered the properties and
topology of the existing propylene recovery unit, with only cases 1–3 considering the features of the
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pipeline; cases 7–9 illustrated the changes in results for a steam drive located ten times farther (in means
of pipeline length) from the battery limit; and case 10 was a standalone case considering only the basic
enthalpy balance and constant values of all parameters.

Table 3. Steam drive design approach variations. Real insulation conductivity of 0.080 W·m−1·K−1,
calculated previously by Hanus, et al. [26], was considered. Design insulation conductivity of
0.038 W·m−1·K−1 was considered as a common value for new steam pipeline insulations.

Approach
Pipe

Length

Pipeline Heat Loss
Pressure

Drop

Steam
Quality

Fluctuations

Varying
Shaft
Speed

Varying
Isentropic
Efficiency

Real Insulation
Conductivity

Design Insulation
Conductivity

Case 1 100%
Case 2 100%
Case 3 100%
Case 4 -
Case 5 -
Case 6 -

Case 7 1000%
Case 8 1000%
Case 9 1000%

Case 10 -

Pressure drop calculations for each segment of the pipeline came from the Bernoulli’s equation,
which can be generally written as Equation (4):

z1g +
w2

1

2α1
+

P1

ρ
= z2g +

w2
2

2α2
+

P2

ρ
+ εdis (4)

where z is the geodetic height, g the gravitational acceleration, w the mean steam transport velocity,
P absolute pressure, ρ fluid density, εdis specific dissipated energy, and the dimensionless parameter, α,
has the value of 0.5 or 1 for laminar or turbulent flow, respectively. Subscripts 1 and 2 refer to inlet and
outlet of the pipe segment, respectively. For each segment, the inner pipe diameter remained constant.
Thus, based on the continuity equation, the transport velocity remained constant as well. Furthermore,
the difference in geodetic heights can be sensibly neglected and Equation (4) can be transformed into
Equation (5):

ΔP = ρεdis (5)

The overall specific dissipated energy comprises dissipation due to friction and local energy
dissipation. Based on the Darcy’s law, Equation (6) is deduced:

ΔP = ρ

(
λ

Lw2

2D
+
∑
ξ

w2

2

)
(6)

where λ is the friction factor, L the length of the pipeline segment, D the inner diameter of the pipeline
segment, and ξ is the coefficient of local dissipation. A generalized ready-to-use approach for friction
factor estimation was proposed by Brkić and Praks [83].

Assuming that the only significant heat transfer resistances are that of the insulation and that of
the ambient space, the following Equations (7) and (8) apply:

TF ≈ TW (7)

.
qL =

π(TF − TI)

1
2κ ln DI

DW

=
π(TF − TA)

1
2κ ln DI

DW
+ 1
αADI

(8)

where TF is the temperature of transported fluid, TW temperature of outer pipeline wall, TI the outer
temperature of insulation, TA the ambient temperature,

.
qL the length-specific heat flux, κ the heat
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conductivity of the insulation, DW the outer diameter of the pipe, DI the outer diameter including
insulation, and αA is the combined radiation and convective heat transfer coefficient.

Therefore, the length-specific heat loss from a segment can be iteratively calculated for f = 0
from Equations (9)–(12) [84]:

αA = 9.74 + 0.07(TI,1 − TA) (9)

.
qL =

π(TF − TA)

1
2κ ln DI

DW
+ 1
αADI

(10)

TI,2 = TF − q
ln DI

DW

2πκ
(11)

f = TW,2 − TW,1 (12)

where TW,1 is the primary estimate of the temperature of the pipeline wall (under insulation).

4. Results and Discussion

The proposed change in the process steam drive from the actual condensing steam turbine
to a new backpressure one anticipated a significant increase in HPS consumption. Whereas the
actual consumption ranged roughly from 7.5 to 8.5 t/h (Figure 6), preliminary calculations for the
turbine at nominal conditions (3.35 MPa, 325 ◦C HPS (BL), 1.0 MPa, 252 ◦C MPS (BL), 65% isentropic
efficiency, 85% mechanical efficiency, 100% compressor shaft speed) revealed an increase in turbine
HPS consumption to approx. 35 t/h. Hence, steam transport velocities in the interconnecting pipeline
were studied (Figure 20).

Figure 20. HPS transport velocity as a function of pipe diameter.

As the conducted case study showed (Figure 20), steam transported by a pipeline with a diameter
below 7′′ would breach the erosional velocity limit defined for HPS. Thus, a pipeline with such
a diameter would encounter serious erosion. As the diameter of 7′′ is not typical for industrial
applications, an 8′′ inlet pipeline was considered. A 10′′ pipeline was chosen for the exhaust side
(Figure 21).

The optimal inner pipe diameter was used to calculate nominal performance parameters. For each
case, respective assumptions were incorporated in the simulation program to obtain information on
nominal HPS consumption. The isentropic enthalpy difference was then determined from the actual
enthalpy difference calculated by the model, and the characteristics’ intercept was calculated directly,
as seen in Equation (13):

K =
.

mS − 1
ΔhIS

P (13)
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For any point of the characteristics (different from the nominal point), isentropic efficiency can be
calculated from Equation (14):

ηIS =
Δh

ΔhIS
=

W.
mS

ΔhIS
=

P
ηmech

1
ΔhIS

P+K

ΔhIS
=

P
ηmech(P + ΔhISK)

(14)

 

Figure 21. Pipeline inner diameter. Legend: Solid line = existing pipeline; dashed line = new pipelines.

Polynomial fitting of the isentropic efficiencies provided parameters for Figure 19, which, as well
as other characteristic parameters of the turbine, are summed up in Table 4.

Table 4. Turbine characteristics.

Ambient
Temperature/◦C

Nominal HPS
Consumption/kg·h−1

Nominal
Δh/kJ·kg−1 ΔhIS/kJ·kg−1 K/kg·s−1 a·107 b·104 c·102

Case 1 10 34,703 158.6 244.0 4.312 −2.101 7.169 6.953
35 34,703 158.6 244.0 4.312 −2.101 7.169 6.953
−14 34,724 158.5 243.8 4.314 −2.101 7.170 6.954

Case 2 10 34,685 158.8 244.3 4.314 −2.098 7.164 6.933
35 34,682 158.8 244.3 4.313 −2.099 7.164 6.935
−14 34,688 158.8 244.3 4.314 −2.098 7.163 6.930

Case 3 N/A 34,623 159.0 244.6 4.303 −2.100 7.168 6.947
Cases 4–6 N/A 33,954 162.1 249.4 4.219 −2.101 7.169 6.953

Case 7 10 42,782 128.7 198.0 5.318 −2.100 7.166 6.942
35 42,707 128.9 198.3 5.308 −2.100 7.168 6.948
−14 42,855 128.5 197.7 5.328 −2.103 7.178 6.953

Case 8 10 42,172 130.5 200.8 5.239 −2.101 7.170 6.955
35 42,137 130.7 201.1 5.240 −2.098 7.159 6.945
−14 42,208 130.4 200.6 5.244 −2.103 7.176 6.961

Case 9 N/A 41,182 133.7 205.7 5.119 −2.100 7.166 6.942

To account for ambient temperature variations during the evaluated period, discrete temperature
peaks were considered. These encompassed the highest, the lowest, and the average ambient temperature
measured in 2018. Because cases 4–6 did not consider the pipeline properties, turbine characteristics for
these cases were identical as they shared the same design point.

As can be seen in Table 4, temperature fluctuations affected the steam consumption minimally.
Due to high temperature of the transported medium (HPS, ~325 ◦C), the driving force of heat transfer
depended only insignificantly on the change of ambient temperature. Thus, the ambient temperature
variations could be neglected, and were not taken into further consideration.

To visualize the differences between individual approaches, HPS consumption over the evaluated
period using the methodology of each considered case was examined. For cases incorporating heat
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loss, the average ambient temperature (10 ◦C) was considered. In Figure 22, an evident discrepancy
between the individual cases can be observed. Average deviations from the base cases (case 1 for actual
pipeline length; case 7 for tenfold increase in pipeline length) are summarized in Table 5.

Figure 22. HPS consumption over the evaluated period.

Table 5. Comparison of different case results.

Base Case
Average Relative Deviation in HPS Consumption/%

Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5 Case 6 Case 8 Case 9 Case 10

Case 1 0.08 0.31 2.21 2.32 2.84 - - 5.01
Case 7 - - 20.35 20.09 20.52 1.61 3.74 22.28

While the effect of heat losses from pipelines to the ambient space were proven to be minimal for
the actual length of piping (average deviation ≤ 0.31%), a tenfold increase in the pipe length increased
the average deviation up to 3.74%. Hence, heat loss increased linearly with the distance. An almost
identical trend could be observed in the pressure drop calculation, however, with dramatically
different impact on the calculated HPS consumption. Thus, for calculations comprising long pipelines,
severe errors are to be expected if pressure drop is neglected. Furthermore, models not considering
steam quality fluctuations (case 5) and compressor shaft speed variations (case 6) are not capable
of predicting peaks in HPS consumption (provide different trends) and are thus unsuitable even for
systems comprising short pipelines, though their average deviation is only slightly different to case 4.

For a more comprehensive illustration, the yearly cumulative differences were displayed in
Figures 23 and 24 for case 1 and case 7, respectively. For the actual-size pipeline, two most significant
contributions were visible: The first caused by neglecting the pipeline pressure drop and the second by
considering a constant isentropic efficiency. The latter has proven to be the most severe, resulting in an
almost 13 kt/y difference.
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Figure 23. Cumulative difference in HPS consumption (base case 1).

Figure 24. Cumulative difference in HPS consumption (base case 7).

When considering a pipeline ten times the length of the actual pipeline, the effect of every
simplification in the process drive sizing becomes more evident. However, in contrast to calculations
of the actual pipeline, the pressure drop is the most crucial. Moreover, cumulative differences in
HPS consumption prove the overall trend to be monotonic as opposed to average deviation of case
5 from case 7 (Table 5). These findings underline the fact that even though average deviations for
some cases showed only slight differences, significant cumulative differences can occur. This, above all,
affected the final economic evaluation.

Practically every unit operates off-design for most of the operational time as the exact conditions
defined as nominal are hardly ever met. However, the measure of deviation from the design parameters
shows how well the equipment has been designed. To assess a possible negative impact of the steam
drive replacement on the driven process, a study was conducted operating the turbine at full load for
each case and each day of the evaluated period. The power output provided by the turbine consuming
nominal amount of steam (Table 4) was compared to the actual power requirements of the process.
A threshold of 5% (65 kW) was set, which is a typical design margin. In this study, again, results for
the actual pipeline were compared to the ten-times-longer pipeline variant.

As shown in Figure 25, for a relatively short pipeline (≈100 m), a turbine designed with respect to
all abovementioned aspects (Case 1) provided the process with the required power over the whole
evaluated period. Simplified models, cases 4–6, also provided satisfactory results with hardly any
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threshold overshoots. However, the difference in the performance reserve was evident, pointing out
nominal turbine inlet steam mass flow undersizing.

Figure 25. Required to maximal power output differences for case 1 (A) and cases 4–6 (B) considering
100% pipeline length. Dashed line represents a typical 5% design reserve.

The situation changed dramatically with the increase in pipeline length. As depicted in Figure 26,
even when all the aspects were considered (case 7), there was a short period of time when the turbine
was not capable of providing the required mechanical power. The more such periods appeared, the less
system properties were considered (e.g., case 9, which did not take heat loss into account). Finally,
the worst-case scenario did not take pressure drop into account. As proven below, a turbine designed
without regard to pressure drop along the pipeline did not provide the process with the required
mechanical power with its lack exceeding 100 kW (approximately 8% of nominal mechanical power
requirement) very frequently. The inability of the steam drive designed without steam frictional
pressure losses consideration to meet the process-side mechanical power demand inevitably resulted
in a decrease of processed C3 fraction mass flow. The C3 fraction splitting process could thus become
a bottleneck of the whole FCC reaction products separation section with serious consequences on
its profitability.

Based on the process side characteristics (Figure 10), production loss due to insufficient power
supply can be quantified. Each 100 kW of lacking power output (i.e., power output below the dashed
line in Figure 26) represented 2.16 t/h of production loss (Figure 27). For the studied propylene recovery
unit processing approx. 65.8 kt of feedstock yearly, the decrease of 13.2 kt/y (20%) was unacceptable.
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Figure 26. Required to maximal power output difference for case 7 (A), case 9 (B) and cases 4–6
(C) considering 1000% pipeline length. Dashed line represents a typical 5% design reserve.

Figure 27. Loss in production for a system considering 1000% pipeline length.
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Besides the impact of the proposed steam drive change on the propylene recovery process, its effect
on the operation of the refinery’s main HPS and MPS pipelines was assessed in terms of transported
steam mass flow. A significant change in the steam mass flow may result in new bottlenecks or even
an infeasible operation of the network [26]. Current HPS pipeline operation was analyzed in detail by
Hanus et al. [26], defining the safe operation window between 20 and 60 t/h of exported HPS from CHP.
Such conditions prevent excessive erosion and pressure losses on one hand and steam stagnation in
pipelines on the other. An existing pipeline, returning HPS to the CHP, enables HPS network operation
with zero or even negative net HPS export from the CHP. Furthermore, exporting more than 60 t/h of
HPS from the CHP is possible by utilizing a second main HPS pipeline that is normally closed but can
be activated if needed. However, even with both the main HPS pipelines active, exporting more than
80 t/h HPS from the CHP for longer periods is unwanted, though possible. As shown in Figure 28,
the proposed steam drive change eliminated the occurrence of undesirably low HPS export from the
CHP and simultaneously led to HPS export of over 80 t/h in certain periods, forcing the steam network
operators to undertake additional measures to ensure the HPS network stability.

Figure 28. Impact of proposed steam drive change on the HPS network. Long-term operation of the
HPS network outside the <0; 80> t/h HPS export interval is infeasible.

The MPS network operation was also investigated and the results are shown in Figure 29. Presently,
the MPS demand of the refinery exceeds 80 or even 100 t/h, which strains the MPS production capacity
of the CHP. MPS export of over 100 t/h cannot usually be met by steam extraction and the deficit has to
be covered by 9 MPa steam throttling in the CHP. As presented in Figure 29, the occurrence of such
unwanted states is strongly reduced by the new process drive in operation. A few periods appear,
though, with MPS export below 20 t/h, which may affect the MPS network operation stability and have
to be avoided by active MPS network management.

The change in exported steam mass flow at high-pressure and middle-pressure levels affects fuel
consumption and carbon dioxide emissions of the CHP. The resulting effect differs according to the
season of the year:

1. In colder months (October to April), fuel is saved, and CO2 emissions are reduced. Backpressure
power production in the CHP is also reduced;

2. In warmer months (May to September), the reduction in the CHP backpressure power production
is compensated by an increase in the condensing production which keeps the total power output of
the CHP unchanged. The resulting change in fuel consumption and in CO2 emissions production
is determined by the difference between: (a) Marginal condensing power production efficiency
of the CHP and, (b) the condensing mechanical power production in the replaced condensing
steam drive.
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Figure 29. Impact of proposed steam drive change on the MPS network. Long-term operation of the
MPS network below 20 t/h of exported MPS is infeasible.

Based on discussion with CHP managers and operators, the following input data were considered
in calculations:

1. Average thermal efficiency of the CHP is 85%, determined as the ratio of the enthalpy in exported
steam to the fuel lower heating value;

2. Heavy fuel oil combusted in the CHP produces 3.2 tons of CO2 per 1 ton of oil;
3. Marginal efficiency of the condensing power production in the CHP is 3 MWh per ton of

combusted fuel.

Trends of fuel consumption change and CHP electric power output decrease in the evaluated
period are visualized in Figure 30.

Figure 30. Economic evaluation.

Evaluation of the economic potential of the condensing steam drive replacement assumed the
following prices: Electricity 45 €/MWh; heavy fuel oil 120 €/t; and CO2 emissions 27 €/t. The hourly
benefit results from (1) the achieved decrease in fuel consumption and in CO2 emissions, and (2) the
amount of additional power purchased from the outer grid. Additional power has to be purchased to
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balance the lower CHP output in colder months (Figure 30). The cumulative benefit curve (Figure 30)
is obtained by summing up the hourly benefits over the evaluated period. As can be seen, most of the
benefit is harvested during colder months. Overall, 3.72 kt/year of fuel can be saved and CO2 emissions
from the CHP can be reduced by 11.13 kt/year as a result of the process steam drive replacement.
The resulting benefit is expected to be over 300,000 EUR/year. A preliminary estimate of the steam
drive replacement cost including new pipelines is around 450,000 EUR, leading to a preliminary
simple payback period of 1.5 years. Due to the envisioned CO2 emission cost increase, economic
feasibility of this proposal should be retained even if the fuel price decreases or that of purchased
electricity increases.

Considering the results presented in Figure 25, it can be concluded that the C3 fraction feed
processing capacity is met even with less rigorous steam drive sizing method. However, for the
alternative with ten-times-longer pipelines, only the rigorous method presented in this paper ensures
the retained process throughput capacity. Less complex sizing methods led to undersizing of the
steam drive and the resulting processing capacity limitation (see Figure 27) outweighed the economic
potential of the steam drive replacement (Figure 30) by far.

The presented technical and economic results varied significantly depending on the type and
operation of the CHP that served as a marginal steam source. Modern industrial CHP units usually
comprise a gas turbine-based combined cycle. If such a unit operates in a purely cogeneration mode
(no or minimal condensing power production), the resulting change in fuel consumption and power
production is different from that in Figure 30. Apart from the electricity production change due to the
steam balance shift on HPS and MPS levels, either (a) an increase in condensing power production
due to utilization of the saved HPS, or, (b) a decrease in the power output of gas turbine(s) and the
associated fuel consumption reduction can be observed. The way is chosen by the CHP managers
based on fuel costs compared to marginal power production cost in the combined cycle. In any case,
since the combined cycle is a more efficient marginal cogeneration steam source than a traditional steam
CHP, the resulting fuel consumption and CO2 emissions release is lower. This further accentuates the
need to analyze the marginal steam source operation carefully prior to steam drive sizing.

5. Conclusions

The presented method for process steam drive sizing comprises both process and steam network
including the marginal steam source operation assessment. A proper investigation of both process-side
and steam-side design and operation parameters is necessary and should precede the drive sizing itself.
Attention should be paid to key process parameters including the required power input and its hourly
and seasonal variability as well as the variability of the driven equipment frequency. Driving steam
quality and discharge steam pressure variations should be evaluated carefully, and their change due to
frictional pressure and heat losses from steam pipelines should also be assessed. Driving and discharge
steam pressure levels should be chosen according to the analysis of individual steam pressure levels’
operation range and their anticipated change resulting from steam drive implementation. Their effect
on the marginal steam source operation should be evaluated considering all previous findings.

The proposed method comprises process data evaluation and calculations in a linked MATLAB®

and Aspen Plus® environment. Thereby, the potential of MATLAB in process data analysis and results
evaluation and visualization is coupled with the ability of rigorous process simulation by Aspen Plus®.

The industrial case study comprised the replacement of the existing condensing steam drive by a
new backpressure one, driving the 1.25 MW compressor of the heat pump-assisted C3 fraction splitting
process. Application of the proposed method and comparison with the results obtained using methods
proposed by other authors revealed that:

1. Steam drive undersizing resulted from lower complexity of the sizing methods;
2. Neglecting the variable frequency of the driven equipment, frictional pressure losses, and the

steam drive efficiency loss at partial load operation could decrease the ability of the steam drive
to provide the power required for the process;
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3. The simplest sizing method combined with the ten-times-longer steam pipeline led to a C3
fraction splitting capacity decrease of around 20%, which was unacceptable.

Examination of the changes in the HPS and MPS network operation revealed that several capacity
bottlenecks could be removed by the steam drive replacement, but new ones could arise, which requires
active steam network management. The impact on the CHP operation included fuel savings of
up to 3.72 kt/year, and a CO2 emissions reduction of 11.13 kt/year at the expense of an additional
17.29 GWh/year of power purchased from outer grid compensating for the power production decrease
at the CHP. Warmer months’ contribution to this cost was negligible as the CHP compensated for
the lowered backpressure power production by the expensive condensing one. Despite this fact,
the proposed steam drive replacement exhibited a simple payback period shorter than two years.

Further method improvement will be aimed in future work with the focus on implementing
multi-objective optimization. The effects of steam drive implementation or replacement of the main
steam network operation should be examined and assessed more closely.
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Nomenclature

Abbreviations
BE balance equations
BL battery limit
C3 propane–propylene mixture
C3A propane
C3E propylene
Calc. calculated
CHP combined heat and power unit
COM component object model
Cond. condenser
CW cooling water
FCC fluid catalytic cracking
frac. fraction
HPS high-pressure steam
MPS middle-pressure steam
LPS low-pressure steam
N/A not applicable
NP not provided
PP polypropylene
prod. production
Reg. calculated based on statistic regression
SA sensitivity analysis
SS saturated steam conditions
WS wet steam conditions
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Symbols
a first parameter of polynomial regression, Figure 19 (kW−2)
A parameter, Equation (2) (kW)
b second parameter of polynomial regression, Figure 19 (kW−1)
B parameter, Equation (2)
c third parameter of polynomial regression, Figure 19
D diameter (m)
f shaft speed (rpm)
g gravitational acceleration, g = 9.81 m·s−2

h specific enthalpy (kJ·kg−1)
I intercept, Equation (1) (kW)
k slope, Equation (1) (kJ·kg−1)
K intercept, Equations (3), (13) and (14) (kg·s−1)
L length (m)
.

m mass flow rate (kg·s−1)
P power (kW)

pressure, Equations (4)–(6) (Pa)
.
qL length-specific heat flux (W·m−1)
w fluid mean transport velocity (m·s−1)
W net work (kW)
z geographical height (m)
Greek symbols
∝ heat transfer coefficient (W·m−2·K−1)

dimensionless parameter, Equation (4)
Δ difference
ε specific mechanical energy (kJ·kg−1)
η efficiency
κ overall heat transfer coefficient (W·m−1·K−1)
λ friction factor
ξ coefficient of local dissipation
ρ density (kg·m−3)
Subscripts

A ambient

d design

dis dissipation

F fluid

I insulation

IS isentropic
max maximal

mech mechanical

W wall
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Appendix A

 

Figure A1. Process-side calculation (part 1).
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Figure A2. Process-side calculation (part 2).
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Figure A3. Process-side calculation (part 3).
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Figure A4. Process-side calculation (part 4).
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Figure A5. Steam-side calculation (part 1).
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Figure A6. Steam-side calculation (part 2).
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Figure A7. Steam-side calculation (part 3).
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Abstract: Reforming of natural gas with steam represents the most energy-intensive part of ammonia
production. An integrated numerical model for calculating composition of primary reforming
products with cross-checking of outlet methane molar concentration, heat duty, maximum tube wall
temperature, tube pressure drops, and approach to equilibrium was set up involving production
parameters. In particular, the model was used for continuous monitoring and optimization of a steam
methane reformer (SMR) catalyst in ammonia production. The calculations involve the solution
of material and energy balance equations along with reaction kinetic expressions. Open source
code based on Matlab file was used for modelling and calculation of various physical properties of
the reacting gases. One of the main contributions is development of the rapid integrated method
for data exchange between any distributed control system (DCS) and the model to accomplish
continuous monitoring and optimization of SMR catalyst and reformer tubes. Integrated memory
block was proposed for rapid synchronization between commercial DCS with the model solver.
The developed model was verified with the industrial top-fired SMR unit in ammonia production
located in Petrokemija, Croatia. Practical application of proposed solution can ensure overall energy
savings of up to 3% in ammonia production.

Keywords: ammonia production; numerical modelling; steam methane reforming; simulation

1. Introduction

The importance of chemical process simulators is well-documented, as they are important tools
for modelling chemical plants, while providing opportunities for optimization and debottlenecking
of existing processes [1,2]. All commercially available process simulators follow the traditional
development method, which in almost 100% of cases hides the source code from the end users
thus relying on a closed, black-box approach. Open source code software can be a useful tool for
development of an integrated process simulator and related simulation model that would be able
to serve industrial users in improving their production operations. One of the interesting cases for
application of the open source code software in fertilizer industry is ammonia production as the most
energy-intensive process which gives the main raw material for different end products. The main
energy consumer in ammonia plants is the steam methane reformer (SMR) furnace. In typical SMR
furnace approximately 50% of the heat generated by combustion of natural gas in the burners is
transferred through the reformer tubes and absorbed by the process gas. This unit presents the primary
focus for the operators to minimize their costs in the whole ammonia plant.

The industrial users of any ammonia plant would like to have the ability to rapidly monitor and
evaluate the performance of the SMR in its regular operation life in steady-state and dynamic mode.
Many models have been created to describe SMR units with varying levels of details [3–5].

Sophisticated simulators have been used to describe the performance of the units with a high
accuracy [6]. Nevertheless, many of these take a long time to converge, however, which is impractical
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for regular industrial uses and at the same time does not allow for the continuous prediction of
process parameters with possibility for their adjustment and improvement to achieve the best available
performance. Besides that, a series of catalyst beds within ammonia plants needs simple and practical
on-line monitoring of their performance regarding the activity, selectivity, and lifetime.

The one-dimensional heterogeneous numerical model based on the open source code which
replicates some of the work of Xu and Froment is proposed and extended to include main process
control parameters in a form that is applicable to the vast majority of commercially available industrial
SMR catalysts [7–10]. The developed model has been compared with a real top-fired SMR unit from
a stand-alone ammonia plant in Petrokemija fertilizer production complex involving a well-defined
SMR catalyst. The developed model takes into account reaction kinetic constants, thermodynamic
equations of state, heat fluxes, pressure drop, temperature approach to equilibrium, and catalyst
properties. The model can be used in continuous monitoring and optimization of the performance of
many different SMR catalysts through the application of predictive simulation as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Integrated model for continuous monitoring and optimization of the steam methane reformer
(SMR) catalyst.

The communication between a discrete model and any distributed control system (DCS) can be
achieved by system-function which is compiled as MEX file using C++ language. This digital thread
enables the model to access all specific information on each actual process parameter in the closed-loop
system. In this way, the operators can directly and rapidly retrieve the necessary process data from the
model at the end of each sampling period, which than can be immediately used as the new boundary
condition in the optimization scheme.

The model can help operators to safely and securely optimize performance of the SMR catalyst,
providing them with rapid, accurate, and predictive simulations. The simulation presents an exact and
complete replica of the SMR catalyst, ensuring that users may interact with a control system interface
to adjust better performance. It can be also easily used as a basis for implementation of an automatic
advanced process (APC) control tool.

Implementation of the predictive simulation model for continuous monitoring and optimization
of main process variables during operation of SMR catalyst will have direct economic benefits to
industrial users in the range from 2% to 3% of overall energy consumption in running top-fired SMR.
Besides that, the model will present a significant opportunity for digital transformation of existing
industrial production units according to the goals of Industry 4.0.

2. Model Description

Steam reforming is the conversion of steam and hydrocarbons into a mixture of hydrogen,
carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, and unconverted reactants. Steam may be replaced either partially or
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completely by carbon dioxide as reactant [11]. The reforming of natural gas with steam utilizes reforming
reactions and water–gas shift reaction. Besides these two main reactions there are nine other possible
reactions in the SMR process. With respect to simplifying the model for industrial users, only first
three reactions presented in Table 1 were used for description of industrial SMR [9–11]. According to
literature data only those reactions are critical for thermodynamic and kinetic consideration [10,11].

Table 1. Steam methane reformer (SMR) reactions used in the model.

Reaction Description Reaction ΔHo
298

(kJ/mol)

Steam-methane reforming 1, SR1 CH4 + H2O↔ CO + 3H2 206.10
Water–gas shift, WGS CO + H2O↔ CO2 + H2 −41.15
Steam-methane reforming 2, SR2 CH4 + 2H2O↔ CO2 + 4H2 165.00
Carbon dioxide-methane reforming CH4 + CO2 ↔ 2CO + 2H2 247.30

The net reforming reaction is strongly endothermic and occurs by increasing the number of
moles. The overall effect of increasing reforming temperature on the effluent gas composition is to
reduce the methane and carbon dioxide content and increase carbon monoxide and hydrogen content.
On decreasing reforming temperatures, the effects are reversed. The pressure of the system is so nearly
fixed that reforming pressure should be considered invariable. However, increasing pressure has
an effect similar to reducing temperatures and reformer designs always represent a compromise in
economics. The water gas shift reaction is exothermic with shifting of the carbon monoxide favored by
low temperature. However, the rate of reaction is favored by high temperature. It can be seen that
with methane the stoichiometric requirement for steam per carbon atom is 1.0. However, it has been
demonstrated that this is not practical because all primary reformer catalysts developed so far tend to
promote carbon (char) forming reactions under such SMR conditions. Those reactions can only be
suppressed by using an excess of steam, with the result that the minimum steam per carbon atom ratio
is approximately 1.7 [12]. The reforming reaction itself is also promoted by an excess of steam and
hence the ratios of 3.0 to 3.5 are commonly used in practice [12]. However, lower steam-to-carbon
ratios are attractive from the economic point of view.

Important considerations during operation of SMR are the type of furnace used to transfer heat to
the reactants, the catalyst properties such as activity, lifetime, size, and strength, operating conditions
such as feed composition, pressure, temperature, and desired product composition. The catalyst in all
of the SMR furnaces is contained in heat resistant alloy tubes that typically have outside diameters from
80 to 180 mm, wall thickness of 9 to 20 mm and overall length of 10,000 to 13,000 mm [12]. Fired lengths
in commercial SMR furnaces vary from approximately 200 to as much as 3500 mm [12]. Firing is
usually controlled such that tube wall temperatures are maintained at values that will give a reasonable
tube lifetime. By design and industry practice, maximum allowable tube wall temperatures are set to
give an in-service lifetime of 100,000 h when taking into account the stress-to-rupture properties of the
particular alloy used in manufacturing the tube [13]. As noted by Schillmoller et al. [13] an increase in
temperature of only 38 ◦C above design with the common HK-40 material (25% chrome, 20% nickel
alloy) can shorten the tube lifetime from 10 to 1.4 years. The general SMR furnace classifications
according to firing pattern are the following: top fired, side fired, and bottom fired [12]. All of the SMR
furnaces have combustion heat recovery sections used for preheating feed streams, boiler feed water,
etc. The schematic diagram of the top-fired SMR based on Kellogg Inc. design located in Petrokemija
Plc., Kutina, used in the model is given in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. The schematic diagram of the top-fired SMR based on Kellogg Inc. design used in the model.

Catalyst activity has an important effect on the tube wall temperature in all SMR furnaces and is
usually monitored by the plant operators by portable measurement devices. The heat transfer through
the walls of the reformer tubes influences the catalyst activity. Of the total heat being transferred,
the high activity catalyst uses more for the endothermic reforming reaction and less for raising the gas
temperature. Besides that, feed gases can vary in composition from being nearly pure methane to the
heavy hydrocarbons such as naphtha. As a result, specific catalyst formulations have been developed
so far for different feed gas compositions. Xu and Froment [11] used in their work catalyst which
contained 15.2% nickel, supported on magnesium spinel with a BET surface area of 58 m2, nickel surface
area of 9.3 m2/gcat, and with the void fraction of 0.528. The catalyst used in simulation contained
14.5% nickel, supported on calcium aluminate with BET surface area of 57 m2, nickel surface area of
12.0 m2/gcat, and with the void fraction of 0.51963. The mentioned catalyst characteristics are in good
alignment with the work of Xu and Froment [11] and therefore literature kinetics data are applicable
for the model in spite of the fact that different catalyst support was used in the simulation procedure.

With respect to achieve an energy savings and to ensure mild temperature conditions against
tubes during operation of SMR it is of utmost importance to maintain the catalyst performance at the
best possible level. Therefore, a reliable and rapid mathematical model was important to be designed
for continuous monitoring and evaluation of the steam methane reformer catalyst in an existing
installation. Taking into account all theoretical explanations and literature review, model assumptions
are given as follows:

1. The reaction mixture follows ideal gas law;
2. All reformer tubes within the furnace are identical; the overall performance of the reformer tubes

is achieved by multiplication of one tube by the number of all other tubes;
3. The system operates in a dynamic state;
4. A 1-D analysis was used for mass flow, heat and momentum transfer. All important process

variables are uniform at any cross section of the catalyst bed in the reformer tubes;
5. The model converts all higher hydrocarbons to an equivalent methane before any tube integrations

take place. Kinetic expressions for SR1, SR2, and WGS reactions are only used;
6. There is no axial diffusion of mass and heat;
7. The model is heterogeneous;
8. There is no external mass and heat transfer resistance between the catalyst and the process gas;
9. Diffusion resistance between the catalyst is considerable and the same is considered;
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SMR catalyst performance is usually evaluated in terms of its methane approach to equilibrium
(ATECH4), furnace tube wall temperatures, heat flux, pressure drop, and presence or absence of hot
bands on the tubes. The ATECH4 is the difference between the actual gas temperature exiting the catalyst
(T1) and the temperature at which the measured outlet gas composition would be at equilibrium (T2).
By definition, the actual ATECH4 cannot be less than zero. The temperature at which the outlet gas
composition would be at equilibrium is determined in the model by calculating from the material
balance the equilibrium constant for the SR1 reaction defined by [9,10]:

KSR1 =
pCO·p3

H2

pCH4 ·pH2O
= 1.198× 1017 exp

(−26830
T

)
(1)

and determining the corresponding temperature from a T2-KSR1 correlating equation in the model,
where K represents chemical equilibrium constant, and p is partial pressure of corresponding component
(in bar), while T is the temperature (in K). Due to elevated temperature and pressure, the gaseous
reaction mixture in the SMR process is not ideal and does not obey Mendeleev–Clapeyron ideal gas law.
However, the Dalton law of partial pressure can be used in the model because the main assumption is
that the reaction mixture behaves as an ideal gas.

Properly designed SMR should, with new catalyst, have ATECH4 much lower than 5–10 ◦C.
Those plants having effective desulphurization systems often have furnaces operating with ATECH4 in
the 0–5 ◦C range. When evaluations give these type approaches, it can be said the catalyst is giving
satisfactory performance. Calculated ATECH4 of 5–10 ◦C could be considered in the intermediate range
and performance classified as acceptable, depending, of course, on the specific design in question.
The ATECH4 above 10 ◦C would correspond to marginal performance and would generally become
a factor in discharging the catalyst. According to this it appears that continuous monitoring and
evaluation procedure of ATECH4 is a feasible perspective to keep catalyst performance at the best
available level.

In many SMR furnace designs there can be a significant difference between measured outlet gas
temperature and the actual outlet gas temperature. The measuring point is often in an outlet gas
header, and because of heat losses from the bottom of the SMR furnace and exit lines, the resulting
temperature is lower than the true catalyst exit value. For these cases, the ATECH4 may well turn out to
be a negative number. If the measured outlet gas composition is sufficiently accurate, the actual gas
temperature exiting the catalyst can be calculated by assuming the gas is at equilibrium with respect to
the WGS reaction [9,10]:

KWGS =
pCO2·pH2

pCO·pH2O
= 1.767× 10−2 exp

(4400
T

)
(2)

The model assumes that WGS reaction reaches equilibrium in a SMR but the SR1 reaction does not.
However, a clearance can be made for the deviation from equilibrium by an ATECH4 and thus at a given
exit temperature both KSR1 and KWGS are known [14]. From Equations (1) and (2), the equilibrium
constant for the SR1 reaction and WGS reaction at the respective temperature can be calculated. It is
considered that equilibrium conversion and chemical equilibrium of the reactions depends on the
thermodynamic properties of the gaseous mixture and catalyst characteristics.

To properly monitor and evaluate the catalyst performance it is necessary to compare DCS readings
of the gas chromatography analysis data with predicted gas composition and how the pressure drop
DCS readings data compare to the theoretically predicted values. Besides that, the temperature
rise across the tube is required to indicate the kinds of adjustment that can be justified. The key
components in the exit dry gas analyses are methane and, in addition, the carbon oxides (CO and CO2),
while hydrogen composition is then adjusted to give a total dry gas composition of 100%.

The accuracy of the pressure drop calculation is such that the actual value should be within 10%
of the theoretical value. Actual pressure drops greatly exceeding the theoretical value would indicate
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some problem has or is occurring. Examples of such problems would be carbon formation catalyst
breakage, faulty loading such as over-vibrating the tubes and/or failure to clean the tubes, pigtails,
support plates, etc.

The calculations inside the developed model involve the solution of material and energy
balance equations along with reaction kinetic expressions for the catalysts according to the literature
findings [15–25]. The model calculates the material balance, ATECH4, gas radial temperature gradient,
pressure drop, heat duty, molar fluxes, and reaction rates. The analytical expressions used in the
one-dimensional heterogeneous model are shown in Figure 3. The calculation procedure is performed
in Matlab (Version 2019b, The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, US, MA, 2019) file which is fairly easy to use.

Figure 3. The analytical expressions used in the one-dimensional heterogeneous model according to
literature findings [9,10,15–25].

The basic input requirements consist of two parts, one which must be manually filled in by the
operator and another one which is automatically exchanged between DCS data and memory block by
compiling with system-function. In Table 2 a list of all necessary variables needed for monitoring and
evaluation of the SMR catalyst is shown.

The model converts the total wet feed flow to mole fractions of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen
with a base of the inlet dry gas as 100%. By using the mass balance and the equilibrium Equations (1)
and (2), one can derive a quadratic equation:

a2(1−KWGS) +φa−KWGS(φ− 4d)(B− 2d) = 0 (3)

Solving for a give following expression:

a =
−φ±

[
φ2 + 4(1−KWGS)(θ− 4d)(B− 2d)KWGS

]1/2

2(1−KWGS)
(4)

where Φ and θ present intermediate calculation parameters as follows:

φ = C + HKWGS + 3d(1− 2KWGS) − θ(1−KWGS) (5)

θ = 2C + H − 2O or a + b + 4d (6)

where C, H, and O denote total molar quantities of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen in compounds in the
system (in kmol), while a, b, c, and d represent molar quantities of H2, CO, CO2, and CH4 in reformed
gas (in kmol), respectively.
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Pressure (in bar or atm) in the tubes is calculated according to

p =
C + H − 2d + i

a

(
KSR1

d(H − a− 2d)
a(θ− a− 4d)

)1/2

(7)

where i denotes molar quantity of inert gases (Ar + He) in reformed gas (in kmol).
By using Equations (4) and (7) the model solves reforming calculations by assuming a methane

content of the reformed gas (d), solving the corresponding hydrogen content (a) and pressure (p).
The Newton–Raphson technique was used to get a rapid convergence in order to obtain the reformed
gas composition. The technique uses previous values of the methane outlet molar concentration (dn−2
and dn−1) to predict the value for the next calculation:

dn−1 = dn − (pn − p)
(pn − pn−1)

(dn − dn−1) (8)

where the nth and (n−1)th results are used to predict the value of d to use in the (n+1)th calculation.
The activity multiplier will default to the standard values if there is no input (preferred values are

in range from 0.25 to 0.65). The model minimizes the function which is the sum of the appropriately
weighted squares of the difference between DCS readings and corresponding values from the simulation.
Using input data, the model will converge in 30 s or less to give final results. Logic flow diagram for
this model is shown in Figure 4.

 

Figure 4. Model logic flow diagram.

For the purpose of synchronization between the model and any DCS system the C++ programming
language was used for development of system-function and compiled with the MATLAB Compiler
(MEX) (Version 2019b, The MathWorks, Inc. Natick, US, MA, 2019) [26]. The programming procedure
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which contained the basic functionality for SIMULINK shared memory block is shown as a logic flow
diagram in Figure 5.

 
Figure 5. Logic flow diagram of developed system-function and shared memory block.

Characteristic process data of the top-fired SMR designed by Kellogg Inc. which is used in
developed model for data reconciliation are given in Table 3.

Limitations of developed model are the following:

1. impossibility to evaluate carbon forming potential with higher hydrocarbon feed streams, due to
the reason that the model converts all of these compounds to an equivalent methane before
any tube integrations take place. However, it is believed that from about 30% tube level down,
all higher hydrocarbons have been broken down. Carbon forming predictions from this point in
the tube to the bottom are accurate;

2. the model does not provide any information about tube hot band problems. The model with the
heat flux profile does show the region of the highest heat transfer, but nothing more as to hot
band formation;

3. all of the reformer tubes within the furnace are assumed to be identical. Of course, this is not true
in real conditions due to reason that tubes close to the refractory brick wall are under different
heat fluxes in comparison with the tubes in the middle part of the furnace. In order to compensate
this nonuniformity sets of simulations were performed and results are adjusted against real
process data.
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3. Results and Discussion

The described model was integrated as an open source code software based on Matlab files,
relying on the three reactions occurring in the SMR scheme which are given by Xu and Froment [9,10].
The kinetics are known for the catalyst used. According to three chemical equations given in Table 1
and using reaction rates a mathematical model was developed which is able to solve the molar flux
profile of each species occurring in reaction scheme by iterative procedure. By using following equation,
the calculation procedure is straightforward and converges readily to any desired degree of accuracy:

dFi
dl

= ri (9)

where Fi represents the molar flux of species i, ri denotes the rate of formation or disappearance of
species i given by Xu and Froment [9,10], and l is the distance along the reactor tube. The model is also
able to calculate pressure drop and energy balance with related pressure and temperature profile along
the reformer tube [9,10,23–27]. The Newton–Raphson iterative method of solving ordinary differential
equations was used.

The developed model was tested against literature data for methane conversion in reformer
tubes at 20 bar and at three different values for steam-to-carbon ratio, namely 1.0, 2.5, and 5.0 in the
temperature range from 400 to 1000 ◦C [8]. The calculated data in comparison with the literature data
are shown in Table 4 [8,11].

Table 4. Comparison between model and literature data for methane conversion at different
steam-to-carbon ratios and temperature range from 400 to 1000 ◦C at 20 bar [8,11,27].

CH4 Conversion (%)

S/C = 1.0 S/C = 2.5 S/C = 5.0

t (◦C) Literature Model Difference Literature Model Difference Literature Model Difference

400 2.19 0.50 1.69 5.01 3.22 1.79 7.20 5.45 1.75
450 3.88 2.10 1.78 8.05 6.25 1.80 12.23 10.52 1.71
500 6.89 4.95 1.94 11.97 10.20 1.77 17.87 16.04 1.83
550 9.74 7.88 1.86 17.25 15.51 1.74 26.24 24.23 2.01
600 13.83 12.08 1.75 24.17 22.46 1.71 36.56 34.53 2.03
650 18.54 16.77 1.77 32.00 30.24 1.76 47.77 45.84 1.93
700 24.49 22.48 2.01 41.23 39.22 2.01 59.84 57.97 1.87
750 31.00 29.31 1.69 51.38 49.41 1.97 72.20 70.23 1.97
800 39.43 37.44 1.99 63.46 61.41 2.05 84.35 82.32 2.03
850 47.66 45.77 1.89 73.40 71.37 2.03 93.75 91.83 1.92
900 56.28 54.22 2.06 83.16 81.17 1.99 96.85 95.14 1.71
950 69.05 67.32 1.73 90.84 88.81 2.03 99.15 97.11 2.04

1000 72.03 69.99 2.04 96.00 94.05 1.95 99.52 97.83 1.69

According to calculated data it can be concluded that the developed model fits almost perfectly
against literature data in all tested temperature ranges from 400 to 1000 ◦C. The average deviation
ranges from 1.69% to 2.06% for the three tested steam-to-carbon ratios.

Calculated data confirm the profile shapes regarding recently published work from Zecevic and
Bolf [27]. The effectiveness factor of 0.001 was used as the typical value for industrial SMR catalyst
installed in the reformer tubes [25]. The effectiveness factor is a function of Thiele Modulus which is
related to the catalyst volume and external surface area of the catalyst. In the case of the large reforming
catalyst pellet it is not possible to achieve equal accessibility implying that only a thin layer of catalyst
close to the surface contributed to the reaction. Any differences may have contributed to the catalyst
shape used, as a result of pellet geometry alteration. However, those alterations in pellet geometry of
the commercially available reformer are not significant drawbacks to the developed model. All factors
mentioned are more than acceptable for industrial practical usage.
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The model was used to calculate the residence time required for a reasonable conversion in
isothermal conditions and the results are compared with real process data from top-fired SMR unit.
The feed composition, inlet molar flow rate, and mass of catalyst were taken from the real process
conditions as given in Table 3. The resulting plot of outlet component molar flow rate as a function
of residence time is shown in Figure 6. It can be seen that the reactor approaches equilibrium at
residence times of 15–20 s. According to the results, the outlet component molar flow rates do not
deviate more than 3% in comparison with the real process data taken from the real measurements
during the operation of the top-fired SMR furnace at the same operating conditions. At the same
inlet conditions given in Table 3 the measured process data are as follows: 10.31 mol % for CH4,
72.23 mol % for H2, 9.18 mol % for CO, and 10.63 mol % for CO2. This also implies that the model is
precise enough for industrial usage. The deviations of up to 3% could be explained with inaccurate
plant measurements, as a result of temperature or pressure drops in the reactor outlet system or from
non-uniform operation between different catalyst tubes inside the SMR. However, to get to closer
alignment with real process equilibrium conversions in the future the model will be tested by varying
the effectiveness factor values.

 
Figure 6. Dependence of the component molar flow as a function of residence time inside the reformer
tubes according to the real process conditions given in Table 3.

The model is also able to calculate the necessary heat duty of the SMR box. The heat duty was
calculated according to the inlet and outlet process data as given in Table 3, considering inlet and outlet
temperatures of the reformer tubes of 500 and 800 ◦C. Additionally, the optimum working temperature
for the reformer tubes made of MANAURITE XM and 900 of 820–840 ◦C was taken as the tube wall
temperature of the reformer tubes. That tube wall temperature will guarantee the longer lifetime of the
reformer tubes preventing their creep damage. The results are shown in Figure 7. It is evident that
most of the heat duty is required in the first 3 m of the reformer tube, which is in accordance with
the location of the top-fired burners. Namely, top-fired burners generate the 3–5 m long flame in the
direction from the top to the bottom of the SMR furnace. This result is in complete accordance with the
real process data given in Table 3, because the installed reformer tubes possess the overall length of
11.34 m, with heated length of 10.30 m and catalyst loaded length of 10.0 m.

With respect to inlet conditions given in Table 3 the molar flux of methane, carbon dioxide, carbon
monoxide, hydrogen, and water as a function of the reformer tube length is shown in Figure 8. It can
be seen that the production rate of hydrogen is increasing through the whole length of reformer tube.
The model gives methane conversion of 64.64%, the methane molar outlet concentration of 10.54%
per dry basis of process gas (water content is completely excluded), and temperature approach to
equilibrium of 5 ◦C. The calculated data in comparison with actual process data at given inlet process
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conditions fits almost perfectly. It can be seen that reaction equilibrium is shifted in the direction of
reactants in the approximately first 0.5 m of the reformer tube length. The reason for this is the strong
endothermic behavior of the steam methane reforming reaction. Due to absorption of the heat from
the burners the reforming reaction is going toward products until full equilibrium is achieved.

 
Figure 7. Dependence of heat duty as a function of reactor length.

 
Figure 8. Molar flux profiles for the steam methane reforming reaction at given inlet process conditions
from Table 3.

The reaction rate profile for three reactions is shown in Figure 9. Reaction rate profiles were tested
according to the process data given in Table 3 and the same was compared with the literature data [9,10].
From the calculated data for the reaction rates at the given process data, it can be concluded that the
model describes the general pattern of behavior very well. The reaction rate 2 reverses the direction
between 8 and 9 m down the reformer tube as the temperature increases and the equilibrium point
shifts. Regarding the calculated results of the reaction rates for SR1, SR2, and WGS it can be concluded
that the model can be used reliably for the performance evaluation of the real process conditions.

The pressure drop profile was tested by application of the Ergun equation [20] taking into account
all characteristics of the loaded catalyst. The characteristics of the catalyst are given in Table 3, while the
inlet pressure and inlet temperature are 30.5 bar and 500 ◦C. The molar flow rate at the inlet of reformer
tubes is 1530 kmol h−1, which is equal to name plant capacity of 1360 MTPD. The pressure drop profile
is shown in Figure 10. From the Figure 10 it is visible that the pressure drop along the reformer tubes is
1.21 bar. In real conditions the pressure drop was 1.58 bar. The difference of 0.37 bar can be attributed
to uneven packaging and breaking of the SMR catalyst during charging of the reformer tubes and
possible sulfur and carbon deposition. The model predicted the characteristics of the catalyst bed as at
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the start of the lifetime ideally packed with undamaged catalyst pellets and completely clean without
any contamination at the available surface area.

 
Figure 9. The intrinsic reaction rates for three reactions with the length of the reformer tubes at given
inlet process conditions from Table 3.

 
Figure 10. Calculated pressure drop profile along the reformer tubes at given process conditions.

The temperature inside the SMR furnace is one of the most important process parameters which
influences the energy consumption, conversion of methane, kinetics of the steam methane reforming
reaction, temperature approach to equilibrium, and lifetime of the reformer tubes due to creep damage.
Optimization of this parameter can save a significant amount of energy during the operations and
extend the reformer tube lifetime. In Figure 11 the temperature profile was calculated by the applied
model at the inlet temperature and pressure of 500 ◦C and 30.5 bar, molar flow of 1530 kmolh−1,
skin temperature of the reformer tube of 840 ◦C, steam-to-carbon ratio of 3.60, and the exit temperature
of 781 ◦C. In the real plant the average reformer tube outlet temperature at the same inlet conditions
was 801 ◦C. The difference of only 20 ◦C points to the satisfactory agreement between model and real
process conditions.

In order to give meaningful information about changes with time there are three general ways
in which the performance of the SMR catalyst can be quantified. These are (a) measurement of
composition at the outlet from the reformer tubes, (b) determination of the ATECH4 at the outlet of
reformer tubes, and (c) calculation of catalyst activity or active volume of catalyst. By calculating the
ATECH4, it is possible to arrive at an expression for the trend in relative catalyst activity. The ATECH4 can
be used as a good measure of the catalyst performance when the operating temperature of the reactor
is held constant and when the reaction is equilibrium limited, such as with SMR [12]. According to this,
the model was used to evaluate the ATECH4 values of the SMR catalyst in operation in comparison
with ideal equilibrium curve at different outlet methane molar concentrations and temperatures.
The relationship between calculated ATECH4 values of the SMR catalyst in operation against the ideal
equilibrium curve, is shown in Figure 12.
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Figure 11. Temperature profile along the length of the reformer tubes at given process conditions.

 
Figure 12. Calculated ATECH4 values of the SMR catalyst in operation against the ideal equilibrium curve.

From the data given in Figure 12 it can be concluded that the catalyst achieves better ATECH4
values in the outlet methane molar concentrations in the range of 10.2–10.6 mol. % and the same are
at the level of 5 ◦C which reflects excellent performance of the catalyst activity. In the range of the
higher outlet methane molar concentration the values of ATECH4 are in the range of 5–10 ◦C which
gives acceptable performance of the catalyst activity, while in the lower range the values of ATECH4
are higher than 10 ◦C which correspond to marginal performance. This is the reason for appropriate
adjustments of the process parameters to achieve better catalyst performance.

To test all features of developed model the same was connected with the DSC system in the
existing ammonia plant through memory block and process data was retrieved for proper adjustments
of parameters in order to improve catalyst performance and tube wall temperatures during ammonia
operation. In Figure 13 catalyst outlet temperature readings regarding the equilibrium temperature at
three different outlet methane molar concentrations are shown, namely 10.6, 10.4, and 10.2 mol. %,
respectively. In Figure 14A,B the tube wall temperature readings are shown. In both cases the results
are shown before and after implementation of recommendations given from the model in the period of
720 h.

From Figure 13 it can be seen that the ATECH4 values before implementation of recommendations
from the model are at the level of approximately 20 ◦C. After following model recommendations
(adjustments of the steam-to-carbon ratio and firing in the reformer furnace), the ATECH4 values are
approaching the equilibrium temperature and are also in the range from 0 to 10 ◦C. The target value
for outlet methane molar concentration was 10.4 mol. %.
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Figure 13. Catalyst outlet temperature readings regarding equilibrium temperature at outlet methane
molar concentrations of 10.6, 10.4, and 10.2 mol. %.

From Figure 14A it can be seen that the tube wall temperatures are in the higher temperature range
from 840 to 860 ◦C which reflects severe temperature conditions against tube metal alloy. At the same
time, after following model recommendations by adjustment of the firing rate in the reformer furnace
the tube wall temperature pattern is more uniform with the temperature range from 820 to 840 ◦C,
which is shown in Figure 14B. On average this represents 20 ◦C lower temperature which is extremely
favorable for tube performance, because a decrease of about 20 ◦C will significantly prolonged the
tube lifetime.

During the test period the energy savings in terms of lower natural gas consumption were also
measured. Before applying the recommendations from the model, the natural gas consumption was at
the level of 1045 m3 tone−1 of ammonia. Following model recommendations, it was observed that
the natural gas consumption was lower for 33 m3 t−1 of ammonia which represents the savings in the
amount of 3.15%. The achieved level of savings presents an extremely attractive savings scheme to be
applied during operation of top-fired SMR in ammonia production.

 
(A) 

Figure 14. Cont.
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(B) 

Figure 14. (A) Tube wall temperature readings before implementation of recommendations from the
model. (B) Tube wall temperature readings after implementation of recommendations from the model.

4. Conclusions

A rapid integrated numerical model for industrial steam natural gas reformer within ammonia
production based on m. files in an open source code software was developed. The developed model
was tested, and calculated data was reconciled against real process data for the top-fired SMR designed
by Kellogg Inc. within ammonia production. Applications of a series of differential equations were used
for very close description of the reaction kinetics, molar flow, temperature, and pressure changes along
the reformer tubes based on the previous literature models. Reaction rates follow the theoretical model
from previous work very closely. Methane molar outlet concentration and temperature approach to
equilibrium as two main process parameters for monitoring of the reformer operation has demonstrated
satisfactory alignment with performance of the real plant. Pressure drop and temperature profile
were taken, and the diffusional resistance of the catalyst bed at any point inside of the reformer tube
and the real process conditions were reliably replicated. The computational speed is rapid enough
for application in real conditions by the industrial users. The coupling between the discrete model
and any DCS was achieved by compiling the model algorithm with standard system-function in
an appropriately designed memory block. The model can be reliably used for evaluation of the
performance of the vast majority commercially available SMR catalysts. The proposed model can be
potentially used in application of an APC of any steam natural gas reformer in hydrogen production
and for continuous on-line performance evaluation procedure of all relevant process parameters and
catalyst performance through a predictive simulation model to clarify the cost and risk associated with
making operational improvements of the plant, as well as support upskilling of the workforce. In the
case of application of the developed model, energy savings up to 3% can be achieved and at the same
time it can serve as the base for digital transformation of any syngas plant.
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List of Symbols

A reformer tube cross sectional area, m2

Ai pre-exponential factor, kmol bar5 kgcat
−1 hr−1 or kmol kgcat

−1 bar−1

a molar quantity of H2, kmol
ATE approach to equilibrium, ◦C or K
b molar quantity of CO, kmol
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Bj pre-exponential factor, bar−1

C molar quantity of carbon, kmol
c molar quantity of CO2, kmol
cp,i specific heat capacity of process gas i, kJ kmol−1 K−1

D denominator
d molar quantity of CH4, kmol
de external reformer tube dimension, m
di internal reformer tube dimension, m
dp catalyst particle diameter, m
Ei activation energy, kJ kmol−1

f fluid
Fi molar flow rate, kmol hr−1

H molar quantity of hydrogen, kmol
i molar quantity of inert gases (Ar+He), kmol
Ki adsorption constants for component i, bar−1

Keq
i equilibrium constants for SR and WGS

ki rate coefficient for reaction, kmol bar5 kgcat
−1 hr−1 or kmol kgcat

−1 bar−1

l reformer tube heated length, m
m mass, kg, t
M molecular weight, kg kmol−1

MTPD metric tons per day
O molar quantity of oxygen, kmol
ODE ordinary differential equation
p pressure, Pa, bar
pi partial pressure of component i, bar
Pr Prandtl number
R gas constant, kJ kmol−1 K−1

Re Reynolds number
rCO, CO2, CH4, H2 rate of formation and disappearance, kmol kgcat

−1 hr−1

ri rate of chemical reaction, kmol kgcat
−1 hr−1

S/C steam-to-carbon ratio
SR steam-reforming
T temperature, oC, K
t time, s, min, hr
U heat transfer capacity, kJ m−2 hr−1 K−1

v velocity of the fluid, m s−1

W wall
XCH4, H2O molar rate of conversion, mol %
WGS water–gas shift
ΔHo

298 enthalpy change at 298 K, kJ mol−1

List of Greek Letters

є catalyst bed voidage
λg process gas thermal conductivity, kJm−1 hr−1 K−1

λst tube metal thermal conductivity, kJm−2 hr−1 K−1

π 3.14
ηCH4, H2O constant effectiveness factor
ρ fluid density, kg m−3

ρB catalyst bed density, kg m−1

σij collision diameter, Å
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Abstract: Three types of organic Rankine cycles (ORCs): basic ORC (BORC), ORC with single
regeneration (SRORC) and ORC with double regeneration (DRORC) under the same heat source
have been simulated in this study. In the following, the energy and exergy analysis and the advanced
exergy analysis of these three cycles have been performed and compared. With a conventional exergy
analysis, researchers can just evaluate the performance of components separately to find the one with
the highest amount of exergy destruction. Advanced analysis divides the exergy destruction rate
into unavoidable and avoidable, as well as endogenous and exogenous, parts. This helps designers
find more data about the effect of each component on other components and the real potential of
each component to improve its efficiency. The results of the advanced exergy analysis illustrate
that regenerative ORCs have high potential for reducing irreversibilities compared with BORC.
Total exergy destruction rates of 4.13 kW (47%) and 5.25 kW (45%) happen in avoidable/endogenous
parts for SRORC and DRORC, respectively. Additionally, from an advanced exergy analysis viewpoint,
the priority of improvement for system components is given to turbines, evaporators, condensers and
feed-water heaters, respectively.

Keywords: exergy; advanced exergy analysis; organic Rankine cycle; regenerative cycle

1. Introduction

Energy is known to be one of the most important elements in the development of any society.
In recent years, many researchers have conducted many studies to discover ways to reduce energy
consumption in different sections. Studies on industries have shown that a great amount of waste
heat is generated during various processes that are placed in low-temperature ranges. This waste heat,
which is released to the ambience directly, in many cases, causes a lot of problems for the environment,
such as thermal pollution, ozone depletion, air pollution and so on [1]. There are some suggestions to
use low-temperature waste heats, but recovering by organic Rankine cycles (ORCs) to produce power
is offered as one of the best ways to increase process efficiency [2–4]. In the last two decades, different
systems of ORCs have been studied widely by researchers, and their focus are more on working fluids
of cycles and optimizing performance conditions [5–9]. Biomass, solar thermal energy and geothermal
are some other heat sources for ORC applications to produce electricity [10]. The energy conservation
law is not sufficient by itself, so the second low should be considered to have a wide view to design
systems [11]. Huan et al. [12] selected a regenerative organic Rankine cycle (RORC) to analyze energy
and exergy aspects of cycles with six different working fluids. In their study, they optimized the exergy
efficiency of the cycles to find the best condition ranges for the inlet pressure and temperature of the
turbines. R141b and R11 are suggested as better working fluids for systems, and the maximum exergy
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of 56.87% was obtained for ORC with double regeneration (DRORC). In another study by Roy et al. [13],
inlet temperature in turbines and superheat in RORC were optimized. It was observed that R123,
as working fluid of the system, showed its best performance at 2.5 MPa pressure at the evaporator
compared with R123a. In 2011, Rashidi et al. [14] have investigated optimizing RORC using artificial
bee colony-based neural network method. Results indicated that, for RORC, there is an optimum range
for bleed pressure to reach the maximum thermal and exergy efficiency with the highest power output.
If the pressure goes above or below this range, the thermal performance of the system will get worse.

As it is seen, most studies consider a conventional exergy analysis for ORCs. A conventional exergy
analysis can just evaluate the performance of system components separately to find the component with
the highest exergy destruction. This method does not show the share of each component of a system
on other components’ exergy loss. An advanced analysis divides exergy loss into unavoidable and
avoidable and exogenous and endogenous for each component. By this analysis, the potential of each
component is observed and discussed to improve its efficiency [15]. Conventional and advanced exergy
analysis for gas turbines in different systems has been applied by Fallah et al. [16]. Among those systems,
gas turbines with evaporative inlet air cooling have the best potential to reduce their destruction.
It was also concluded that, when using an advanced exergy analysis, working conditions obtained by
optimization for inlet cooling components were different from those obtained by a conventional exergy
analysis. Galindo et al. [17] had discussed conventional and advanced exergy analysis in ORC as a
bottoming cycle in an internal combustion (IC) engine in 2016. They indicated that boilers have the
highest exergy destruction, but turbines have great potentials to improve their efficiency. Additionally,
they suggested that about 36.5% of exergy loss in a system can be reduced by only the avoidable
part of exergy loss in each component. Nami et al. [18], in 2017, worked on a binary fluid organic
Rankine cycle with conventional and advanced exergy analysis. In this system, the low-pressure
vapor generator (LPVG) has the highest exergy destruction among the components. Additionally,
the advanced exergy analysis results showed that 15% of the condenser exergy destruction is placed in
avoidable parts, which consists of 7% of the whole avoidable exergy destruction rate of the system.
In addition, their study shows that, from an advanced exergy analysis view, more than 70% of total
exergy destruction of the system is placed in endogenous exergy destruction parts, and among all the
parts of the system, the endogenous exergy destruction is higher than the exogenous exergy destruction.

By studying many papers, it was observed that RORC has a really great efficiency and a potential
to recover heat from low-temperature heat sources. RORC has been investigated by energy and exergy
analysis, and the system was also studied from economics aspects [19–22]. To the best of the authors’
knowledge, and by reviewing many papers, there is no study which has applied advanced exergy
analysis to RORC for recovering low-temperature waste heat.

Therefore, the present study attempts to explain the system conditions, the first and the second
law of thermodynamics and then to model our systems. Three cycles (BORC, single-regeneration ORC
(SRORC) and DRORC) are selected to do the analysis. Then, the advanced exergy analysis aspects
and their applications in the cycles are discussed. It is then followed by analyzing and discussing the
results about the potential of each component to find and suggest some ways of decreasing the total
exergy destruction rate in order to have the best design.

2. Description of Systems

For recovering heat with low-temperature sources, water is not a good option as a working fluid
in cycles. ORCs are suitable cycles for the conversion of low-quality heat to electricity. ORCs are similar
to the conventional steam Rankine cycles, but the working fluids in these cycles are organic fluids
with low boiling points. Using this kind of fluid, it is possible to use heat from lower temperature
heat sources. In ORC applications, organic fluids such as alkanes, aromates and siloxanes are used
as working fluids instead of water. The reason to use these fluids is that they have lower boiling
temperatures and higher molecular weights compared to water, which causes higher thermodynamic
performances in lower temperatures. Since most of the organic fluids do not go to wet regions when
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they are expanded in turbines, they prevent erosion in turbine blades. Additionally, compared with
the steam Rankine cycles, ORC applications work under lower working fluid pressures, which leads to
lower turbine costs [23].

In ORC system designing, at least five components are needed for basic types: turbines, evaporators,
condensers, pumps and working fluids. In the present study, R11 is selected as the working fluid for
the analysis because of its high exergy efficiency [12]. Three different ORC systems (BORC, SRORC
and DRORC) are chosen in this research. The schematic of these cycles with T-S (temperature-entropy)
diagrams are shown respectively in Figures 1–3. In the basic ORC, first, the fluid is heated by the
evaporator, and its temperature is increased. Then, the working fluid (R11) expands in the turbine from
high pressure to low pressure to produce power. The outlet flow of the turbine goes to the condenser
for cooling, and the saturated liquid enters the pump. The pump increases the flow pressure to reach
the evaporator pressure.

 

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the cycle and T-S thermodynamic diagram of the basic organic Rankine
cycle (BORC) system.
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Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the cycle and T-S thermodynamic diagram of the regeneration ORC
(RORC) system.

As it is seen in Figures 2 and 3, in regenerative cycles, the turbine outlet flow is split into two parts
in single, and three parts in double, systems. These parts are in the vapor phase, which enters feed-water
heaters to preheat the working fluid before going to the evaporator. By this method, more potential of
the cycle energy is used, so a higher efficiency, compared with the basic type, is gained. In order to
simulate the cycle performance in this study, the following assumptions are employed:

• All processes in cycles are assumed to be at a steady state and steady flow.
• There are no pressure drops in the pipes [24].
• Heat and friction losses, as well as the variation of potential and kinetic energies, are neglected [25].

Exiting fluid from the condenser is a saturated liquid.
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Figure 3. Schematic diagram of the cycle and T-S thermodynamic diagram of the double-regeneration
ORC (DRORC) system.

3. Energy and Exergy Analysis

3.1. Energy and Conventional Exergy Analysis

The purpose of the energy analysis is to design thermal systems. However, the aim of the exergy
analysis is to determine the thermodynamic efficiency of the cycles and compare them to find out the
best system performance. There are two important basic laws in thermodynamics: the first and the
second law. The first law analyzes the conservation of energy in processes, while the second law is
used to discuss the quality of energy and materials. The main equations for energy and mass balance
used in the first law analysis for a controlled volume of each component are written below:

Mass balance: ∑ .
mi =

∑ .
me (1)
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Energy balance: ∑ .
Q−

∑ .
W +

∑ .
mihi −

∑ .
mehe = 0 (2)

Exergy analysis has two advantages compared with the conventional energy analysis method.
It provides a more precise measurement of the real inefficiencies in a system, as well as their exact
places. The main goal of the second law is to recognize the place, type and quantity of energy loss
resources in system processes and the factors affecting them. The exergy balance equation for a control
volume of each component can be written as [24]:

.
I =

.
Ein −

.
Eout +

.
EQ −

.
EW (3)

where
.
I is the total exergy rate of a destroyed system, and

.
EQ and

.
Ew are the exergy transfer rates

for heat and work, respectively. The equivalent work of any form of energy is defined as its exergy,
so work is equivalent to exergy in every respect.

For a heat transfer rate (
.

Qr) and system temperature where heat transfer happens (Tr), the maximum
rate of conversion from thermal energy to work is:

.
wmax =

.
E

Q
= Qr τ (4)

τ = 1 − T0/Tr (5)

τ is called the dimensionless exergetic temperature and is equal to the Carnot efficiency for special
cases when the environment is at temperature T0.

Exergy of each stream in a system,
.
E, is divided into four different parts:

.
E=

.
Ek+

.
Ep +

.
Eph+

.
Ech (6)

where
.
Ek is kinetic exergy,

.
Ep is potential exergy,

.
Eph is physical exergy and

.
Ech is chemical exergy.

.
Ek and

.
Ep are associated with high-grade energies and

.
Eph and

.
E0 with low-grade energies. In this

research, kinetic and potential exergy is neglected.
Physical exergy of each stream can be calculated from the following Equation (0 refers to

environmental state):
eph = (h − h0) − T0(S − S0) (7)

and the chemical exergy of the mixture for ideal gas can be expressed as below:

ech=
∑n

i=0
xiexchi + RT0

∑n

i=0
xiln(xi) (8)

Here, xi is the mole fraction of the ith component in the mixture, and exchi in this relation
is the chemical exergy of each component. As it is seen, exergy loss depends on the amount of
heat that is transferred to ambient. So, convectional exergy analysis is only influenced by the entire
condition of a system and does not deal with the effect of system components on other components’
exergy destructions.

The basic equations used for the kth component in the conventional exergy analysis are shown in
Equations (9)–(12).

.
ED.k =

.
EF.k −

.
EP.k (9)

εk =

.
EP.k
.
ED.k

= 1−
.
ED.k
.
EF.k

(10)

yk =

.
ED.k
.
EF.k

(11)
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y∗k =
.
ED.k
.
ED.tot

(12)

In these equations,
.
ED.k,

.
EF.k and

.
EP.k represent the exergy destruction rate, exergy of fuel and

exergy of product, respectively. Additionally, εk, yk and y∗k are the exergy efficiency, the exergy loss ratio
and the exergy of fuel with the total exergy destruction in the kth component, respectively. The exergy
equations for components of the three cycles are expressed in Table 1.

Table 1. Balance of exergy for any components of the systems. BORC: basic organic Rankine cycle,
SRORC: single-regeneration ORC and DRORC: double-regeneration ORC.

Cycle Components
Exergy Balance Equations

BORC SRORC DRORC

Evaporator
.
E4 +

.
Eq, Eva =

.
E1+

.
ED, Eva

.
E4c1a +

.
Eq, Eva =

.
E1+

.
ED, Eva

.
E4c1a +

.
Eq, Eva =

.
E1+

.
ED, Eva

Turbine
.
E1 =

.
Ew, tur +

.
E2+

.
ED, Tur

.
E1 =

.
Ew, tur +

.
E2a +

.
E2c1a+

.
ED, Tur

.
E1 =

.
Ew, tur +

.
E2a +

.
E2c1a +

.
E2c2a+

.
ED, Tur

Condenser
.
E2 =

.
Eq, con +

.
E3 +

.
ED, cond

.
E2a =

.
Eq, con +

.
E3 +

.
ED, cond

.
E2a =

.
Eq, con +

.
E3 +

.
ED, cond

Pump
.
E3 +

.
Ew, pump =

.
E4+

.
ED, pump

.
E3c1 +

.
Ew, pump1 =

.
E4c1a+

.
ED, pump1

.
E3 +

.
Ew, pump2 =

.
E4a+

.
ED, pump2

.
E3c1 +

.
Ew, pump1 =

.
E4c1a+

.
ED, pump1

.
E3c2 +

.
Ew, pump2 =

.
E4c2a+

.
ED, pump2

.
E3 +

.
Ew, pump3 =

.
E4a+

.
ED, pump3

Feed-water heater _
.
E4 +

.
E2c1a =

.
E3c1 +

.
ED, feed-water

.
E4c2a +

.
E2c1a =

.
E3c1+

.
ED, feed-water1.

E4a +
.
E2c2a =

.
E3c2+

.
ED, feed-water2

In order to observe the system performance for the research, the first and the second law efficiencies
are calculated from the equations below [12]:

ηt =
Wnet

Q
(13)

ηe = Wnet/
[
Q
(
1− T0

Tm

)]
(14)

where T0 is environmental temperature, and Tm is source of heat; mean temperature can be calculated
by the following equation:

Tm = (Tin − Tout)/ ln(Tin/Tout) (15)

By the uses of Equations (13) and (14), the energy efficiency and exergy efficiency for the basic
cycle can be obtained:

ηt = Wnet/Q (16)

ηe =
Wnet

Q

(
1− T0

Tm

)
(17)

For SRORC, the first and the second law efficiencies are presented as:

ηt =
Wnet

Q
=

Wt −Wp1 −Wp2

Q
(18)

ηe =
Wnet

Q
(
1− T0

Tm

) = Wt −Wp1 −Wp2[
Q
(
1− T0

Tm

)] (19)

For DRORC, efficiencies are calculated from the equations below:

ηt =
Wnet

Q
=

Wt −Wp1 −Wp2 −Wp3

Q
(20)
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ηt =
Wnet

Q
(
1− T0

Tm

) = Wt −Wp1 −Wp2 −Wp3

Q(1− T0/Tm )
(21)

3.2. Advanced Exergy Analysis

By a conventional exergy analysis, the only thing the researchers can discuss is the quantity of
destruction rates in systems, and this method does not give any information about the type of these
losses. Advanced exergy analysis is a new method that speaks about the details of the destructions
to help researchers recognize different factors that affect component losses. Generally, advanced
exergy analysis divides the loss rate of each component into two parts: endogenous/exogenous and
avoidable/unavoidable.

3.2.1. Exogenous/Endogenous Exergy Destruction

To observe the effect of the parts on each other in a system, the kth component destruction rate is
split into exogenous and endogenous parts:

.
ED.k =

.
E

EN
D.k +

.
E

EX
D.k (22)

The endogenous exergy destruction (
.
E

EN
D.k) is the destruction rate associated with irreversibility due

to inefficiency in the kth component, while all the residual components work preferably. The exogenous

exergy destruction (
.
E

EX
D.k) is related to the destruction rate that happens in the remaining components.

This dividing shows the real location of destructions in the systems, so that researchers can focus on the
exact parts to improve system performance. There are two ways to compute the endogenous exergy
destruction rate: engineering method and thermodynamic or hybrid cycle [26]. In this study, hybrid
cycles of the systems are selected for the analysis. In this method, to calculate the rate of endogenous
exergy destruction in the kth component, it is set on its real condition, and the other components work
on their ideal conditions (with no irreversibilities). The components’ ideal conditions selected for this
study are shown in Table 2.

3.2.2. Avoidable/Unavoidable Exergy Destruction

Some values of exergy loss rates in each part, which are called unavoidable exergy destruction

(
.
E

UN
D.k ), cannot be reduced owing to technical limitations such as accessibility, cost of materials

and making.
In order to calculate the unavoidable exergy destruction, some assumptions for the unavoidable

conditions of the components are needed, which are usually obtained by researchers’ experiences with
component operations. In this study, these assumptions are selected from references [12,16,27–29],
and these conditions for each component are written in Table 2. To calculate the unavoidable exergy
destruction of the kth component, all components are set on their best possible conditions (unavoidable
conditions), and the unavoidable loss rates for the kth component are obtained from the equation
below [29]:

.
E

UN
D.k =

.
E P.k

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝ .
E D.k
.
E P.k

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠UN

(23)

Avoidable exergy loss in the kth part is obtained by the subtraction of the unavoidable portion
from the exergy loss rate of that part (Equation (23)). The avoidable exergy loss rate is recoverable and
can be decreased, so designers should localize this sector to improve system performance.

.
ED.k =

.
E

UN
D.k +

.
E

AV
D.k (24)
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Table 2. The assumed conditions for performing an advanced exergy analysis under real, unavoidable
and ideal conditions [12,18,28,30].

Cycle Component Real Conditions Unavoidable Conditions Ideal Conditions

Evaporator ΔTpp = 8 ◦C
Δp = 2%

ΔTpp = 3 ◦C
Δp = 1%

ΔTpp = 0 ◦C
Δp = 0%

Turbine ηis.turbine = 0.8% ηis.turbine = 0.95% ηis.turbine = 1%

Condenser ΔTpp = 8 ◦C
Δp = 2%

ΔTpp = 3 ◦C
Δp = 1%

ΔTpp = 0 ◦C
Δp = 0%

Pump ηis.pump = 0.7% ηis.pump = 0.9% ηis.pump = 1%

Feed-water heater Δp = 2% Δp = 1% Δp = 0%

3.2.3. Combination of Splitting

To have more information about the share of each component of a system in total exergy
destruction, the two main parts discussed above can be combined. Researchers can use a combination
of endogenous or exogenous parts with avoidable or unavoidable parts for a more detailed designing
of the systems [30]. By combining the two main splitting parts, the exogenous/unavoidable and the
endogenous/unavoidable, the exogenous/avoidable and the endogenous/avoidable rates are obtained.
To reach the unavoidable endogenous rate of the kth component, the equation below is used [31,32]:

.
E

UN.EN
D.k =

.
E

EN
P.k

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝ .
E D.k
.
E P.k

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠UN

(25)

In this equation, the ratio of exergy loss to exergy of product in this kth component is obtained
in unavoidable conditions of the cycle, and the endogenous product exergy is obtained for the
kth component when it is in hybrid cycle conditions. The unavoidable exogenous rate for the kth
component is obtained from the following equation:

.
E

UN.EX
D.k =

.
E

UN
D.k −

.
E

UN.EN
D.k (26)

Then, the avoidable endogenous and exogenous parts of the exergy destruction for the kth
component can be gained by reducing the unavoidable endogenous and exogenous exergy losses from
the endogenous and exogenous exergy losses of that component, respectively.

.
E

AV.EN
D.k =

.
E

EN
D.k −

.
E

UN.EN
D.k (27)

.
E

AV.EX
D.k =

.
E

EX
D.k −

.
E

UN.EN
D.k (28)

The real potential of components in a system to improve their performances and to have the
best efficiencies in a general system may be determined and analyzed by a mixture of the exergy
loss sections mentioned above. There is no way to decrease the unavoidable/endogenous section
of exergy loss because of technological limitations of the kth part, while avoidable/endogenous
parts of the exergy destruction can be decreased by improving the efficiency of related components.
The exogenous/unavoidable part of exergy loss for each component cannot be reduced because of
technological constraints associated with other system components. However, the exogenous/avoidable
parts may be decreased by the betterment of the total system performance, the efficiency of related
components and, also, by improving the performance of other components in a system.
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4. Simulation, Results and Discussion

The EES (engineering equation solver) is one of the most commonly used softwares to simulate
power cycle operations. In this research, the EES was used to simulate cycle processes and to calculate
properties of parameters in a system to reach cycle efficiencies. The input data and parameters for
system components’ working conditions of waste heat conditions used in this study are obtained
from previous studies [12]. The conditions are shown in Table 3. These conditions are used for both
conventional and advanced exergy analysis in this research.

Table 3. Heat source parameters and assumptions [12].

Parameter Value

Temperature of heat source (K) 420
Mass flow of heat source (kg s−1) 14

Heat capacity of hot gases in constant pressure (kj kg−1 K−1) 1.1
Environmental temperature (K) 298.15
Environmental pressure (kPa) 101.35

Temperature of condensing (K) 303.15
Isentropic efficiency of turbine 0.8
Isentropic efficiency of pump 0.7

Minimum temperature difference in the evaporator (Pinch) (K) 8

4.1. Model Validation

For validation, the comparison between the present models and Reference [8] is considered in
this section (Table 4). There might be some errors due to the basic equations that EES uses to derive
the characteristics of fluids. As results show, the deviation is low, and the models can be used for
this analysis.

Table 4. Model validation of simulations by R11 with Reference [8].

Parameter
BORC Results SRORC Results DRORC Results

This Study Reference [12] This Study Reference [12] This Study Reference [12]

Te (K) 401.263 401.6 407.412 407.7 407.682 408
P3 (kPa) 125.961 125.3 125.961 125.3 125.961 125.3
Tout (K) 401.930 401.4 413.312 413.5 414.104 414.6

eη 50.61 58.4 55.00 63.19 56.87 65.2
ηt 13.89 15.99 15.64 17.98 16.21 18.62

Wp1(kW) 1.362 1.502 0.5967 0.6251 0.496 0.5175
Wp2(kW) - - 0.138 0.1457 0.128 0.1396
Wp3(kW) - - - - 0.074 0.07804
Wt (kW) 40.003 43.91 16.845 17.65 15.418 16.17

Wnet(kW) 38.641 42.41 16.111 16.88 14.720 15.43
m (kg/s) 1.215 1.17 0.568 0.5212 0.536 0.4929
Qe (kj/s) 278.267 265.1 102.999 96.63 90.800 91.32
Qc (kj/s) 239.626 222.7 86.888 93.89 76.080 82.89

Xc1 - - 0.20309 0.2031 0.132 0.1323
Xc2 - - - - 0.128 0.129

As shown in Table 4, DRORC has a maximum exergy efficiency with 65.2% among the present
systems. BORC produced more power compared with two other cycles, but as it is seen, this system
has the lowest exergy efficiency because of its high exergy destruction rate in its components.

4.2. Conventional and Advanced Exergy Analysis

Considering conventional exergy analysis and by using the equations for each component of the
cycles presented in Table 1, the exergy destruction rates are obtained. In the three cycles, the total exergy
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fuel rate is obtained from subtracting the exergy rate of the working fluid that leaves the evaporator
from exhaust gases that enter the evaporator, and the total product exergy is the turbine power output.
The main results of the conventional exergy analysis for BORC, SRORC and DRORC are presented
in Tables 5–7, respectively. EF, EP, EP, ED, YK,Y∗K in this tables are exergy of fuel, exergy of product,
exergy destruction, exergy loss ratio and exergy of fuel with the total exergy destruction. It can be
said that the components with higher exergy destruction rates have more effects on the efficiency
of systems from an exergy point of view compared with other components. Referring to Table 5,
in BORC, the maximum exergy destruction rate happens in the evaporator, followed by the turbine,
the condenser and the pump. Table 6 shows the exergy destruction rates for the SRORC components.
As it is seen, in single-regenerative systems, turbines show the highest exergy destruction rates among
cycles components due to their design, and evaporators, condensers, feed-water heaters and pumps are
in the next ranks, respectively. For DRORC, the exergy destructive rates are shown in Table 7. In these
systems, as in single-regenerative cycles, turbines have the maximum exergy destructive rate, and they
are followed by evaporators. However, unlike SRORC, pump1 and feed-water heater 2 are placed
in the next ranks because of the second flow that extracts from the turbine. As a summary, it can be
concluded that evaporators, turbines and feed-waters have more potential to reduce their destructive
rates and to increase system efficiency. As it is seen, a conventional exergy analysis just focuses on
components with high rates of exergy destruction, and it is not possible to specify whether these
destructions occur in other components or in the component itself. These irreversibilities may only be
specified by advanced exergy tools. As discussed above, an advanced exergy analysis evaluates the
effects of component interactions and the real possibility of components to improve system efficiency.

Table 5. Results from exergy calculations for BORC.

Component EF (kW) EP (kW) ED (kW) ε (%) YK (%) Y*
K (%)

Evaporator 88.95 74.51 14.44 83.766 16.233 46.898
Turbine 53.1 43.68 9.42 82.259 17.740 30.594
Pump 1.538 1.538 0 100 0 0

Condenser 22.94 16.01 6.93 69.790 30.209 22.507

Table 6. Results from exergy calculations for SRORC.

Component EF (kW) EP (kW) ED (kW) ε (%) YK (%) Y*
K (%)

Evaporator 32.63 30.16 2.47 92.430 7.569 28.036
Turbine 21.5 17.64 3.86 82.046 17.953 43.813
Pump1 0.648 0.148 0.499 22.962 77.037 5.666
Pump2 0.151 0.015 0.135 10.257 89.742 1.541

Feed-water heater 4.778 3.84 0.938 80.368 19.631 10.647
Condenser 7.887 6.98 0.907 88.500 11.499 10.295

Table 7. Results from exergy calculations for DRORC.

Component EF (kW) EP (kW) ED (kW) ε (%) YK (%) Y*
K (%)

Evaporator 28.67 26.91 1.76 93.861 6.138 15.087
Turbine 24.39 16.06 8.33 65.846 34.153 71.408
Pump1 0.536 0.138 0.397 25.857 74.142 3.409
Pump2 0.145 0.028 0.116 19.545 80.454 1.001
Pump 3 0.079 0.008 0.0717 10.232 89.767 0.615

Feed-water heater1 3.274 3.044 0.23 92.974 7.025 1.971
Feed-water heater2 2.421 1.984 0.437 81.949 18.050 3.746

Condenser 6.867 6.545 0.322 95.310 4.689 2.760

By advanced exergy analysis, the exergy destructions of each component calculated in the previous
section can be discussed in detail to find the sources of these destructions and real potentials of each
component to amend the efficiency of the whole system. As mentioned above, these irreversibilities
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can be divided into exogenous, endogenous, unavoidable and avoidable parts to help researchers
observe the effects of technological limitations and component interactions on the exergetic efficiency
of a system for improvements [33]. In the advanced exergy analysis, the endogenous part of exergy
loss for the kth component is calculated by defining real and ideal conditions for the cycles first. Then,
the exogenous destruction rate is obtained by the difference of the total exergy and endogenous part
(Equation (22)). To calculate the unavoidable exergy rate of loss in the kth part, instead of real conditions
in cycles, unavoidable conditions are considered, and avoidable exergy is obtained from Equation (23).
Furthermore, the values of exogenous/avoidable, endogenous/avoidable, exogenous/unavoidable
and endogenous/unavoidable are determined using Equations (25) to (28). Advanced exergy analysis
results for each part in three different cycles (BORC, SRORC and DRORC) are presented in Tables 8–10.

Table 8. Advanced exergy analysis results (kW) for BORC.

Component
.
ED

.
E

UN
D

.
E

AV
D

.
E

EN
D

.
E

EX
D

.
E

AV.EX
D

.
E

AV.EN
D

.
E

UN.EX
D

.
E

UN.EN
D

Evaporator 14.44 7.725 6.714 14.13 0.31 0.357 6.356 −0.047 7.773
Turbine 9.42 2.0194 7.400 3.135 6.285 4.935 2.464 1.349 0.670
Pump 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Condenser 6.93 4.168 2.761 2.06 4.87 2.005 0.756 2.864 1.303

Table 9. Advanced exergy analysis results (kW) for SRORC.

Component
.
ED

.
E

UN
D

.
E

AV
D

.
E

EN
D

.
E

EX
D

.
E

AV.EX
D

.
E

AV.EN
D

.
E

UN.EX
D

.
E

UN.EN
D

Evaporator 2.47 1.027 1.442 2.561 −0.091 −0.084 1.527 −0.006 1.033
Turbine 3.86 0.824 3.035 2.083 1.777 1.397 1.637 0.379 0.445
Pump 1 0.499 0.067 0.431 0.263 0.235 0.203 0.228 0.032 0.034
Pump 2 0.135 0.014 0.121 0.067 0.067 0.060 0.060 0.007 0.007

Feed-water heater 0.938 0.299 0.638 0.479 0.458 0.313 0.324 0.144 0.155
Condenser 0.907 0.168 0.738 0.441 0.465 0.382 0.356 0.082 0.085

Table 10. The results of the advanced exergy analysis (per kW) for DRORC.

Component
.
ED

.
E

UN
D

.
E

AV
D

.
E

EN
D

.
E

EX
D

.
E

AV.EX
D

.
E

AV.EN
D

.
E

UN.EX
D

.
E

UN.EN
D

Evaporator 1.76 0.463 1.296 1.845 −0.085 −0.080 1.377 −0.004 0.467
Turbine 8.33 1.742 6.587 4.188 4.142 3.284 3.303 0.857 0.884
Pump 1 0.397 0.064 0.333 0.199 0.198 0.165 0.167 0.032 0.031
Pump 2 0.116 0.018 0.098 0.054 0.062 0.053 0.045 0.009 0.008
Pump 3 0.071 0.006 0.065 0.033 0.038 0.035 0.030 0.003 0.003

Feed-water heater 1 0.23 0.080 0.149 0.113 0.116 0.075 0.074 0.041 0.039
Feed-water heater 2 0.437 0.124 0.312 0.205 0.231 0.167 0.146 0.064 0.059

Condenser 0.322 0.072 0.249 0.138 0.183 0.145 0.104 0.038 0.034

As indicated in Table 9, for BORC, the exogenous exergy rate is greater than the endogenous
exergy rate in system components, except the evaporator. So, system performance and modification of
other components are necessary for turbines and condensers to decrease their exogenous destruction
rates. The greater share of exergy destruction in the evaporator is caused by irreversibility of the
component itself because of its high exergy loss rate in the endogenous part. As it was discussed before,
the avoidable destruction rate in exergy can be controlled and reduced in practice. Table 8 shows that a
turbine consists of a high value of avoidable destruction rates (7.4 kW) among the components of a
system. Thus, the efficiency of this component can be improved using some technical modifications
and new technologies or by replacing the component with the ones with higher efficiencies. It is
important to note that, unlike the conventional analysis, a turbine is the most effective component
due to its avoidable destruction rate to reduce irreversibilities. So, the main focus will be on the
avoidable/endogenous parts of the exergy destruction, which can be decreased by improving the
efficiency of the kth component. It follows by an investigation on the exogenous/avoidable exergy
rates of loss, which can be reduced by improving the efficiency of other parts [34]. As it is stated
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in [17], Table 8 shows that the avoidable/endogenous exergy destruction rates in the turbine are greater
than the unavoidable/endogenous destruction rates for BORC. This shows that the efficiency can be
improved by technical modifications of this component. Table 8 also indicates that, except the condenser,
the exogenous/avoidable exergy destruction rates are higher than the exogenous/unavoidable exergy
rates of loss for the components. Results of the advanced exergy analysis for the division of the exergy
rate of loss in the main parts in BORC are shown in Figure 4. As Figure 4 indicates, for the turbine, 79%
of the total exergy rate of loss is avoidable, and from this rate, 53% can be reduced by amending other
components efficiencies, and 26% of this rate depends on the performance of the component itself.

(a)  

(b)  

(c) 

Figure 4. Splitting exergy destruction rates of components: (a) the evaporator, (b) turbine and
(c) condenser in the BORC system.

In Table 9, for SRORC, except the condenser, the endogenous exergy destruction rate is higher than
the exogenous exergy destruction rate in the system’s components, which shows that, unlike BORC,
the greater share of the destruction rate is because of the internal irreversibilities in the component
itself. So, among all components in SRORC, the turbine consists of the highest destruction rate in the
exogenous part (1.77 kW), and the evaporator has the maximum endogenous destruction rate (2.56 kW)
among the system’s components due to its irreversibilities. As it is seen in Table 9, the avoidable
part of the exergy destruction rate is higher than the unavoidable part in all components of SRORC.
This indicates that there is a great potential in a system to reduce its irreversibilities by using some
efficient and new components. Splitting the exergy destruction rates into endogenous/avoidable and
exogenous/avoidable parts provides some important information that helps researchers to optimize
systems. As it is seen in Table 9, the avoidable/endogenous exergy destruction rates in all equipment
are higher than the exogenous/avoidable rates, except for the condenser. Priority in the improvement
process of a component should be given to the turbine and the evaporator because of their higher
values in the endogenous/avoidable destruction rates. For a better analysis, results for splitting
the exergy destruction rate for the components in SRORC are shown in Figure 5. The highest
unavoidable/endogenous exergy destruction rates belong to the evaporator in the system, with about a
54% of the total exergy destruction rate, which shows low potential in reducing the irreversibility for
this component.
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(a)  

(b) 

  

(c) 
 

 

(d) 
 

 

(e)  
 

(f)  

Figure 5. Splitting exergy destruction rates of components: (a) the evaporator, (b) turbine, (c) pump1,
(d) pump2, (e) feed-water heater and (f) condenser in the SRORC system.

By referring to Table 10, it can be seen that, for DRORC, the endogenous exergy rate of loss
is higher than the exogenous part for the evaporator and the turbine. This means that, in order to
reduce the destruction rate, designers should focus on improving the efficiency of these components.
Additionally, from these results, it is observed that there is a considerable contribution of the exergy
rate of loss in pumps, feed-water heaters and condensers because of other components’ performances
in the systems. As it is mentioned above, the avoidable exergy destruction rate is an important part in
reducing destruction. Table 10 shows that the avoidable exergy destruction rate is higher than the
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unavoidable part for all components in DRORC, which indicates that a system has a great potential for
reducing its total exergy destruction by using modern technologies or replacing components with new,
efficient ones. Among components, turbines with 6.587 kW consist of the highest avoidable exergy
destruction rate, which should be paid more attention to in designing. As it is shown in Table 10,
the endogenous/avoidable exergy destruction rates for the evaporator, turbine and pump1 is higher
than the endogenous/unavoidable destruction rates in DRORC. Modifications in these components
and improving working conditions should be noticed by designers to reduce this part of the exergy
destruction. Priority in improving the performance of components in DRORC should be given to the
turbine, the evaporator, pump 1 and feed-water heater 2. As for the previous cycles, the results of the
advanced exergy analysis for DRORC components are shown in Figure 6.

(a)

(b)

(c)  

(d)   

(e)   

(f)  

Figure 6. Cont.
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(g)

 
(h)

 

Figure 6. Splitting exergy destruction rates of components: (a) the evaporator, (b) turbine, (c) pump1,
(d) pump2, (e) pump3, (f) feed-water heater1, (g) feed-water heater 2 and (h) condenser in the
DRORC system.

In addition, the total exergy destruction rate for different parts obtained from an advanced exergy
analysis for the three cycles are shown in Figures 7–9. As indicated, the total avoidable exergy rate of
loss in these three systems is higher than unavoidable part, which shows a good potential to reduce
irreversibilities. Avoidable exergy rate of loss with about 78% of the total rate of loss in DRORC is the
first to be noticed by designers. SRORC and BORC with 74% and 55%, respectively, are given the next
priorities. Additionally, in SRORC and DRORC, the total endogenous/avoidable exergy destruction
rates are about 47% and 45% of the total exergy destruction rate, respectively, which are higher than
other three combination parts.

Figure 7. Total exergy destruction rate for the different parts in BORC.
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Figure 8. Total exergy destruction rate for the different parts in single-regeneration ORC (SRORC).

Figure 9. Total exergy destruction rate for the different parts in DRORC.

5. Conclusions

In this research, conventional and advanced exergy analysis are performed for three different
models of organic Rankine cycles (BORC, SRORC and DRORC) at specified operating conditions by
the use of a low-temperature heat source. The main results obtained from the present study are listed
as below:

• According to the conventional exergy analysis, the highest exergy destruction was obtained in the
evaporator for BORC, and for SRORC and DRORC, the maximum exergy destruction belongs to
the turbine. Additionally, results of the conventional exergy analysis show that the condenser in
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three cycles is the third important component that should be noticed in designing. The exergy
destruction rate for pumps may be neglected.

• The advanced exergy analysis showed that the exogenous exergy destruction rate is greater than
the endogenous exergy destruction rate, except the evaporator, for BORC. However, in SRORC,
the endogenous exergy rate of loss is higher than the exogenous part, except for the condenser.
This indicates the greater share of the exergy destruction rate because of the internal irreversibilities
in the component itself compared with BORC. Avoidable rate of exergy destruction in BORC,
SRORC and DRORC are about 78%, 74% and 55% of the total destruction rate, respectively.
Among the existing components, the condenser has the maximum value of exogenous exergy
destruction rate, which can be reduced by the modification of other components.

• The endogenous/avoidable exergy destruction was identified as an important part of the
destruction. Thirty-one percent, forty-seven percent and forty-five percent of the total exergy
destruction rate in BORC, SRORC and DRORC placed in this part, respectively, can be reduced by
improving the efficiency of the components.

• By the advanced exergy analysis, unlike the conventional exergy analysis, the preference of
improvement should be given to turbines, evaporators, condensers and feed-water heaters,
respectively. Additionally, regenerative cycles have high potentials to reduce their irreversibilities
compared with basic systems.
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Nomenclature

parameter define

ORCs Organic Rankin cycles
BORC Basic organic Rankin cycles
SRORC Single regeneration organic Rankin cycles
DRORC Double regeneration organic Rankin cycles
M Mass flow rate
E exergy
Eph physical exergy
Ech Chemical exergy
η energy efficiency
ε exergy efficiency
EF exergy of fuel
EP exergy of product
ED exergy destruction
YK exergy loss ratio with the total exergy destruction
Y∗

K
exergy of fuel with the total exergy destruction

.
E

AV
D avoidable exergy destruction

.
E

EN
D endogenous exergy destruction

.
E

EX
D exogenous exergy destruction

.
E

UN
D unavoidable exergy destruction

.
E

UN.EN
D unavoidable endogenous exergy destruction

.
E

AV .EN
D avoidable endogenous exergy destruction

.
E

AV .EX
D avoidable exogenous exergy destruction
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Abstract: Reactive distillation is a technical procedure that promotes material strengthening and its
simulation plays an important role in the design, research, and optimization of reactive distillation.
The solution to the equilibrium mathematical model of the reactive distillation process involves
the calculation of a set of nonlinear equations. In view of the mutual influence between reaction
and distillation, the nonlinear enhancement of the mathematical model and the iterative calculation
process are prone to fluctuations. In this study, an improved Inside–Out method was proposed to
solve the reaction distillation process. The improved Inside–Out methods mainly involved—(1)
the derivation of a new calculation method for the K value of the approximate thermodynamic
model from the molar fraction summation equation and simplifying the calculation process of the
K value, as a result; and (2) proposal for an initial value estimation method suitable for the reactive
distillation process. The algorithm was divided into two loop iterations—the outer loop updated
the relevant parameters and the inside loop solved the equations, by taking the isopropyl acetate
reactive distillation column as an example for verifying the improved algorithm. The simulation
results presented a great agreement with the reference, and only the relative deviation of the reboiler
heat duty reached 2.57%. The results showed that the calculation results were accurate and reliable,
and the convergence process was more stable.

Keywords: reactive distillation; steady state simulation; numerical simulation; Inside–Out method

1. Introduction

Reactive distillation combines the chemical reaction and distillation separation process in a single
unit operation [1]. As reactive distillation has the advantages of improving reaction conversion
rate and selectivity and reducing costs, the research on design and optimization of the reactive
distillation processes has increased rapidly in recent years [2]. Now reactive distillation technology
has been successfully applied to the areas of esterification, etherification, hydrogenation, hydrolysis,
isomerization, and saponification [3].

The production of methyl tert-butyl ether (MTBE), methyl tert-pentyl ether (TAME), and ethyl
tert-butyl ether (ETBE), etc., adopts the reactive distillation technology, and the reaction conversion
rate was significantly higher than the fixed-bed reactors [4]. Using the reactive distillation technology
to produce methyl acetate can reduce investment and energy costs to one-fifth, and the reaction
conversion rate is close to 100% [5]. Zhang et al. proposed a novel reaction and extractive distillation
(RED) process and used it for the synthesis of isopropyl acetate (IPAc). The results showed that the
purity of IPAc reached 99.5% [6].

As distillation and reaction take place simultaneously, there are complex interaction effects between
them [7]. Therefore, it is very important to use mathematical methods to model and simulate the reactive
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distillation process, and optimize the operating conditions and equipment parameters [8]. The traditional
algorithms for simulating reactive distillation include the tridiagonal matrix method, the relaxation
method, the simultaneous correction method (Newton–Raphson), and the homotopy method.

Zhang et al. proposed a mathematical model of the heterogeneous catalytic distillation process.
For the boundary value problem solved by the model, the multi-target shooting method and the
Newton–Raphson iteration were used. The calculation results were consistent with the experimental
data [9]. The partial Newton method proposed by Zhou et al. used the results from a repeated relaxation
method as the initial value of the iteration variable, and then used the Newton–Raphson method to
solve the MESHR equation (material balance, phase equilibrium, molar fraction summation, enthalpy
balance, chemical reaction rate) [10]. Qi et al. aimed at the equilibrium reactive distillation process and
transformed the physical variables such as the stage composition, flow, and enthalpy, such that the
transformed mathematical model of the reactive distillation was completely consistent with the ordinary
distillation and the modified Newton–Raphson method was used to solve it [11]. Juha introduced the
homotopy parameters in the phase equilibrium, the enthalpy equilibrium, and the chemical reaction
equilibrium equations, to establish a homotopy model of reactive distillation, and successfully simulated
an MTBE reactive distillation column [12]. Wang et al. used the relaxation method to calculate the
methyl formate hydrolysis catalytic distillation column. The simulation results were compared with the
experimental ones and showed great agreement [13]. Steffen and Silva divided the reactive distillation
model into several smaller sets of equations based on the equation tearing method, and obtained a set of
linear and nonlinear equations each, which simulated chemical reactions [14].

Boston and Sullivan first proposed the Inside–Out method to simulate a multi-component ordinary
distillation process [15,16]. Compared to other algorithms, two thermodynamic property models are
used. The approximate thermodynamic models are used for frequent inside loop calculations to solve
the MESH equation (material balance, phase equilibrium, molar fraction summation, enthalpy balance).
The strict thermodynamic models are used for outer loop calculations of the phase equilibrium constant
K and the approximate model parameters. This saves a lot of time when calculating thermodynamic
properties. The inside loop uses a stripping factor (Sb) as an iterative variable, which integrates the
effects of the stage temperature and the vapor and liquid flow rates, reduces the number of iterative
variables, and improves the stability of convergence.

Russell further improved the Inside–Out method by solving the sparse tridiagonal matrix and
applying the improved Thomas Chase method, and applied it to the calculation of crude oil distillation [17].
The modified Inside–Out method was proposed by Saeger, who added a two-parameter model for liquid
composition, representing the effect on phase equilibrium constant, improving the convergence stability
of highly non-ideal systems, and improving the convergence rate [18]. Jelinek simplified the Inside–Out
method proposed by Russell; the simplified method could solve the distillation process specified by any
operation and did not use an approximate enthalpy model in the inside loop, reducing the complexity of
the calculation process [19].

Basing the Inside–Out method on simulating ordinary distillation process, increased the chemical
reaction rate equation and established a mathematical model of the reactivedistillation. In view of the
obvious enhancement of the nonlinearity of the mathematical model, it was more difficult to solve the
problem than ordinary distillation [20]. This study used the Inside–Out method to solve the reactive
distillation process, simplified the calculation of the K value of the approximate thermodynamic model,
and proposed an initial value estimation method. This is an in-house model.
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2. Mathematical Model

The schematic diagram of the reaction distillation column is shown in Figure 1. The whole column
is composed of N stages. The condenser is regarded as the first stage and the reboiler is regarded as
the last stage. There can be a liquid phase product, a vapor phase product, and a free water product at
the top of the tower, and a liquid phase product at the bottom of the column. Chemical reactions can
take place anywhere in the column. The general model of the jth theoretical stage is shown in Figure 2,
where Fj is the feed flow rate of stage j, Lj is the liquid flow rate outputting stage j, and inputting stage j
+ 1, Vj is the vapor flow rate outputting stage j and inputting stage j − 1, Uj is the liquid side flow rate
outputting stage j, Wj is the vapor side flow rate outputting stage j, Qj is the heat duty from stage j,
Rr,j is the reaction extent of the rth reaction on stage j. The schematic representation from Figure 2 to
represent all stages are shown in Figure 3.

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the reactive distillation column.

Figure 2. The jth equilibrium stage of the reactive distillation column.

The stages of the column are assumed to be in equilibrium conditions, the vapour and liquid phases
leaving the stage are assumed to be in thermodynamic equilibrium, the stage pressure, temperature,
flow, and composition are assumed to be constant at each stage. Five sets of equations are used to
describe the equilibrium state of the stage—the material balances, the phase equilibrium, the molar
fraction summation, the enthalpy balance, and the chemical equilibrium equations.
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Figure 3. Schematic representation of input and output streams in all stages of a distillation column.

A set of highly nonlinear equations was obtained by modeling the steady state process of the
reactive distillation column. The non-linearities were in the phase equilibrium, enthalpy balances,
and chemical equilibrium equations. The solution of model equations is very difficult and the
convergence depends strongly on the goodness of the initial guesses. After choosing appropriate
iterative variables and providing the initial value of variables, the iterative calculation process can
start. When the iterative calculation converges, the stage temperature, flow, and composition profiles
can be obtained.

The mathematical model of reactive distillation [21]:
(1) Material balance Equation (M):

Lj−1xi, j−1 − (Vj + Wj)yi, j − (Lj + Uj)xi, j + Vj+1yi, j+1 + Fjzi, j +
∑

r
υr,iRr, j = 0, (1)

(2) Phase equilibrium Equation (E):

yi, j −Ki, jxi, j = 0, (2)

(3) Molar fraction summation Equation (S):

c∑
i=1

yi, j − 1 = 0
c∑

i=1

xi, j − 1 = 0, (3)

(4) Enthalpy balance Equation (H):

Lj−1hj−1 − (Vj + Wj)Hj − (Lj + Uj)hj + Vj+1Hj+1 + FjHFj + Qj − ΔHr, j = 0, (4)
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(5) Chemical reaction rate Equation (R):

rj,r = f
(
Tj, Pj, xi, j, yi, j

)
. (5)

3. Algorithm

3.1. Inside–Out Method

The Inside–Out method divides the mathematical model into an inside and outer loop for
iterative calculation, and uses two sets of thermodynamic models, a strict thermodynamic model
and an approximate thermodynamic model (K value model and enthalpy value model). The simple
approximate thermodynamic model was used for frequent inside loop calculations to reduce the time
it takes to calculate the thermodynamic properties. The strict thermodynamic model was used for the
outer loop calculations, and the parameters of the approximate thermodynamic model were corrected
at the outer loop.

Defining the inside loop variables—relative volatility αi,j, stripping factors Sb,j of the reference
components, liquid phase stripping factors RL,j, and the vapor phase stripping factors RV,j.

αi, j = Ki, j/Kb, j Sb, j = Kb, jVj/Lj, (6)

RL, j = 1 + Uj/Lj RV, j = 1 + Wj/Vj. (7)

The inside loop uses the vapor and liquid phase flow rates of each component instead of the
composition, for the calculations. Their relationship with the vapor and liquid phase composition and
flow is as follows:

yi, j = vi, j/Vj xi, j = li, j/Lj, (8)

Vj =
c∑

i=1

vi, j Lj =
c∑

i=1

li, j (9)

According to the inside loop variables defined by the mathematical model of the Inside–Out
method, the material balance Equation (M) and the phase equilibrium Equation (E) can be rewritten
into the following relationship.

Material Balance:

li, j−1 − (RL, j + αi, jSb, jRV, j)li, j +
(
αi, j+1Sb, j+1

)
li, j+1 = − fi, j +

∑
r
υr,iRr, j. (10)

Phase balance:
vi, j = αi, jSb, jli, j. (11)

3.1.1. Strict Thermodynamic Model

The strict model is mainly used for the outer loop to correct the parameters in the approximate
thermodynamic model, including the calculation of the phase equilibrium constant K value, and the
vapor-liquid enthalpy difference, as follows:

Ki, j = Ki, j
(
Tj, Pj, xi, j, yi, j

)
(12)

Hj = Hj
(
Tj, Pj, yi, j

)
(13)

hj = hj
(
Tj, Pj, xi, j

)
(14)
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3.1.2. Approximate Thermodynamic Model

1� K-value model

Define a new variable for the K value of the reference component, Kb,j, and the reference
component b is an imaginary component. Kb,j was calculated by the following formula, where ωi,j is a
weighting factor.

Kb, j = exp(
∑

i

ωi, jlnKi, j), (15)

ωi, j =
yi, j

[
∂lnKi, j/∂(1/T)

]
∑

yi, j
[
∂lnKi, j/∂(1/T)

] . (16)

The relationship between Kb,j and the stage temperature Tj is related using Equation (17), T* is the
reference temperature.

lnKb, j = Aj + Bj

( 1
T
− 1

T∗
)
. (17)

The value of the parameter Bj can be obtained by the differential calculation of 1/T by the Kb,
and the temperatures Tj−1 and Tj+1 of the two adjacent stages are selected as T1 and T2.

Bj =
∂lnKb

∂(1/T)
=

ln
(
Kb,T1/Kb,T2

)
(1/T1 − 1/T2)

, (18)

Aj = ln Kb, j − Bj

( 1
T
− 1

T∗
)
. (19)

2� Enthalpy model

The calculation of the enthalpy difference is the main time-consuming part of the entire enthalpy
calculation, so the calculation of the enthalpy difference was simplified in the approximate enthalpy
model, and a simple linear function was used to fit the calculation of the enthalpy difference.

ΔHj = cj − dj
(
Tj − T∗

)
, (20)

Δhj = ej − f j
(
Tj − T∗

)
. (21)

3.1.3. Improved K-Value Model

The K-value model was improved by simplifying the calculation of the weighting factor. This was
derived from the molar fraction summation equation. The derivation process is shown below.

The relationship between the K value of the reference component Kb,j and the K value of the
common component is:

lnKb, j =
∑

i

ωi, jlnKi, j. (22)

The weighting factors need to satisfy: ∑
ωi, j = 1. (23)

The stage temperature needs to satisfy the following relationship:

Φ
(
Tj
)
=
∑

xi, j − 1 =
∑ yi, j

Ki, j
− 1 = 0. (24)
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The introduction of new variables ui,j was defined as:

ui, j = ln
(
Ki, j/Kb, j

)
. (25)

The new relationship is:

Φ̃
(
Tj
)
=
∑ yi, j

Kb, je
ui, j
− 1. (26)

Since Kb,j was calculated by Ki,j through a weighting function, the trend with temperature changes
was the same, so uj,i is a temperature-independent parameter, so at the stage temperature:

Kb, j
(
Tj
)
euj,i = Kj,i

(
Tj
)
, (27)

Φ
(
Tj
)
= Φ̃

(
Tj
)
. (28)

The derivative of Φ̃
(
Tj
)

and Φ̃
(
Tj
)

at the stage temperature was equal to:

dΦ
dT

∣∣∣∣∣∣ Tj
=

dΦ̃
dT

∣∣∣∣∣∣ Tj
, (29)

∑ yj,i

Kj,i

(
∂lnKj,i

∂T

)∣∣∣∣∣∣ Tj
=

(∑ yj,i

Kj,i

)dlnKb, j

dT

∣∣∣∣∣∣ Tj
, (30)

∑ yj,i

Kj,i

(
∂lnKj,i

∂T

)∣∣∣∣∣∣ Tj
=

(∑ yj,i

Kj,i

)∑
ω j,i
∂lnKj,i

∂T

∣∣∣∣∣∣ Tj
. (31)

The weighting function used the new calculation method:

ωi, j =
yi, j/Ki, j∑

yi, j/Ki, j
. (32)

3.2. Initial Value Estimation Method

The system of equations obtained from the modeling of the steady-state reactive distillation
process was non-linear and was very difficult to solve. Therefore, it was important to provide good
initial estimates, otherwise it would not be possible to reach a solution.

Before providing good initial estimates, all feed streams were mixed to perform chemical reaction
equilibrium calculations to obtain a new set of compositions and flow rate, which were used to calculate
the initial value of the variable.

Temperature: Calculate the dew and bubble point temperature by flash calculation, which was
used as the initial temperature at the top and at the bottom of the tower. The initial temperature of the
middle stages was obtained by linear interpolation.

Composition: The composition calculated by isothermal flash calculation was used as the initial
value of the vapor-liquid composition of each stage.

Flow: According to the constant molar flow rate assumption and the total material balance
calculation, the initial value of the vapor–liquid flow rate of each stage was obtained

Reaction extent: The reaction extent calculated by the chemical reaction equilibrium was taken as
the maximum value of the reaction extent in the reaction section. According to the feeding condition of
the reaction section, the position with the maximum reaction extent was selected. If there was only one
feed in the reaction section, the position of the feed stage was selected. If there were multiple feeds in
the reaction section, the position of the feed stage near the reboiler was chosen. If there was no feed
in the reaction section, the position of the reaction stage closest to the feed was selected. The initial
value of the reaction extent of the other stages were calculated according to the maximum value and a
certain proportion of attenuation. The calculation is shown below.
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Between the first reaction stage and the stage with the maximum reaction extent:

Rj,r = Rmax × j− j1 + 1

( jm − j1 + 1)2 . (33)

Between the stage with the maximum reaction extent and the last reaction stage:

Rj,r = Rmax × jn − j + 1

( jn − jm + 1)2 . (34)

where Rmax is the maximum value of the reaction extent in the reaction section, jm is the stage position
where the maximum reaction extent occurs; j1 is the first stage position in the reaction section; and jn is
the last stage position in the reaction section.

3.3. Calculation Steps and Block Diagram

The reactive distillation column adopts an improved Inside–Out method for calculation. The main
working idea is that the the outer loop used a strict thermodynamic model to calculate the phase
equilibrium constant and the vapor–liquid phase enthalpy difference, and the results were used to
correct the approximate thermodynamic model parameters and update the reaction extents of each
stage. The inside loop uses an approximate thermodynamic model to solve the MESHR equation to
obtain the stage temperature, flow rate, and composition. After the inside loop calculation converges
or reaches the number of iterations, the model returns to the outer loop to continue the calculation.
When the inside and outer loop converges at the same time, the calculation ends.

The calculation steps are shown below:

1. Given initial value

(1) According to the feed, pressure, and operation specifications, the initial values of the
temperature, flow rate, composition, and the reaction extent are provided (Section 3.2).

2. Outer loop iteration

(2) Calculate the phase equilibrium constant Ki,j with a strict thermodynamic model, and then
calculate parameters Kb,j, A, and B in the K-value model.

(3) Calculate the vapor–liquid phase enthalpy difference using a strict thermodynamic model,
and fit the parameters cj, dj, ej, and fj in the approximate enthalpy model.

(4) Calculate the stripping factors Sb,j, relative volatility αi,j, liquid phase stripping factors RL,j,
and vapor phase stripping factors RV,j.

(5) Calculate the reaction extent according to the reaction conditions. The chemical reaction can be
a specified conversion rate or a kinetic reaction, and the kinetic reaction rate is calculated by a power
law expression.

Power law expression:
T0 is not specified:

r = kTne−E/RT
∏

(Ci)
αi . (35)

T0 is specified:
r = k(T/T0)

ne−(E/R)(1/T−1/T0)
∏

(Ci)
αi , (36)

Rj,r = rj,r ×Ω j. (37)
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(6) Outer convergence judgment conditions:

n∑
j

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝Kn
b, j −Kn−1

b, j

Kn−1
b, j

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
2

+
n∑
j

c∑
i

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝α
n
i, j − αn−1

i, j

αn−1
i, j

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
2

+
n∑
j

∑
r

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝Rn
r, j −Rn−1

r, j

Rn−1
r, j

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
2

< ε. (38)

3. Inside loop iteration

(7) According to the material balance Equation (13), a tridiagonal matrix was constructed, and
then the liquid flow rate li,j of each component was obtained by solving the matrix. Using the phase
equilibrium Equation (14), the vapor phase flow rate vi,j of each component was obtained.

(8) The vapor–liquid flow rates Vj and Lj can be calculated by Equation (9), the vapor–liquid
phase composition xi,j and yi,j can be calculated by Equation (8).

(9) Combining the bubble point equation
(

c∑
i=1

Kixi = 1
)

with Equation (9) to obtain Equation (39),

a new set of K values Kb,j of the reference components can be calculated.

Kb, j =
1

c∑
i=1

(
αi, jxi, j

) . (39)

According to Equation (40), a new set of stage temperature can be calculated using the new
Kb,j values.

Tj =
1(

ln Kb, j −Aj
)
/Bj + 1/T∗

. (40)

Now, the correction values of the vapor–liquid flow rate, composition, and temperature are
obtained. They satisfy the material balance and phase equilibrium equation, but does not satisfy the
enthalpy equilibrium equation. In the following, the iterative variable of the inside loop should be
modified according to the deviation of the enthalpy balance Equation (10). Select lnSb,j as the inside
loop iteration variable. If there are side products, the side stripping factors lnRL,j and lnRV,j should be
added as the inside loop iteration variables. Taking the enthalpy balance equation as the objective
function, the enthalpy balance equation of the first and last stage should be deleted and replaced with
two operation equations of the reactive distillation column.

(11) Calculate the vapor–liquid phase enthalpy according to the simplified enthalpy model.
(12) Calculate the partial derivative of the objective function to the iterative variable and construct

the Jacobian matrix. The Schubert method was used to calculate the modified value of the inside
iteration variable [22,23]. Damping factors can be used if necessary.

(13) Using the new inside iteration variable value, repeat steps (7) to (9) to obtain the new stage
flow, composition, and temperature, and calculate the error of the objective function. If the error
was less than the convergence accuracy of the inside loop, return to the outer loop to continue the
calculation, otherwise repeat the calculation from Step (11) to Step (13). The calculation block diagram
of the improved Inside–Out method is shown in Figure 4.
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n

j
j
H ε

=
<

Figure 4. Calculation of the block diagram of the improved Inside–Out method.
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4. Results

4.1. Example 1: Isopropyl Acetate

Taking the process of synthesizing isopropyl acetate (IPAc) with acetic acid (HAc) and isopropanol
(IPOH) as an example, the esterification reaction is a reversible exothermic reaction, and the conversion
rate is limited by the chemical equilibrium. Zhang et al. proposed reactive and extractive distillation
technology for the synthesis of IPAc, and the extraction agent dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) was added
in the tower to obtain high-purity IPAc [6]. Zhang et al. conducted a steady-state simulation of
the reactive distillation column, and performed dynamic optimization control, based on the results.
In this work, the improved Inside–Out method was used to solve the esterification process, and the
steady-state simulation results were compared with that of Zhang et al. [6]. The chemical reaction
equation of this esterification reaction was as follows:

CH3COOH + (CH3)2CHOH� CH3COOCH(CH3)2 + H2O

Kong et al. determined the kinetic model of the esterification reaction through kinetic
experiments [24]. The kinetic expressions and parameters are as follows:

r = k+CHACCIPOH − k−CIPACCH2O, (41)

k+ = 2589.1 exp
(
−14109

RT

)
k− = 2540.2 exp

(
−18890

RT

)
. (42)

where r is the reaction rate, mol·L−1·min−1; Ci is the molar volume concentration of the i component,
mol·L−1; k+, and k– are the forward and reverse reaction rate constants; R is the gas constant, with avalue
of 8.314 J·mol−1·K−1; and T is the temperature, in K.

The improved Inside–Out method was used to simulate the isopropyl acetate process. The property
method was non-random two liquid (NRTL). The operating conditions of the isopropyl acetate reactive
distillation column is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Operational conditions of the reactive distillation column.

Variables Specifications

Reaction section 1218– stages
Condenser pressure 0.4 atm
Stage pressure drop 0.689 kPa

Distillate rate 9.78 kmol·h−1

Reflux ratio 2.98
Liquid holdup 0.2 m3

Condenser type Total
Reboiler type Kettle

The schematic diagram of the isopropyl acetate reactive distillation column and the parameters of
the feed stream are shown in Figure 5.

Figure 6 is a comparison between the initial value of the reaction extent and the simulation result.
It can be seen that the initial value and the simulation results were relatively close, which increased the
possibility of convergence. The error behavior at each iteration, calculated by Equation (38), for the
program using the improved Inside–Out method is shown in Figure 7. The outer loop calculation
reached the convergence through 10 iterations, and the error decreased steadily, without oscillation.
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Figure 5. Schematic diagram of the isopropyl acetate reactive distillation column.

Figure 6. Comparison of the initial values of the extent of reaction and simulation results.

Figure 7. Error at each iteration for the simulation of isopropyl acetate reactive distillation column.

Table 2 shows the comparison between the simulation results of the isopropyl acetate reactive
distillation column and the literature. It can be seen that the temperatures at the top and bottom of
tower obtained in this work were similar to that in the literature, and the relative deviation was within
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1%. The relative deviation of the condenser heat duty was 1.82% and the relative deviation of the
reboiler heat duty was 2.47%.

Table 2. Comparison of the simulation results of Example 1.

Variables Simulated Zhang et al. [6] δ1%

Temperature of top tower/◦C 61.58 62.00 0.68
Temperature of bottom tower/◦C 112.92 112.57 0.31

Condenser heat duty/kW −382.71 −375.88 1.82
Reboiler heat duty/kW 312.11 304.58 2.47

Distillate of top tower/kmol·h−1 9.78 9.78 0.00

Table 3 shows the comparison between the simulation results of the molar composition of the
top and bottom products and the literature. It can be seen that the molar composition of the top and
bottom product obtained in this work presented a great agreement with the literature, except for the
smaller part, and the simulation results were accurate and reliable.

Table 3. Comparison of product composition of Example 1.

Simulated Zhang et al. [6] δ1%

Mole Fraction
(top tower)

IPOH 0.0022 0.0023 4.35

HAc 0.0048 0.0047 2.13

IPAc 0.9905 0.9907 0.02

H2O 0.0023 0.0022 4.55

DMSO 0.0001 0.0001 0.00

Mole Fraction
(bottom tower)

IPOH 0.0016 0.0017 5.88

HAc 0.1886 0.1898 0.63

IPAc 0.0060 0.0057 5.26

H2O 0.2628 0.2609 0.73

DMSO 0.5410 0.5419 0.17

4.2. Example 2: Propadiene Hydrogenation

Taking the depropanization column in the propylene recovery system of the ethylene production
process as an example. The Inside–Out method was used to simulate the depropanizer column, and the
results were compared with the measured values. The top of the depropanizer column was equipped
with a catalyst. In the reaction section, propadiene was hydrogenated into propylene and propane.
The conversion rate of the first reaction was 0.485, the conversion rate of the second reaction was 0.015.
The chemical reaction equation were as follows:

C3H4 + H2 → C3H6

C3H4 + 2H2 → C3H8

The improved Inside–Out method was used to simulate the depropanization column. The property
method was Soave–Redlich–Kwong (SRK). The depropanizer column had 3 feeds, and the feed stream
parameters are shown in Table 4. The operating conditions of the depropanization column are shown
in Table 5.
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Table 4. The parameters of feed stream for the depropanization column.

Variables Feed 1 Feed 2 Feed 3

Temperature/◦C 21.0 45.0 56.5
Pressure/kPa 3043.32 2200.32 2333.32

Feed stage 31 33 37
Flow/kmol·h−1 42.01 1329.96 706.03
Mole fraction

H2 0.9574 0.0000 0.0000
N2 0.0010 0.0000 0.0000

CH4 0.0416 0.0000 0.0000
C2H6 0.0000 0.0005 0.0001
C3H6 0.0000 0.7031 0.7025
C3H8 0.0000 0.0266 0.0551

C3H4-1 0.0000 0.0257 0.0694
C4H8-1 0.0000 0.0874 0.0763
C4H6-4 0.0000 0.1194 0.0950

C4H10-1 0.0000 0.0025 0.0014
C5H10-2 0.0000 0.0256 0.0002
C6H12-3 0.0000 0.0012 0.0000

C6H6 0.0000 0.0069 0.0000
C7H14-7 0.0000 0.0007 0.0000

C7H8 0.0000 0.0003 0.0000

Table 5. Operational conditions for the depropanization column.

Variables Specifications

Numbers of stages 42
Reaction section 13–stages

Condenser pressure 20.2 atm
Stage pressure drop 1.325 kPa

Bottoms rate 854.8 kmol·h−1

Reflux ratio 0.98
Condenser type Partial-Vapor-Liquid

Reboiler type Kettle

Table 6 shows the comparison between the simulation results of the depropanization column and
the measured value. It can be seen that the temperatures in the top and bottom products, as calculated
by the Inside–Out method were close to the measured value, and the relative error was about 1%.
The liquid product flow rate at the top and bottom of the tower coincided with the measured value,
only the relative deviation of the vapor product flow at the top of the tower was 2.74%. Table 7 shows
the comparison between the mass composition of the top and bottom liquid products and the measured
value. The simulation results of the product mass compositions were basically consistent with the
measured value, except for the smaller composition values.

Table 6. Comparison of the simulation results of Example 2.

Variables Simulated Measured δ1%

Temperature of top tower/◦C 49.0 48.5 1.03
Temperature of bottom tower/◦C 79.4 79.0 0.51

Condenser heat duty/kW −12,167.0
Reboiler heat duty/kW 11,486.7

Distillate rare of liquid/kg·h−1 49,515.5 49,625.0 0.22
Distillate rare of vapor/kg·h−1 248.7 255.7 2.74
Bottoms product flow/kg·h−1 42,523.3 42,507.0 0.04
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Table 7. Comparison of the mass compositions of the product flow of Example 2.

Component
Mass Fraction (Distillate Liquid) Mass Fraction (Bottom)

Simulated Measured δ1% Simulated Measured δ2%

H2 0.0002 0.0002 1.53 0.0000 0.0000 0.00
N2 0.0000 0.0000 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.00

CH4 0.0005 0.0005 3.42 0.0000 0.0000 0.00
C2H6 0.0004 0.0004 1.57 0.0000 0.0000 0.00
C3H6 0.9575 0.9596 0.22 0.3225 0.3204 0.66
C3H8 0.0413 0.0392 5.36 0.0313 0.0322 2.80

C3H4-1 0.0001 0.0000 0.00 0.0521 0.0502 3.78
C4H8-1 0.0000 0.0000 0.00 0.2263 0.2243 0.89
C4H6-4 0.0000 0.0000 0.00 0.2854 0.2873 0.66
C4H10-1 0.0000 0.0000 0.00 0.0054 0.0060 10.00
C5H10-2 0.0000 0.0000 0.00 0.0546 0.0564 3.19
C6H12-3 0.0000 0.0000 0.00 0.0030 0.0032 6.25

C6H6 0.0000 0.0000 0.00 0.0162 0.0170 4.71
C7H14-7 0.0000 0.0000 0.00 0.0022 0.0022 0.91

C7H8 0.0000 0.0000 0.00 0.0009 0.0009 7.12

5. Conclusions

Based on the process principle of reactive distillation, a mathematical model of reactive distillation
process was established. The improved Inside–Out method was provided in this work for the solution
of a reactive distillation process. In view of the nonlinear enhancement of the reactive distillation
mathematical model and the difficulty of convergence, the calculation of the K value of the approximate
thermodynamic model was improved to simplify the calculation process. The initial value estimation
method suitable for the calculation of reactive distillation was proposed, which increased the possibility
of convergence.

The algorithm was verified by using an isopropyl acetate reactive distillation column and a
depropanization column as examples. In Example 1, the reaction extent calculated by the initial value
estimation method was close to the simulation results, it facilitated the convergence process of the
solution algorithm. The simulation results obtained in this work were compared with Zhang et al. [6],
presenting great agreement with the reference, only the relative deviation of the reboiler heat duty
reached 2.57%. In Example 2, the simulation results of the depropanization column presented a good
agreement with the measured value, except for the smaller composition value. The results showed
that the improved Inside–Out method calculation results were accurate and reliable.
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Abbreviations

A:B Parameters of the Approximate K-Value Model
C Molar volume concentration
c,d,e,f Parameters of the approximate enthalpy model
DMSO Dimethyl sulfoxide
ETBE Ethyl tert-butyl ether
E Activation energy, J·mol−1

F Feed flow, mol·s−1

H vapor phase enthalpy, J·mol−1
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h Liquid phase enthalpy, J·mol−1

ΔH Vapor phase enthalpy difference,J·mol−1

Δh Liquid phase enthalpy difference, J·mol−1

HAc Acetic acid
IPAc Isopropyl acetate
IPOH Isopropanol
k+ Forward reaction rate constants
k- Reverse reaction rate constants
K Phase equilibrium constant
Kb Phase equilibrium constant of reference component b
L Liquid flow, mol·s−1

MESH Material balance, Phase equilibrium, Molar fraction summation, enthalpy balance

MESHR
Material balance, Phase equilibrium, Molar fraction summation, enthalpy balance,
Chemical reaction rate

MTBE Methyl tert-butyl ether
N The number of distillation stages
NRTL Non-random two liquid
R Reaction extents, mol·s−1

RL Liquid stripping factor
RV Vapor stripping factor
r Reaction rate
Sb Stripping factor for reference component b
T Temperature, K
T* Reference temperature, K
TAME Methyl tert-pentyl ether
U Liquid side product flow, mol·s−1

V Vapor flow, mol·s−1

Wj Vapor side product flow, mol·s−1

x Liquid mole fraction
y Vapor mole fraction
z Feed mole fraction
υ Stoichiometric coefficient
Ω Liquid holdup, m3

α Relative volatility
ε Tolerance
ω Weighting factor
i Component i
j Stage j
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Abstract: Early-stage fault detection and diagnosis of distillation has been considered an essential
technique in the chemical industry. In this paper, fault diagnosis of a distillation column is formulated
as an inverse problem. The nonlinear least squares algorithm is used to evaluate fault parameters
embedded in a nonlinear dynamic model of distillation once abnormal symptoms are detected.
A partial least squares regression model is built based on fault parameter history to explicitly predict
the development of fault parameters. With the stripper of Tennessee Eastman process as example, this
novel approach is tested for step- and random-type faults and several factors affecting its efficiency are
discussed. The application result shows that the hybrid inverse problem approach gives the correct
change of fault parameter at a speed far faster than the base approach with only a nonlinear model.

Keywords: fault diagnosis; distillation; inverse problem; parameter estimation

1. Introduction

Distillation is a widely used energy consuming unit operation in modern petroleum and chemical
industries. Its separation on raw materials, intermediate products, and crude products exerts a strong
influence on the energy consumption and product quality of the industrial process involved. The fault
diagnosis technique benefits from catching the deterioration symptom of critical parameters in time
and predicting their deterioration trend effectively when a distillation column enters an abnormal state.
To improve the reliability of control systems, the problem of fault detection and diagnosis has been paid
more attention over the past two decades. A robust fault diagnostic method for multiple open-circuit
faults and current sensor faults in three-phase permanent magnet synchronous motor drives has been
proposed by Jlassi [1]. The proposed observer-based algorithm relies on an adaptive threshold for
fault diagnosis. A composite fault tolerant control (CFTC) with disturbance observer scheme has been
considered for a class of stochastic systems with faults and multiple disturbances [2]. The problem
of fault diagnosis for a class of nonlinear systems has been investigated via the hybrid method of an
observer-based approach and homogeneous polynomials technique [3]. As one of the quantitative
model-based fault diagnosis methods for the distillation process, the parameter estimation method
identifies the process parameters of physical meaning, such as the heat transfer coefficient, thermal
resistance, etc., and hereby explains abnormal reasons based on the relationship between input and
output signals. From the point of view of control theory, the parameter estimation method provides a
closed loop structure with a good computational stability and convergence since parameters are input
into the reasoning model again after estimation. Based on a nonlinear dynamic model, parameter
estimation, however, becomes a nonlinear optimization problem, whose heavy computational load
is a serious bottleneck limiting its application. Some improvements have therefore emerged in the
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last decade to simplify both the model and algorithm. For example, a hybrid fault detection and
diagnosis scheme was implemented in a two-step pattern, that is, neural networks were activated
to deduce the root reason for a fault state after the fault-related section of a plant was located by a
Petri net [4]. A fault diagnosis technique was proposed based on multiple linear models, in which
several linear perturbation models suitable for various operation regimes were identified by a Bayesian
approach and then combined with a generalized likelihood ratio method to perform fault identification
tasks [5]. A fault detection and diagnosis scheme, which uses one tier of a nonlinear rigorous model
and another tier of a linear simplified model to monitor the distillation process and identify abnormal
parameters, respectively, was developed to consider the accuracy and speed of nonlinear and linear
models simultaneously [6]. A three-layer nonlinear Gaussian belief network was constructed and
trained to extract useful features from noisy process data, where the absolute gradient was monitored
for fault detection and a multivariate contribution plot was generated for fault diagnosis [7].

The determination of fault parameters on the basis of known input and output signals of distillation
can be approached as the solution of an inverse problem [8–10]. The most widely used method to
solve such a problem is its least squares (LSQ) formulation as the minimization of an error function
between the real measurements and their calculated values, similar to the above improved parameter
estimation methods. Meanwhile, meta-heuristics for LSQ optimization are popular due to their inherent
advantages, like their global optimum and the few requirements for problem formulation [11,12].
However, the running speed of the LSQ-based method is slow owing to its time-consuming iterative
optimization of fault parameters. During iterations, the process of solving the forward problem and
then adjusting its parameters is repeated until the difference between the measured values and the
calculated ones reaches a minimum. For this reason, a direct derivation of fault parameters from
input and output signals instead of trial and error in forward problems is a very current topic, such as
the decomposition of solution space followed by polynomial approximation [13], usage of artificial
neural networks (ANN) for the automated reconstruction of an inhomogeneous object as pattern
recognition [14], and inverse regression between the disturbance and characteristic distances based on
single variable perturbation [15].

Based on the LSQ-based fault diagnosis work [16], a hybrid inverse problem approach that uses
partial least squares (PLS) to fit and forecast trajectories of the fault parameters generated by LSQ
is proposed in this paper to accelerate the model-based fault diagnosis process. PLS is a popular
tool for key performance monitoring, quality control, and fault diagnosis in large-scale chemical
industry [17,18]. It has been improved from relative contributions of process variables or blocks on
faults [19,20], and the orthogonal decomposition of measurement space before deducing new specific
statistics with non-overlapped domains [21].

This work aims to test the feasibility of an LSQ and PLS combined hybrid inverse problem
approach for model-based fault diagnosis. In the following sections, the proposed hybrid inverse
problem solving approach is explained and its positive action in terms of speeding up the diagnosis
process is proved via a case study of a stripper simulator in the Tennessee-Eastman process (TEP)
compared to the base approach with LSQ only. The effect of initial values, iteration times, calling
period, etc. on the performance of the proposed method is also analyzed.

2. Hybrid Fault Diagnosis Structure

Figure 1 shows the structure of fault diagnosis formulated as a parameter-estimation inverse
problem solved by the least squares optimization algorithm. The first step is fault detection, in which
the system outputs estimated by dynamic simulation with a nonlinear model are compared with
those measured online from a plant to check whether the present state adheres to its theoretical
estimation. The difference is defined by statistic Q. When Q is greater than its threshold Qα, the process
is considered as deviating from its predefined state and the second step, fault diagnosis, is conducted.
Otherwise, the fault detection step continues. Before fault diagnosis, a dynamic simulation based on
the process model should be firstly performed to check its coincidence with real measurements from a
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plant under normal conditions. In this procedure, the model is manually calibrated to guarantee the
later detected anomaly coming from a fault occurring in the plant other than an error of the model [16].
During fault diagnosis, fault parameters are obtained as a solution of an inverse problem with LSQ
and PLS. PLS regression of fault parameters generated by LSQ is utilized to predict fault parameters.
PLS also runs when the statistic Q lies within its threshold Qα to give continuous fault parameter
estimation. Therefore, the aforementioned hybrid inverse problem approach to parameter estimation
is composed of one complex optimization part with a nonlinear model and another simple regression
part with a linear model.

 
Figure 1. Hybrid inverse problem-solving process for fault diagnosis.

In Figure 1, the nonlinear model is solved once for dynamic simulation at one sampling interval
to detect any fault, but is solved many times for fault diagnosis. Therefore, fault diagnosis consumes
more computation time than dynamic simulation based on the same nonlinear model. The hybrid
inverse problem-solving strategy replaces LSQ with PLS as much as possible since PLS calculates fault
parameters directly after fitting the relationship of system outputs and fault parameters. Therefore,
such a hybrid inverse problem approach can be expected to reduce the calculation load of fault
diagnosis greatly.

2.1. Obtaining Fault Parameters by the LSQ Algorithm

The nonlinear fault parameters can be obtained rigorously by minimizing the deviation of
measurable variables from their unsteady-state simulation values. The deviation r is defined in
Equation (1) with a normalized version, Equation (2), where ymeas and ysim represent data measured
and simulated, respectively. It indicates an anomaly when its aggregated index Q exceeds the
corresponding threshold Qα, as defined in Equations (3) and (4). In this phase, fault parameters θ are
solved based on an optimization formulation (LSQ) of fault parameters about the mechanism model of
distillation composed of measurable variables y, manipulated variables u, disturbance ω, and state
variables x, as shown in Equation (5).

r = ymeas − ysim (1)

r∗ = r− rmean

σr
(2)

Q = r∗Tr∗ (3)

Qα = χ2
α(m) (4)

min
θt

Q

s.t.y = f (u,ω, x,θ)
(5)

As LSQ is essentially nonlinear, it is time-consuming and should not be performed frequently in
practice. In a small enough range of one time point, fault parameter θ can be considered as a linear
function of measurable variable y (see Equations (6) and (7)). In the present study, y and θ are scalar
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variables. Therefore, a revised multiple linear regression method (PLS) is used in this paper to obtain
the explicit correlation between fault parameters and measurable variables.

y = f (θ) ≈ f (θ0) + f ′(θ0)(θ−θ0) (6)

θ =
1

f ′(θ0)
[y− f (θ0)] + θ0 (7)

2.2. Obtaining Fault Parameters by the PLS Algorithm

Most PLS methods are applied to regression modeling, replacing the general multivariate
regression and principal component regression to a large extent. Comparatively, PLS can not only
exclude the correlation of original variables, but also filter the noise of both independent variables
and dependent variables. Its prediction ability is stronger and more stable because it uses fewer
characteristic variables to describe the regression model.

Firstly, the data X = [y u]T∈Rl×n and Y = θ∈Rl×c are normalized and decomposed, respectively,
where T, P, and E denote the score, load, and residual matrix of X, respectively; U, Q, and F denote the
score, load, and residual matrix of Y, respectively; and a and n denote the number of PLS components
and variables, respectively. The external relations are obtained as Equations (8) and (9).

X = TaPT
a + E, a < n (8)

Y = UaQT
a + F, a < n (9)

Then, their internal relationship is determined as Equation (10).

Ua = TaB, (10)

where B is the internal regression matrix.
The PLS model is finally obtained as Equation (11).

Y = TaBQT
a + F (11)

When the independent variable X is known, PLS can be used to predict the dependent variable Y.
The calculation procedure is given in Equations (12) and (13).

t̂h = Eh−1wh (12)

Eh = Eh−1 − t̂hpT
h , (13)

where t and p represent the element vector in the score and load matrix, respectively; w represents the
weight vector; h denotes the component index; and E0 = X.

Therefore, dependent variables can be predicted using Equation (14).

Y =
a∑

h=1

vh t̂hqT
h (14)

2.3. Correcting PLS by LSQ

Because PLS extracts linear features of fault parameters, it should be corrected continuously by
LSQ. The correction framework is shown in Figure 2, where the red color loop represents the correction
process. The rigorous iterative LSQ is performed once to supply one accurate value of fault parameters
for the PLS training set when an anomaly is detected, not enough sampling points are collected, and
correction is needed. The main contribution of this work lies in the frequent usage of fast PLS prediction
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of fault parameters instead of slow LSQ in the fault diagnosis algorithm. However, compared to LSQ,
PLS’ accuracy is limited because of its linear regression essence, so it should be corrected periodically
by rigorous LSQ results. Sufficient LSQ results are needed to form the training set of the PLS model
before PLS correction. Therefore, if not enough sampling points of fault parameters are given by LSQ
for PLS training, LSQ should be activated correspondingly to supply one sampling point of fault
parameters into the PLS training set to meet the periodical correction requirements of PLS. In this case,
the boundary value θ0 in Equation (7) is kept stable and accurate, and the prediction accuracy of PLS
is guaranteed as a consequence.

Figure 2. Correction framework of partial least squares (PLS) by least squares (LSQ).

3. Case Study

The stripper of the TEP simulator [22] is used as an example to test the feasibility of the proposed
hybrid inverse problem approach to fault diagnosis. The fault set related to this stripper includes two
types, that is, a step and a random type. This work chooses fault 7 and 8 as typical examples for these
two types. The advantages and disadvantages of this approach are illustrated in comparison with the
base approach with LSQ only.

3.1. Solving the LSQ Inverse Problem with Different Initial Values

LSQ is greatly affected by the initial values of iterated variables, so the first step is to discuss
different setting methods for initial values of the LSQ algorithm. The following test is firstly based
on the fault diagnosis process under fault 7. Fault 7 occurs at 8 h when the header pressure loss of
the stripping stream entering the stripper bottom decreases abruptly. The fault diagnosis result using
LSQ only is given in Figures 3 and 4, which has been published in our early work [16], henceforth
referred to as the base case for comparison. In this base case, the overall running time and quantity of
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function evaluations (QFE) are 539 seconds and 1826, respectively. In the fault diagnosis algorithm, the
boundary state at t = 0 is considered a normal state, this is, without anomaly. Therefore, the pressure
loss coefficient is set as 1 uniformly in Figure 3. When t > 0, the fault diagnosis algorithm is activated
to obtain the pressure loss coefficient in a timely manner based on the measurements of a plant.

Figure 3. Fault parameter in the base case of fault 7.

Figure 4. Function evaluation in the base case of fault 7.

(1) Set the initial value with the previous time point
The simplest value-setting method for the initial value is to directly use one from a previous time

point. If there are only small changes in the fault parameter between two consecutive time points, the
initial value given can thus be accepted. This is also the initial value-setting method adopted by the
base case.

(2) Set the initial value with the linear fitting method
Figure 5 shows the diagnosis result with initial values given by the linear fitting method.

It indicates that QFE decreases greatly and becomes stochastically stable before the fitted point number
equals 30. After that, a rising function evaluation number curve is seen because of the growing time
lag of the fitted line. For this reason, 5 or 8 is chosen as the candidate for the optimal fitting point
number. Because more fitting points will definitely lead to a heavier computational load for the fitting
operation, 5 is finally chosen as the optimal fitting point number. Despite this, QFE is only cut down
by 2%, contributing little to the computational efficiency of the diagnosis algorithm.
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Figure 5. Fault diagnosis of fault 7 with linear fitted initial values.

(3) Set the initial value with the parabolic fitting method
Following the linear fitting method presented above, the parabolic fitting method, the simplest

nonlinear fitting method, is utilized here to predict the initial values. Figure 6 shows the diagnosis
result with this method, revealing a larger QFE than the base case. This reflects the essentially linear
change of the fault parameter between neighboring time points. Therefore, the nonlinear fitting method
does not achieve the satisfactory goal of reducing QFE.

Figure 6. Fault diagnosis of fault 7 with parabola fitted initial values.

(4) Set the initial value with the grey model
Different from the above regression methods, grey system theory uses partial description

information of a system to generate a grey sequence revealing the potential rule of data with the goal of
system whitening [23]. It has advantages such as a small amount of data, fast operation, easy iteration,
and high accuracy [24]. Figure 7 gives the diagnosis result with the grey model-predicted initial values.
It shows that QFE decreases by 4.7% at most when adopting 15 as the number of sampling points.
So far, the highest reduction ratio of function evaluations to the base case has been obtained by the grey
model, which is, therefore, the best method for estimating initial values. At the same time, the limited
improvement given by the grey model shows the need for further improvement of the diagnosis
algorithm based on other factors.
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Figure 7. Fault diagnosis of fault 7 with grey model-predicted initial values.

3.2. Solving the LSQ Inverse Problem with Different Numbers of Iterations

As one popular optimization algorithm, LSQ requires a large number of iterations to obtain
accurate fault parameters at each sampling time, so its high computational cost is its main disadvantage.
In fact, the aim of fault diagnosis is to find the abnormal trend of fault parameters in a timely manner
during a given time interval. In this process, completely converged calculation at each time point is not
necessary. Based on the idea of tracking approximation, the proposal of the present paper distributes
the inner iterative computation into an outer integration progress to decrease the maximum number
of iterations at each sampling point. Figure 8 shows the diagnosis result with different maximum
numbers of iterations. It presents a great decrease of QFE when reducing the maximum number of
iterations. In particular, when the iteration number equals 1, QFE decreases by 55% compared to the
base case, being far greater than the value obtained by the grey model.

Figure 8. Fault diagnosis of fault 7 with different numbers of iterations.

The fault diagnosis result obtained by this strategy is shown in Figure 9, in contrast with that
obtained by the base case. The exact coherence of fault parameters between these two cases evidences
no loss of accuracy with this fast algorithm. Meanwhile, minor parameter fluctuation is observed due
to the insufficient iterative computation of this algorithm.
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Figure 9. Fault diagnosis of fault 7 with one iteration only.

3.3. Hybrid Inverse Problem-Solving Strategy

In the above sections, two kinds of improvements—increasing the prediction accuracy of initial
values and decreasing the number of iterations—were conducted for the least squares algorithm.
The computational results show that the latter has a significant effect on the fault diagnosis speed.
Generally, these algorithms use the passive trial and error method to solve the inverse problem of fault
diagnosis. Fault parameters are defined as input variables for the system model used by LSQ, different
from their output variable role defined in the inverse problem. In the following, an alternative inverse
problem model using a direct mapping of fault parameters from measurements will be considered to
avoid the time-consuming model solving process.

In an information view of fault diagnosis, the inverse problem defined herein is a typical multiple
input-multiple output (MIMO) system in which measurable/controllable variables and fault parameters
constitute input and output parts, respectively. The linear MIMO model is given by the PLS method
in this work owing to the small data change for both input and output variables in a short sampling
interval. Furthermore, periodic correction for this linear model by LSQ is necessary to preserve
its accuracy.

Figure 10 shows the comparison of fault diagnosis for the base case and the case using a hybrid
strategy. It proves the feasibility and accuracy of this strategy, but indicates larger fluctuations of
the fault parameter with the hybrid algorithm. Therefore, PLS is suitable for replacing LSQ, but its
application should be controlled properly. Factors affecting the efficiency of this strategy will be
discussed hereafter.

Figure 10. Fault diagnosis of fault 7 with the hybrid algorithm.

(1) Number of PLS components
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PLS is something of a cross between multiple linear regression and principal component analysis.
It constructs components as linear combinations of the original variables, while allowing for correlation
between independent and dependent variables. The number of components is therefore of primary
importance to the accuracy of the PLS model. Figure 11 depicts the percent of variance explained in the
dependent variable as a function of the component number. A maximum of 16 components is assumed
in Figure 11 because the independent variables consist of a total of 16 variables for the stripper in TEP.
It can be seen that more than 95 percent variance was explained by the first three components, which
were, accordingly, chosen as the principle components in the following PLS modeling process.

Figure 11. Number analysis of PLS components under fault 7.

(2) Sampling data set for PLS modeling
The training data sets for PLS modeling were composed of 12 measured variables, 4 manipulated

variables, and 1 fault parameter. As shown in Figure 1, the fault parameter may be obtained from LSQ
or PLS, so the PLS model can be built on LSQ-generated fault parameter sets (Vector I) or mixed sets
(Vector II).

Figure 12a,b show the fault diagnosis results with Vector II as training data sets for PLS, whereas
Figure 12c,d give results with Vector I as training data sets. The root mean square error (RMSE) of
fault parameters between the base case and the proposed approach was also calculated and adhered to
Figure 12a–d. As illustrated in Figure 1, a second PLS (PLS II) was performed with the aim of keeping
the continuity of fault parameters when no abnormal signals were detected. Figure 12 shows the fault
parameters obtained with (b) and without (a) in this second PLS based on Vector II. The worse result
obtained with PLS than without PLS to predict the fault parameter in normal states evidences an
adverse propagation effect of PLS prediction error on the PLS model itself. The fact that diagnosis
results with Vector I as training data sets for PLS coincide exactly with the base case no matter whether
they are with (d) or without (c) the second PLS further proves this conclusion. Consequently, PLS
modeling should be conducted based on the fault parameters generated by the LSQ algorithm to
preserve its accuracy.

Generally, the time-saving prediction of fault parameters with the PLS method may be equal to
several sampling periods before each time-consuming LSQ in Figure 1. Although this scheme can cut
down the running time of fault diagnosis greatly, the using frequency of PLS should be limited to an
allowable range since the PLS accuracy strongly depends on new fault parameters generated by LSQ.
In other words, it is crucial to correct the PLS model with LSQ-generated data after consecutive calls
of PLS.
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Figure 12. Cont.
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(d) 

Figure 12. Fault diagnosis under fault 7 (a) based on Vector II data, but without second PLS; (b) based
on Vector II data and with second PLS; (c) based on Vector I data, but without second PLS; (d) based on
Vector I data and with second PLS.

Figure 13 shows the effect of the correction interval on QFE, the running time, and RMSE,
respectively. We can see from Figure 13a,b that QFE decreases, as does the running time of the fault
diagnosis process, when increasing the correction interval. In particular, their decreasing magnitude
becomes small when the correction interval exceeds 5. However, there appears to be a rapid growth
of calculation error, as can be seen from Figure 13c. Although the effect of correction interval 4 or 5
on RMSE is not significant, both QFE and the running time will increase for the correction interval
of 4 compared with 5. Therefore, 5 is the appropriate calling number of PLS in a correction interval.
With this calling number, QFE decreases by 81.60% and the running speed increases about 1.7 times
compared to the base case with this calling number.

Table 1 summarizes the approaches that can effectively reduce QFE in fault diagnosis. The best
results obtained are indicated in boldface. It leads to the conclusion that the approach proposed in this
paper evaluates the fault parameter markedly faster than the pure LSQ-based algorithm used in [16].

Table 1. Algorithm improvement concerning function evaluations.

No. Improvement Approach
Quantity of Function

Evaluations
Cut Ratio (%)

0 base case 1826 -
1 linearly fitted initial values 1790 1.97
2 initial values provided with grey model 1740 4.71
3 one iteration only 816 55.31
4 partial least squares (PLS) mixed algorithm 336 81.60

The above feasibility test was implemented based on a step-type fault, with fault 7 as an example.
Next, another type of fault, a random type with fault 8 as an example, will be tested with the
aforementioned hybrid structure. In the case of fault 8, the composition of the feed stream (containing
component A, B, and C only) changes randomly from the 8 h point. The essentially random sampling
values form this fault are fed to the hybrid fault diagnosis algorithm as a preset input from an outside
battery. It is satisfactory to discriminate the fault type from fault diagnosis results, with no need for a
statistics analysis of random sampling values. Its fault diagnosis result with LSQ only is shown in
Figures 14 and 15, also published in our early work [16]. The overall running time and QFE for this
diagnosis process are 5103 seconds and 19,256, respectively. This case is referred to as the base case for
fault 8 in the following discussions.
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Figure 13. Fault diagnosis with different correction intervals of PLS under fault 7 with respect to (a)
quantity of function evaluations (QFE); (b) the running time; (c) the root mean square error (RMSE).
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Figure 14. Fault parameter in the base case of fault 8.

Figure 15. Function evaluation in the base case of fault 8.

Similar to Figure 11, Figure 16 shows the percent of variance explained by independent components.
The first two components make more than 80% contributions and were thus selected as the components
in PLS modeling under fault 8.

Figure 16. Number analysis of PLS components under fault 8.

Figure 17 shows the effect of the correction interval on QFE (a), the running time (b), and RMSE
(c) under fault 8. We can see that QFE and the running time decrease, but RMSE increases, when
increasing the correction interval. 5 is chosen as the optimal correction interval since the former two
indices do not decrease significantly, while RMSE remains small under this choice. Besides, larger
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values of the former two indices than fault 7 are observed in Figure 17, indicating that a random-type
fault consumes more time than a step-type fault due to its stochastic computing load.

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Figure 17. Fault diagnosis with different correction intervals of PLS under fault 8 with respect to (a)
QFE; (b) the running time; (c) RMSE.

With 5 as the correction interval, the diagnosis result of three compositions in the bottom feed of
the stripper is shown in Figure 18. It indicates nearly the same composition trajectories for the hybrid
approach and base case, and proves the feasibility and accuracy of our proposed approach. Finally,
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QFE decreases by 92.31% and the running speed increases about 13 times compared to the base case in
this situation.

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Figure 18. Fault diagnosis with a hybrid scheme under fault 8 for the (a) composition of A; (b)
composition of B; (c) composition of C.
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4. Conclusions

In this paper, an LSQ and PLS combined hybrid inverse problem approach has been proposed
to realize model-based diagnosis for the distillation process. LSQ is used to identify parameters
that best-represent an abnormal state of distillation on the basis of a nonlinear dynamic model. PLS
regression is then used to fit these parameters with input/output signals and forecast their developing
trajectories. The correction interval of PLS significantly affects the speed and accuracy of the fault
diagnosis process. The approach has been carried out to successfully identify stripper-related faults in
the TEP benchmark process. For fault 7, QFE decreases by 81.60% and the running speed increases
about 1.7 times compared to the base case. For fault 8, QFE decreases by 92.31% and the running
speed increases about 13 times compared to the base case. Therefore, it has been proven to be a
computationally efficient scheme for model-based diagnosis. In conclusion, compared with a single
nonlinear LSQ-based approach, the presented hybrid inverse problem approach enables a trade-off
between accurate LSQ and fast PLS and is more suitable for real-time fault diagnosis.

In the future, it would be helpful to combine this approach with some process history-based
approaches, like a bond graph [25], to enhance its vital ability to locate fault-specific sections prior to
fault diagnosis.
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Nomenclature

a Number of PLS components
B Internal regression matrix of PLS
c Output variable size of PLS
E, F Residual matrix after input and output decomposition of PLS, respectively
h Component index of PLS
l Sample size
m Number of measurable variables
n Variable size of PLS
P, Q Load vector of PLS input and output matrix, respectively
q Element in load matrix of PLS output
Q Fault detection statistic
r Fault detection deviation
t, p Element in score and load matrix of PLS input, respectively
T, U Score matrix of PLS input and output matrix, respectively
u Manipulated variable vector
v Regression coefficient of component
w Weight vector
x State variable vector
X Input matrix for PLS
y Vector of measurable variables
Y Output matrix for PLS
Greek Symbols

θ Fault parameter vector
α Confidence
χ Chi square distribution
ω Disturbance vector
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Superscripts

* Normalized
T Transposition
ˆ Prediction value
Subscripts

meas Measured value
sim Simulated value
Abbreviations

ANN Artificial neural networks
LSQ Least squares
MIMO Multiple input-multiple output
PLS Partial least squares
QFE Quantity of function evaluations
RMSE Root mean square error
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Abstract: The development of algorithms and methods for modelling flowsheets in the field of granular
materials has a number of challenges. The difficulties are mainly related to the inhomogeneity of solid
materials, requiring a description of granular materials using distributed parameters. To overcome
some of these problems, an approach with transformation matrices can be used. This allows one
to quantitatively describe the material transitions between different classes in a multidimensional
distributed set of parameters, making it possible to properly handle dependent distributions.
This contribution proposes a new method for formulating transformation matrices using population
balance equations (PBE) for agglomeration and milling processes. The finite volume method for
spatial discretization and the second-order Runge–Kutta method were used to obtain the complete
discretized form of the PBE and to calculate the transformation matrices. The proposed method
was implemented in the flowsheet modelling framework Dyssol to demonstrate and prove its
applicability. Hence, it was revealed that this new approach allows the modelling of complex
processes involving materials described by several interconnected distributed parameters, correctly
taking into consideration their interdependency.

Keywords: population balance equation; dynamic flowsheet simulation; transformation matrix;
process modelling; agglomeration; milling; solids; multidimensional distributed parameters

1. Introduction

Bulk materials typically consist of individual non-uniform particles having different parameters,
which vary in a certain range. These parameters are referred to as distributed and include, for example,
the diameters of particles, their densities, or porosities. Although these parameters can physically be
fairly accurately described by continuous distribution functions, such a representation is not always
convenient for numerical analysis and modelling. Therefore, in practice, the continuously distributed
material parameter space is discretized into shorter intervals, usually called classes. Each class is
assigned a quantity of material, whose parameters fall into this particular interval. In this case, the
distribution of the parameter of the entire material in this class is narrowed down from a continuous
distribution function to a single value, for example, the average value of this class. Thus, it is assumed
that all the particles inside have the same value of the parameter. Therefore, a simulation system
can operate using a finite number of parameter values, which (if the number of classes is sufficient)
accurately describe the original distribution.

Despite the fact that most models in solids processing technology consider particle size distribution
as one of the main material parameters, many of them additionally incorporate various other attributes.
For example, the shape and orientation of primary particles are important in crystallization processes [1];
the size and yield strength of the colliding granules can be considered as parameters for wet granulation
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models [2]; the distributions of granules by porosity and saturation are important for breakage rate in
some apparatuses [3]; and the moisture content of particles plays a significant role in dryers [4].

Such a diversity of models and their parameters makes the simulation process much more
challenging when trying to combine their different types in a single flowsheet. The main problem
here is that each unit is usually being developed to consider only a limited number of distributed
parameters which are important for its model, neglecting others. Moreover, the usual approach to
develop models involves a direct calculation of the distributed parameters at the outlet of a unit. As a
result, if the material is additionally described by some secondary distributed parameters, information
about them and their dependencies may be lost during the simulation.

For example, consider a flowsheet where a screen and a dryer are connected in series, and the
solid phase is distributed according to particle size and moisture content. In this case, the screen unit,
usually performing separation of particles only according to size, will fail to determine their moisture
properly, which is important for the dryer.

To handle this issue, Pogodda [5] introduced an approach using transformation matrices and
implemented it into the SolidSim simulation environment. Later, Dosta [6] and Skorych et al. [7]
extended this technique for the dynamic flowsheet simulation using the Euler method. Transformation
matrices in this approach describe the laws of mass transfer between all classes of the distribution.
Their application, instead of explicit calculation of output flows, enables the usage of more material
parameters in a proper way and implicitly preserves information about all secondary distributions and
their dependencies at any time point in the unit.

1.1. Flowsheet Simulation of Solid Phase Processes

Nowadays, flowsheet simulation software is commonly used to aid with design, planning,
optimization, and testing in chemical engineering [8]. Usually it can help with the minimization of
operation costs, troubleshooting, increasing throughput and product quality, and generally provides
a better understanding of the process. However, despite the fact that flowsheet simulation of fluid
processes has already been state of the art for many decades [9], generally applicable systems for
modelling granular materials began to appear only recently and are now being actively developed.
This arises from the complexity of description and handling of the solid phase. In contrast to fluids, it
requires treatment of distributed parameters, such as particle size, internal porosity or moisture content.
Moreover, these distributions can be interrelated, which requires even more advanced methods to treat
them properly and preserve their interconnection during the simulation.

Currently, flowsheet modelling systems that can work with the solid phase are being actively
developed. Among them may for example be mentioned:

• Aspen Plus [10], which is actively used in chemical industry as well as for simulation of polymers,
minerals, metals etc.

• gPROMS FormulatedProducts [11], as a part of gPROMS platform, especially designed to
investigate solid phase processes.

• JKSimMet [12], which is a flowsheeting software for simulation of comminution and classification
circuits in the mineral processing industry.

• The HSC Sim [13] module of HSC Chemistry software intended for modelling various processes
in chemistry, metallurgy, and mineralogy.

• CHEMCAD [14], which was developed to simulate chemical processes with limited consideration
of the solid phase.

• Dyssol [7], a flowsheet simulation system designed to simulate complex dynamic processes in
solids processing technology, developed within a research collaboration founded by the German
Research Foundation.

Active development of new dynamic models and usage of flowsheet simulations to study various
solid phase processes, such as continuous granulation [15,16], chemical looping combustion [17],
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crystallization [1], milling processes [18], separation [19], tablet manufacturing [20,21], and
agglomeration [22] are of increasing interest in this area.

1.2. Use of Population Balance Equations for Particulate Processes

Population balance equations (PBE) appear in various branches of engineering where particles
continuously change their properties, like in pharmaceutical industries and in the processing of
minerals, food, paints, and ink. For example, they are used to describe time-dependent processes
in crystallizers, fluidized beds, liquid–liquid, gas–liquid contactors, or polymer reactors. In many
particulate processes, one-dimensional PBEs with particle size1 as the property coordinate are used.
In this article, the size is referred to as the volume of particles, unless explicitly stated otherwise.
These equations describe a time-dependent change of particle size distribution (PSD) in a specific
volume, which is caused by various processes, such as agglomeration, breakage, nucleation, growth, or
shrinkage. This contribution considers only agglomeration and breakage processes. The time evolution
of the particle size distribution u(x, t) ≥ 0 in these processes, at time t ≥ 0, for particles of size x ≥ 0
can be represented by a special type of nonlinear integro-differential equation, namely a population
balance equation [23,24]

∂u(x, t)
∂t

=
1
2

∫ x

0
β(x′, x− x′)u(x′, t)u(x− x′, t)dx′ −

∫ ∞

0
β(x, x′)u(x, t)u(x′, t)dx′

+

∫ ∞

x
b(x, y)S(y)u(y, t)dy− S(x)u(x, t) +

.
Qin(t) −

.
Qout(t).

(1)

Here, the first and the third terms of the right hand side of Equation (1) represent the birth events
(appearance of new particles) due to agglomeration and breakage, respectively. The death events
(disappearance of existing particles) owing to agglomeration and breakage process are described by the
second and the fourth terms, respectively. Terms

.
Qin(t) and

.
Qout(t) denote the input and the output in

a continuous process, accordingly. The function β(x′, x) is the agglomeration kernel, which represents
the rate at which a particle of size x agglomerates with a particle of size x′. The breakage function
b(x, y) in the third term represents the fraction of fragments of size x, which appear when a particle of
size y breaks. The selection function S(x) describes the rate at which a particle of size x is selected
to break.

In general, the breakage function is described by the following dependencies:{
b(x, y) = 0, ∀x ≥ y∫ y

0 b(x, y)dx = ϑ(y), ∀y > 0
(2)

and
y∫

0
xb(x, y)dx = y, ∀y > 0. (3)

Equation (2) designates that the breakage function b(x, y) will be equal to zero when the size of
the resulting particle x is greater than the size of the initial particle y. When the initial particle of size
y disintegrates to a particle of size x during the breakage process, the total number of particles can
be represented by the function ϑ(y) and, obviously, ϑ(y) ≥ 1. Moreover, when a particle of size y
splits into daughter particles, it generally satisfies the local mass conservation law, which is given by
Equation (3).

Various numerical methods have been applied to solve Equation (1). Examples for the most
commonly used methods are: the method of moments [25–28], the fixed pivot technique [29,30], the
Monte Carlo simulation method [31–34], the finite element method [35–37], approaches based on
a separable approximation of the kernel function with the fast Fourier transformation [38–40], the
cell average technique [41,42], and the finite volume method [43,44]. In this work, the finite volume
method [43,44] is applied for the spatial discretization, and the second-order Runge–Kutta method
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is used for the time variable to get the full discretized form of the PBE (1), suitable for formulating
transformation matrices.

2. Mathematical Formulations

2.1. Transformation Matrices

With regard to the flowsheet simulation, mathematical models that describe time-dependent
changes occurring at individual stages in the process can be represented by the following general
equation [45]:

Y(t) = F(t, X(t), c(t), p(t), r). (4)

Here F is a model function that depends on:

• X(t), Y(t)—input and output stream variables;
• c(t)—control variables that describe the operating conditions of the process and are usually

controlled in certain ranges;
• p(t)—model parameters, which are customizable settings of the model itself; they may or may not

change over time;
• r—design variables that represent structural features of apparatuses, such as physical dimensions

and shapes, and usually do not change during the simulation.

Considering this, the information flow between a flowsheet and a dynamic model can be
simplistically represented by the scheme shown in Figure 1. {X}, {Y}, and {H} are sets of time-dependent
state variables, which describe inlet, outlet, and holdup of the model, respectively. They are composed
of distributed and concentrated properties of bulk material, such as size, humidity, or composition
of particles. The input variables X(t), the control variables c(t), and the model parameters p(t) from
Equation (4) together describe the influence of the process environment on the model during the
simulation. c(t) and p(t) are not shown on the scheme for simplicity, whereas all X(t) at each moment
of time are denoted as {X}. Emphasizing the dynamic nature of the model, dependent variables Y(t)
are divided into two assemblies: {H} is a set of variables describing the internal state, or holdup, of
the model at each time point, while {Y} is a set of output parameters which describe material leaving
the model. The model function F from Equation (4) is also divided into the two sets {FH} and {FY}
to describe changes in material parameters occurring in the holdup and in the outlet streams of the
model, respectively. In contrast to all input time-dependent parameters, design variables r do not
change during the whole simulation. Therefore, they can be considered as model constants for each
individual process and, thereby, as internal parameters of {FH} and {FY} for a particular simulation.

 
Figure 1. Simplified scheme of embedding a model into a flowsheet.

According to Dosta [6], there are two strategies to calculate holdup and outlet streams for
steady-state and dynamic models:
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(1) Explicitly, by direct calculation of all state variables in holdups and outlet streams.
(2) Implicitly, through the application of movement (transformation) matrices, which describe the

transfer of material between discrete classes in multidimensional parameter space.

The explicit approach is most commonly used in flowsheet software. In the case of an explicit
calculation of a dynamic model using the Euler integration scheme, Equation (4) can be reformulated
for models, discretized with respect to time, as:{

H(t + Δt) = FH(t + Δt,
{
X(t + Δt)

}
,
{
H(t)

}
,
{
Y(t)

}
)

Y(t + Δt) = FY(t + Δt,
{
H(t + Δt)

}
)

, (5)

where FH and FY are functions to describe changes occurring in holdup and outlet streams. Since
steady-state models do not include holdups, their models have a simplified form:

Y(t) = FY(t,
{
X(t)

}
). (6)

To describe a continuous distribution of material through a specific property, a discretized
representation is used. Each property d is described by a certain number of discrete classes Ld. Then, if
the solid material is distributed over N property coordinates, the total number of state variables is
defined as:

L =
N∏

d=1

Ld. (7)

{FH} and {FY} are usually defined to be fully flexible related to the number of discrete classes
(Ld) for each property coordinate. Moreover, to make the simulation system generally applicable, the
number of the property coordinates N and their types should also be flexible. This means that the final
set of parameters may not be known during model development. However, if the model is designed
applying the explicit approach, the number of considered distributed properties M is always fixed.
That means that for the general case the model functions {FH}, {FY}, and the holdups {H} are defined
in the M-dimensional parameter space. Since the output distribution {Y} is calculated based on the
internal states {H} and the model functions {FY}, it will also be defined in the M–parameter space:

{X} ∈ RN

{FH}, {FY} ∈ RM → {H}, {Y} ∈ RM (8)

for dynamic units or
{X} ∈ RN

{FY} ∈ RM → {Y} ∈ RM (9)

for steady-state units.
Then three cases are possible:

(1) RM = RN. The model considers in its equations all the distributed parameters given in the inlet
streams. In this case, the explicit solution works well, since all distributed parameters can be
calculated directly.

(2) RM � RN. The model will not work, since it requires more information about distributed
parameters than is available in the flowsheet.

(3) RM ⊂ RN. The explicit scheme will provide proper results in the M-dimensional parameter space,
but will fail to deliver correct values for RN/RM, since {FH} and {FY} cannot be properly applied
for other dimensions, beyond those for which they were defined.

In the third case, all the disadvantages and limitations of the explicit approach become apparent:
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• The whole set of possible distributed parameters must be known during the development of the
model and they all should be considered in its equations.

• If the number or composition of the distributed parameters alters in an individual simulation, the
model itself should track these changes and react to them properly.

• The model must ensure setting all distributions defined at the input to its holdup and output,
even those that are not explicitly considered in the model.

• Considering only those distributed parameters that are necessary for the model leads to the loss
of information about the remaining ones, despite the fact that there may be enough information to
calculate them.

Thus, the use of the method based on transformation matrices is an option for simulation systems
with an unlimited number of distributions, since it allows treating all variables correctly, regardless of
the number and type of defined distributed parameters. In this case, the model functions are used not
directly, but to derive the laws θ of material transition between all classes:{

TH(t) = θH[FH(t)]
TY(t) = θY[FY(t)]

, (10)

where T is the transformation matrix.
Define

{
IN
}

as a set of indices to address any value in the N-dimensional space, so that{
IN
}
= i1i2 . . . iN, id ∈ [1 : Ld], d ∈ [1 : N]. (11)

The dimension of the transformation matrix T is twice the number of input dimensions taken
into account. Each element T{IN},{JN} of T denotes a fraction of material moving from the

{
IN
}
–th cell of

the input distribution to the
{
JN
}
–th cell of the output distribution. The output values are obtained

by applying the transformation matrix to the corresponding input. For example, for a dynamic unit,
at each time step, the holdup is calculated as the transformation of the previous state of the unit
while considering the inlet and the outlet streams. The output, in turn, is calculated by applying the
transformation laws to the holdup. Accordingly, Equation (5) takes the form{

H(t + Δt) = TH(t + Δt) ⊗ H(t)
Y(t + Δt) = TY(t + Δt) ⊗ H(t + Δt)
{TH}, {TY} ∈ RM → {H}, {Y} ∈ RN,

(12)

where denotes the operation of applying the transformation laws. Due to the method of calculating
and applying the transformation matrix, this method provides the correct conversion between the N–
and M–parameter spaces.

Application of transformation laws for steady-state units is a direct transformation of input
variables into output variables, so Equation (6) becomes

Y(t) = TY(t) ⊗ X(t)

{TY} ∈ RM → {Y} ∈ RN.
(13)

Consider the steady-state case (13) with any X ∈ {X(t)
}

and Y ∈ {Y(t)}. For a simple 1D case with
N = 1 and RM = RN, the operation of applying the transformation matrix can be written as

∀ j1 ∈ [1 : L1] : Yj1 =

L1∑
i1=1

Xi1 ·Ti1, j1 . (14)
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Then, similarly for the general case with RM = RN:

∀ j1 ∈ [1 : L1],∀ j2 ∈ [1 : L2], . . . ,∀ jN ∈ [1 : LN] :

Yj1 j2... jN =

L1∑
i1=1

L2∑
i2=1

. . .
LN∑

iN=1

Xi1i2...iN ·Ti1i2...iN , j1 j2... jN
(15)

or using Equation (11):
∀
{
JN
}

: Y{JN} =
∑
{IN}

X{IN}ΔT{IN},{JN}. (16)

Then for the case RM ⊂ RN, Equation (16) becomes the following form:

∀
{
JN
}

: Y{JN} =
∑
{IN}

X{IN}·T{IM},{JM}. (17)

For example, for a three-dimensional case, if N is defined for {L1, L2, L3 } and M is defined for {L2},
Equation (17) can be written as

∀ j1 ∈ [1 : L1],∀ j2 ∈ [1 : L2],∀ j3 ∈ [1 : L3] : Yj1 j2 j3 =

L1∑
i1=1

L2∑
i2=1

L3∑
i3=1

Xi1i2i3 ·Ti2, j2 . (18)

In this way, the transformation matrix calculated for the M-dimensional unit can be applied
to calculate the N-dimensional output from the N-dimensional input, even if RM ⊂ RN. Equations
(14)–(18) can be similarly derived for dynamic units (Equation (12)).

Usually, models in solids processing technology are described using equations that directly
compute output distributions. Therefore, obtaining the transformation laws θ (Equation (10)) is an
additional and nontrivial task that may require significant reformulations of existing models. This
paper shows how this can be accomplished for agglomeration and breakage processes.

2.2. Agglomeration

The finite volume method developed by Kumar et al. [44] is used to get the discretized form of
the pure agglomeration population balance equation. Taking S(x) = 0 and b(x, y) = 0 in Equation (1),
the general agglomeration PBE for batch process can be written as

∂u(x, t)
∂t

=
1
2

∫ x

0
β(x′, x− x′)u(x′, t)u(x− x′, t)dx′ −

∫ ∞

0
β(x, x′)u(x, t)u(x′, t)dx′ (19)

with initial data u(x, 0) = u0(x) ≥ 0.
Take the whole domain as [0, R]. Divide the domain into L1 cells with boundaries xi− 1

2
and xi+ 1

2

for i = 1, 2, . . . , L1 where x 1
2
= 0 and xL1+

1
2
= R. Take the representative of the i–th cell

[
xi− 1

2
, xi+ 1

2

]
as

xi =

( x
i+ 1

2
+x

i− 1
2

2

)
and cell length Δxi = xi+ 1

2
− xi− 1

2
.

Define the initial approximation u0(x) as

u(0, x) =
1

Δxi

∫ x
i+ 1

2

x
i− 1

2

u0(x)dx. (20)
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To get the discretized form of the agglomeration Equation (19), calculate the total birth and death
in each cell. For that, collect all those particles from the lower cell which is going to a particular higher
cell. This is done by defining some set of indices. Here, the index set is calculated as follows

I
i =

{
( j, k) ∈ L1 × L1 : xi− 1

2
<
(
xj + xk

)
≤ xi+ 1

2

}
. (21)

Integrating Equation (19) over each cell
[
xi− 1

2
, xi+ 1

2

]
, and introducing weights as given by

Kumar et al. [44], the discretized form can be obtained

dui
dt

=
1
2

∑
( j,k)∈Ii

β jkujuk
ΔxjΔxk

Δxi
wb

jk −
L1∑
j=1

βi juiujΔxjwd
ij. (22)

where wb
jk and wd

ij are the weights responsible for preservation of number and conservation of mass,
respectively. These weights are defined as

wb
jk =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
xj+xk

2xljk
−(xj+xk)

, xj + xk ≤ R

0, xj + xk > R
(23)

and

wd
ij =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
xli j

2xli j
−(xi+xj)

, xi + xj ≤ R

0, xi + xj > R
. (24)

Here li j is the symmetric index of the cell, where the agglomerate particle
(
xi + xj

)
falls. Rewrite

Equation (22) as

dΔxiui
dt

=
1
2

∑
( j,k)∈Ii

β jkujukΔxjΔxkwb
jk −

L1∑
j=1

βi juiujΔxiΔxjwd
ij. (25)

Take gi = Δxiui, then Equation (25) gives

dgi

dt
=

1
2

∑
( j,k)∈Ii

β jkgjgkwb
jk −

L1∑
j=1

βi jgigjwd
ij. (26)

To get the particle number at some certain time point τ, the time span [0, τ] is divided into K
subintervals [t, t + Δt], where t1 = 0, tK = τ and Δt is the time step.

Now the particle number g(t + Δt) at time point t + Δt using transformation matrix T(t, Δt) is
given by

g(t + Δt) = g(t)·T(t, Δt). (27)

Here g(t) is a 1 × L1 row matrix with i-th element gi(t), i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , L1 at time t, and T(t, Δt)
is a L1 × L1 transformation matrix, calculated at time t to obtain the distribution after time step Δt.
The elements of the transformation matrix are given by

Tij(t, Δt) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
1 +

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝ 1
2

∑
(i,k)∈Ii

βikgk(t)wb
ik −

L1∑
j=1
βi jgj(t)wd

ij

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠Δt, i = j

1
2

∑
(i,k)∈Ii

βikgk(t)wb
ikΔt, i < j

0, i > j

. (28)
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To improve the accuracy of the scheme (27), the Runge–Kutta method is proposed:

g(t + Δt) = g(t)·T̃(t, Δt) (29)

where
T̃(t, Δt) =

[
T(t, Δt) ·T

(
t + Δt,

Δt
2

)
+
(
I − T

(
t,

Δt
2

))]
. (30)

Here I is the identity matrix. The method given by Equations (29) and (30) gives the second
order accuracy.

Since the scheme is explicit, there would be some restriction on the time step to get a non-negative
solution of the scheme (Equation (29)). Therefore, the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) condition [46]
on the time step is given by

Δt ≤ min
i

∣∣∣∣∣∣2gi(t)
Q(t)

∣∣∣∣∣∣, (31)

where
Q(t) = W1(g(t)) −W2(g(t)) + W1(g∗(t)) −W2(g∗(t)),

W1(g(t)) =
1
2

∑
( j,k)∈Ii

β jkgj(t)gk(t)wb
jk,

W2(g(t)) =
L1∑
j=1

βi jgi(t)gj(t)wd
ij,

g∗i (t) = gi(t) + Δt·W1(g(t)) −W2(g(t))

(32)

2.3. Breakage

To get the equation for the pure breakage, put β(x, x′) = 0 in Equation (1). Hence, the breakage
process can be written as the following linear differential equation

∂u(x, t)
∂t

=

∫ ∞

x
b(x, y)S(y)u(y, t)dy− S(x)u(x, t). (33)

So, integrating Equation (33) over the cell
[
xi− 1

2
, xi+ 1

2

]
, can be obtained

dui
dt

= Bi −Di, (34)

where

Bi =
1

Δxi

∫ x
i+ 1

2

x
i− 1

2

∫ x
L1+

1
2

x
b(x, ε)S(ε)u(ε, t)dεdx (35)

and

Di =
1

Δxi

∫ x
i+ 1

2

x
i− 1

2

S(x)u(x, t)dx, (36)

where L1 is the number of discrete size classes.
Take the approximation of the initial data as

u(x, 0) =
1

Δxi

∫ x
i+ 1

2

x
i− 1

2

u0(x)dx. (37)
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Proceeding in the same way as Kumar et al. [43], the discretized form with two weight functions
can be obtained as

dui
dt

=
1

Δxi

L1∑
k=i

ϕb
kSkukΔxkBik −ψd

i Siui, (38)

where the weighted parameters for birth and death ϕb
i and ψd

i are given by

ϕb
i =

xi(ϑ(xi) − 1)∑i−1
k=1(xi − xk)Bki

(39)

and

ψd
i =

ϕb
i

xi

i∑
k=1

xkBki, i = 2, 3, 4, . . . , L1 . (40)

Take ϕb
1 = 0, ψd

1 = 0 and

Bik =

∫ pi
k

x
i− 1

2

b(x, xk)dx (41)

with

pi
k =

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩xi, k = i

xi+ 1
2
, k � i

(42)

and

ϑ(xi) =

∫ xi

0
b(x, xi)dx. (43)

Multiplying Δxi on both sides of Equation (38), one obtains

dΔxiui
dt

=

L1∑
k=i

ϕb
kSkukΔxkBik −ψd

i SiuiΔxi. (44)

Take gi = Δxiui. Then, Equation (44) can be rewritten as

dgi

dt
=

L1∑
k=i

ϕb
kSkgkBik −ψd

i Sigi. (45)

To get the particle number at some certain time point τ, the time span [0, τ] is divided into K
subintervals [t, t + Δt], where t1 = 0, tk = τ and Δt is the time step.

The particle number g(t + Δt) at time point t+ Δt using transformation matrix T(t, Δt) is given by

g(t + Δt) = g(t)·T(t, Δt), (46)

where g(t) is a 1 × L1 row matrix (vectors) with elements denoted by gi(t), and T(t, Δt) is a L1 × L1

matrix whose elements are denoted by Tij(t, Δt). The elements of the transformation matrix can be
written with the help of the discretized form of Equation (33) as follows

Tij(t, Δt) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
1 +

(
ϕb

i Bii −ψd
i

)
SiΔt, i = j

SiBjiϕ
b
i Δt, i > j

0, i < j
. (47)

The scheme (Equation (46)) gives the first-order accuracy. To get a higher order accuracy,

g(t + Δt) = g(t)·T̃(t, Δt), (48)
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is proposed using the Runge–Kutta method. Here

T̃(t, Δt) =
[
T(t, Δt) ·T

(
t + Δt,

Δt
2

)
+
(
I − T

(
t,

Δt
2

))]
. (49)

I is the identity matrix. The method given by Equations (48) and (49) gives the second
order accuracy.

Consider a positive initial data gi(0) for all i. However, the solution gi(t) may become negative.
In order to ensure positivity, a condition for the time step must be defined:

Δt ≤ min
i

∣∣∣∣∣∣2gi(t)
Q(t)

∣∣∣∣∣∣, (50)

where
Q(t) = W1(g(t)) −W2(g(t)) + W1(g∗(t)) −W2(g∗(t)),

W1(g(t)) =
L1∑

k=i

ϕb
kSkgk(t)Bik −ψd

i Sigi(t),

W2(g(t)) = ψd
i Sigi(t),

g∗i (t) = gi(t) + Δt·W1(g(t)) −W2(g(t)).

(51)

3. Implementation Details

3.1. Dynamic Flowsheet Simulation in Dyssol

In this work, the Dyssol modelling framework [7] was used to perform simulations using the newly
proposed methods. The system is being developed within the priority program of the German Research
Foundation (DFG) SPP 1679 “Dynamic simulation of interconnected solids processes DYNSIM-FP” [47].

Dyssol is written entirely in the C++ programming language [48] using a modular architecture
and an object-oriented approach [49]. This made it possible to split the entire program into separate,
relatively independent modules, to facilitate their development. They are integrated into a single
system using specially designed software interfaces. In particular, each model (e.g. agglomerator, mill,
or screen) is an independent software library that can be created separately, and then connected to the
simulation program. This greatly increases the flexibility and the extensibility of the entire system and
simplifies its development and maintenance.

Due to the mathematical complexity and diversity of models in the area of solids processing
technology, the calculations in Dyssol are carried out according to the sequential-modular approach [50].
Each model is calculated independently of the others, using its own most appropriate equations
solvers and computational methods. The task of the simulation system itself in this case is to manage
the information and material flows between the models in accordance with the flowsheet structure
and to ensure convergence. The sequential-modular approach simplifies the development of new
models, since they are less limited to the implementation and functionality of the modelling framework.
Moreover, this method can be effectively applied even at the scale of individual process units [51].

Application of the modular approach imposes some restrictions on the flowsheet structures.
In particular, schemes containing recycle flows cannot be calculated directly and require additional
treatment. Before starting the simulation, all such flows must be identified and initialized with some
predefined values in order to break the cycles [52]. After that, all units inside the recycle loop are
calculated iteratively until convergence. To speed up this process, the initial parameters of recycles are
calculated anew at each iteration using convergence methods [7,53].

Reaching convergence over a relatively large time interval can be very difficult and can become
a resource-intensive task. To overcome this problem, dynamic modelling of flowsheets with recycle
flows is performed using an approach based on the waveform relaxation method [54]. Here, iterative
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calculations are performed only for a certain short time interval [6,15], where convergence can be
reached much faster. When the calculation of the current time interval is completed, the system uses
data interpolation methods [7] to initialize the next time window and proceeds to its calculation.

3.2. Application of Transformation Matrices

From a mathematical point of view, the application of a full transformation matrix (Equation (16))
is a relatively simple operation and can be described as the regular multiplication of matrices. However,
with a large number of matrix dimensions and a large number of classes, such a naive calculation
will be very demanding in terms of computational capabilities and memory consumption. Moreover,
the need to work with time-dependent parameters imposes additional restrictions on data structures.
Therefore, all distributed parameters in Dyssol are stored in sparse format, represented by specially
developed tree data structures [7], as is schematically shown in Figure 2 for a single time point.

Figure 2. Tree data structure for storing interdependent multidimensional distributed parameters of
solids in Dyssol.

Here, each hierarchy level describes the distribution of material over a specific parameter, and each
entry is the mass fraction of material that has a specific combination of parameters. Since distributions
often contain a lot of zero values, such a structure can drastically reduce the amount of data, which needs
to be stored and processed. In addition, this data structure allows the use of relative mass fractions
for each level of the hierarchy, instead of operating with absolute mass fractions. Thus, from Figure 2
it follows that there are 30% of particles with a size of (2 mm3 + 3 mm3)/2 = 2.5 mm3; of these, 50%
have a sphericity of (0.5 + 0.75)/2 = 0.625; and from them, 20% have a porosity of (0.33 + 0.66)/2 = 0.5.
The total percentage of particles with this combination of parameters is 0.3 × 0.5 × 0.2 = 3%.

The use of absolute mass fractions and tree structures allows for working with individual
distributions without changing information in the others. So, transformation matrices can be
effectively applied for each level separately and this will not affect all distributions located at
higher hierarchical levels.

Take the N–dimensional distribution represented by N hierarchy levels, where Ld is the number
of classes in d–th dimension and Xp

q and Yp
q are relative mass fractions in the q–th class of the p–th level

in the initial and the transformed distribution, respectively (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. The scheme of application of the transformation matrix for the N–dimensional distribution.

If the transformation matrix T is calculated for M–dimensional parameter space, its application
will consist of three stages:

1. Apply T to the lowest M–th hierarchy level of input distribution, using Equation (17) in the
form of

YM
j1 j2... jM−1 jM

=

L1∑
i1=1

L2∑
i2=1

. . .
LM−1∑

iM−1=1

LM∑
iM=1

XM
i1i2...iM

·XM−1
i1i2...iM−1

· . . . ·X2
i1i2
·X1

i1
·Ti1i2...iM, j1 j2... jM . (52)

For example, for M = 2, the second level of the hierarchy should be calculated as

Y2
j1 j2

=

L1∑
i1=1

L1∑
i2=1

X2
i1i2
·X1

i1
·Ti1i2, j1 j2 (53)

2. Extract the transformation laws for the previous level (M − 1) from T and apply them using
Equation (52). Repeat it up to the hierarchy level 1. For example, for M = 2, the first level will be
calculated as

Y1
j1
=

L1∑
i1=1

X1
i1
·Ti1, j1 , (54)

which corresponds to Equation (14).
3. Apply T to calculate the remaining levels K below M as

YK
j1 j2... jK−1 jK

=

∑L1
i1=1 XK

i1 j2... jK
·XK−1

i1 j2... jK−1
· . . . ·X2

i1 j2
·X1

i1
·Ti1, j1

YK−1
j1 j2... jK−1

·YK−2
j1 j2... jK−2

· . . . ·Y2
j1 j2
·Y1

j1

,

M < K ≤ N

(55)

For example, if M = 1 and K = 2:

Y2
j1 j2

=

∑L1
i1=1 X2

i1 j2
·X1

i1
·Ti1, j1

Y1
j1

. (56)

Thus, using Equations (52) and (55), as well as sorting the levels in the hierarchical data structure,
one can apply the transformation matrix of any complexity to any input distribution.

Depending on the unit type, the conventional algorithm for applying transformation matrices
varies:

• For steady state units: copy the distribution from the input to the output, then apply the
transformation matrix to the output.
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• For dynamic units: use the input distribution to calculate the holdup, apply the transformation
matrix to the holdup, and then calculate the output.

In the latter case, because of time discretization, the mixing of the input material with the holdup
and the application of the transformation matrix are performed sequentially.

3.3. Implementation of Units

To verify and investigate the proposed new methods, the Dyssol simulation system has been
extended with several models that have been implemented using the provided program interfaces.

3.3.1. Agglomerator

The new method of solving the agglomeration PBE was implemented as a new model of the
Dyssol simulation system according to Equation (29). To simplify the model, it was assumed that
the mass within the apparatus remains constant and there is no classification by size at the output.
Therefore, the mass flow of material leaving the apparatus

.
mout(t) equals to the mass flow entering it

.
min(t), and the distribution of the material at the output Y(t) equals to the distribution in the holdup
H(t).

Since the applicability of the proposed method does not depend on the chosen agglomeration
kernel, to describe the agglomeration rate in all case studies, a frequently used physically relevant
kernel based on a Brownian motion [55,56] was applied in the following from:

β(x, x′) = β0β∗
(
x

1
3 + x′

1
3

)(
x− 1

3 + x′−
1
3

)
,

β∗ =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
1, x + x′ ≤ xa,min

1− (x+x′)−xa,min
xa,max−xa,min

, xa,min < x + x′ < xa,max

0, x + x′ ≥ xa,max

.
(57)

Here β(x, x′) denotes the agglomeration rate between particles x and x′; β0 is the size-independent
agglomeration rate constant, dependent on operating conditions; β∗ is the size- dependent agglomeration
rate constant; and xa,min and xa,max are minimum and maximum sizes of resulting agglomerates.

The agglomerator unit was implemented according to Equations (28) and (29) to calculate
and apply the transformation matrix for the particles size. To consider secondary distributions, it
was extended to perform aggregation with averaging of the properties distributed over the second
dimension, which is calculated as follows.

Let particles of two sizes xsrc1 and xsrc2 aggregate into a particle of size xdst. Then Tsrc1,dst
and Tsrc2,dst are the corresponding entries of the transformation matrix, calculated by Equation (28).
The summarized mass fraction of particles from size-class i is distributed over L2 classes of the
secondary dimension, so that

ci =

L2∑
j=1

ci, j, (58)

where ci, j is a mass fraction of granular material with size xi and value of the secondary dimension
falling into class j. If particles from two classes (src1, j1) and (src2, j2) aggregate, the result lands
into some class (dst, j). The size-class dst is directly determined from the agglomeration mechanism
and obtained from the transformation matrix. The mass fraction of each j–th class of the secondary
distribution is calculated as

cdst, j =

L2∑
j1=1

L2∑
j2=1

(csrc1, j1Tsrc1,dst)·
(
csrc2, j2·Tsrc2,dst

)
∑S2

k=1 csrc2,k·Tsrc2,dst
(59)
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whereas the class index j for equidistant grid can be obtained as

j =
j1·csrc1, j1·Tsrc1,dst + j2·csrc2, j2·Tsrc2,dst

csrc1, j1·Tsrc1,dst + csrc2, j2·Tsrc2,dst
. (60)

3.3.2. Mill

The mill model, developed in Dyssol, implements Equations (47) and (48) to calculate
transformation laws and Equations (52) and (55) to apply them. To calculate Equations (41) and (43),
the adaptive Simpson’s method of numerical integration [57] was applied. The criterion used to
determine when to terminate interval subdivision was chosen according to Lyness [58], and its desired
tolerance was set to 10−15.

For simplification, the holdup mass within the unit stays constant and no classification by size
occurs at the outlet.

As can be seen from Section 2.3, the proposed approach does not depend on the chosen selection
or breakage functions. Therefore, for testing purposes, the following physically relevant models were
taken from literature. To describe the selection rate in all case studies, the selection function based on
the model proposed by King [59] was applied:

S(x) = s0·

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
0, x ≤ xb,min

1−
(

xb,max −x
xb,max −xb,min

)n
, xb,min < x < xb,max

1, x ≥ xb,max

, (61)

where S(x) is the mass fraction of particles of size x that are crushed; s0 introduces a size-independent
selection rate factor; xb,min and xb,max are critical sizes of particles; and n is a power law exponent of the
King’s selection function.

The breakage function was implemented according to Vogel et al. [60] in a number-based
distributed form:

B(x, y) =

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩ 0.5 q
y

(
x
y

)q−2
(
1 + tanh

(
y−y′

y′
))

, y ≥ x

0, y < x
. (62)

Here B(x, y) denotes the mass fraction of particles with the size of y, which after breakage get the
size less or equal to x; y′ is the minimum fragment size that can be achieved after milling; and q is a
power law exponent of the Vogel breakage function.

3.3.3. Screen

The screen apparatus is a steady-state unit, which is described in terms of the grade efficiency
G(x), calculated according to the model of Plitt [61] as

G(x) = 1− exp
(
−0.693

( x
xcut

)α)
. (63)

G(x) determines the mass fraction of material of size x, which leaves the screen through an outlet for
coarse particles; xcut is the cut size of the classification model; α is the separation sharpness.

For proper consideration of the distributed parameters, each deck of the screen unit formulates
two diagonal transformation matrices for the particle size distribution (PSD): for coarse (Tc) and for
fines (T f ) output, so that

Tc
i,i = G(xi)

T f
i,i = 1−G(xi).

(64)
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The total mass flows of coarse
.

mc
out and fines

.
m f

out outlets can be calculated as

.
mc

out =
.

min

L1∑
i=1

G(xi)·ci

.
m f

out =
.

min

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝1− L1∑
i=1

G(xi)·ci

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠,
(65)

where
.

min is the mass flow at the inlet, ci is the mass fraction of particles of size xi, and L1 is the number
of size classes.

Application of the transformation matrices was performed according to Equations (52) and (55).

4. Simulation Examples

All simulations were performed in the dynamic flowsheet simulation system Dyssol using the
developed models, described in Section 3.3.

4.1. Agglomeration

A simple pharmaceutical process of agglomerating blends with two different concentrations of the
active pharmaceutical ingredient (API) was simulated. The process structure is illustrated in Figure 4.
The solid material is described using two interdependent distributed parameters:

• Particle size representing the volume of particles ranging from 0 to 4 × 10−3 mm3 and distributed
over 100 equidistant classes; and

• the API concentration, which describes the mass content of an active ingredient from 0 to 10%
divided into 500 equidistant classes.

Figure 4. Flowsheet structure of the agglomeration process.

The initial blend entering the agglomerator is a mixture of materials from two feeders (Figure 5):

• Feeder 1 supplies smaller particles with a lower API concentration;
• Feeder 2 supplies larger particles with a higher API concentration.
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Figure 5. Input distribution for the agglomeration process.2 To improve readability, in all the
distributions shown here and further, values of mass fractions less than 10−5 were cut off.

Both particle sizes and API concentrations are given in terms of the Gaussian normal distribution
with mean values μ and standard deviations σ shown in Table 1. Feeders continuously supply the
material at a rate of 0.25 kg/s each. The final distribution after their mixing is shown in Figure 5.
The agglomerator is initially filled with 200 kg of the same blend. All model parameters used to
simulate the agglomeration process are listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Model parameters used for the agglomeration process.

Feeder 1

Mass Flow
.

m 0.25 kg/s
Mean value of the particle size distribution μsize 0.78 × 10−3 mm3

Standard deviation of the particle size distribution σsize 0.8 × 10−4 mm3

Mean value of the API concentration distribution μconc 0.025
Standard deviation of the API concentration distribution σconc 0.004

Feeder 2

Mass Flow
.

m 0.25 kg/s
Mean value of the particle size distribution μsize 1.18 × 10−3 mm3

Standard deviation of the particle size distribution σsize 0.8 × 10−4 mm3

Mean value of the API concentration distribution μconc 0.075
Standard deviation of the API concentration distribution σconc 0.004

Agglomerator

Holdup mass m 200 kg
Size-independent rate constant β0 2 × 10−16

Minimum agglomeration size xa,min 0.4 × 10-3 mm3

Maximum agglomeration size xa,max 3.75 × 10−3 mm3

Figures 6 and 7 show the distribution of the product stream in steady-state, which was reached
after 25 min of process time. Clearly visible individual peaks, which were formed as a result of the
agglomeration of particles with different sizes and different API concentrations. Since the initial
blend is supplied continuously at a constant rate during the entire agglomeration process, the initial
distributions A and B (Figure 7) are still distinguishable in the final mixture. Agglomeration of material
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B with itself gives F, which has a doubled mean size and the same API concentration as B, as expected.
In turn, agglomeration of B with F (having the same concentrations) gives a peak at M, which does not
alter API content and has a particle size equal to (B + F). The same is true for the material from feeder 1,
agglomerating with itself according to the schema: (A + A) = C, (A + C) = E, and (A + E) + (C + C) = H.

Figure 6. Simulation results of the agglomeration process.

Figure 7. Agglomeration diagram.

More complex behaviour is observed if particles with different API concentrations agglomerate.
In this case, the particle sizes are added up and the concentration is averaged according to Equation (59).
For example, agglomeration of particles from A and B gives D. Further, G is formed as a mixture of
(A + D) and (B + C). The result of the agglomeration of B and C is shifted below the concentration
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value of 0.05 due to the mutual influence of two factors. First, the introduction of the size-dependent
growth rate β∗ (Equation (57)) leads to faster growth of smaller particles. Second, averaging by the
second distribution takes into account the actual amount of material being agglomerated in selected
classes (see Equations (59) and (60)).

The complete scheme of material transitions during the agglomeration, shown in Figure 7, is
represented in Table 2.

Table 2. Material transitions during agglomeration.

+ A B C D E F G

A C D E G H I K
B F G J L M -
C H K - - -

Thus, information on the change in particle size during the agglomeration process, obtained from
the generated transformation matrix, made it possible to take into account and correctly process the
dependent distributed parameters of the agglomerated material.

4.2. Breakage

To verify the proposed new method for solving the breakage PBE, a simplified process of milling
a two-component blend was simulated. Figure 8 shows its flowsheet structure. Two feeders supply
material with different particle sizes and API concentrations into the system. Their mixture, shown in
Figure 9, enters the mill unit to be mixed with the holdup material and crushed afterwards.

Figure 8. Flowsheet structure of the breakage process.

The initial blend entering mill is a mixture of smaller particles with a higher API concentration
and larger particles with a lower API concentration. Both distributed parameters are given as Gaussian
normal distributions with parameters from Table 3. The mill is initially filled with 50 kg of the same
blend (Figure 9).
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Figure 9. Initial distribution for the breakage process.

Table 3. Model parameters used for breakage process.

Feeder 1

Mass Flow
.

m 0.25 kg/s
Mean value of the particle size distribution μsize 3.18 × 10−3 mm3

Standard deviation of the particle size distribution σsize 0.8 × 10−4 mm3

Mean value of the API concentration distribution μconc 0.025
Standard deviation of the API concentration distribution σconc 0.004

Feeder 2

Mass Flow
.

m 0.25 kg/s
Mean value of the particle size distribution μsize 2.78 × 10−3 mm3

Standard deviation of the particle size distribution σsize 0.8 × 10−4 mm3

Mean value of the API concentration distribution μconc 0.075
Standard deviation of the API concentration distribution σconc 0.004

Mill

Holdup mass m 50 kg
Selection rate factor s0 3 × 10−2

Minimum breakage size xb,min 1.5 × 10−3 mm3

Maximum breakage size xb,max 4 × 10−3 mm3

Selection power law exponent n 3.1
Minimum fragment size y′ 0.5 × 10−3 mm3

Breakage power law exponent q 5.5

The particle size is described between 0 to 4 × 10−3 mm3 with 100 equidistant classes, whereas the
mass content of an active ingredient is distributed over 500 equidistant classes ranging from 0 to 10%.

All model parameters used to simulate breakage process are listed in Table 3.
The steady-state is reached in 25 min of the process time. Figures 10 and 11 show the distribution

of the product after this time point.
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Figure 10. Simulation results of the breakage process.

Figure 11. Breakage diagram.

Due to the constant supply of material during the whole process time, initial distributions A and
B (Figure 11) are still clearly visible in the product. At the same time, it is evident from Figure 10 that
the reduction in particle size caused by the breakage process does not lead to changes in the content of
the active component: the distribution of the API concentration in the outlet stream remains the same
as in the initial distribution. Both A and B do not mix, but only change particle size gradually grinding
down from A to C and from B to D.

Thus, with the help of transformation matrices, it was possible to avoid mixing the secondary
parameters, despite the fact that the model of the mill unit was developed considering only the particle
size distribution.
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4.3. Coupled Agglomeration and Breakage

Having both models of agglomerator and mill, it is possible to simulate part of a complex
pharmaceutical process with a closed circuit and an external classification of the material, as it is
shown in Figure 12. New material enters the process through two feeders, supplying particles with
different sizes and concentrations of API, which mixture is shown in Figure 13. This blend is mixed
with the holdup inside the agglomerator, where the growth of particles occurs. The two-compartment
screen unit separates material leaving the agglomerator into three fractions. Oversized particles are
crushed using the mill unit, and afterwards combined with the undersized particles and sent back
to the agglomerator by mixing with external material from feeders. The middle-sized agglomerates
are considered as product. Initially, both agglomerator and mill are filled with the same material as it
comes from feeder 1.

 
Figure 12. Flowsheet structure of a coupled agglomeration and breakage process.

All model parameters used to simulate the process from Figure 12 can be found in Table 4. Initial
distributions of material are given by Gaussian function.
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Table 4. Model parameters used for coupled agglomeration and breakage process.

Feeder 1

Mass Flow
.

m 0.15 kg/s
Mean value of the particle size distribution μsize 0.78 × 10−3 mm3

Standard deviation of the particle size distribution σsize 2.0 × 10−4 mm3

Mean value of the API concentration distribution μconc 0.03
Standard deviation of the API concentration distribution σconc 0.007

Feeder 2

Mass flow
.

m 0.35 kg/s
Mean value of the particle size distribution μsize 1.58 × 10−3 mm3

Standard deviation of the particle size distribution σsize 3.2 × 10−4 mm3

Mean value of the API concentration distribution μconc 0.08
Standard deviation of the API concentration distribution σconc 0.005

Agglomerator

Holdup mass m 200 kg
Size-independent rate constant β0 2 × 10-16

Minimum agglomeration size xa,min 0.4 × 10−3 mm3

Maximum agglomeration size xa,max 3.75 × 10−3 mm3

Mill

Holdup mass m 50 kg
Selection rate factor s0 3 × 10-2

Minimum breakage size xb,min 1.5 × 10−3 mm3

Maximum breakage size xb,max 3.2 × 10−3 mm3

Selection power law exponent n 3.1
Minimum fragment size y′ 10−3 mm3

Breakage power law exponent q 5.5
Screen deck 1

Cut size xcut 3.2 × 10−3 mm3

Separation sharpness α 13
Screen deck 2

Cut size xcut 2.3 × 10−3 mm3

Separation sharpness α 13

Figure 13. Initial distribution for the coupled agglomeration and breakage process.
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The flowsheet was simulated until a steady state was reached, which occurred after 40 min of the
process time. The distribution of the product is shown in Figure 14. There are two peaks for particles
with a higher API concentration. One is mainly due to the presence of the source blend from feeder
2 (its coarse part obtained after the sieving), mixed with new particles formed in agglomerator and
mill. The second peak is the result of agglomeration of particles with the same high API concentration
with each other. For a low API content, only one peak is observed, since all smaller fractions (from
agglomeration of the primary material from feeder 1 and milling results) were cut off by the screen
unit. At the same time, a mixture of two initial blends, formed as a result of the agglomeration of
materials with different API content, is present in a significant amount, but does not dominate the
material with initial concentrations.

Figure 14. Distribution of the material in the product at steady-state.

In general, using the description of granular materials with multidimensional distributions and
units developed on the basis of transformation matrices, it is possible to perform simulations of
complex processes involving materials distributed over a large number of dimensions. Thus, in this
example, it is possible to assess the homogeneity of the material that appears at the output of the
simulated process, since this parameter is crucial in pharmaceutical production.

5. Conclusions

The use of transformation matrices is a prerequisite for working with multidimensional distributed
parameters of solids. This approach allows for proper handling of all parameters of granular materials,
even those which are not directly handled by the model. Consequently, the number of distributed
parameters in the model and in its environment may not match. At the same time, the development of
each individual model becomes more complicated due to the fact that in contrast to the traditional
approach, when the output distribution is explicitly calculated and set to the outlet, it is required to
derive the laws of material transformation between inputs and outputs for each time step.

In this article, the applicability of transformation matrices to the description of processes of
agglomeration and crushing, which are usually formulated by the population balance equations, was
shown. The proposed new methods allow for extracting information about the transformation laws
from PBEs and calculating the transformation matrices on that basis. The approach uses the finite
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volume method for spatial discretization and the second-order Runge–Kutta method for obtaining the
complete discretized form of the population balance equations.

To perform the test studies, the derived methods have been implemented in the dynamic flowsheet
simulation environment Dyssol. Some exemplary production processes and their parts were simulated
using the derived models to prove the applicability and advantages of presented approaches for
modelling of granular materials described by multidimensional distributed parameters.

As case studies have shown, the use of transformation matrices enables the correct calculation of
the dependent secondary parameters, avoiding their mixing during the simulation. The proposed
method can be extended with additional laws for dependent parameters, for example, for mixing
of materials. This will significantly expand its application scope and will allow simulating more
sophisticated processes. In general, the proposed approach allows usage of a more complex description
of materials with the help of several distributed parameters, without the need to adjust each specific
model, and transferring the task of their correct calculation to the modelling system. In this way,
the new method of reformulating population balance equations greatly increases the possibilities for
creating generally applicable systems for the simulation of solid phase processes.
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Notation

b(x : y) fraction of particles of size x formed due to the breakage of a particle of size y
bij fraction of particles of size-class i formed due to the breakage of a particle of size-class j
c control variables of a unit
ci, j mass fraction of granular material falling into class (i, j) of two-dimensional distribution
d index of a distributed property
FH, FY model functions of a unit for calculating holdup and output, respectively
G grade efficiency of the screen unit
H unit’s holdup variables
I identity matrix
L total number of discrete classes for all distributed properties
Ld number of discrete classes for distributed property d
.

min,
.

mout mass flow at the inlet and at the outlet streams of a unit, respectively
M number of distributed properties in a model
n power law exponent of the King’s selection function
N number of distributed properties in a flowsheet
p model parameters of a unit
q power law exponent of the Vogel breakage function
.

Qin,
.

Qout distribution of particles by size at the input and at the output of a unit, respectively
r design or structural parameters of a unit
R maximum size of particles in the considered interval
RN parameter space formed by N distributed parameters
s0 size-independent selection rate factor
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S(y) breakage rate of a particle of size y
Si breakage rate of a particle from size-class i
t time
T(t, Δt) transformation matrix, calculated at time t to obtain the distribution after time step Δt
Tij particular entry of a transformation matrix with specific indices
TH, TY transformation matrices to calculate holdups and output of a unit, respectively
u(x) mass fraction of particles of size x
u0(x) mass fraction of particles of size x at the initial moment of time
ui mass fraction of particles from size-class i
wb, wd weighting parameters for agglomeration, for birth and death of particles, respectively
x, x′ particle sizes
xa,min ,xa,max critical sizes of particles for agglomeration
xb,min,xb,max critical sizes of particles for breakage
xcut cut size of the screen unit
xi size of particles in a discrete class i
X unit’s input variables

Xp
q

relative mass fraction, stored in the q–th class of the p–th hierarchical level in the initial
distribution

y particle size
y′ minimum fragment size of the Vogel breakage function
Y unit’s output variables

Yp
q

relative mass fraction, stored in the q–th class of the p–th hierarchical level in the
transformed distribution

α separation sharpness of the screen unit
β(x, x′) agglomeration rate for particles of sizes x and x′
βi j agglomeration rate for particles from size-classes i and j
β0 size-independent agglomeration rate constant
β∗ size-dependent agglomeration rate constant
Δxi length of size-class i
ϑ(y) total number of particles of size y appearing after breakage
θH, θY model functions of a unit in terms of the laws of material transition
μconc mean value of the normal distribution function describing API concentration
μsize mean value of the normal distribution function describing particle sizes
σconc standard deviation of the normal distribution function describing API concentration
σsize standard deviation of the normal distribution function describing particle sizes
ϕb, ψd weighting parameters for breakage, for birth and death of particles, respectively

operation of applying the transformation matrix{
IN
}

set of indices to address any value in the N–dimensional parameter space
I

i set of indices to address particles going from a lower to a higher cell
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Abstract: In this article, a numerical study of a one-dimensional, volume-based batch crystallization
model (PBM) is presented that is used in numerous industries and chemical engineering sciences.
A numerical approximation of the underlying model is discussed by using an alternative Quadrature
Method of Moments (QMOM). Fines dissolution term is also incorporated in the governing equation
for improvement of product quality and removal of undesirable particles. The moment-generating
function is introduced in order to apply the QMOM. To find the quadrature abscissas, an orthogonal
polynomial of degree three is derived. To verify the efficiency and accuracy of the proposed technique,
two test problems are discussed. The numerical results obtained by the proposed scheme are plotted
versus the analytical solutions. Thus, these findings line up well with the analytical findings.

Keywords: volume-based population balance model with fines dissolution; quadrature method of
moments; orthogonal polynomials

1. Introduction

Population balance models (PBMs) show a significant role in different areas of science and
engineering. These models have numerous applications in high-energy physics, geophysics, biophysics,
meteorology, pharmacy, food science, chromatography, chemical engineering, civil engineering,
and environmental engineering. These models are used in the process of cell dynamics, polymerization,
cloud formation, and crystallization. In biophysics, these models are concerned with population of
various kinds of cells. Population balance models are also used in the formation of ceramics mixtures
and nanoparticles which have a lot of applications.

In 1964, Hulburt & Katz [1] were first to discuss the PBMs in chemical engineering. A detailed
description of these models is given in [2]. The main components in the models are the
process of nucleation, growth, aggregation, breakage, inlet, outlet, growth, and dissolution.
The mathematical model of population balance equations are partial integro-differential equations
(PIDEs). Analytical solutions of these PIDEs are very rare except for a few simple cases. Therefore,
researchers are interested in developing numerical solutions for these equations. Numerous numerical
methods are accessible in the literature to solve certain kinds of PBMs; see, for example, [3–11].

The Quadrature Method of Moments (QMOM) for solving the governed models was first
introduced by McGraw [12]. The direct QMOM was proposed by Fan et al. [4]. In addition, a new
QMOM has been proposed by Gimbun [5]. Qamar et al. [13] introduced an alternative QMOM for
solving length-based batch crystallization models telling crystals nucleation, size-dependent growth,
aggregation, breakage, and dissolution of small nuclei below certain critical size. Safyan et al. [14]
followed the technique of [13] for solving volume-based batch crystallization model nucleation,
size-dependent growth, aggregation, breakage. In this article, the QMOM is used to solve volume-based
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batch crystallization models with fines dissolution. The fines dissolution unit improves the product
quality and removes unwanted particles.

In the proposed method, orthogonal polynomials, taken from the lower-order moments, are used
to find the quadrature points and weights. For confirming accuracy of the scheme, a third-order
orthogonal polynomial, employing the first six moments, was chosen to estimate the quadrature points
(abscissas) and equivalent quadrature weights. Hence, it was essential to solve at least a six-moment
system (i.e., 0, . . . , 5). This type of polynomial provides a three-point Gaussian quadrature rule which
usually produces precise output for polynomials of degree five or less. The expression for the preferred
orthogonal polynomial can be derived analytically and the mandatory number of moments rises with
order of polynomial. It is important to mention that the calculation of six moments to generate each
time the third-order polynomial is compulsory. However, the technique itself is not limited to the
calculation of every listed number of moments. The calculation of additional moments is conducted by
adding ordinary differential equation.

This article is divided into two parts: In the first part, the mathematical model of volume-based
Population Balance Equation (PBE) with fines dissolution is presented. In the second part, the proposed
QMOM is derived for PBEs. Furthermore, the mathematical outcomes of QMOM are compared with
the analytical outcomes that are accessible in literature.

2. Materials and Methods

Suppose ud represents the number density function, then a general PBE is given by [1,2]:

∂ud(T,Vp)

∂T = −∂[G(T, Vp)ud(T, Vp)]

∂Vp︸���������������������︷︷���������������������︸
Growth−term

+ Qnuc(T, Vp)︸��������︷︷��������︸
Nucleation−term

+ Q±agg(T, Vp)︸��������︷︷��������︸
Aggregation−term

+ Q±break(T, Vp)︸����������︷︷����������︸
Breakage−term

+ Qdiss(T, Vp)︸���������︷︷���������︸
Dissolution−term

ud
(
0, Vp

)
= ud0

(
Vp
) (

T, Vp
)
∈ R2

+

(1)

where R+ = (0,∞). The variable T represents the time and Vp may be size, length, or composition.
In this article, it represents the particle volume. In the above equation, each term has its specific
definition. These terms are given by

Q±agg(T, Vp) = Bagg(T, Vp) −Dagg(T, Vp) (2)

where

Bagg
(
T, Vp

)
=

1
2

Vp∫
0

β
(
T, Vp −V′p, V′p

)
ud
(
T, Vp −V′p

)
ud
(
T, V′p

)
dV′p

and

Dagg
(
T, Vp

)
=

∞∫
0

β
(
T, Vp, V′p

)
ud
(
T, Vp

)
ud
(
T, V′p

)
dV′p

Here, Bagg
(
T, Vp

)
represents the birth of particles of volume Vp resulting for amalgamation of two

particles with respective volume V′p and Vp −V′p, where V′p ∈
(
0, Vp

)
and Dagg

(
T, Vp

)
is the death of

particles, describing the decrease in particle volume Vp by aggregation with other particles of any
volume. The aggregation kernel β

(
T, Vp, V′p

)
is the rate at which aggregation of two particles Vp and

V′p produces a particle volume Vp + V′p.

Q±break(T, Vp) = Bbreak(T, Vp) −Dbreak(T, Vp) (3)
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where

Bbreak
(
T, Vp

)
=

∞∫
Vp

b
(
T, Vp, V′p

)
S
(
V′p
)
ud
(
T, V′p

)
dV′p

and
Dbreak(T, Vp) = S(Vp)ud(T, Vp)

Here, Bbreak
(
T, Vp

)
represents the birth of new particles during the breakage process and the

breakage function b
(
T, Vp, V′p

)
is the probability density function for the formation of particle volume

Vp from particle volume V′p, whereas, Dbreak

(
T, Vp

)
is the death of particles, and S

(
V′p
)

is the selection
function describing the rate at which the particles are selected to break.

Qdiss
(
T, Vp

)
=

.
V
Vc

h
(
Vp
)
ud
(
T, Vp

)
(4)

Qdiss
(
T, Vp

)
represents the dissolution term, Vc is the volume of crystallizer,

.
V is the volumetric

flow rate from the crystallizer to dissolution unit, h
(
Vp
)

is the dissolution function describing dissolution
of small particles below some critical size. The population balance equation can be simplified through
introducing the moment function. The kth moment of the population density function is mathematically
written in the form:

mk(T) =

∞∫
0

Vk
pud(T, Vp)dVp (5)

The first and second moments m0(T), m1(T) denote particle population and volume, respectively,
at any instant T. Multiply Vk

p to left- and right-hand side of Equation (1) and at that moment integrate
it over the volume Vp, so we obtain the following equation:

dmk(T)
dT = Ggrowth(T, Vp) + Qnucleation(T, Vp) + Qaggregation(T, Vp) + Qbreakage(T, Vp) + Qdissolution(T, Vp) (6)

where

Ggrowth(T, Vp) =

∞∫
0

Vk
p
∂[G(T, Vp)ud(T, Vp)]

∂Vp
dVp

Qnucleation(T, Vp) =

∞∫
0

Vk
pQnuc(T, Vp)dVp

Qaggregation(T, Vp) = Bagg(T, Vp) −Dagg(T, Vp)

The aggregation terms Bagg(T, Vp) and Dagg(T, Vp) are mathematically defined as

Bagg
(
T, Vp

)
=

1
2

∞∫
0

Vk
p

Vp∫
0

β
(
T, Vp −V′p, V′p

)
ud
(
T, Vp −V′p

)
ud
(
T, V′p

)
dV′pdVp

Dagg
(
T, Vp

)
=

∞∫
0

Vk
pud

(
T, Vp

) ∞∫
0

β
(
T, Vp, V′p

)
ud
(
T, V′p

)
dV′pdVp

Qbreakage(T, Vp) = Bbreak(T, Vp) −Dbreak(T, Vp)
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whereas Bbreak(T, Vp) and Dbreak(T, Vp) are birth and death functions because of breakage term and
are given by

Bbreak
(
T, Vp

)
=

∞∫
0

Vk
p

∞∫
Vp

b
(
T, Vp, V′p

)
S
(
V′p
)
ud
(
T, V′p

)
dV′pdVp

Bbreak
(
T, Vp

)
=

∞∫
0

Vk
pS
(
Vp
)
ud
(
T, Vp

)
dVp

Qdissolution
(
T, Vp

)
=

.
V
Vc

∞∫
0

Vk
ph
(
Vp
)
ud
(
T, Vp

)
dVp

Due to aggregation, the upper limit in the birth function is not infinity; therefore, we cannot apply
quadrature method of moment for this integral. To apply the QMOM, we have to convert the upper
limit to infinity. Here, we introduce a Heaviside step function H

(
Vp −V′p

)
to solve the integral such

that H
(
Vp −V′p

)
= 0 when Vp −V′p < 0 and H

(
Vp −V′p

)
= 1 otherwise. As a result, we will find the

limits of integration over V′p from
(
0, Vp

)
to (0,∞). Thus, by applying it to the birth function, we obtain

the following equation:

1
2

∞∫
0

Vk
pdVp

∞∫
0

H
(
Vp −V′p

)
β
(
T, Vp −V′p, V′p

)
ud
(
T, Vp −V′p

)
ud
(
T, V′p

)
dV′p

= 1
2

∞∫
0

ud
(
T, V′p

)
dV′p

∞∫
0

(
u + V′p

)k
β
(
T, u, V′p

)
ud(T, u)dVp

(7)

On the right side of Equation (7), we have switched the order of integration and made the
replacement u = Vp −V′p. Lastly, we have replaced Vp for u with no damage of generality and caught
the necessary outcome for birth due to aggregation which is given by

Bagg(T, Vp) =
1
2

∞∫
0

ud(T, V′p)
∞∫

0

(Vp + V′p)
k

β(T, Vp, V′p)ud(T, Vp)dVpdV′p

After substituting all of the above terms in Equation (6), we get the system of differential equations:

dmk(T)
dT =

∞∫
0

kVk−1
p G

(
T, Vp

)
ud
(
T, Vp

)
dVp +

∞∫
0

Vk
pQnuc

(
T, Vp

)
dVp

+ 1
2

∞∫
0

ud
(
T, V′p

) ∞∫
0

(
Vp + V′p

)k
β
(
T, Vp, V′p

)
ud
(
T, Vp

)
dVpdV′p

−
∞∫
0

Vk
pud

(
T, Vp

) ∞∫
0
β
(
T, Vp, V′p

)
ud
(
T, V′p

)
dV′pdVp

+
∞∫
0

Vk
p

∞∫
Vp

b
(
T, Vp, V′p

)
S
(
V′p
)
ud
(
T, V′p

)
dV′pdVp

−
∞∫
0

Vk
pS
(
Vp
)
ud
(
T, Vp

)
dVp +

.
V
Vc

∞∫
0

Vk
ph
(
Vp
)
ud
(
T, Vp

)
dVp

(8)

In addition, with solid phase, the liquid phase yields ordinary differential equation for the solute
mass in the form:

dm(T)
dT

=
.

min(T) − .
mout(T) − 3σckv

∞∫
0

V2
pG

(
T, Vp

)
ud
(
T, Vp

)
dVp (9)
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with m(0) = m0 where σc is the density of crystals and kv is a volume shape factor.
.

min(T)− .
min(T)− is

the incoming mass flux from dissolution unit to crystallizer and outgoing mass flux from crystallizer to
dissolution unit, respectively, which is mathematically defined by

.
mout(T) =

m(T)
m(T) + msolv(T)

σsol(T)
.

V (10)

where msolv(T) is the mass of solvent and σsol(T) is the density of the solution. Tp =
Vp
V ≥ 0 is the

residence time in the dissolution unit, where Vp represents volume of the pipe.
Here, we will consider the Gaussian quadrature method to solve the complicated integral

terms appearing in Equations (8) and (9). Consequently, a closed-form system of moments is found.
Further, we have accurately and efficiently solved the closed-form system with an ODE solver.
The approximation of definite integral with the help of quadrature rule is an important numerical
aspect. For this purpose, first we calculate the function at definite points and then use the formula of
weight function which gives approximation of the definite integral. To approximate a definite integral
given in Equations (8) and (9), first we find the values of the function at a set of equidistant points.
After evaluating, the weight function is multiplied to approximate the integrals. In this rule, there is no
limitation of choosing abscissas and weights. This rule also works for the points which are not likewise

spread out. Let us assume the integral of the formula
∫ b

a ψ
(
Vp
)
ud
(
Vp
)
dVp. We can find the weights wj

and abscissas Vkpi by approximating the definite integral as

b∫
a

ψ(Vp)ud(Vp)dVp =
N∑

j=1

wjud(Vpj) (11)

where provided it is exact and ud
(
Vp
)

is smooth function. A set of orthogonal polynomials is necessary
for making certain nth order orthogonal polynomial and it should contain only one polynomial of
order j for j = 1, 2, 3, . . .. We can define the scalar product of the two functions k

(
Vp
)

and h
(
Vp
)

over

a weight function ψ
(
Vp
)

by

< h\k >=
b∫

a

ψ(Vp)h(Vp)k(Vp)dVp (12)

If we find the zero scalar product of any two functions h and k, then these functions are termed as
orthogonal functions. It is also noted that supplementary information will be required for obtaining
abscissas and weights if the classical weight function ψ

(
Vp
)

is not provided. For this purpose, we have
used the moment:

mi(T) =

∞∫
0

Vi
pud(T, Vp)dVp ≈

N∑
j=1

Vj
pj

wj (13)

In the above equation, ud
(
T, Vp

)
is used as a weight function ψ

(
Vp
)
. Vi

p given in Equation (13)

denotes the polynomial ud
(

Vp
)

of ith order. To find n abscissas weights, we need 2n moments from m0

to m2n−1. For i ≤ 2n− 1 this approximation will be exact. For simplicity and accurate approximations,
we set n = 3. As a result, six-moment system for m0, . . . . . . , m5 is calculated. To discuss the
procedure, we consider ODEs (8) and (9). Using Equation (13) in Equations (8) and (9), we obtain the
following equations:
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dmk(T)
dT = k

N∑
i=1

(
Vpi

)k−1
wiG

(
T, Vpi

)
+ a(k)nuc

+ 1
2

N∑
i=1

wi
N∑

j=1

(
Vpi + Vpj

)k
β
(
T, Vpi , Vpj

)
wj

− N∑
i=1

(
Vpi

)k
wi

N∑
j=1
β
(
T, Vpi , Vpj

)
wj

+
N∑

i=1

(
Vpi

)k
wi

N∑
j=1
β
(
T, Vpi , Vpj

)
S
(
Vpj

)
wj

+
.

V
Vc

N∑
i=1

wi
(
Vpi

)k
h
(
Vpi

)
k = 0, 1, 2, . . . . . .

(14)

where a(k)nuc =
∞∫
0

Vp
kQnucdVp and

dm(T)
dT

=
.

min(T) − .
mout(T) − 3σckv

N∑
i

wiV2
pG

(
T, Vpi

)
(15)

Our next step is computing the quadrature points Vpi, V′pj and the quadrature weights wi and wj.
The quadrature points Vpi, V′pj are obtained from the roots of orthogonal polynomials. The construction
of orthogonal polynomials is described as follows:

p−1 = 0, p0 = 1, pj = (Vp − α j)pj−1 − β jpj−1 (16)

with

α j =
< Vppj−1/pj−1 >

< pj−1/pj−1 >
, j = 1, 2, . . . . (17)

β j =
< pj−1/pj−1 >

< pj−2/pj−2 >
, j = 2, 3, . . . . (18)

Since the function ud
(
T, Vp

)
is used as a weight function ψ

(
Vp
)
, so from Equation (12) we have

< pj/pj >=

b∫
a

ud(T, Vp)p2
j dVp

Using all of the above definitions, the orthogonal polynomials of any order can be obtained.
Our first step is to find the roots of the nth order polynomial. The quadrature points Vp are then
obtained from these roots. To explain the procedure of deriving these orthogonal polynomials, we have
calculated p1

(
Vp
)
, p2

(
Vp
)
, p3

(
Vp
)
. p1

(
Vp
)

as

p1(Vp) = (Vp − α1)p0 = (Vp − α1)

First, α1 will be calculated, which is given by

α1 =
< Vpp0/p0 >

< p0/p0 >
=

∞∫
0

Vpud(T, Vp)p2
0dVp

∞∫
0

ud(T, Vp)p2
0dVp

=
m1(T)
m0(T)

so
p1(Vp) = Vp − m1

m0
(19)
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Now
p2(Vp) = (Vp − α2)p1 − β2p1 (20)

Again from Equations (17) and (18) we have

α2 =
<Vpp1/p1>
<p1/p1>

=

∞∫
0

Vpud(T,Vp)p2
1dVp

∞∫
0

ud(T,Vp)p2
1dVp

=

∞∫
0

Vpud(T,Vp)
(
Vp−m1

m0

)2
dVp

∞∫
0

ud(T,Vp)
(
Vp−m1

m0

)2
dVp

=
m3m2

0−2m0m1m2+m3
1

m2m2
0−m0m2

1
(21)

and

β2 =
< p1/p1 >

< p0/p0 >
=

∞∫
0

Vpud(T, Vp)
(
Vp − m1

m0

)2
dVp

∞∫
0

ud(T, Vp)dVp

=
m2m0 −m2

1

m2
0

(22)

so from Equation (20) we have

p2(Vp) =
Vp

2(m0m2 −m2
1) + Vp(m1m2 −m0m3) + m1m3 −m2

2

m0m2 −m2
1

(23)

Proceeding in a similar way, we can calculate the polynomial of higher order. The third-order
polynomial p3

(
Vp
)

is given by the following equation:

p3(Vp) = Vp
3 +

(m2m4m1−m0m4m3+m2m0m5+m2
3m1−m5m2

1−m2
2m3)Vp

2

m3
2−m2m4m0−2m2m3m1+m2

3m0+m4m2
1

+
(m2m5m1+m0m2

4−m0m5m3−m4m3m1−m2
2m4+m2

3m2)Vp

m3
2−m2m4m0−2m2m3m1+m2

3m0+m4m2
1

+
2m2m4m3−m2

2m5−m3
3−m2

4m1+m5m3m1)

m3
2−m2m4m0−2m2m3m1+m2

3m0+m4m2
1

(24)

The roots of the selected polynomial will give us the abscissas Vp. Next, the weights wi will be
calculated. According to Press et al. [15], the expression for the weight function is given by

wi =

〈
pN−1/pN−1

〉
pN−1

(
xj
)
p′N
(
xj
) i = 1, 2, . . . . . . . . . .N (25)

where N is the order of the selected polynomial. At last, the resulting system of ODEs is then solved by
any standard ODE solver in MatLab.

3. Results

Test Problem 1: Aggregation with Fines Dissolution
Here, the proposed scheme is analyzed for aggregation with fines dissolution (see Figure 1)

problem encountered in several particulate methods (i.e., fluidized beds, formation of rain droplets,
and manufacture of dry powders). The effects of further procedures, such as breakage, growth,
and nucleation, are negligible. During the aggregation process, the total mass of particles m1 is
conserved and the amount of particles m0 reduces during the processing time. The aggregation kernel
is held to be constant and is defined as β(Vp, V′p) = β0, where β0 = 1. The exponential initial particle
size distribution is given by

ud
(
0, Vp

)
=

N0

VP0

exp
(
−Vp/VP0

)
(26)
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where N0 = 1 and Vp0 = 1. The dissolution term h
(
Vp
)

explains the dissolution of particles below

certain critical size, that is, 2× 10−4m3. The analytical solution in terms of the number density ud
(
T, Vp

)
is given by Scott [16]:

ud
(
T, Vp

)
=

4N0

VP0(τ+ 2)2 exp
(
−2V′p/τ+ 2

)
(27)

where τ = N0β0t and V′p = V/Vp0. The plot in Figure 2 shows normalized moments. The outcomes
of our QMOM are in decent agreement with analytical outcomes. It is also observed from Figure 2
that during the aggregation process, the number of particles m0(T) decreases while the volume of the
particles m1(T) remains constant.

Figure 1. Single batch setup process with fines dissolution.

Figure 2. Aggregation with fines dissolution.
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Test Problem 2: Aggregation and Breakage with Fines Dissolution
In this problem, we take a batch crystallizer in which aggregation and breakage are the main

occurrences and which is connected with a fines dissolver. The growth and nucleation terms are
neglected in this process. The initial distribution is given by

ud
(
0, Vp

)
= M0·M0

M1
exp

(
−M0

M1
Vp

)
(28)

where, M0 = 2N0
2+β0N0t and M1 = N0Vp0

[
1− 2G0

β0N0Vp0
ln
(

2
2+β0N0t

)]
represent the zero and first moments,

respectively. A constant aggregation term, β(Vp, V′p) = β0 = 1, a breakage kernel b(Vp, V′p) = 2/V′p,,
and uniform daughter distribution S(Vp) = Vp are taken. The analytical solution is given by Patel [17]:

ud
(
T, Vp

)
=

M2
0

M1
exp

(
−M0

M1
Vp

)
(29)

The numerical results are displayed in Figure 3. The moments of the numerical system are in good
agreement with those taken from the analytical solution. It is also observed from Figure 3 that during
the aggregation and breakage process, the number of particles m0(T) decreases while the volume of
the particles m1(T) remains constant.

Figure 3. Aggregation and breakage with fines dissolution.

4. Conclusions

The moment-generating function was used to convert the governing partial differential equation
into a system of ordinary differential equations. The mathematical term for fines dissolution was
incorporated in the model for improving the quality of the product. The Gaussian quadrature method
was implemented to solve the complicated integrals in this research. An orthogonal polynomial of
degree three, which utilizes the first six moments, was used for better accuracy of the proposed scheme.
To check the significance of the scheme, two case studies were discussed. The results of the proposed
scheme are in perfect agreement with the available analytical results. No dissipation was observed in
the results. This work is extendable for batch preferential crystallization models with fines dissolution.
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Furthermore, the developed scheme could be applicable to solve multidimensional batch crystallization
models with fines dissolution.
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Abstract: Due to the rapid development of powder technology around the world, powder materials
are being widely used in various fields, including metallurgy, the chemical industry, and petroleum.
The turbo air classifier, as a powder production equipment, is one of the most important mechanical
facilities in the industry today. In order to investigate the production efficiency of ultrafine powder and
improve the classification performance in a turbo air classifier, two process parameters were optimized
by analyzing the influence of the rotor cage speed and air velocity on the flow field. Numerical
simulations using the ANSYS-Fluent Software, as well as material classification experiments, were
implemented to verify the optimal process parameters. The simulation results provide many optimal
process parameters. Several sets of the optimal process parameters were selected, and the product
particle size distribution was used as the inspection index to conduct a material grading experiment.
The experimental results demonstrate that the process parameters of the turbo air classifier with better
classification efficiency for the products of barite and iron-ore powder were an 1800 rpm rotor cage
speed and 8 m/s air inlet velocity. This research study provides theoretical guidance and engineering
application value for air classifiers.

Keywords: turbo air classifier; process parameters; numerical simulation; particle trajectory; relative
classification sharpness index

1. Introduction

Currently, ultrafine powders are widely used in various fields, and the powder separation
technique has gradually occupied an important position in industry. The main production equipment
for ultrafine powders is the turbo air classifier. The classification performance of the classifier directly
affects the efficiency of powder production. Therefore, many researchers [1–7] have conducted
extensive studies on the theoretical analysis, flow field simulation, structural optimization, and other
aspects of pneumatic grading equipment, and have made progress by obtaining many valuable results
and providing the basis for the optimization of classifiers, performance enhancements, and fine
separations. The main factors affecting the classification sharpness index and performance during
the classification process are the rotor cage speed and the air inlet velocity inside the classifier [6–8].
According to the principle of classification, a material is subjected to inertial centrifugal force and air
drag force at the same time during the classification process. Some researchers analyzed the effect
of the rotor cage rotary speed on the classification sharpness index, using the Fluent software, and
obtained a reasonable parameter combination for classification. Gao, Yu, and Liu [9,10] found that
increasing the rotor cage rotary speed resulted in a finer product, but the higher speed caused the flow
field to become uneven, and increased the classification sharpness index. Through the study of the
classifier airflow velocity, Diao et al. [11] found that increasing the air inlet velocity could improve the
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classification efficiency. However, the inertial centrifugal forces of small- and large-sized materials
are different. The distribution of small-diameter materials in the flow field is relatively uniform, but
large-particle-sized materials are easily moved to the outside of the flow field. This leads to a high
concentration outside the flow field and reduces the classification performance.

Based on above researches, in order to further study the classification performance, many scholars
have found that it is meaningful to conduct in-depth research on the evaluation index of classification
performance. Some scholars [12–14] pointed out that the Whiten’s efficiency curve equation needs to be
revised. Hence, the parameters in the Whiten’s equation were correlated with the operating conditions
of the air classifier as well as the material characteristics. The fish-hook phenomenon was demonstrated
in a circulating-air classifier. Based on the experimental data, a process model was developed to predict
the bypass fraction within the classifier [15]. Xing et al. [16] measured and analyzed the vortex swirling
between rotor blades, using the particle image velocimetry (PIV) technique. They found changes in
the regulation of the classification efficiency and cut-size, and optimized the operating parameters to
achieve the minimum cut-size. However, in the actual classification process, the agglomeration and
inclusion of fine particles in the coarse particles would cause a decrease of the classification sharpness
index. Some researchers [17] demonstrated secondary airflow and found that when the ratio of the
secondary airflow to the main airflow was maintained at 0.168, the classification was optimum. Based
on the narrow particle size distribution experimental system, the best rotor cage speed difference
between two turbo air classifiers was found, and the results showed that with a decreasing rotation
speed difference, the productivity of the narrow-level product decreased and the uniformity increased.
Nevertheless, many evaluation indexes of classification performance can accurately judge the grading
performance, but it is very troublesome in actual production. Therefore, it is especially important to
propose an efficient and simple evaluation index [18–22].

Due to limitations, such as the processing cost and other factors, it is difficult for enterprises and
research institutes to produce a variety of grading wheels for structural parameters. Therefore, in
the production process, one or more optimal processes are obtained through manual adjustment and
matching of various process parameters. In the above studies, scholars mainly studied the effect of a
single factor (rotation speed, airflow velocity, etc.) on the classification performance; however, research
on the influence of various factors on the classification performance is rare. Consequently, this study
applied the combination of process parameters as variables in numerical simulations and material
experiments to obtain the optimum process parameters of the KFF (‘KFF’ is a code for a vertical turbo
air classifier type) series turbine air classifier. Thus, in the production process, using the different
manually controlled process parameters, one or more optimal process parameters can be obtained.
In addition, a new evaluation index, the relative classification sharpness index, is proposed. The test
results showed that it is the same as other classification performance evaluation indicators. It can be
used to determine whether the classification status is good, simple, and easy, and has a certain guiding
effect on industrial production.

2. Details of the Calculation Methodology

2.1. Description of the Equipment

The equipment for the experiment comprised of a KFF series turbo air classifier, high-pressure
induced-draft fan, cyclone collector, pulse bag-filter, and electrical control system. The sketch of the
KFF series turbo air classifier is shown in Figure 1a. The schematic diagrams of the vertical turbo
air classifier with corresponding geometric parameters are shown in Figure 1b,c. The air supply
system consisted of induced-draft fans. The induced-draft fan is “pumping” at the end of the turbo
air classifier, providing the transport power for the particles. Firstly, the material is sent to the main
classifier by the feeding system, and effective classification of the material is achieved by adjusting the
rotor cage speed and matching it with a reasonable secondary air inlet velocity. Under the action of
centrifugal force, the coarse powder is collected along the wall of the cylinder and the fine powder
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continues to be classified by the airflow into the next grading machine so that a reasonably super-fine
material is collected when it enters the cyclone separator or dust removal system.

Figure 1. Diagram of the experiment equipment (a) and the 3D view of the geometry (b) and dimensions
(c) of the turbo air classifier.

2.2. Particle Cutting Size Calculations

The force diagram at the edge of the classifier rotor cage after the material particles enter the
classifier is shown in Figure 2. According to the theoretical method in the literature [15,16], we know
that the particle is mainly influenced by the centrifugal and drag forces when it is delivered at the inlet
edge of the rotor cage. In this experiment, the radial velocity of the airflow moving around the rotor
cage is denoted as Vr, and the rotational speed of the rotor cage generating the centrifugal force is n.
It was assumed that the tangential and radial velocities in the circumferential and vertical directions
are uniform and that the particles are spherical. The mathematical definitions of the forces are given in
Equations (1)–(3):

m
DVpr

Dt
= Fc − Fd (1)

Fd =
1
2

CD(Re) ∗ ρair ∗π ∗ (
dp

2
)

2
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Figure 2. Particle-influencing forces at the inlet of the rotor cage.

It was assumed that there is no slip between the particle and the air tangential velocity. When the
centrifugal and fluid drag forces reach equilibrium on the particle at the outer periphery of the rotor
cage, and if the radial velocity of the particle is zero, the size of the particle is called the cut size (d50).
The d50 can be expressed as follows from Equations (1)–(3):

d50 =
3CDρairVr

2r

4VT
2ρp

(4)

By testing the classifier inlet air volume, the corresponding airflow radial velocity can be calculated:

Vr =
Q

120πrh
(5)

Using the known rotor cage speed, the tangential velocity of the particles at the outer edge of the
grading wheel can be calculated:

VT =
2πrn

60
(6)

The following equation can be derived from Equations (4)–(6):

d50 =
3

64
CDρairQ2

π4r3n2h2ρp
(7)

where:

dp: Particle diameter (μm);
Vr: Radial velocity of airflow at the outer cylindrical periphery (m/s);
VT: Tangential velocity of airflow at the outer cylindrical periphery of the rotor cage (m/s);
Vpr: Particle radial velocity (m/s);
ρair: Density of airflow (kg/m3);
ρp: Particle density (kg/m3);
r: Radius of rotor cage (mm);
h: Blade height (mm);
m: Mass of particle (kg/m3);
n: Rotor cage speed (rpm);
Q: Total volumetric flow rate of air (m3/s);
CD: Drag coefficient;
Re: Reynolds number; and
d50: Cut size of classification (μm).
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2.3. Mathematical Model

2.3.1. Continuous Phase Governing Equations

The three-dimensional steady simulation was performed using ANSYS-FLUENT 15.0. For the
case of incompressible flow, the mass and momentum equations are as follows:

∂ui
∂xi

= 0 (8)

∂
∂t
(ρui) +

∂
∂xj

(ρuiuj) = − ∂p∂xi
+
∂
∂xj

(μ
∂ui
∂xj
− ρu′iu′ j) + Si (9)

Where ui, xi, ρ, P, and μ represent the fluid velocity, position, time, constant fluid density, static pressure,
and gas viscosity, respectively.−ρu′iu′ j is the Reynolds stress term. Choosing a suitable turbulence
model in the case is of paramount importance. Furthermore, the RNG k-e model has been proven to be
an appropriate model to describe the turbulence of turbo air classifier flow [21]. The turbulent kinetic
energy and turbulent dissipation rate are expressed as follows:

ρ
dk
dt

=
∂
∂xi

[
(αkμe f f )

∂k
∂xi

]
+ Gk + Gb − ρε−YM (10)

ρ
dε
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(
αεμe f f

∂ε
∂xi

)
+ C1ε

ε
k
(Gk + C3εGb) −C2ερ

ε2

k
−R (11)

where Gk and Gb represent the components of the turbulent kinetic energy caused by the average
velocity gradient and buoyancy. YM is the effect of compressible turbulent pulsation expansion on
the total dissipation rate. The values of the constant are αε = 0.7692, αk = 1, C1ε = 1.44, C2ε = 1.92,
C3ε = 0.09.

The turbulent viscosity coefficient can be calculated as:

μt = ρCu
k2

ε
(12)

where Cu = 0.0845.

2.3.2. Discrete Phase Governing Equations

The choice of a multiphase flow model is mainly determined by the particle volume loading rate,
κ, and mass loading rate, υ, which are demonstrated in the following two parts:

(1) Volume loading rate is the ratio of the particle volume to gas volume per unit time in a space.
It can be expressed as follows:

κ =
αp

α f
= υ
ρ f

ρp
(13)

where:
αp,α f —Particle volume and gas volume passing through the effective section at per unit time; and
ρp,ρ f —Particle density and air density.
Using the particle volume loading rate, the dimensionless distance between particles and particles

in the particle phase can be calculated:

D =
L
dp

=
π
6
(

1 + κ
κ

)

1
3

(14)

where:
L—The distance between particle and particle; and
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dp—Particle diameter.
(2) Mass loading rate is the ratio of particle mass to gas mass across an effective section in a certain

space per unit time. It is expressed as follows:

υ =
mp

m f
=
αpρp

α fρ f
(15)

In this study, the airflow and material are fed into the classifier by a circular section inlet. Thus,
the gas volume passing through the effective section per unit time can be calculated:

α f = 2π(rx)
2V0 (16)

where V0 is the air inlet velocity, which was set in the range from 6 to 12 m/s in this study. rx is the
radius of the section at the inlet. The feeding speed is 240 kg/h. Combined with Equations (13)–(15),
the range of the volume loading rate can be calculated from 2.624 × 10−6 to 4.34 × 10−6. Meanwhile,
the range of the mass loading rate can be calculated from 0.0257 to 0.0342. These values are very
small. However, the dimensionless distance between particles and particles ranged from 32.09 to 37.9.
According to the calculated results, the value of the particle volume loading rate and mass loading rate
is very small, and the value of the dimensionless distance between particles and particles is very large.
Therefore, the particle phase is considered to be highly sparse, which satisfies the DPM calculation
conditions. Furthermore, it can also be considered that the coupling between the particles and the gas
phase is unidirectional. Namely, only the influence of gas on the particles is taken into account, rather
than the influence of particles on the gas.

Through the DPM of FLUENT, the trajectory of a discrete phase particle can be calculated in a
Lagrangian reference frame by integrating the force balance on the particle. This force balance equation
can be written in Cartesian coordinates:

duP

dt
= FD(u− uP) +

gx(ρP − ρ)
ρP

+ Fx (17)

FD =
18μ

ρPd2
P

CDRe
24

(18)

ReP =
ρdP|uP − u|

μ
(19)

where FD(u− uP) is the drag force per unit particle mass, μ is the fluid phase velocity, uP is the particle
velocity, μ is the kinematic viscosity of fluids, ρ is the fluid density, ρP is the particle density, dP is the
particle diameter, Re is the relative Reynolds number (particle Reynolds number) (the define of Particle
Reynolds number can be calculated by Equation (19)) CD is the drag coefficient, and Fx is an additional
acceleration (force/unit particle mass) term.

2.4. Boundary Conditions and Parameter Setting

The model was designed to be imported into the ANSYS-Fluent software for numerical calculations.
There is one entrance and two exits in the model. A “velocity inlet” boundary condition was used at
the air-inlet, the air velocity was assumed to be uniformly distributed at the air inlet section, and its
direction is normal to the air-inlet boundary. The boundary condition at the turbo air classifier was
prescribed as a fully developed pipe flow and treated as “outflow”. A no-slip boundary condition was
used on the wall boundary and the near wall treatment was a standard wall function. The SIMPLEC
algorithm was adopted for the pressure–velocity coupling, and the QUICK difference scheme were
used for the convection and diffusion. The convection terms of the discrete equations were all in the
default format. An insufficient relaxation factor empirical selection was used. In total, 2000 steps were
iterated to set the solution accuracy at 1e–03.
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3. Simulation Results and Analysis

According to Equation (7), the two main factors affecting the particle size grading are the tangential
velocity, VT, and radial velocity, Vr, of the gas flow, when the other parameters, such as the radius
and height of the runner, are quantitative. The tangential velocity of the airflow is directly related
to the rotor cage speed, and the radial velocity of the airflow is related to the total volumetric flow
rate of air. Increasing the rotor cage speed can result in particles with finer particle sizes, but this can
cause an uneven distribution of the flow field, affect the classification sharpness index, and reduce the
classification performance. When the air volume of the system is changed, if the airflow rate is too
low, the feeding force of the raw materials becomes too low, resulting in grading failure; if the main
airflow is too high, the compulsive action of the grading wheel may be invalidated, and the coarse
particles are rejected. The airflow is transmitted into the fine powder, and when the classifier cuts
the particle size, the classification effectiveness worsens. Therefore, changing the rotor cage speed or
the air inlet velocity of the system alone cannot help obtain the optimum process parameters. Only
by simultaneously controlling the air inlet velocity of the system and the corresponding rotor cage
speed to perform particle grading can one or more sets of optimal process parameter combinations
be obtained

Numerical simulation experiments were performed using multiple groups of variables by setting
different simulation parameters to achieve quantitative changes in VT and Vr, and the particle velocity
map of the impeller surface was used as a reference to judge the better process parameter. Owing to the
actual process parameters, the limited range of the rotation speed of the rotor wheel was 500–3000 rpm
and the range of air volume was 2700–5500 m3/h. Calculated according to Equation (7) and the actual
working condition limit, four groups of the rotor cage speed were set: 1800, 2000, 2200, and 2400 rpm.
The air inlet velocity was set in four groups: 6, 8, 10, and 12 m/s. The above four groups of rotor cage
speed and air inlet velocity were combined to perform an orthogonal numerical simulation test.

3.1. The Tangential Velocity Distribution in the Classifier.

There are two important grading functional zones in the classifier: One of them is the flow region
between the blades (I: blade zone, it called the separation functional zone), another is an annular
region surrounding the inlet boundary of the rotor cage (II: annular zone, it called the decentralized
separation functional zone) [18]. The rotation of the rotor cage causes turbulence in the annular zone,
and the turbulence in the annular zone has some influence on the classification effect, which causes a
decrease in the classification efficiency and classification sharpness index. In addition, if the tangential
velocity in the blade zone is much larger than the tangential velocity in the annular zone, the fine
particles can also move to the annular zone under strong centrifugal force, and finally settle along
the side wall to become coarse powder, which causes a decrease in the classification efficiency and
classification sharpness index. Therefore, it is necessary to study the tangential velocity distribution of
zone I and zone II.

Figure 3 shows the tangential velocity details of the rotor cage section. The grading wheel surface
(select a section at half the height of the rotor cage, Y = 260 mm) tangential velocity contour diagrams
for 16 groups and tangential velocity contrast under different radial distances from the axis are shown
in Figure 3.

According to the above analysis, the more uniform tangential velocity distribution of the airflow
in the annular zone (II) and blade zone (I), the more stable the flow field. Based on Figure 3a, under
the condition that the air inlet velocity remains unchanged at 6 m/s, a comparison of the tangential
speed profiles of the blade zone and annular zone under different process parameters indicates that
the tendency of the tangential distribution at rotor cage speeds of 1600 and 2200 rpm is more stable
than that at rotor cage speeds of 1800 and 2000 rpm. Based on Figure 3b, under the condition that
the air inlet velocity remains unchanged at 8 m/s, a comparison of the tangential speed profiles of the
blade zone and annular zone under different process parameters indicates that the tendency of the
tangential distribution at he rotor cage speeds of 1800 rpm is more stable than that at rotor cage speeds
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of 1600, 2000, and 2200 rpm. Nevertheless, the tendency of the tangential change gradient amplitude at
rotor cage speeds of 2200 rpm is slower than that at rotor cage speeds of 1600 and 2000 rpm. Based on
Figure 3c, under the condition that the air inlet velocity remains unchanged at 10 m/s, it can be clearly
seen that the tendency of the tangential distribution at rotor cage speeds of 1800 and 2000 rpm is more
stable than that at rotor cage speeds of 1600 and 2200 rpm. Based on Figure 3d, under the condition
that the air inlet velocity remains unchanged at 12 m/s, it can be clearly seen that the tendency of the
tangential distribution at rotor cage speeds of 2000 and 2200 rpm is more stable than that at rotor cage
speeds of 1600 and 1800 rpm.

From the above discussion, the conclusion can be reached that eight groups of process parameters
(Vin-n,6-1600,6-2200,8-1800,8-2200,10-1800,10-2000,12-2000,12-2200) may be better than others.

  

  
Figure 3. Cont.
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Figure 3. Contours of the tangential velocity distribution and air tangential velocity contrast under
different radial distances from the axis at different process parameters (305–345 mm is the area between
the rotor blades, 345–365 mm is the annular zone). (a) Air inlet velocity 6 m/s and 4 different rotor cgae
speed. (b) Air inlet velocity 8 m/s and 4 different rotor cgae speed. (c) Air inlet velocity 10 m/s and
4 different rotor cgae speed. (d) Air inlet velocity 12 m/s and 4 different rotor cgae speed.

3.2. The Radial Velocity Distribution in the Classifier

In the process of grading, the blade zone (I) is an important grading functional zone, and its main
function is to transport fine powder and separate the coarse and fine powder. Furthermore, after the
airflow enters the rotor cage, on the one hand, it is driven by the rotation of the rotating blades, and
on the other hand, it moves inward along the blade under the action of the central negative pressure.
Finally, inertial anti-vortex will be formed between the blades. The material is transported by radial
airflow in zone I. As the radial airflow in the passage between adjacent blades is affected by the inertial
anti-vortex, it leads to uniformity of the radial velocity distribution. The fine powder that has entered
the cage will leave the cage under the influence of the anti-vortex. Finally, the cutting particle size
is dispersed, which decreases the classification sharpness index. In addition, if the radial velocity
distribution is not uniform in the blade zone, the coarse particles are also collected by the airflow into
fine powder, which affects the classification sharpness index. Therefore, the radial velocity distribution
of the airflow in blade zone (I) must be studied.
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Figure 4 shows the radial velocity details of the rotor cage section. The grading wheel surface
(select a section at half the height of the rotor cage, Y = 260 mm) radial velocity contour diagrams for 16
groups and radial velocity contrast under different radial distances from the axis are shown in Figure 4.

In the classification process, the vane flow velocity near the “surface of the advance blade” (the
surface that is in the blade facing in the direction of rotation) is larger than the “surface of the back
blade” (the surface that in the blade is back to the direction of rotation). Therefore, it can be observed
whether the positive vortex and the anti-vortex exist between the blades to judge whether the flow
field between the rotor cage blades is uniform. As is shown in Figure 4a–d, the size of the vortex and
the velocity gradient between the blades can be easily and intuitively found, as eight groups of process
parameters (Vin-n,6-1600,6-2200,8-1800,8-2200,10-1800,10-2000,12-2000,12-2200) may be better than
others. The conclusion is the same as the results of the tangential velocity.

 

  
Figure 4. Cont.
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Figure 4. Contours of the air radial velocity distribution between rotor blades and radial velocity
contrast under different radial distances from the axis at different process parameters (−345–305mm,
305–345mm is the area between the rotor blades, −305–305 mm is the central region).(a) Air inlet
velocity 6 m/s and 4 different rotor cgae speed. (b) Air inlet velocity 8 m/s and 4 different rotor cgae
speed. (c) Air inlet velocity 10 m/s and 4 different rotor cgae speed. (d) Air inlet velocity 12 m/s and
4 different rotor cgae speed.

3.3. Discrete-Phase Simulated Results and Analysis

In the particle classification process, the movement process of particles is intuitively described
and is revealed by the particle trajectory, which can also explain the particle separation mechanism.
Consequently, the discrete phase model was established to simulate the particle trajectory, and the
particle motions for eight groups of process parameters were contrasted.

3.3.1. Simulated Results and Analysis of Single Particle

Iron ore powder particle (12 μm) was chosen as the material, and steady flow simulation was set
up. According to the continuous phase simulation, eight groups of process parameters were better
than others. Therefore, these eight groups of process parameters were selected for discrete phase
simulation. The particle tracks cloud diagrams for the eight groups are as follows:
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As is shown in Figure 5, comparing the particle tracks under the process parameters for the eight
groups in the numerical simulations, as seen from the Figure 5a–h, it can be found that the number of
particle tracks(a), (c), (f), (h) are more than (b–e), (g). Therefore, it can be simply inferred that four
process parameters can be estimated as better than the others for producing the particle size of 12 μm,
rotor speed of 1600 rpm with the air inlet velocity at 6 m/s, rotor speed of 1800 rpm with the air inlet
velocity at 8 m/s, rotor speed of 2000 rpm with the air inlet velocity at 10 m/s, and rotor speed of
2200 rpm with the air inlet velocity at 12 m/s.

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 5. Cont.
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(d) 

 

(e) 

 

(f) 

Figure 5. Cont.
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(g) 

 

(h) 

Figure 5. Particle tracks for 8 groups of different rotor speeds and air inlet velocity. (a) Rotor speed
1600 rpm, air inlet velocity 6 m/s. (b) Rotor speed 2200 rpm, air inlet velocity 6 m/s. (c) Rotor speed
1800 rpm, air inlet velocity 8 m/s. (d)Rotor speed 2200 rpm, air inlet velocity 8 m/s. (e) Rotor speed
1800 rpm, air inlet velocity 10 m/s. (f) Rotor speed 2000 rpm, air inlet velocity 10 m/s. (g) Rotor speed
2000 rpm, air inlet velocity 12 m/s. (h) Rotor speed 2200 rpm, air inlet velocity 12 m/s.

3.3.2. Simulated Results and Analysis of Multi-Particle

The authors used the ANASYS-fluent discrete phase model for numerical simulation, and
investigation of gas flow behaviors in the turbo air classifier. In order to obtain the simulated Tromp
curve at different process parameters, the authors set up 13 different particle sizes for each set of
process parameters. In order for better comparison with the electronic test report, the specific particle
size parameters were set as follows:

Iron ore fines: 1, 2, 4, 5.13, 6.21, 7.51, 8, 10, 11, 12.66, 16.62, 19.5, and 23.6 μm
Barite powder: 4, 5.13, 6.21, 7.51, 8, 11, 12.66, 13.31, 16.62, 19.5, 23.6, 28.56, 32, and 41.8 μm
The number of particles escaped and trapped was calculated by the numerical simulation, and

the upper limit of the particle calculation step was 20,000. Finally, the tromp curve was drawn the
light of the percentage of escape particles in the total number of particles. The pictures are shown
in Figure 6a,b. The purpose of this study was to research the combination of two process parameter
variables. Therefore, according to the result of the numerical simulation, the cut size under the
combination of the rotor speed and air flow rate can be roughly estimated. The results are shown in
Figure 6c,d. The effect of the rotor speed and air inlet velocity on the cut size can be found.
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Figure 6. The numerical partial classification efficiency curves and cut size of four different process
parameters. (a) Iron ore powder numerical Tromp curves (b) Barite powder numerical Tromp curves
(c) Iron ore powder numerical cut size (d) Barite powder numerical cut size

Figure 6a,b shows the schematic diagram of the numerical simulated Tromp curve by different
process parameters. It is not easy to obtain the classification sharpness K (K = d75/d25) under different
process parameters through observation of the tromp curve. However, it can be roughly judged by the
cut size by different process parameters. According to Equation (7), it can be easily inferred that with
the air inlet velocity increase, the cut size will increase, or with the rotor speed increase, the cut size will
decrease. However, when the air inlet velocity and the rotor speed increase simultaneously, we cannot
conclude whether the cut size is increased or decreased. From Figure 6, it can be easily found that the
effect of the rotor speed on the cut size is more than the air inlet velocity. In addition, in order to select
which combination-type process parameter is better than others, the optimum process parameter was
verified using a material grading experiment.

4. Classification Experiment and Discussion

The raw materials for this experiment were iron ore fines and barite, with material densities
of 7.83 and 4.3 g/cm3, respectively (the densities of materials were detected by an HX-TD-type true
density tester). According to the numerical simulation results, four process parameters (1#rotation
speed of 1600 rpm and an air inlet speed of 6 m/s; 2# rotation speed of 1800 rpm and an air inlet speed
of 8 m/s; 3# rotation speed of 2000 rpm and an air inlet speed of 10 m/s; 4# rotation speed of 2200 rpm
and an air inlet speed of 12 m/s) were better than others.

4.1. Particle Size Distribution and the Classification Efficiency

Therefore, the iron ore fines and barite raw materials were divided into two groups and subjected
to grading tests under four kinds of process parameters. The grading of the particle size distribution
maps are as follows:
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According to the powder particle size distribution diagrams in Figure 7a,b, it can be found that
the particle size distributions of the product by four process parameters are evidently different.

  

Figure 7. The particle size distribution and the classification efficiency of two different materials.
(a) Iron ore powder experiments distribution curves (b) Barite powder experiments distribution curves
(c) Iron ore powder experiments Tromp curves (d) Barite powder experiments Tromp curves.

Firstly, iron ore powder with a particle size distribution ranges from 9 to 13 μm is mainly produced.
It can be found that the second group of process parameters has the highest existence of the particle
size distribution ranges from 8 to 12 μm. In addition, the highest existence of the barite particle size
distribution ranges from 11 to 16 μm, and the best process parameters are in the second group. The case
studies of the particle classification efficiency are shown in Figure 7c,d. These curves depict the same
changing tendency of the distorted S-shape. As the particle size decreases, the classification efficiency
of the particles first decreases and then increases. This phenomenon is commonly referred to as the
hook effect. With the increase of the rotor cage speed and air inlet velocity, the fish-hook effect is
found to be enhanced. Generally, the hook effect will decrease corresponding to the increase of the
air inlet velocity. However, with the rotor cage speed increases, the particle cut size decreases, the
d50 also decreases correspondingly. The consequence is that the Tromp curve will move to the left,
causing the agglomeration to advance. At last, the fish-hook effect will increase. Therefore, considering
these two factors of the air inlet velocity and rotor cage speed, it can be found that the hook effect is
increasing. On the other hand, the bypass value (δ) is an important index to evaluate the performance
of classification. As is shown in Figure 7c,d, the bypass value (δ2< δ1< δ3< δ4) of the second process
parameters is the smallest. It can be considered that the performance of the second process parameters’
classification is better than the others.
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4.2. Coarse Powder Yield and Newton Efficiency

For most airflow grading equipment, the powder is classified according to a certain cutting
particle size. The large particle portion after classification is referred to as coarse products, and the
small particle portion is referred to as fine products. Commonly, Newton’s classification efficiency is a
main classification performance index. It comprehensively examines the degree of separation of coarse
and fine powder particles. The expression is:

ηN = Yc − (1−Y f ) = Yc + Y f − 1 (20)

Yc =
xaA
xcF

(21)

Y f =
(1− xb)B
(1− xc)F

(22)

where Y is the coarse powder yield, Y f is the fine powder yield, xc is the mass percentage of coarse
particle in raw material, A and B are the mass of the collected coarse fraction and collected fine fraction,
F is the mass of the raw material, xa and xb are the mass percentage of coarse particles (dp > d50) in the
collected coarse fraction.

Figure 8a,b, shows the effects of four process parameters on the iron ore coarse powder yield
(Yc) and Newton efficiency (ηN). It can be found that with the rotor cage speed and air inlet velocity
increase, the collection efficiency of the coarse particle gradually decreases. The reason is that the
increase in the amount of air entering the main air causes the air drag to rise and more and more coarse
particles are taken away; therefore, the value of Yc decreases. In addition, as the rotation speed of the
runner and the air intake speed increase, Newton’s classification efficiency increases initially, but as
the rotation speed and air intake speed of the runner continue to increase, Newton’s classification
efficiency decreases. It means that an excessive rotor cage speed and air inlet velocity is not good for
classification. Finally, according to the results of Newton’s classification efficiency, it can be considered
that the performance of the second process parameters’ classification is better than the others.

  
Figure 8. Effects of four process parameters on two different materials of the coarse powder yield (Yc)
and Newton efficiency (ηN). (a) Iron ore powder (b) Barite powder.

4.3. Classification Sharpness Index (K)

There are roughly three kinds of indicators for evaluating the grading effectiveness [19–22].
The representative index is the classification sharpness index. The index proposed by Germany’s
Leschonski is K = d75/d25. Currently, in an effective grading apparatus for a commercial field, if the
sharpness index is close to 1, the performance of the grading apparatus is considered perfect. In an
actual industry experiment, if the value of the K is in the range from 1.4 to 2.0, the performance
of the grading apparatus is considered good; if the value of the K is in the range from 1.0 to 1.4,
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the performance of the grading apparatus is considered excellent. According to the classification
experiment results, the effects of four process parameters on the classification sharpness index are
shown in Figure 9. It can be easily found that the classification sharpness index (K) value of the
second process parameters is closest to 1. Therefore, the performance of the second process parameters’
classification is better than others.

Figure 9. Effects of four process parameters on the classification sharpness index (K).

4.4. Relative Classification Sharpness Index

The author proposes a relative classification sharpness index as the examination index for this
experiment. As shown in Figure 10a,b, the curves f, a, and b represent the raw material particle size
distribution, the classified fine powder particle size distribution, and the classified coarse powder
particle size distribution, respectively. d10coarse indicates a particle size of 10% for the cumulative content
in the coarse powder after classification, d90fine indicates a particle size of 90% for the cumulative
content in the fine powder after classification, and d’ indicates the distribution frequency of the fine
powder in the coarse powder and the coarse powder in the fine powder is equivalent. The expression
for the relative grading sharpness index is:

δ =
d10coarse − d90 f ine

d′ (23)

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 10. Coarse- and fine-grade product size distribution curve. (a) d10coarse < d90fine. (b) d10coarse >

d90fine.

The value of the relative classification sharpness index, δ, is the index for testing this experiment.
A larger δ indicates a better grading effectiveness and a smaller δ indicates a poorer grading effectiveness.
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Judging from the numerical simulation results, the authors chose four sets of process parameters for
the actual experiment, with the powder particle size distribution as the inspection index, to investigate
the effectiveness of the four sets of process parameters on the relative classification sharpness index of
the powder.

The test instrument selected was the LS-C (IIA) laser particle size analyzer (error ≤ 3%).
Based on the data in Table 1, a graph of δ changing with the process parameters was plotted,

as shown in Figure 11. As the rotation speed of the runner and the air intake speed increase, the relative
classification sharpness index increases initially, but as the rotation speed and air intake speed of the
runner continue to increase, the relative classification sharpness index decreases. According to the
results of the relative classification sharpness index, it can be found that the performance of the second
process parameters’ classification is better than the others.

Table 1. Relative classification accuracies under different process parameters.

Material Name Number
Wheel Speed

Rpm
Air inlet

Velocity m/s
Particle Size/μm

δd10coarse d90fine d′

Steel Powder

1# 1600 6 8.66 7.08 7.58 0.208
2# 1800 8 8.78 6.36 7.25 0.334
3# 2000 10 9.61 10.23 9.98 −0.621
4# 2200 12 9.43 10.49 9.92 −0.106

Barite Powder

1# 1600 6 14.62 13.36 13.87 0.091
2# 1800 8 14.95 11.01 12.36 0.318
3# 2000 10 15.73 16.66 15.95 −0.583
4# 2200 12 16.28 17.69 16.89 −0.083

Figure 11. Comparison of relative classification accuracies for different process parameters.

5. Conclusions

This study was based on the kinetics of single particles. The trajectory of the particles was
quantitatively analyzed under different rotation speeds and intake air volumes. The following
conclusions were obtained:

(1) The grading experiment results for iron ore fines and barite powder materials indicate that the
better process parameter combination for the production of 12-μm particles using the KFF series
turbo air classifier is a 1800 rpm rotor speed and 8 m/s air inlet velocity.
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(2) For the same process parameters, when the same grain size of 12-μm barite and iron ore fines
are produced, the relative classification sharpness index is different, indicating that the grading
effectiveness for the smaller density particles is higher.

(3) Numerical simulation experiments showed that the air inlet velocity has an effect on the grading
effectiveness rather than the rotor cage speed.

(4) The proposed new evaluation index, the relative classification sharpness index, could accurately
evaluate the classification performance.
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Abstract: Based on low-cost and easy to enlarge, the bubble column device has been widely concerned
in chemical industry. This paper focuses on bubble plumes in laboratory-scale three-dimensional
rectangular air-water columns. Static behavior has been investigated in many experiments and
simulations, and our present investigations consider the dynamic behavior of bubble plume
offset in three dimensions. The investigations are conducted with a set of closure models by
the Euler–Euler approach, and subsequently, literature data for rectangular bubble columns are
analyzed for comparison purposes. Moreover, the transient evolution characteristics of the bubble
plume in the bubble column and the gas phase distribution in sections are introduced, and the offset
characteristics and the oscillation period of the plume are analyzed. In addition, the distributions
of the vector diagram of velocity and vortex intensity in the domain are given. The effects of
different fluxes and column aspect ratios on bubble plumes are studied, and the offset and plume
oscillation period (POP) characteristics of bubbles are examined. The investigations reveal quantitative
correlations of operating conditions (gas volume flux) and aspect ratios that have not been reported
so far, and the simulated and experimental POP results agree well. An interesting phenomenon is
that POP does not occur under conditions of a high flux and aspect ratio, and the corresponding
prediction values for the conditions with and without POP are given as well. The results reported
in this paper may open up a new way for further study of the mass transfer of bubble plumes and
development of chemical equipment.

Keywords: CFD; bubble plume; oscillation and offset characteristic; bubble; gas–liquid flow

1. Introduction

The bubble column is widely used in the chemical industry [1,2]. It is a typical gas–liquid
two-phase flow system [3]. Among them, the water phase exists as a continuous phase, and the air
phase as a discrete phase rises from the reactor in the form of bubbles [4]. Bubbles are easy to observe
and much attention has been paid to instrument measurement. Bubbles, namely, discrete elements,
have always been a hot and challenging topic in both experiments and simulations [5]. Difficulties in
bubble columns stem from the fact that the disperse phase is characterized by a complex behavior [6].
Consequently, the design and optimization of bubbly flow equipment present a great challenge to
improve the mass transfer efficiency [7]. Although the industrial application of bubble columns has
been extensively used, there are still some unsolved problems in their design and amplification, mainly
due to the unknown problems in the hydrodynamics of gas–liquid flow [8]. Therefore, we focus our
attention on the bubble plume. The bubble plume is the movement of bubbles in a two-phase flow,
which is caused by momentum exchange. The bubble plume can also disturb the ambient flow field,
and the main objectives are to promote the mixing of the liquids and to enhance the mass transfer.

Processes 2020, 8, 795; doi:10.3390/pr8070795 www.mdpi.com/journal/processes189
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However, due to the complexity of two-phase flow, especially the appearance of bubble motion,
the basic properties of gas–liquid hydrodynamics and the characteristics of a bubble plume are still
limited [9].

There are many works in the literature on the study of bubble plumes in a bubble column
by numerical simulation via bubbly flow observation [10–12]. Different numerical methods have
been proposed to describe a bubble plume, mainly including the bubble shape, state and plume
oscillation [13,14]. The dependence of the period of bubble plume oscillations, global gas hold-up and
local phase velocity on the superficial gas velocity and aspect ratio have previously been studied [15].
Diaz, Montes [16] focused on an oscillating plume in terms of the aspect ratio and gas flow rate. It was
found that the oscillation period did not depend on the aspect ratio if the latter exceeded a value of 2.
They investigated the dependency of the superficial gas velocity and aspect ratio on the time-averaged
gas hold-up as well. With the exception of surface tension, Cachaza, Elena Díaz [17] showed that
although there are differences in the mechanism of gas–liquid interface properties, the state of bubble
flow, including the plume oscillation period, can be unified modeling and analysis. These are the critical
problems in the design of bubble column equipment. Bannari, Kerdouss [18] effectively obtain bubble
rise and oscillation characteristics, which were in good agreement with experimental results with
the aspect ratio of 2.25 and a superficial gas velocity of 0.73 cm/s, and the oscillation characteristics of
bubble plume in aspect ratio of 4.5 are analyzed and predicted. Gupta and Roy [19] captured bubble
plume oscillation by radioactive particle tracking, and added a series of various interfacial forces (drag,
lift, and virtual mass) to the Euler–Euler model and conducted a comparative analysis of different
combinations. They emphasized the importance of low superficial gas velocity in the prediction
of plume oscillations in transient simulations. Masood and Delgado [20] compared different drag
models to bubble plume oscillation in 3D columns. Moreover, the drag model will affect the predicted
oscillation period in the aspect ratio of 3. Previous studies have also closely considered interaction
and turbulence simulation models to effectively simulate bubble plume, each with a different closure
relation model. Liu and Luo [21] found the effect of surface tension on the oscillation behavior of
bubble plume is obvious. In addition, the gas velocity is also very important for the prediction of
plume oscillation. The velocities and turbulence characteristics of bubble columns with different aspect
ratios were studied, and the snapshots of oscillation and turbulent kinetic energy at different flow rates
and aspect ratios were provided, and they offered available data for theoretical studies [22]. Fleck and
Rzehak [23] compiled an extensive summary of the plume oscillation characteristics and successful
prediction of the gas–liquid two-phase characteristics in the bubble column with an aspect ratio of
2.5, and a qualitative study of the plume dynamics. The effects of superficial gas velocity, aspect
ratio, reactor and liquid viscosity on low frequency oscillations were studied [24]. When the aspect
ratio is greater than 2.0, the plume oscillation frequency remains almost unchanged, and as the aspect
ratio decreases from 2.0 to 1.375, the plume oscillation frequency decreases significantly. Different
CFD-PBM frameworks have been proposed to describe effectively simulate the plume oscillation
period [25,26]. The polydispersed bubble size is used to effectively predict the plume oscillation
period with the aspect ratio of 2.5 [27]. Shang, Ng [28] made use of two sets of momentum closures,
and it was found that the momentum closure in the numerical simulation has a dramatic effect on
the bubble plume oscillation characteristics. Moreover, there have also been reports of experiments to
study the oscillation characteristics of bubble plumes [29]. Several available measuring techniques and
instruments (i.e., laser Doppler anemometry (LDA), particle image velocimetry (PIV), laser-induced
fluorescence (LIF) and computer-aided radioactive particle tracking (CARPT)) to investigate bubble
rise and processes of bubble plume oscillations have been applied [11,30,31].

By sorting out a lot of previous research work, we found that more attention has been paid to
the oscillation period of a bubble plume, and few studies focus on the offset characteristics of the bubble
behavior. Furthermore, we also noticed that there are many comparisons between simulations and
experiments, and the emphasis is on constructing numerical simulation methods for bubble plumes.
For instance, different models for the description of turbulence have previously been studied [32],
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which also showed a notable dependence of the κ-ε turbulence model. Yang, Zhang [33] suggested
that the resistance correction has a strong ability to simulate the plume oscillation, which should be
based on the size distribution of bubbles and the local gas holdup. The application of bubble offset
is of great significance to the further study of gas–liquid mixing and mass transfer behavior, while
the plume oscillation and offset characteristics correspond to each other. Based on these, the offset
characteristics of bubble plume fully developed in bubble column are analyzed in detail.

These issues are illustrated in this work. The main purpose of the present work is to analyze
the mixing of gas–liquid and oscillation characteristics of dynamic bubbly flows (periodic bubble
plumes). In particular, the dynamic rise process of bubbles and the offset behavior of bubbly
flow in a rectangular column are examined. The feasibility of the bubbly flow simulation method is
demonstrated with a practical case in rectangular bubble columns. Based on available experimental data
and our own simulations, correlations are proposed for plume offset characteristics in dimensionless
form. In addition, a mechanism for generating no-plume oscillation period (POP) is given.

In this paper, previous experimental data are first described in Section 2. In Section 3,
numerical setup implementation details are provided, all the hydrodynamic equations are derived
and computational models are reviewed. Then, the simulation results are presented and compared
to experimental data in Section 4. Changes in the plume oscillation position over time and space are
provided as well. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 5.

2. Experimental Data in the Literature

A series of experiments investigated bubbly flow in rectangular bubble columns, where tap water
for the liquid phase and air for the gas phase were used. These experiments are listed in Table 1, and
experimental data for different column sizes and aspect ratios, reactor structures (including a simplified
structure in simulations) and operating conditions were gathered from the literature. Columns [10]
were maintained at 25 ◦C and atmospheric pressure, while most of the experiments were performed
on gas spargers with several holes, including pitches. The holes were located at the center position of
the sparger. Many of the spargers produced a broad bubble size distribution (1–10 mm) with a mean
size of 5 mm. The gas volume flux was measured by volumetric flow meters, varying from 3 to 745.5
liters per hour (LPH). All the experimental data were considered to examine the bubbly flow oscillation
and offset characteristics.

Table 1. Details of the experimental data in the literature.

Refs.
W-D-H,

cm
Aspect
Ratio

Gas Distributor
Simplified

Structure, mm
Gas Volume

Flux, L/h
DB,
mm

[10] 20–5–45 2.25 sparger (8 holes) rectangle (24 × 12) 20–90 1–10

[4] 20–4–45 2.25 single-orifice
hole diameter of 1 48 1–10

[34] 20–5–120 6 sparger (8 holes) rectangle (18 × 6) 56–296 1–10
[16] 20–4–180 1.25–2.25 sparger (8 holes) none 69–613 1–10
[13] 20–4–45 2.25 sparger (8 holes) rectangle (18 × 6) 69–613 1–10
[22] 20–5–120 1.05–4 sparger (8 holes) none 48–600 1–10
[35] 26.7–1.5–50 1.87 needle diameter of 0.4 3–12 1.5–2.5

By summarizing the above experiments, we have a more specific understanding of the bubble
plume in the bubble column. The size of bubble column varies, and the volume flux is also different.
However, the range of bubble size in the domain is roughly the same. Of course, it is related to
the reactor and flux, which is significant for the selection of bubble size below. In order to study
the offset characteristics of plume oscillation more accurately, we control the flux range of this work
within the experimental data, which has more practical significance. This is also one of the purposes
of gathering experimental data. However, in the experiment, the snapshot of the gas phase is only
taken instantaneously, which is not useful in this paper. We extract the period of plume oscillation
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in the literature and compare it with the results. In summary, we can get the proper flux, bubble
size distribution, size of device and distributor, and part data of plume oscillation periods from
these experiments.

3. Models and Numerical Details

Different TFMs are repeatedly cited in many previous works. Therefore, a concise description is
provided here. References to the original works are presented as well. The conservation equations of
two-phase flow are listed in Table 2. The surface tension and material properties of tap water and air at
atmospheric pressure and temperature are summarized in Table 3. Numerical details suitable for this
work are introduced later.

Table 2. Summary of the governing equations for two-phase flow.

Models Equations Refs./Remarks

Conservation
equations

∂
∂t (ρiαi)+∇ · (ρiαiui) = 0

∂
∂t (ρiαiui) + ∇ · (ρiαiuiui) = ∇ · (αiTi) − αi∇pi + αiρig + Finter

i
Ti = μ

e
i

(
∇ui + (∇ui)

T
) i = g, l

Turbulence
Equations for
water phase

∂
∂t (klρl) + ∇ · (k lρlαlul) =

∂
∂xi

[
αl
(
μ+

μt
σk

)
∂k
∂xi

]
+ αl(Gk + Gb − ρε−YM)

∂
∂t (εlρl) + ∇ · (εlρlαlul) =

∂
∂xi

[
αl
(
μ+

μt
σε

)
∂εl
∂xi

]
+ αlG1ε

εl
kl
(Gk + C3εGb)

−αlC2ερ
ε2

l
kl

μe
l = μt,l + μlam,l = ρCu

kl
2

εl
+ μlam,l

C1ε = 1.44, C2ε = 1.92,
C3ε = 0.09,σk = 1.0,
σε = 1.3

Turbulence
viscosity of air

phase
μe

g = μt,g + μlam,g = μt,l × ρg/ρl + μlam,g -

Interphase
forces

Finter
l = −Finter

g , Finter
i = Finter

Di + Finter
Li + Finter

Wi + Finter
Ti + Finter

VMi i = g, l

Drag forces
Finter

D = 3
4αgρlCD

1
dg

∣∣∣ug−ul
∣∣∣(ug−ul

)
CD = MAX

[
24
Re

(
1 + 0.15Re0.687

)
, 8

3

(
Eo

Eo+4

)] [36]

Transverse lift
forces

Finter
L = −Clρl

(
ug − ul

)
rotul

Cl =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
min[0.288tanh(0.121Re), f(Eod)]

f(Eod)
−0.27

Eod < 4
4 < Eod < 10.7

Eod > 10.7
f(Eod) = 0.00105Eod

3 − 0.0159Eod
2 − 0.0204Eod + 0.474

Eod =
g(ρl−ρg)d2

H
σ

[37]

Wall lubrication
forces

Finter
W = −

(
Cw1 + Cw2

Ds
yw

)
[(αgρlug−ul)−((ug−ul)·nω)nω]

2

Ds
,

Cw1 = 0.0064., Cw2 = 0.016
[6]

Turbulent
dispersion

forces
Finter

T = CTDCD
μtg

σtg

(
Ñαl
αl
− Ñαg

αg

)
, CTD = 1, σtg = 0.9 [38]

Virtual mass
forces Finter

VM = CVMρlαg

(
Dug

Dt − Dul
Dt

)
CVM=0.5

Inlet u = xi + yj + zk = Cj C is Constant value
Outlet ∂u

∂y = 0, ∂p∂y = 0 -
Wall u = 0 -

Convergence
criterion

∣∣∣∣ϕ(n+1)−ϕ(n)
ϕ(n+1)

∣∣∣∣ ≤ 0.001
n, n + 1 are the steps of

iterations

Table 3. Details of the physical properties and environmental conditions.

Materials Density, kg/m3 Viscosity, Pa·s Temperature, ◦C Surface Tension,
N/m

air 1.225 1.79 × 10−5
25 0.0725tap water 998.2 1.01 × 10−3
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With regard to the conservation equations, each phase is assumed to be incompressible, and
the volume fractions of the two phases always add up to 1 under all circumstances. Interphase forces
are exchanged for momentum transfer between the two phases. For the liquid phase, the turbulent
dynamic energy and energy rate are calculated from the standard κ-ε turbulence (SKE) model. To
obtain a reliable solution of the turbulence equations, the dispersed method is adopted, and standard
wall functions are applied to describe the wall–turbulence interactions.

The simulations refer to a bubble column [10] 0.2 m wide, 1.8 m high and 0.04 m deep, as
previously tested [13]. The height of the apparatus can be arbitrarily adjusted. The column is filled
with water up to a certain height (such as 0.45 m) from the bottom, and the water volume is regarded
as the computational domain. Air is injected through a sparger in the center position of the bottom
of the domain containing eight holes (diameter: 1 mm) and a 6 mm pitch. Moreover, the sparger is
simplified as a rectangular region of 18 × 6 mm size in the simulations. An inlet boundary condition is
prescribed on the simplified area, while the holes are treated as a whole. An outlet boundary condition
is applied at the top of the domain, and the pressure at the outlet is uncertain. On the remainder of
the domain boundary area, a free-slip condition is employed for the air phase and a no-slip condition
for the water phase. The water phase is fully turbulent (at a turbulence intensity equal to 5%),
and the hydrodynamic diameter is set as the width of the column. For the dispersed phase (i.e.,
the air phase), the gas velocity is converted by the gas volume flux through the inlet region, and
no backflow occurs in the domain. The bubble size is set to 5.0 mm for the sparger on the basis of
previous experiments.

The convergence criterion is set to 0.001 for the simulation cases to ensure a high calculation
accuracy. Spatial discretization schemes are critical for the solution process. Therefore, the second
order upwind scheme is adopted for κ and ε. The time step is set to 0.01 s, which guarantees that
the Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy (CFL) number always remains below 0.5. All the simulations are
performed with commercial software ANSYS FLUENT 16.0 and conducted on a 2.10-GHz platform
(56-core CPUs) with 192 GB of RAM.

The simulated bubble column is shown in Figure 1. The position of the maximum lateral
displacement is indicated by the yellow bubble. The partial working conditions chosen for
the simulations are listed in Table 4. Six values are chosen for the aspect ratio (ξi) and gas volume flux
(Ri), which yields 36 groups of test cases by cross-combination. The dynamic flow properties during
the plume oscillation period are closely considered in all simulations.

Table 4. Details of the partial working conditions adopted in the simulation cases.

Test Case
(Partial)

Aspect Ratio
Gas Volume

Flux, l/h
DB, mm dB, mm Ug, mm/s

ξ1R1 2 136 1–10 5 3.77
ξ2R2 2.5 226 1–10 5 6.26
ξ3R3 3 317 1–10 5 8.78
ξ4R4 3.5 407 1–10 5 11.28
ξ5R5 4 497 1–10 5 13.78
ξ6R6 4.5 588 1–10 5 16.29
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Figure 1. Schematic of the column geometry: (left) 3D representation and (right) 2D view.

The position of the knee point of the first oscillation during bubbly flow is used to illustrate
the offset characteristics of the plume. The maximum offset distance and angle of the bubble plume in
dimensionless form are calculated by using the following equations:

η =
2L
W

(1)

θ = arttan
L
h

(2)

where L is the maximum offset distance of the bubble, h is the vertical distance of the maximum offset,
and η and θ are the maximum offset distance and angle, respectively. As a result, the calculated η

value is not more than 1.

4. Simulation Results and Discussion

All simulations are presented in this section, and they have been run in the transient mode across
the full 3D domain of the column. The results are calculated over a simulated physical time of 300 s,
which is long enough to ensure full domain development, and the resulting domain no longer exhibits
notable fluctuations. Since the different studies described in Section 2 provide different sizes and
parameters, the gas inlet type must adopt the volume flux to ensure that the simulations are meaningful
while enabling a comparison to experiments which is as accurate as possible.

4.1. Model Validation

As mentioned above, a grid independence study is required to obtain the optimal balance between
the computational time and numerical accuracy. Non-uniform hexahedral grids are considered in this
work. The results of the grid independence study are not provided, and further details can be found
in [13]. Calculations were conducted on fine grids to ensure an adequate resolution. The simulation
case against which the approach was validated [10] compared velocity profiles to experimental profiles.
The POP data are also assessed via a comparison to the simulation results.
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Figure 2 shows the results obtained by using the test case compared to the experimental data with
R = 48 L h−1. It is worth noting here that the depth of the experiment is 0.05 m, and the depth of this
model is approximately the same. Regardless of whether the model is an experimental or simulation
model, it is not a real 3D model (since the depth of the column is very small). Therefore, a comparison
is feasible. The agreement between the experiments and simulations is quite good.

 

 
Figure 2. Comparison of the experimental and simulated long time-averaged vertical liquid
velocity profiles.

The predicted values of the middle position are slightly different, but the overall trend is consistent,
which is due to the intense momentum exchange between the gas and liquid phases in the intermediate
region. Furthermore, the POP obtained with this gas volume flux is 14.6 s, and the prediction
model captures this feature, while the calculated POP almost agrees with the predicted values in
previous studies.

4.2. Transient Evolution of Bubble Plume

In handling the dynamics of bubbly flow, in contrast to the time-averaged flow problem, the rise
process of bubbles is required for two-phase flow. Few studies have addressed the variations in
bubble plume oscillation with simulations and measurements. Furthermore, most are two-dimensional
dynamic studies. To better understand the continuous behavior at different times, the performance
of the bubble plume has been determined. Predicted values are obtained through simulations with
the use of three-dimensional rectangular columns.

The instantaneous gas fraction ranging from 0 to 0.1 is shown in the test case of ξ3R3, and
the liquid velocity fields are also shown in Figure 3. The POP in this case is 4.9 s, and the POP start
time is 12.5 s. A clear change is observed between the results of the four different physical moments,
which are obtained at 5, 10, 15 and 20 s. Due to an insufficient calculation time, the bubbly flow
rises vertically, as shown in Figure 3a. An asymmetric gas fraction is observed in the bubble plume.
Transient oscillation occurs and is implicitly contained in the gas fraction contour, as shown in Figure 3b.
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Thereafter, POP occurs, and a periodic state is attained. Two vortices emerge on the two sides of
the bubbly flow. The momentum inequality between the two vortices results in the development
of an asymmetric flow. Compared to the results of adjacent periods, more bubble plume oscillation
details are similar, as shown in Figure 3c,d. Note that the gas fraction changes over time and space.
Through the observation of the gas fraction, it is found that the bubbly flow spirals to the outlet of
the top domain. Moreover, the gas fraction distribution is not fully developed before the onset of POP.
The bubbly flow shape varies since the bubbles flowing in and out of the domain are not in dynamic
equilibrium. Some bubbles become separated from the main bubbly flow zone. A steady bubble
plume oscillation phenomenon can be observed in the bubble column after 12.5 s, and the gas fraction
distribution continuously changes during this period.

Figure 3. Instantaneous gas fraction from 0 to 0.1 and liquid velocity fields in the test case of ξ3R3 at (a)
5 s, (b) 10 s, (c) 15 s, and (d) 20 s.

In a word, from the instantaneous gas fraction of bubbles, we can clearly see the oscillation and
offset characteristics of bubbles, especially in the period of oscillation.

In the first 10 s, the offset of bubble plume is very weak, and the gas–liquid mixing is uniform,
but as the plume oscillation period begins, the offset of bubble increases, resulting in the flow field
disorder and the gas–liquid mixture is inhomogeneous, but the scope and intensity of momentum
exchange increase constantly.

In the test case of ξ3R3, contours of the gas fraction are generated at five sections, as shown in
Figure 4, which are located at different Z-coordinates. On both sides of the sections (Z = −0.02, 0.02),
the simulated contours are not notable. This effect becomes more pronounced at higher positions,
where notable deviations are observed from the central plane. At the other sections (Z = −0.01, 0, 0.01),
the contours in this case agree very well, except for a small difference at the sparger. With increasing
distance from the central plane, the gas fraction notably decreases. However, the profile simultaneously
changes from a full bubbly flow to a partial bubbly flow. The symmetrical profiles always remain
the same. The higher the bubbly flow position is, the smaller the gas volume fraction is. This illustrates
that the central surface (Z = 0) suitably represents the column to analyze bubble plume oscillation.

In the test case of ξ3R3, the POP was acquired by averaging the time interval of the X-component
of the water velocity at a certain point in the center plane at a height of y = 0.25 m. The trajectory of
the maximum offset position is shown in Figure 5 at heights of Y = 0.32 m and Z = 0 since the maximum
offset can be determined in terms of the height from the two-dimensional perspective of the central
surface during POP. In addition, we also discover that the Z-component of the locations of the maximum
gas fraction always occurs at the center position (Z = 0) at different times, except for the moments at
2 and 11 s (the Z-components are −0.0016 and −0.0012, respectively). This may occur due to bubble
plume instability, but most of the moments are observed in the center. A spline curve is applied to
connect all the moments sequentially, which only reveals the trend.
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Figure 4. Contours of the gas hold-up over time (half-period, 15 s) for the five sections (Z = −0.02,
−0.01, 0, 0.01 0.02).

Figure 5. Temporal evolution of the maximum gas fraction locations at Y = 0.32 m and Z = 0; the colors
indicate the time.

Before the onset of POP, an unstable fluctuation of the maximum gas fraction is observed since
the fluid fields are still developing. Thereafter, the locations exhibit regular changes, and the agreement
is good for each POP, especially in regard to the peaks. Moreover, it is suggested that this happens due
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to the balance between bubble coalescence and breakup. This explanation matches the appearance of
the bubble plume.

We can find that the period of bubble oscillation is synchronous with the offset characteristic. This
is beneficial for understanding the offset time, but the time at which the maximum offset position is
located is not necessarily the start or end of the oscillation period. This provides a basis for determining
the location and time of mass transfer and gas–liquid mixing.

4.3. Analysis of the Vorticity Distribution and Velocity

Similarly, we choose the test case of ξ3R3 as an example for analysis. The vorticity indicates
the velocity and orientation of local rotation, which is adopted to represent the vortex characteristics.
To determine the influence of bubbly flow in the column, it is of significance to investigate the vortex
intensity and vorticity distribution. Figure 6 shows the distribution of various vortices of different
magnitudes in the column at 15 s under the condition of ξ = 3. It is clear that the number and
intensity of the vortices in the Y-component are very low, and we thus ignore them here. As shown
in Figure 6a, consistent with the distribution of the liquid velocity field, a low-vorticity magnitude
area (≤5 s−1) is located in the bubbly flow in the column. High-vorticity magnitude areas (>5 s−1) are
located near the corner, top surface and maximum oscillation positions. The results also indicate that
the vorticity distribution of the X-component is highly dispersed along the column, which corresponds
to long-distance two-phase flow in the X-direction. Figure 6b shows the vorticity magnitude distribution
of the Z-component. Larger-scale vortex structures are captured in the column. The results indicate
that the position in the Z-direction and momentum exchange are limited, but consistent with the gas
fraction distribution, more intense vortices are clearly encountered. High-vorticity magnitude areas
occur near the walls and at the inlet.

Figure 6. Distribution of various vortices of different magnitudes in the column: (a) X-component,
(b) Z-component.

From the distribution of vortex intensity in directions, the greater the vortex intensity, the more
obvious the mass transfer. The best mixing is around the maximum offset position, the second is above
the reactor, and the worse is above the maximum offset position. Therefore, in order to better design
the bubble column device, the device height can be reduced effectively.
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Figure 7 shows the velocity vector of a particular three-dimensional simulation. The dynamic
movement of the bubble plume is similar to the experiments. Vortices in the opposite direction are also
shown surrounding the bubbly flow. The result of the section clearly captures bubble oscillation, and
the velocity magnitudes are mainly concentrated in the middle of the domain. This is explained by
the turbulent viscosity of the continuous phase, which decreases the bubble movement, and the size of
one vortex is slightly larger than that of the other.

Figure 7. Contour of the velocity vector of the central surface in the column.

Vectors of velocity and vortex distribution are interrelated as well. In Figure 7, we find that
the gas–liquid mixing at the vortex on both sides of the bubble flow is very good, and the liquid phase
is surrounded by the gas phase in the middle area, we get the gas–liquid momentum exchange and
mass transfer concentrated in this region.

4.4. Effect of the Gas Volume Flux on the Offset Characteristics of the Plume

The offset characteristics of bubbly flow are the main feature of the bubble column, and are
captured by acquiring model predictions as a function of η and θ. Moreover, the central surface (Z
= 0) is applied to analyze the offset characteristics since it effectively represents the whole domain
and the column depth is very small. The characteristics are approximately the same in each POP,
and the 20th period is consequently chosen for unified analysis. It is worth noting that there is no
oscillation period in the case of a high gas flux and aspect ratio, but the first oscillation of bubbly flow
reaches the left or right wall of the column within a short time, and the height of the knee point of
the first oscillation tends to remain unchanged. Hence, it has no impact on our data. An interesting
phenomenon occurs at a dimensionless maximum oscillation distance of 1, which is the condition
in this situation, since the column width is relatively small, and the gas flux is sufficiently high that
the bubbly flow cannot be fully expanded, resulting in the bubbly flow not exhibiting a POP.

To investigate the effect of the gas volume flux on the bubbly flow offset behavior in columns of
different aspect ratios (ξ), test simulations were performed at different aspect ratios and six gas fluxes:
136 LPH (lowest flow rate), 226 LPH (relatively low flow rate), 317 LPH (moderately flow rate), 407
LPH (relatively moderate flow rate), 497 LPH (relatively high flow rate), and 588 LPH (highest flow
rate).

Figure 8 shows the dimensionless maximum offset distance at the various gas fluxes, and Figure 9
shows the angles under the corresponding conditions. At the low fluxes, the bubble plume exiting
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the sparger follows a specific path, and bubbly flow is developed. Depending on the initial condition,
this bubbly flow can repeatedly change course within a certain range. However, at the high fluxes,
bubble oscillation intensifies, and the domain becomes disordered. It is also observed that the area
occupied by the bubble plume rapidly increases until bubbles flow along the column wall. Therefore,
a typical no-POP mode of bubbly flow is observed at the high fluxes and aspect ratios. Figure 9
indicates that the liquid surrounding the bubble plume remains relatively stable at the low fluxes, and
an increasing trend of the angle is captured. However, at the high fluxes, large angles are observed,
and bubbles flow upward close to the containing wall, even along the column.
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Figure 8. Dimensionless maximum oscillation distance of bubbly flow at the various gas volume fluxes.
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Figure 9. Oscillation angle of bubbly flow at the various gas volume fluxes.
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4.5. Effect of the Aspect Ratio on the Offset Characteristics of Plume

Regarding the effect of different aspect ratios, simulations were performed at aspect ratios ranging
from 2 to 4.5. Figure 10 shows the dimensionless maximum offset distance of bubbly flow under these
conditions. Under each condition, η is plotted at 6 different levels. The results indicate that at a low
aspect ratio, η gradually increases, which essentially confirms that bubbly flow occurs along a single
path and that its trajectory does not touch the two walls. One can determine the occurrence of POP by
the plume distance. At the upper level, the distance continues to increase and even remains unchanged
under some conditions. This happens because bubbly flow is limited in the domain by the column
width and cannot fully develop, which implies that the momentum exchange between gas and liquid
occurs forcefully. Figure 11 shows the plume angle of bubbly flow at the different aspect ratios. Here,
the results indicate that at the low levels, the angle decreases. Two main vortices are formed around
the bubbly flow in which liquid flows in the opposite direction. It is also found that the bubbly flow
progressively moves toward the column walls with increasing aspect ratio. This is observed because
while the two vortices are formed, their sizes are not uniform. At the high levels, it can be inferred that
some bubble plumes continuously move toward the walls and exhibit POP. Moreover, other bubble
plumes move along the walls with no POP, and the liquid flows violently.

η

ξ  

θ

ξ

Figure 10. Dimensionless maximum oscillation distance of bubbly flow at the various aspect ratios.
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η

ξ

θ

ξ  
Figure 11. Oscillation angle of bubbly flow at the various aspect ratios.

4.6. Correlations

As already mentioned, correlations for the offset characteristics are derived based on the data
in this work and under turbulent flow conditions. In Figures 8–11, the predicted lines are presented
as fitting curves. At low aspect ratios (ξ = 2, 2.5, 3), η is linearly fitted with the flux, as shown in
Figure 8. The minimum adjusted R-square value is 0.93, and the value for the predicted red line is
0.95. At high aspect ratios (ξ = 4, 4.5), η and the flux are suitably fitted with a lognormal curve, and
the minimum adjusted R-square value is 0.96, while the correlation coefficient of the purple line is 0.99.
At an aspect ratio of 3, the change in data is irregular in the transition stage, and there is no suitable
fitting relationship. However, the fitting correlation between the flux and angle is uniform, both of
which exhibit exponential growth. The minimum correlation coefficient is 0.85, and the red line in
Figure 9 has a value of 0.99. As shown in Figure 10, the lognormal profile is adapted to the correlation of
the aspect ratio and η. The correlation coefficient of the red line is as high as 0.99, and the lowest value
is not smaller than 0.95. Finally, at the highest flux (R = 588 LPH), the aspect ratio and angle reveal
an exponential decay relationship (adjusted R-square = 0.94). Under the other conditions, the angle
change is very slight, and a suitable fitting curve cannot be established.

4.7. Plume Oscillation Period

Comparing the previous data in terms of the POP at the different values of the aspect ratio and
gas volume flux, the simulation results obtained agree well with the predicted data of [16]. It was
previously noted [22] that no POP occurred at a high flux and high aspect ratio. This conclusion is
confirmed by the present simulations, with more detailed results provided. Figure 12 reveals that in
some cases, plume oscillation is not observed. In other words, this means that at a high aspect ratio of
4 or 4.5, the bubbly flow does not oscillate at these high fluxes, and according to a particular flow path
along the walls, the bubble plume is almost completely governed by the narrow width (and cannot
fully develop). POP only happens under certain conditions.
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Figure 12. Plume oscillation period (POP) statistics under the different conditions.

5. Conclusions

To sum up, we use numerical simulation method to study the offset characteristics of a bubble
plume in a bubble column, in which momentum exchange induced by gas–liquid interaction leads to
bubble offset. The detailed flow field shows that the characteristics of bubble offset need time to fully
develop. It is similar to the period of bubble oscillation, and also presents periodic range changes. In
addition, from the height surface (Y-coordinates unchanged) of the maximum offset position, the offset
characteristic exhibits periodic fluctuations in each section. The vortices are mainly concentrated
around the bubble flow and on the wall in the domain. Furthermore, we apply the maximum offset
position to construct the quantitative analysis of the offset characteristics of the bubble plume, and
successfully draw the correlations between the dimensionless offset distance and angle in the oscillation
characteristics of different flux and aspect ratio. The fitting degree is good as well. With the increase of
volume flux, due to the limited area space, the dimensionless offset distance has an upper limit, so that
the value will not change after 1, and the offset angle gradually increases; with the increase of aspect
ratio, the dimensionless offset distance shows the same trend, but the angle presents a decreasing
trend when the volume flow is large, and other situations fluctuate greatly without obvious regularity.
Considering the effect of a limited closed region on the offset of bubble plume, the conditions without
oscillation period are found as well.

A series of closure models are applied to the case of bubbly flow, especially to examine bubble
plume oscillation based on previous works, with a focus on the dynamic bubble plume process.
The simulation results agree quite well with the experimental data, including the velocity profile
and POP. Some of the observed deviations could occur because a fixed bubble diameter was used in
the simulations, and the change in bubble size was neglected. The models can be further optimized,
because the resulting effects are not yet truly reliable. The dynamic details of the bubble plume,
including the velocity, volume fraction, vortex intensity and dynamic bubbly flow variations, are
observed in detail. It is found that the column is not a real three-dimensional model because its depth
is very small. Therefore, the intermediate plane (Z = 0) is chosen to describe the dynamic behavior of
bubble oscillation. Furthermore, the influence of the aspect ratio and gas volume flux on the oscillation
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characteristics is examined based on our simulation results, and qualitative fitting correlations are
provided. It is noteworthy that when the dimensionless offset distance (η) is 1, no POP is observed.
In other words, POP does not occur in bubble columns at a high gas volume flux and aspect ratio.
A more detailed investigation of the specific conditions resulting in the absence of POP has a great
potential. Additional research on bubble plume oscillation is required for the development of accurate
bubble interaction and turbulence models. The gas–liquid mixing and mass transfer can be enhanced
around the maximum offset position. Gas–liquid mixing is mainly concentrated in the middle region.
Furthermore, the maximum offset position is related to the aspect ratio and volume flux. These should
have a wide application range in the chemical industry.
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Nomenclature

Symbol Denomination (Unit) ε turbulent dissipation rate (m2 s−3)
ap the center coefficient (-) κ turbulent kinetic energy (m2 s−2)

anb
influence coefficients for the
neighboring cells (-)

ρi gas density (kg/m3)

dB bubble diameter (mm) μi dynamic viscosity (Pa s)
CD coefficient of drag force (-) σ surface tension (N/m)
CL coefficient of lift force (-) φ Variable (-)

CTD
coefficient of turbulent dispersion
force (-)

ξ aspect ratio (H/W)

CVM coefficient of virtual mass force (-)
CW coefficient of wall lubrication force (-) Index Denomination
DB bubble diameter distribution (mm)
D depth of the column (m) e effective value
EO Eötvös number (-) g gas phase
F interaction force (N) l liquid phase
H height of the column (m) inter at interface
g acceleration of gravity (m s−2) i gas and liquid
p pressure (N m−2) lam laminar flow
POP(s) plume oscillation period (s) t turbulent flow
R gas volume flux (LPH)
t time (s) Abbreviation Denomination

T temperature (K) CARPT
computer-aided radioactive particle
tracking

T stress tensor (N m2) CFD-PBM
Computational fluid dynamics coupled
with a population balance model

u velocity (m/s) CFL Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy number
Ug superficial gas velocity (m/s) LDA laser Doppler anemometry
W width of the column (m) LIF laser-induced fluorescence
X axial coordinate (m) LPH liter per hour
Y vertical coordinate (m) SKE standard κ-ε turbulence model
Z spanwise coordinate (m) PIV particle image velocimetry
αi gas volume fraction (-) TFM two-fluid model
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Abstract: An in-situ combustion method is an effective method to enhance oil recovery with high
economic recovery rate, low risk, fast promotion and application speed. Currently, in-situ combustion
technique is regarded as the last feasible thermal recovery technology to replace steam injection in the
exploitation of bitumen sands and heavy oil reservoirs. However, the oil-discharging mechanism
during the in-situ combustion process is still not clearly understood. In this paper, the in-situ
combustion process has been numerically simulated based on the Du 66 block. The effect of
production parameters (huff and puff rounds, air injection speed, and air injection temperature)
and geological parameters (bottom water thickness, stratigraphic layering, permeability ratio, and
formation thickness) on the heavy oil recovery have been comprehensively analyzed. Results show
that the flooding efficiency is positively correlated with the thickness of the bottom water, and
negatively correlated with the formation heterogeneity. There exist optimum values for the oil layer
thickness, huff and puff rounds, and air injection speed. And the effect of air injection temperature is
not significant. The results of this paper can contribute to the understanding of mechanisms during
in-situ combustion and the better production design for heavy oil reservoirs.

Keywords: heavy oil reservoir; in-situ combustion; oil recovery; numerical simulation

1. Introduction

1.1. Research Status

In-situ combustion technique is also called the inner layer combustion or fire-flooding, which is
one kind of enhanced oil recovery (EOR) technology developed in 1930s. There are mainly two ways for
in-situ combustion: Dry combustion and wet combustion [1,2]. A lot of studies have been conducted
to study the characteristics of these two combustion modes. Wilson and Root proposed relevant
calculation formulas through dry forward combustion and wet forward combustion experiments
and discussed the main influencing factors [3]. Alexander et al. studied the effect of original oil
saturation on the combustion efficiency [4]. Chleh and Gates proposed the methods for estimating
the minimum required air flow to maintain oil combustion [5,6]. Thomas proposed a more mature
energy conservation equation for the fired oil layers [7]. Parrish et al. conducted a forward wet
combustion test, discussed the influencing factors of various parameters, and provided a design
method for wet combustion [8]. Penberthy et al. have proposed a relationship between temperature
and crude oil saturation distribution, material balance, air demand and oxygen concentration near
the combustion front [9]. Garon et al. carried out inverse combustion experiments and discussed the
related influencing factors [10]. Suat and Mustafa conducted in-situ combustion technique on Turkish
heavy oil reservoirs [11]. In the dry combustion experiment, as the API (A measure of the density of
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petroleum and petroleum products developed by the American Petroleum Institute.) of the crude
oil decreases, the fuel consumption rate becomes faster. In wet combustion, the higher the air-water
ratio, the fuel consumption will decrease. Burger published a research report on the fired oil layer and
proposed the oxygen demand calculation formula and the ignition time equation [12].

Besides the in-situ combustion technique, there are another two commonly used EOR technologies:
Steam assisted gravity drainage (SAGD) and the polymer flooding. SAGD is a cutting-edge technology
to improve the recovery of heavy oil, super heavy oil, and high condensate oil. SAGD technology
can greatly increase oil recovery [13,14]. Polymer flooding technology is representative of the tertiary
oil recovery stage. Through the application of polymer flooding, more supporting techniques can be
studied to improve the sweep volume of the injection agent and the recovery factor of the tertiary
oil recovery stage [15,16]. In China, in-situ combustion experiments were carried out in Xinjiang,
Yumen, Shengli and Fuyu oilfields from 1958 to 1976. Since 1993, Shengli oilfield has listed the burning
reservoir as a key pilot experimental project and six field experiments have been carried out [17].
However, due to the limitation of technical conditions, only dry combustion experiments have been
carried out, and no wet combustion experiments have been carried out. Since 1999, based on the
experience of dry combustion experiments, laboratory research on wet combustion has been carried
out, and some achievements have been achieved. In 2001, Cai et al. carried out wet combustion
experiments on heavy oil in the Hekou oilfield by using physical simulation technology [18]. The effect
of the parameters on the reservoir performance under wet spontaneous combustion was studied,
such as fuel consumption, apparent hydrogen-carbon atom ratio, combustion front propulsion speed,
and air requirement. The results show that wet combustion can recover heat more effectively than dry
combustion. It reduces fuel consumption and air consumption, and also improves oil recovery. In 2005,
Guan et al. provided a method to determine the reservoir ignition temperature through laboratory
tests [19]. The method was adopted in the Zheng 408 block of the Shengli oilfield, and the ignition
temperature was successfully determined to be about 370 ◦C. Jiang et al. used a combination of physical
modeling and numerical simulation to systematically study the mechanism of oil displacement in
low-permeability reservoirs [20].

Due to the complexity in the process of in-situ combustion, it is difficult to summarize the general
laws of thermal oil displacement in the fired oil layer by relying only on limited combustion experiments.
In this case, the numerical simulation method is becoming more important. The numerical simulation
of the in-situ combustion reservoir is more complex and difficult than steam injection. Frequent
changes of chemical reactions and phase states greatly increase the number of governing equations.
Thus, the relatively perfect numerical simulation technique of in-situ combustion appears later than
steam injection. The development of the numerical simulation of in-situ combustion reservoir is
from one-dimensional to two-dimensional and three-dimensional. The phase number is generally
three-phase (gas, oil, water) or four-phase (gas, oil, water, and solid). In addition the nature of reservoir
rocks and fluids, the consideration of gravity and capillary force make the numerical simulation of
in-situ combustion more complex. Currently, there are some commercial numerical simulators which
are suitable for various thermal recovery methods. Through numerical simulation, Bottia et al. found
that the delayed ignition indicates high probability to get a spontaneous ignition. Furthermore the
distance at which at which ignition occurs can be modified by the air injection rate [21]. Rahnema
et al. found that the oil displacement is mainly driven by gravity drainage through the experiment
and numerical simulation. Vigorous combustion was observed at the early stages near the heel of
the injection well [22]. Pei et al. studied the effect of nitrogen injection on the effectiveness of in-situ
conversion process by numerical simulation [23]. Nesterov et al. found that the activation energy
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of the light fraction in the oil is the most significant factor which affects the possibility of ignition
through numerical simulation [24]. However, the effect of production and geological parameters on
the heavy oil reservoir production with in-situ combustion has not been systematically studied in
previous research.

For the Du 66 block, the fire-flooding is the main development method since 2011. However,
with the expanding scale of fire-flooding pilot test in the Du 66 block and the influence of reservoir
heterogeneity, there are some problems, such as the difference of the combustion state between the thin
interbedded layers, the serious overlap of fire-flooding line in thick interbedded layers, the uneven
spread of fire line and the unclear understanding of the combustion state, which affect the efficiency
of in-situ combustion. In order to reveal the mechanisms of multi-layer in-situ combustion and
understand the characteristics of multi-layer fire wave, and also determine the main factors affecting
the oil recovery of the Du 66 block, it is necessary to carry out the numerical simulation study of in-situ
combustion in the Du 66 block.

In this paper, the numerical simulation method was used to study the influence of production
parameters and geological parameters on the fire-flooding efficiency based on the Du 66 block in the
Shuguang oilfield. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the geological
background of the studied field; Section 3 is the construction process of the geological model; Section 4
shows the results and analysis.

1.2. Geological Background

The Du 66 block of the Shuguang oilfield is structurally located in the northwest of the Shuguang
oilfield in the middle part of the western slope of the Western Sag of the Liaohe fault basin.
The development target stratum in this area is the Dujiatai reservoir in the upper fourth member of the
Shahejie Formation of Paleogene. Up to 2000, the proven oil-bearing area in this area was 9.41 km2,
and the petroleum geological reserve was 5935.2 × 104 t.

The top surface structure of the Dujiatai oil layer in the Du 66 block of the Shuguang Oilfield is
generally a monoclinic structure under the slope background, which is inclined from the northwest
to the southeast. The dip angle of the stratum is generally 5◦ ~ 10◦. Reservoir lithology is mainly
conglomerate sandstone and unequal-grained sandstone with medium sorting deviation, belonging to
medium-high porosity and medium-high permeability reservoirs. The oil layer is mainly composed of
a thin to medium–thick layer and the reservoir type is layered edge water reservoir. The density of
crude oil at 20 ◦C is 0.9001–0.9504 g/cm3, and the viscosity of ground degassed crude oil at 50 ◦C is
325–2846 mPa·s, which is ordinary heavy oil.

(1) Formation characteristics

The Dujiatai oil layer in the Du 66 block is located in the front of a large fan-delta developed
under the condition of slow water inflow. The sand bodies in the upper strata are very well developed.
The average thickness of the Du II-1 sandstone is 12.5 m, and that of the Du I-2 sandstone is 6.5 m.
The interlayers are relatively well developed with a maximum thickness of 44 m, generally 0.6–20 m.
However, the development of different oil layers is different, and the distribution characteristics are
also quite different. The maximum thickness of the interlayers from the upper layer to the Du 0 layer is
21.7 m, generally 10 m to 20 m. And the average thickness is 16.3 m. The lithology is brown–gray
mudstone and the undeveloped areas of sandstone are often interbedded with oil shale, dolomitic
limestone, and brown–grey mudstone. The porosity of the upper layer is generally 15% to 25%, with
an average of 20.7%. The permeability is generally 200 to 1200 mD, with an average of 920.6 mD,
which is a typical medium–high porosity and medium–high permeability reservoir. The oil layer group
division and oil layer thickness statistics of the Du 66 block have been listed in Table 1.
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Table 1. Oil layer group division and oil layer thickness statistics of the Du 66 block.

Development
Layer

Oil Layer
Group

Sandstone
Group

Small Layer
Oil Layer Thickness (m)

General Average

Upper system I
I1 1–2 1.0–11.8 6.5

I2 3–5 1.4–8.2 4.8

I3 6–9 1.8–12.5 6.7

Lower system
II

II1 10–13 2.5–14.6 8.4

II2 14–16 1.7–9.4 3.5

II3 17–20 2.1–15.8 9.1

III III 21–30 1.5–11.6 4.9

total 3 7 30 24–62 44.5

(2) Development characteristics

The Du 66 block was developed in 1985 with a square well pattern. The current well spacing is
100 m after secondary infilling adjustment. The main development mode is in-situ combustion in the
upper layer and steam huff and puff in the lower layer. Four development stages can be classified.
The first stage is from 1985 to 1989, which can be called the production stage. The annual oil production
rises to 45 × 104 t; the oil recovery rate rises to above 1.0%; the stage production rate is 4.4%. The second
stage is from 1989 to 1999, which can be called the stable production stage. The annual oil production
is more than 45 × 104 t, the oil recovery rate is more than 1.0%, and the stage recovery degree is
13.1%. The third stage is from 1999 to 2005, which can be called the stage of decline in production.
The annual oil production drops rapidly, from 45 × 104 t to 16 × 104 t, and the oil recovery rate drops
below 0.5%. The fourth stage is from June 2005 to the present, which is called the in-situ combustion
development stage. With the continuous expansion of the scale of fire-flooding, the well opening rate
has increased from 23.5% to 87.5%. The daily oil production of the single well has increased from
0.7 t/d to 3.2 t/d. The formation pressure has increased from 1.3 MPa to 3 MPa, and the annual oil
production has rebounded, reaching more than 20 × 104 t, which means that the oil production by
fire-flooding accounts for 80% of the block production.

However, with the expanding scale of the in-situ combustion pilot test in the Du 66 block
and the influence of the reservoir heterogeneity, there are some problems, such as the difference of
combustion state between the thin interbedded reservoirs, the serious overlap of fire-flooding line
in thick interbedded reservoirs, the uneven spread of fire line and the unclear understanding of the
combustion state, which affect the efficiency of fire-flooding and the oil recovery. In order to reveal the
development mechanisms of the in-situ combustion and better understanding the characteristics of
the multi-layer fire wave and determine the main factors affecting the efficiency of fire-flooding, it is
necessary to carry out the simulation study of in-situ combustion in the Du 66 block.

2. Materials and Methods

The burning oil layer was a complex chemical process. On the basis of experimental research,
this paper reproduced the whole process of the formation and migration of the oil-wall by numerical
simulation, and analyzed the changes of temperature, composition content and crude oil characteristics
in different stages. Thus, the characteristics of the oil-wall in fired oil layer could be revealed.
At the same time, the influencing factors of the in-situ combustion process could be analyzed through
sensitivity analysis on the production and geological parameters, which could provide the basis
for the preliminary screening of the in-situ combustion reservoir and the production design of the
target reservoirs.
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(1) Modeling parameters

The preparation of the data was the basis of the reservoir modeling. Based on the study
of the formation structure, sedimentary microfacies, and parameter interpretation, the data of
wells, layers, and reservoir were collected and sorted. The grid step size was 10 m × 10 m and
a 3-dimensional geological model was established for the working area. The total number of grids was
22 × 21 × 25 = 11,550.

(2) Modeling area

The modeling area was 46,200 m2. Nine vertical wells were modeled: 46-x38p, 46-g37p, 46-g36p,
46-038p, 46-036p, 46-g38p, 45-37p, 45-36p, 46-037AI. Among them, 46-037AI was the injection well,
and the remaining 8 wells were production wells.

(3) Construction model

The anti-nine-point well network with the size of 220 × 210 m was adopted in this study and the
development method was in-situ combustion. The Du 66 block was inclined from the northwest to the
southeast, and the dip angle of the stratum was generally 5◦~10◦, which can truly reflect the changing
trend of the stratum. The injection well was located in the center of the block, and the production
wells were distributed at the corners of the block. The 3-dimensional distribution of the original oil
saturation and porosity has been shown in Figure 1. From the oil saturation model of the Du 66
block (Figure 1a), the oil saturation was evenly distributed, and the initial oil saturation was 0.69 in
average. From the porosity model of the Du 66 block (Figure 1b), there were 25 layers in the stratum.
The porosity of the odd layers was 0.21, and the porosity of the even layers was 0.0013. The porosity
was evenly distributed in the transverse direction.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 1. Three-dimensional distribution of the initial oil saturation and porosity. (a) Initial oil saturation
distribution; (b) porosity distribution.

3. Results

3.1. Formation Conditions of Oil Wall

3.1.1. Ventilation Intensity

From the simulation results, when the ventilation intensity of the injection well was less than
0.55 m3/(d.m2), the formation would not form oil-wall and fire-wall. In addition, the combustion
leading edge temperature was lower than 220 ◦C, showing a low temperature oxidation state. At the
end of the production, the maximum temperature of the formation was less than 220 ◦C. The highest
temperature zone existed at the injection well. And there was no tendency to advance to the production
well and no fire wall was formed. In the simulation, the pressure difference between the injection
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and production well was 7.4 MPa, which means the injection well pressure was much higher than the
production well. It can be found that if the ventilation intensity and oxygen was not enough, it was
difficult to maintain the fuel supply and the formation oxidation reaction. It can be concluded that the
air injection speed should be increased to maintain stable combustion and meet the development of
the in-situ combustion.

3.1.2. Original Oil Saturation

From the simulation results, when the original oil saturation of the local layer was less than 30%,
the formation will not form oil-wall. At the end of production, the maximum temperature of the
formation was less than 340 ◦C, and the highest temperature zone existed at the injection well end.
In addition, there was no tendency to advance to the production well. Therefore, no fire wall was
generated. It can be found that if the original oil saturation of the formation was too low, which was
not conducive to the formation of the oil-walls. The formation of oil-walls was closely related to the
geological conditions of the reservoirs.

3.2. Effect of Production Parameters

In this section, we analyzed the effect of the production parameters (huff and puff rounds,
air injection speed, and air injection temperature) on the formation of oil-wall and the efficiency of
in-situ combustion. Here, we chose different huff and puff rounds (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 rounds), different
air injection speeds (1000 m3/day, 2000 m3/day, 3000 m3/day, 5000 m3/day), different air injection
temperatures (20 ◦C, 60 ◦C, 80 ◦C, 100 ◦C). Based on the simulation results, optimal production
parameters were obtained.

3.2.1. Huff and Puff Rounds

Here, we only changed the air huff and puff rounds and kept other the conditions the same to
analyze the effect of the huff and puff rounds (one to seven rounds). The bottom pressure of the
injection well was kept as 20 MPa; the steam temperature was 270 ◦C (543.15 K); the steam dryness
was 0.70; the injection air temperature was 20 ◦C (298.15 K); the numerical simulation was carried out
for 20 years. Comparison of the production indicators (recovery degree, cumulative oil production,
gas-oil ratio, and gas production rate) under different huff and puff rounds are shown in Figure 2.

Dynamic production indicators under different huff and puff rounds have been listed in Table 2.
It can be seen that the recovery degree and the cumulative oil production increased with the increase
of the huff and puff rounds. However, the relative increase in the yield after five rounds of huff and
puff was the most obvious. The more huff and puff rounds, the later the time the inject air burns
the formation, and the longer the gas breakthrough the formation. In addition, it could be found
that the gas-to-oil ratio was proportional to the huff and puff rounds. For one round huff and puff,
the gas-oil-ratio still rose with time and was unstable. However, for other rounds, the ratio of gas to oil
increased to the maximum and then gradually decreased and became stable.

The characteristic parameters of the oil-walls under different huff and puff rounds have been
listed in Table 3. As can be found from Table 3, when the number of huff and puff rounds increased,
the later the oil-wall was generated. The initial formation position was closer to the production well.
The time when the thickness of the oil-wall reached a maximum was also delayed. As the huff and puff
rounds increased, the formation water saturation increased and the width of the oil-wall gradually
narrowed and the average saturation of the oil-wall decreased. In addition, it can be found that the
pressure gradient in the oil-wall was generally high. The pressure gradient increased with the increase
of the huff and puff rounds. The migration speed of the oil-wall also accelerated. This was because the
oil-wall saturation was reduced and the resistance was reduced, which was conducive to the migration
of the oil-wall.
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Figure 2. Comparison of the production indicators under different huff and puff rounds. (a) Recovery
degree; (b) cumulative oil production; (c) gas-oil ratio; and (d) gas production rate.

Table 2. Dynamic production indicators under different huff and puff (HP) rounds.

Sweep
Round

Cumulative
Steam

Injection (m3)

End of
Production

(%)

The Degree of
Recovery at

the End of the
Fire Drive (%)

Production
Oil (m3)

See the Gas
Time (days)

Gas to Oil
Ratio Peak

m3/(m3)

1 14,000 m3 6.69 35.28 3869.43 770 984.84
2 28,000 m3 11.57 36.85 4029.53 1010 1019.57
3 42,000 m3 14.82 37.63 4115.76 1330 1158.95
4 56,000 m3 17.32 38.05 4173.21 1680 1300.2
5 70,000 m3 20.87 40.30 4419.19 2030 1306.69
6 84,000 m3 23.72 42.04 4610.94 2400 1311.4
7 98,000 m3 26.24 43.08 4713.31 2755 1349.99

Table 3. Characteristic parameters of oil-wall under different huff and puff rounds.

Condition

Rounds
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Oil-wall formation time (days) 810 1030 1340 1620 2010 2450 1980
Oil saturation peak 0.6351 0.6387 0.6397 0.6427 0.6484 0.6356 0.6321

Average oil saturation 0.6043 0.6051 0.6113 0.6131 0.6101 0.6017 0.6168
Oil-wall average width (m) 50 42 38 33 30 30 25

Oil-wall pressure gradient (kPa/m) 66.47 66.39 65.67 59.31 54.32 54.11 52.56
Oil-wall migration speed (m/day) 0.01702 0.01703 0.01707 0.01733 0.01739 0.01835 0.01843
Oil-wall average temperature (◦C) 88 82 80 77 75 71 70
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The characteristic parameters of the fire-wall under different huff and puff rounds have been
listed in Table 4. As can be found from Table 4, after five rounds of huff and puff, the combustion
front had the highest temperature, which was up to 710 ◦C. In addition, the combustion under this
condition had the best effect. The position of the fire-wall under different rounds was almost the same.
Therefore, the huff and puff rounds will affect the temperature of the fire-wall.

Table 4. Characteristic parameters of the fire-wall under different huff and puff rounds.

Condition
Rounds

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Average temperature
of the fire wall (◦C) 650 685 704 689 710 702 676

The distance between
the fire wall and the

oil-wall (m)
100 110 100 100 90 110 115

Fire wall propulsion
speed (m/day) 0.034 0.034 0.035 0.036 0.037 0.036 0.035

The temperature change of the firing front and oil saturation change under different huff and puff
rounds have been shown in Figure 3a,b, respectively. As can be found from previous figures and tables,
after five rounds of huff-and-puff, the increase of the recovery degree and cumulative oil production
were the most obvious. In addition, the temperature of combustion front was the highest, and the
gas appearing time in the production well was also the latest. Therefore, for this study, five rounds of
huff-and-puffwas more conducive to in-situ combustion and the formation of oil-walls.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 3. The temperature change of the firing front and oil saturation change under different huff and
puff rounds. (a) Temperature change of the firing front; (b) oil saturation change.

3.2.2. Air Injection Speed

Based on previous analysis, here we set the huff-and-puff round as five in this section of study.
We chose different air injection speeds for comparison, which were 1000 m3/d, 2000 m3/d, 3000 m3/d,
and 5000 m3/d, respectively. Comparison of production indicators (recovery degree, cumulative oil
production, gas-oil ratio, and gas production rate) under different air injection speeds are shown in
Figure 4.

The dynamic production index under different air injection speeds have been listed in Table 5.
As can be found from Table 5, at the end of the huff and puff, the recovery degree was approximately
the same. At the end of the fire-flooding, the recovery degree and cumulative oil production had no
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significant difference for the four air injection conditions. When the daily air injection volume was
3000 m3, the recovery degree was the best (40.33%). The cumulative oil production was also the highest
(4422.87 m3). The higher the air injection speed, the larger the air injection amount, the shorter the gas
breakthrough time, and the higher the gas-oil ratio was.

 
Figure 4. Comparison of production indicators under different air injection speeds. (a) recovery degree;
(b) cumulative oil production; (c) gas-oil ratio; and (d) gas production rate.

Table 5. Dynamic production index under different air injection speeds.

Air Injection
Speed

(m3/day)

End of
Production (%)

The Degree of
Recovery at

the End of the
Fire Drive (%)

Production
Oil (m3)

See the Gas
Time (days)

Gas to Oil
Ratio Peak

(m3/m3)

1000 19.87 40.30 4419.19 2030 1306.69
2000 19.52 40.26 4416.50 1970 1324.52
3000 19.99 40.33 4422.87 1950 1334.53
5000 19.64 40.28 4417.90 1945 1344.23

The characteristic parameters of oil-wall under different air injection speeds have been listed in
Table 6. As can be found from Table 6, when the air injection speed increased, the formation time of
oil-wall was shortened and the oil saturation was easy to reach the peak. When the air injection speed
was 3000 m3/day, the average oil saturation value was the highest, and the peak value was higher than
other situations. The air injection speed had almost no effect on the migration length of the oil-wall.
However, the migration speed of the oil-wall was proportional to the air injection speed.

The characteristic parameters of fire wall under different air injection speeds have been list in
Table 7. As can be found from Table 7, the daily air injection has no significant effect on the temperature
of the fire wall. The temperature of the combustion front for all situations is about 700 ◦C.
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Table 6. Characteristic parameters of oil-wall with different air injection speed.

Condition

Injection Speed (m3/day)
1000 2000 3000 5000

Oil-wall formation time (days) 2010 1945 1855 1830
Oil saturation peak 0.6245 0.6278 0.6315 0.6310

Average oil saturation 0.6043 0.6051 0.6131 0.6113
Oil-wall average width (m) 45 30 33 33

Oil-wall migration length (m) 95 95 95 95
Oil-wall pressure gradient (kPa/m) 54.32 61.16 62.32 62.15
Oil-wall migration speed (m/day) 0.01639 0.01683 0.01726 0.01778
Oil-wall average temperature (◦C) 68 71 69 70

Table 7. Characteristic parameters of different air injection velocity fire wall.

Condition

Injection Speed (m3/day)
1000 2000 3000 5000

Average temperature of the fire wall (◦C) 693 704 698 705
The distance between the fire wall and the oil-wall (m) 90 90 90 90

Fire wall propulsion speed (m/day) 0.037 0.037 0.036 0.036

The temperature change of the firing front and oil saturation change under different air injection
speeds have been shown in Figure 5a,b respectively. As can be found from previous figures and tables,
we can conclude that the air injection speed had little effect on the fire wall. However, it had significant
effect on the oil-wall. The daily injection volume of air was 3000 m3, which was conducive to the in-situ
combustion and formation of oil-wall.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 5. The temperature change of the firing front and oil saturation change under different air
injection speeds. (a) temperature change of the firing front; (b) oil saturation change.

3.2.3. Air Injection Temperature

Here, we set the huff and puff rounds as five and the air injection speed was 3000 m3/day based
on a previous study. We changed the air injection temperature to 20 ◦C (298.15 K), 60 ◦C (333.15 K),
80 ◦C (353.15 K), and 100 ◦C (373.15 K) for comparative analysis. Comparison of production indicators
(recovery degree, cumulative oil production, gas-oil ratio, and gas production rate) under different air
injection temperatures are shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Comparison of production indicators under different air injection temperatures. (a) Recovery
degree; (b) cumulative oil production; (c) gas-oil ratio; and (d) gas production rate.

The dynamic production index under different air injection temperatures have been listed in
Table 8. As can be found from Table 8, the air injection temperature had little effect on the recovery
degree and the cumulative oil production. The gas appearance time in the production well and the
gas-oil ratio were almost the same at different air injection temperatures.

Table 8. Dynamic production index under different air injection temperatures.

Air Injection
Temperature

(m3/day)

The Recovery
Degree at the
End of HP (%)

The Recovery
Degree at the

End of the In-Situ
Combustion (%)

Cumulative
Oil Production

(m3)

Gas
Appearance
Time (days)

Gas to Oil
Ratio Peak

(m3/m3)

20 20.93 40.33 4422.87 1950 1334.53
60 20.96 40.35 4425.47 1950 1327.20
80 20.98 40.35 4425.61 1950 1323.63
100 21.05 40.37 4427.83 1950 1319.35

The characteristic parameters of the oil-wall under different air injection temperatures have been
listed in Table 9. As it can be found from Table 9, the air injection temperature had no effect on the
formation time of the oil-wall. The oil saturation at the initial moment of the oil-wall formation was
almost the same. When the air injection temperature was 80 ◦C, the peak of oil saturation was the
highest, and the pressure gradient of the corresponding oil-wall was the largest. The effect of the air
injection temperature on the migration length and speed of oil-wall was also negligible.
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Table 9. Characteristic parameters of oil-wall under different air injection temperatures.

Condition

Injection Temperature ◦C
20 60 80 100

Oil-wall formation time (days) 1855 1855 1855 1855
Oil saturation peak 0.6389 0.6387 0.6401 0.6337

Average oil saturation 0.6101 0.6101 0.6151 0.6150
Oil-wall average width (m) 30 32 25 33

Oil-wall migration length (m) 95 95 95 95
Oil-wall pressure gradient (kPa/m) 62.32 62.50 67.89 67.82
Oil-wall migration speed (m/day) 0.01739 0.01713 0.01786 0.01778
Oil-wall average temperature (◦C) 69 71 72 74

The characteristic parameters of the fire wall under different air injection temperatures have been
listed in Table 10. As can be found from Table 10, the temperature at the front of the combustion
increased if the air injection temperature increased. When the temperature increase was small,
the variation of the fire wall migration velocity was also small.

Table 10. Characteristic parameters of the fire wall under different air injection temperatures.

Condition

Injection Temperature ◦C
20 60 80 100

Average temperature of the fire wall (◦C) 693 708 711 715
The distance between the fire wall and the oil-wall (m) 110 110 110 110

Fire wall propulsion speed (m/day) 0.03064 0.03071 0.03089 0.03085

The temperature change of the firing front and the oil saturation change under different air
injection temperatures have been shown in Figure 7a,b, respectively. As can be found from previous
figures and tables, when the huff and puff rounds was five and the air injection speed was 3000 m3/day,
the features of the oil-wall were obvious and the fire-flooding efficiency was good. The temperature of
the injected air had little effect on the in-situ combustion and oil recovery.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 7. The temperature change of the firing front and oil saturation change under different air
injection temperatures. (a) Temperature change of the firing front; (b) oil saturation change.

3.3. Effect of Geological Parameters on oil-walls

3.3.1. Bottom Water Thickness

When the bottom water was present in the reservoir, different bottom water thicknesses (0 m,
100 m, 200 m, 360 m) were simulated to analyze the influence of the bottom water on the characteristic
parameters of the oil-wall. Comparison of the production indicators (recovery degree, cumulative oil
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production, gas-oil ratio, and gas production rate) under different bottom water thickness are shown
in Figure 8.

 
Figure 8. Comparison of the production indicators under different bottom water thickness. (a) recovery
degree; (b) cumulative oil production; (c) gas-oil ratio; and (d) gas production rate.

The dynamic production indicators under different bottom water thicknesses have been listed
in Table 11. As can be found from Table 11, with the increase of the thickness of the bottom water,
the oil recovery degree and the accumulated oil production were increasing; the gas appearance time
in production well was almost the same; and the peak of gas-oil ratio decreased.

Table 11. Dynamic production indicators under different bottom water thicknesses.

Bottom Water
Thickness (m)

The Recovery
Degree at the
End of HP (%)

The Recovery
Degree at the

End of the In-Situ
Combustion (%)

Cumulative
Oil Production

(m3)

Gas
Appearance
Time (days)

Gas to Oil
Ratio Peak

(m3/m3)

0 21.37 40.24 4242.16 2007 1355.89
100 22.96 43.14 4698.07 2007 1268.41
200 25.28 45.84 4895.55 2006 1222.14
360 27.04 46.37 5191.22 2005 1209.71

The characteristic parameters of oil-wall with different bottom water thickness have been listed
in Table 12. As can be found from Table 12, when the thickness of the bottom water was 360 m,
the characteristics of the oil-wall were the most obvious: The average oil saturation, oil saturation peak,
oil-wall average width, oil-wall migration length, oil-wall pressure gradient, oil-wall migration speed,
and oil-wall average temperature were the highest. This was because the bottom water could provide
the driving force and assisted the migration of the oil-wall.
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Table 12. Characteristic parameters of oil-wall under different bottom water thickness.

Condition

Bottom Water Thickness (m)
0 100 200 360

Oil-wall formation time (days) 1720 1704 1704 1707
Oil saturation peak 0.5096 0.5110 0.5123 0.5126

Average oil saturation 0.5020 0.5076 0.5098 0.5106
Oil-wall average width (m) 8 8 8 10

Oil-wall migration length (m) 150 160 160 170
Oil-wall pressure gradient (kPa/m) 241 256 263 273
Oil-wall migration speed (m/day) 0.026 0.028 0.030 0.034
Oil-wall average temperature (◦C) 70.2 70.5 70.6 71.8

The characteristic parameters of the fire wall under different bottom water thickness fire walls
have been listed in Table 13. As can be found from Table 13, when the thickness of the bottom water
was 200 m, the temperature of the combustion front reached 672 ◦C, and the average pressure of the
fire wall was the highest. Therefore, the fire wall advanced faster and promoted the formation of
the oil-wall.

Table 13. Characteristic parameters of the fire wall under different bottom water thickness.

Condition

Bottom Water Thickness (m)
0 100 200 360

Average temperature of the fire wall (◦C) 665 662 672 669
The distance between the fire wall and the oil-wall (m) 100 80 90 80

Fire wall propulsion speed (m/day) 0.00263 0.00261 0.00271 0.00261

In summary, the presence of the bottom water in the formation will increase the efficiency of in-situ
combustion and improve oil recovery. The greater the thickness of the bottom water, the stronger the
force of water flooding is.

3.3.2. Stratigraphic Layering

Stratigraphic layering (SL) was also an important geological parameter which affected reservoir
production. The positive SL meant that the permeability of the upper layer was less than the lower
layer. The negative SL means that the permeability of upper layer was higher than the lower layer.
If the permeability of the upper and lower layer was the same, it could be called “No SL”, which also
meant that the reservoir was vertically homogenous. In this study, the positive and negative SL models
were established, respectively (average permeability is 1000 mD), for the positive SL case, the top layer
permeability (600 mD) was lower than the bottom layer permeability (1400 mD). For the negative SL
case, the top layer permeability (1400 mD) was higher than the bottom layer permeability (600 mD).
Comparison of the production indicators (recovery degree, cumulative oil production, gas-oil ratio,
and gas production rate) under different stratigraphic layering are shown in Figure 9.

The dynamic production indicators under different stratigraphic layering (SL) have been listed in
Table 14. As can be found from Table 14, the influence of the SL on the recovery degree and cumulative
oil production of the reservoir was: no SL > positive SL > negative SL. The positive SL case had the
earliest gas appearance in the production well and the no SL case had the latest gas appearance in the
production well. It can be seen that the more homogenous of the reservoir, the better the oil recovery
for the in-situ combustion scenario.
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Figure 9. Comparison of production indicators under different stratigraphic layering. (a) Recovery
degree; (b) cumulative oil production; (c) gas-oil ratio; and (d) gas production rate.

Table 14. Dynamic production indicators under different stratigraphic layering (SL).

Stratigraphic
Layering

The Recovery
Degree at the
End of HP (%)

The Recovery
Degree at the

End of the In-Situ
Combustion (%)

Cumulative Oil
Production (m3)

Gas Appearance
Time (days)

No SL 21.51 52.84 4298.27 1785
Positive SL 21.43 52.79 4314.16 1758

Negative SL 21.30 52.17 4310.24 1773

3.3.3. Permeability Ratio

Based on a previous study, here we considered the reservoir to be the positive stratigraphic
layering case. The effect of the permeability ratio on the formation oil-wall and oil recovery was
analyzed, considering the four different permeability ratios: 1, 5, 10, 100. Comparison of the production
indicators (recovery degree, cumulative oil production, gas-oil ratio, and gas production rate) under
different permeability ratio are shown in Figure 10.

The dynamic production indicators under different permeability ratios have been listed in Table 15.
As can be found from Table 15, the greater the permeability ratio, the lower the recovery degree and the
cumulative oil production, which means that the permeability difference was not conducive to in-situ
combustion. The larger the permeability ratio was, the earlier the gas appeared in the production well.
The gas-oil ratio also increased at the end of production.
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Figure 10. Comparison of production indicators under different permeability ratio. (a) recovery degree;
(b) cumulative oil production; (c) gas-oil ratio; and (d) gas production rate.

Table 15. Dynamic production indicators under different permeability ratio.

Permeability
Ratio

The Recovery
Degree at the
End of HP (%)

The Recovery
Degree at the

End of the In-Situ
Combustion (%)

Cumulative Oil
Production (m3)

Gas Appearance
Time (days)

1 21.92 52.89 4325.81 1785
5 21.50 52.71 4309.40 1773
10 21.38 52.43 4295.58 1760
100 20.38 49.17 4016.40 1754

The characteristic parameters of the oil-wall with different permeability ratios have been listed
in Table 16. As can be found from Table 16, the oil saturation peak, average oil saturation, and
oil-wall migration length, oil-wall pressure gradient, oil-wall migration speed, and the oil-wall average
temperature were the highest for the case with a permeability ratio equal to one. This means that
the greater the permeability ratio (the difference in permeability), the more unstable the oil-wall was.
When the permeability ratio was larger than 10, there was no oil-wall formed in the relatively low
permeability layers. The oil layers were mainly formed in the middle and lower layers.

The characteristic parameters of the fire wall under different permeability ratios have been listed
in Table 17. As can be found from Table 17, the greater the difference in permeability, the faster the
rate of the fire wall propulsion. However, the breakthrough of the fire wall in one direction was not
conducive to the formation of oil-walls and also damaged to the oil recovery.
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Table 16. Characteristic parameters of oil-wall with different permeability ratio.

Condition

Permeability Ratio
1 5 10 100

Oil-wall formation time (days) 1670 1670 1670 1670
Oil saturation peak 0.5178 0.5042 0.5115 0.5068

Average oil saturation 0.5092 0.5023 0.5059 0.5041
Oil-wall average width (m) 25 25 20 15

Oil-wall migration length (m) 175 170 170 170
Oil-wall pressure gradient (kPa/m) 111.42 90.51 60.13 75.60
Oil-wall migration speed (m/day) 0.030 0.0292 0.0292 0.0292
Oil-wall average temperature (◦C) 72 70 70 69

Table 17. Characteristic parameters of fire wall under different permeability ratio.

Condition

Permeability Ratio
1 5 10 100

Average temperature of the fire wall (◦C) 897 954 987 1005
Fire wall propulsion speed (m/day) 0.0082 0.0088 0.0089 0.0092

In summary, the permeability ratio had an important influence on the formation of the oil-wall.
When the formation permeability was uniform, the condition for the oil-wall formation was the best.

3.3.4. Formation Thickness

In order to improve the calculation accuracy, the grid was encrypted. The plane grid step size
was 1 m × 5 m, and the total number of grids was 220 × 1 × 5 = 1100. Comparison of the production
indicators (recovery degree, cumulative oil production, gas-oil ratio, and gas production rate) under
different formation thickness are shown in Figure 11.

 
Figure 11. Comparison of production indicators under different oil layer thickness. (a) Recovery
degree; (b) cumulative oil production; (c) gas-oil ratio; and (d) gas production rate.
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The dynamic production indicators under different formation thickness have been listed in
Table 18. As can be found from Table 18, the cumulative oil production increased with the formation
thickness. This was because when the formation thickness increased, the reserve increased. When
the formation thickness was 20 m, the oil recovery degree was the highest. With formation thickness
increased, the gas appearance time in production well appeared later. The peaks of the gas-oil ratio
showed an opposite trend.

Table 18. Dynamic production indicators under different formation thickness.

Formation
Thickness (m)

The Recovery
Degree at the
End of HP (%)

The Recovery
Degree at the

End of the In-Situ
Combustion (%)

Cumulative
Oil Production

(m3)

Gas
Appearance
Time (days)

Gas to Oil
Ratio Peak

(m3/m3)

5 15.55 33.91 223.26 1443 2431.45
20 15.76 35.77 939.86 1460 2232.01
60 15.66 35.52 2813.19 1475 2107.74
100 14.85 35.36 4642.90 1502 2058.66

The characteristic parameters of the oil-wall with different formation thickness have been listed in
Table 19. As can be found from Table 19, the oil-wall formation time was the same for the four cases.
When the formation thickness was 100 m, the oil-wall had highest oil saturation. The features of the
oil-wall were more obvious. The oil-wall migration speed is the highest.

Table 19. Characteristic parameters of oil-wall with different formation thickness.

Condition

Oil Layer Thickness m
5 20 60 100

Oil-wall formation time (days) 1349 1349 1349 1349
Oil saturation peak 0.5065 0.5083 0.5137 0.5246

Average oil saturation 0.5029 0.5066 0.5070 0.5082
Oil-wall average width (m) 5 5 5 5

Oil-wall migration length (m) 31 61 61 66
Oil-wall pressure gradient (kPa/m) 240.27 107.56 184.59 254.24
Oil-wall migration speed (m/day) 0.078 0.0629 0.045 0.0863
Oil-wall average temperature (◦C) 72.5 71.77 71.73 71.77

The characteristic parameters of the fire wall under different formation thickness have been listed
in Table 20. As can be found from Table 20, the average temperature of the fire wall, the distance
between the fire wall and the oil-wall, and the fire wall propulsion speed were negatively related
with the formation thickness. For formations with too small thickness, the heat loss during the fire
propulsion process will be relatively large, which may cause the combustion temperature to be very low.
Under this situation, the fire will be extinguished, and the in-situ combustion will fail. In summary,
the formation thickness had a great influence on the characteristics of the oil-wall and the fire wall.
Combining above analysis, it can be concluded that the best option for in-situ combustion in this study
was when the formation thickness was 20 m.

Table 20. Characteristic parameters of fire wall under different formation thickness.

Condition

Thickness (m)
5 20 60 100

Average temperature of the fire wall (◦C) 816.15 799.3 790.5 782.1
The distance between the fire wall and the oil-wall (m) 31 29 26 24

Fire wall propulsion speed (m/day) 0.00415 0.00382 0.00371 0.00367
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4. Conclusions

1. Oil saturation and ventilation strength are the basic conditions for the formation of the oil-walls.
The appropriate ventilation intensity is required to form an effective fire line, which can greatly
reduce the viscosity of crude oil and enhance the fluidity of crude oil.

2. The effect of production parameters (huff and puff rounds, air injection speed, and air injection
temperature) and geological parameters (bottom water layer thickness, stratigraphic layering,
permeability ratio, and formation thickness) on the efficiency of in-situ combustion and oil
recovery have been analyzed.

3. Through numerical simulation results, the optimum value of huff and puff round and air injection
speed has been obtained. The temperature of the injected air has little effect on the in-situ
combustion and oil recovery.

4. With the increase of the thickness of the bottom water, the oil recovery degree and the accumulated
oil production increasing, formation heterogeneity has a negative effect on oil recovery and
formation of the oil-wall. A too thin layer is not suitable for in-situ combustion.
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Abstract: Formaldehyde is an important industrial chemical that is a strong-smelling and colorless gas.
It is used in a number of processes such as making household products and building materials, glues
and adhesives, resins, certain insulation materials, etc. Formaldehyde can be produced industrially
using air and methanol as raw materials in the presence of metal oxide catalyst or silver-based catalyst.
The operating conditions and requirements of the process depend on the type of catalyst used.
Therefore, a comparative study of both processes was conducted, and the results were compared. It
was observed that the silver-based catalyst process has a compact plant size since the amount of air
required is halved as compared to the metal oxide process. Thus, it appears that the silver-based
catalyst process is more suitable for small-scale production due to its compact size and reduced
utility cost.

Keywords: Formox Perstorp; formalin; fixed catalytic bed reactor; silver catalyst; metal oxide catalyst

1. Introduction

The extensively used formaldehyde is produced by using air and methanol as the raw materials.
The reaction occurs in the reactor in the presence of a catalyst. The resulting products of the reaction
are formaldehyde and water [1]. Then the mixture of products and unreacted reactants goes to the
absorption column where water is showered from the top. The bottom product is formalin i.e., a 37%
aqueous solution of formaldehyde [2]. The unreacted reaction mixture is removed from the top [1,3–7].
The extensive range of applications of formaldehyde makes it a valuable chemical. It may be used in
different industries such as domestic, medical, cosmetics, and the textile industry [8–10].

The consumption and demand of formaldehyde is increasing. Formaldehyde is the principal
component for the production of resins, phenols, urea, and melamine [11]. It is used for weather
resistance i.e., in adhesives and wood coatings [12]. In addition, it has a disinfectant property; it is
present in soaps as a disinfectant. In medical fields, formaldehyde is used for the sterilization of
the surgical instruments. It imparts the resistance to fabric against crumples. In cosmetic products,
formaldehyde is used as a preservative since it enhances the effectiveness of products against different
microorganisms. It is used in glue production for household use. Formaldehyde is used in the
manufacturing of plastics, carpets, and vaccines, etc. In plastic utensils industry, it is the major
component [13].
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Commercially, formaldehyde is produced mostly from air and methanol as raw materials using
three different methods. In the first method, formaldehyde is produced using air and methanol in the
presence of molybdenum oxide catalyst present inside the tubes of shell and tube reactor [14]. The
reacting mixture enters at tube side to interact with catalyst forming the product [15].

CH3OH +
1
2

O2 → HCHO + H2O ΔH = −156 kJ (1)

The second method involves the production of formaldehyde in the presence of silver oxide
catalyst present in fixed catalytic bed reactor [16].

CH3OH + 1
2 O2 → HCHO + H2O ΔH1 = −156 kJ

CH3OH→ HCHO + H2 ΔH2 = 85 kJ
(2)

In third method, formaldehyde is produced using oxidation of methane and other
hydrocarbons [17]. The separation processes and reaction mechanism in the above three methods are
almost the same. For commercial production of formaldehyde, process optimization is required.

Lefferts et al. studied the production process of formaldehyde through oxidative hydrogenation
of methanol in the presence of silver catalyst [18]. They studied the effect of temperature, gas velocity,
and concentration of both reactants on the production process. They developed the reaction model
based on the experimental data and explained the impact of form and composition of silver catalyst
over methanol conversion. Yang et al. used molybdenum oxide catalyst supported over silica
for the oxidation of methanol to formaldehyde [19]. Their study was based on the selectivity and
activity of N2O and O2 used as oxidants. They observed that N2O is responsible for the oxidation
of carbon monoxide. Moreover, the supported molybdenum catalyst has higher activity than the
non-supported catalyst. Qian et al. explained the formaldehyde synthesis process using polycrystalline
silver catalyst [20]. They compared the water ballast process with the methanol ballast process and
observed an increased selectivity of formaldehyde in the absence of water. Moreover, the selectivity of
the product is highly temperature dependent. Moreover, Waterhouse et al. used SEM techniques to
determine the relationship between morphology of silver catalyst and its performance [21].

In this study, a performance comparison of the industrially produced formaldehyde using two
different catalysts is presented. Real-time industrial data are collected from a local industry in Pakistan,
and material and energy balances, simulations, and cost analysis are executed. We have compared the
two different catalysts based on material and energy balances, the size of the plant, the installation,
and utility cost.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Material and Energy Balance

The steady-state material balance calculation is done for both processes. It was assumed that there
was no accumulation in the system and there was no change with respect to time. The total amount of
material in and out is almost the same. The basis for calculations were considered to be one day of
operation i.e., 90 tons of formalin is produced in one day.

The energy balance calculations involve calculation of ΔH at both inlet and outlet sides. The
reference temperature was 25 ◦C. Since the entering and leaving streams are mixtures of components,
average heat capacity (Cp,avg) was calculated by the product of mole fraction (xi) of the component in
the mixture and its individual heat capacity (Cp). The change in temperature was calculated by the
subtraction of the stream temperature with the reference temperature. The overall enthalpy content
was found by taking the difference of the total heat content at the outlet and the inlet. The heat
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of the reaction was incorporated in the energy balance of the reactor and heat of condensation of
formaldehyde was included in the energy balance around the absorption column.

ΔH = mCpavgΔT (3)

2.2. Cost and Payback Period

The equipment and utility costs were calculated from Aspen Plus®. Then, the different
incorporating factors like piping, instrumentation, buildings, and total physical plant cost were
calculated. Then, total fixed capital was determined by incorporating some other factors like design
and engineering, contractor’s fee, and contingency. After that, working cost was calculated, which is
5% of total fixed capital. Then, the total investment was determined by adding working cost and total
fixed capital.

Total Investement = Working Capital + Total Fixed Cost (4)

Revenue was calculated by multiplying the amount of formalin produced by price of formalin.

Revenue = Price of Formalin (kg) × Formlain Produced (kg/year) (5)

The cost of raw material and catalyst was determined by multiplying the quantities (units)
consumed per year by price per unit.

Then, profit was calculated by subtracting all the expenses from the revenue and payback period
was determined.

Payback Period =
Total Investment

Profit
(6)

3. ASPEN Flow Sheets

Based on real time industrial data, simulations are performed for the both processes using ASPEN
PLUS® V8.8. Methanol, oxygen, nitrogen, silver, and molybdenum were selected as the components
for simulation. For both the process, non-random two liquids (NRTL) was selected as the fluid package.
The mixture of air and methanol is preheated and then sent to the reactor. The reaction mechanism
that produces the formaldehyde depends upon the type of catalyst used. The product stream is sent to
the adsorption column where it is treated with water to separate the desired product. The simulation
models are explained in Sections 3.1 and 3.2.

3.1. Simulation Model of Molybdenum-Based Formaldehyde Process

Figure 1 presents the simulation of Molybdenum-based process on ASPEN PLUS. Non-random
two-liquid model (NRTL) is used as the fluid package. The air and methanol are used as starting
materials. Methanol and air both are initially mixed and passed to pre-heater where the temperature
of the mixture increases from 27 ◦C to 107 ◦C. The mixture is passed to the reactor. The reactor is
a shell and tube type reactor. The reaction mixture enters the reactor in catalyst-filled tube sides at
107 ◦C. The reaction occurs here and water and formaldehyde are produced. The shell side contains
DTH (Dowtherm heat transfer media), which is used to extract the excess heat of the reaction i.e., the
reaction is exothermic producing 159 KJ/mol of the energy. The boiling point of DTH is around 260 ◦C
and same is the temperature inside the reactor, so the DTH leaves the reactor shell side as vapors.
DTH goes to the condenser where the DTH vapors condense back to liquid state and accumulated in
DTH tank. Upon requirement, DTH again goes to the reactor and the cycle continues. The mixture
(product and unreacted reactants) leaving the tube side is at 280 ◦C. Since this mixture is at a very
high temperature, so the heat of this mixture can be utilized. This mixture goes to the shell side of the
pre-heater to heat the incoming reaction mixture. After pre-heating the incoming mixture, it leaves the
shell side of preheater at 150 ◦C and goes to the absorption column from bottom side. Water at 37 ◦C is
showered from the top of the absorption column. The amount of water showered is very critical as it
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produces the required concentration of the final product. The formalin is removed from the bottom.
The temperature of the exiting product is 27 ◦C. The unreacted reaction mixture i.e., CH3OH, O2, N2 is
removed as off gas from top of absorption column at 23 ◦C.

Figure 1. Simulation model of Molybdenum-based formaldehyde process.

3.2. Simulation Model of Silver-Based Formaldehyde Process

Figure 2 presents the ASPEN PLUS simulation of silver-based formaldehyde process. NRTL was
selected as the fluid package. The reaction temperature for this process is around 600–650 ◦C. This
process does not incorporate the DTH cycle. The air is passed through a compressor and then mixed
with methanol using a mixer. The reacting mixer goes directly into the reactor from the mixer as a
pre-heater is not used in this process. The reactor is a fixed bed catalyst type of reactor incorporating
the bed of catalyst. The reaction occurs at the catalytic bed and quenching water is used at the bottom
of reactor to cool down the product. The mixture of products and unreacted reactants enters the
absorption column from bottom where water is showered from top. The unreacted reaction mixture is
removed from the top as off gas, air is recycled from this off gas and again passed to the mixer while the
product is removed from bottom. The product goes to the distillation column where separation takes
place and we get formalin as a bottom product and methanol as a top product, which is then recycled.

 
Figure 2. Simulation model of silver-based formaldehyde process.

4. Catalyst Properties

The properties of the molybdenum oxide and silver oxide catalyst used in the production process
are shown in Table 1. It can be observed that the conversion of the molybdenum oxide-based plant is
99% and that of the silver oxide-based plant is 85%. The life of the molybdenum oxide catalyst is 12–18
months and that of the silver oxide-based process is 3–8 months. The porosity of the molybdenum
oxide catalyst is 0.7 and that of the silver oxide catalyst is 0.5.
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Table 1. Properties of catalyst.

Properties Molybdenum Oxide Silver Oxide

Methanol Conversion 99% 85%
Utilization time 12–18 months 3–8 months

Regeneration Difficult Convenient
Porosity 0.7 0.5

The life of the silver catalyst is highly dependent upon the operating conditions of the formaldehyde
reactor. Silver catalysts in the formaldehyde plant are typically used for a period of a few months to
a year depending on the reaction temperature and pressure [22]. Generally, sintering occurs in the
silver catalyst due to reaction temperatures, which results in high pressure drop over the bed, which
decreases the performance of catalyst. It is observed that the water ballast process prolongs the life of
catalyst by introducing water with its associated high heat capacity that equally distributes the heat
over the catalyst bed resulting in minimizing coke formation and sintering [23,24]. Our objective is the
performance comparison of both processes based on the plant size, installation and utility cost, and
material and energy balance.

5. Results and Discussion

The results in this section include the materials and energy balance of both plants, costing, payback
period, and comparison on the basis of size for the two catalytic processes. Section 5.3 presents the
discussions on the results.

5.1. Material and Energy Balance

The materials and energy balance sheets that were obtained from Aspen Plus® are given in
Sections 5.1 and 5.2.

5.1.1. Material Balance of Molybdenum Oxide

The material balance of Molybdenum Oxide catalyzed process is shown in Table 2. The table
shows the flow rates and densities of all of the components of the process. The methanol in inlet stream
is 46.25 kmol/h. The flow rate of oxygen in the inlet air stream is 27.56 kmol/h. The formaldehyde in
the product stream is 45.7875 kmol/h.

5.1.2. Energy Balance of Molybdenum Oxide

The energy balance of Molybdenum oxide process is shown in Table 3. The table shows the
temperatures, pressures, and enthalpies of all the components of the process. The pressure varies from
1 bar to 1.8 bar during the process and temperature varies from 25 to 246.69 ◦C during the process. The
input air has a temperature of 25 ◦C and the temperature of DTH going out of condenser is 246.69 ◦C.
The enthalpy in reactor is −18,685.22 cal/mol. The highest pressure during the process is inside the
absorption column, which is 1.8 bar.

5.1.3. Material Balance of Silver Oxide

The materials and energy balance of the silver oxide catalyzed process obtained from aspen plus
is shown in Table 4. The table shows the material balance for silver oxide plant. The molar flow rate
of oxygen in the air stream is 14.28 kmol/h. The molar flow rate of methanol in the inlet stream is
49.5 kmol/h. The formaldehyde in the product stream is 46.728 kmol/h.
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5.1.4. Energy Balance of Silver Oxide

The energy balance of the Molybdenum oxide process is shown in Table 5. The table shows the
temperatures, pressures, and enthalpies of all the components of the process. The pressure varies from
0.5 bar to 1.8 bar during the process and temperature varies from 25 ◦C to 600 ◦C during the process.
The inlet gas is at 25 ◦C, whereas the reactor has a temperature of 600 ◦C. The enthalpy in the reactor
is −19,619.55 cal/mol. The highest pressure during the process is in the absorption column, which is
1.8 bar.

5.2. Catalyst Performance

The comparison of both catalytic processes’ performance is given in Table 6. It can be observed
that the size of the Molybdenum Oxide plant is larger due to the greater amount of air requirement,
whereas the size of silver oxide plant is lesser.

5.3. Comparsion of Molybdenum- and Silver-Based Processes

It can be observed from the results that the amount of methanol used was slightly different, but the
amount of air varied significantly in the two processes. In the molybdenum oxide plant, the methanol
was utilized at a rate of 46.25 kmol/h whereas it was utilized at a rate of 49.9 kmol/h in the silver-based
plant. The amount of oxygen consumed in the silver-based plant was 27.56 kmol/h whereas the amount
of oxygen required was at a rate of 15.12 kmol/h. Therefore, the lesser requirement oxygen in the
silver-based plant lowers the utilities cost as well as decreasing the size of the equipment used. The
capital cost in the case of silver is greater due to presence of an additional distillation column, however
the size of overall plant is smaller though. The payback period of the silver-based plant is 2.8 years
while it is 3.5 years for the molybdenum-based plant. The lesser payback period in the silver-based
plant is due to a lower utility cost in the case of the silver-based process. The regeneration of silver
catalyst is also possible. Therefore, from our results we can see that the silver plant has lower utility
cost, shorter payback period, lower amount of oxygen required, and compact size as compared to
molybdenum. Figures 3 and 4 show the comparison of the outcomes of the two processes for the
formaldehyde formation i.e., Molybdenum-based and silver-based processes.

Figure 3. Molybdenum-based process.
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Table 6. Catalyst performance parameters.

Parameters Molybdenum Oxide Silver Oxide

Size Larger Compact
Capital Cost $6.2 M $7.1 M
Utility cost $2.3 M/Year $1.65 M/Year

Payback period 3.5 years 2.8 years

 
Figure 4. Silver oxide-based process.

6. Conclusions

The performance of two catalysts was studied simultaneously and the results were compared.
The molybdenum-based plant has a larger plant size, high utility cost, but low cost of installation.
Moreover, it has higher conversion of methanol to product i.e., 99%. The silver-based plant requires
half the amount of air as compared to the molybdenum-based process, so it has compact plant size,
the installation cost is high, but utility cost is low. However, the conversion is less in this process
i.e., 75–85% as compared to the molybdenum-based process. Based on the comparative study and
calculations, the silver-based process for formaldehyde production is better on an industrial scale.
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Abstract: Nitrogen is an inert gas available in the air and is widely used in industry and food storage
technology. Commonly, it is separated by air refrigerant liquefaction and fractional distillation
techniques based on different boiling temperatures of components in the mixed air. Currently,
selective adsorption techniques by molecular sieve materials are studied and applied to separate gases
based on their molecular size. In this paper, we simulate and investigate the effect parameters in a
single fixed-bed model of a nitrogen gas generator using carbon molecular sieves, following pressure
swing adsorption. This study aims to identify the effect of changing parameters so as to select the
optimal working conditions of a single fixed-bed model, used as a basis for equipment optimization.
This equipment was designed, manufactured, and installed at the Institute of Technology, General
Department of Defense Industry, Vietnam to investigate, simulate, and optimize the industrial scale-up.

Keywords: pressure swing adsorption (PSA); carbon molecular sieve (CMS); adsorption; nitrogen;
nitrogen generator

1. Introduction

In the literature, many studies on molecular sieve adsorption materials, the pressure swing
adsorption process, and nitrogen gas generators have been published adopting diverse perspectives.
Currently, many manufacturers all over the world create nitrogen gas generators to supply the open
market. However, the results of simulations and experimental investigations into the technological
parameters of a single fixed-bed device are very limited. Thus, most of these parameters are still known
only by manufacturers due to the copyright of molecular sieve adsorption materials and equipment,
without clarification via experiment [1].

In [2], a single-bed N2 gas generator using pressure swing adsorption (PSA) was simulated and
investigated to present the material equilibrium equation describing the change in concentration of
substance adsorbed in the gas phase and solid phase over time upon changing the height of the bed.
The thermal equilibrium equation described the change in temperature over time upon changing the

Processes 2019, 7, 654; doi:10.3390/pr7100654 www.mdpi.com/journal/processes239
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height of the bed, as well as the capacity of heat adsorption, desorption, and transfer through the
column wall. The Langmuir adsorption isotherm equation was predicted, whereas the momentum
equation described the changing pressure and drop pressure according to the height of the bed and
its head and boundary conditions. These equations could be solved using analytical, finite element,
and numerical methods or commercial software such as Pascal, Fortran, Matlab, or Visual Basic when
determining parameters such as porosity (ε), axial diffusion coefficient (DL), and velocity (u) in the
column. However, verifying these models is very difficult because parameters such as concentration
and temperature vary smoothly according to the height of the column, and their determination needs
a high-precision measuring device. This article was not intended to solve these problems.

In the study conducted by Ashkan et al. [2], the development model was applied to N2PSA
systems, generating good results when compared to experimental and simulated models. The effects
of flow, loading rate, cycle time, and column length on purity and product recall were investigated.
The results showed that the N2 purity decreased as the period of the cycle and the feed flow increased.
However, upon increasing the feeding rate and bed length, the purity of the product also increased.
All of the above conclusions were inversely proportional to the amount of recovery. It was observed
that, during a defined cycle time, the effects of feed and discharge flow on purity and recovery were
larger than the other parameters. The effects of drop pressure and non-isothermal conditions did not
show a significant change.

Furthermore, in [2], there was no equation regarding time-varying pressure upon changing the
height of the bed, which can be transformed via the material equilibrium equation due to a change
in concentration in terms of it being regarded as an ideal gas. At the same time, the experiments
determined some influencing factors such as feeding rate, purging rate, time, and height of the bed
with regard to the purity of N2. However, they did not study the effects of process parameters such
as pressure, flow, and concentration of the bed or the influence of pressure, flow, drop pressure,
pressurization time, adsorption time, and amount of O2 gas absorbed at different pressures to find
the optimal working regime of the bed. While the findings of other studies [1–14] proposed different
mathematical models to simulate and examine the work cycle of the equipment, the use of a single bed
as the basis for research cycles and equipment was not mentioned [15–19].

In Vietnam, many companies are willing to use this equipment for small- and medium-scale
production, where it is not convenient to transport liquefied N2. Therefore, the Institute of Technology,
General Department of Defense Industry, Vietnam researched, designed, and manufactured an N2 gas
generator from open air using a CMS-240 carbon molecular sieve, implementing a pressure swing
adsorption cycle to investigate, simulate, and optimize the industrial scale-up.

In this work, we solve the problems of building a single fixed-bed experimental model to study
the unresolved problems in Reference [2], whereby we develop a model of pressure change over time
according to the bed height, thus making it easier to determine the parameters according to the height
of the bed with selected high-accuracy pressure sensors. This work investigates influencing factors such
as the amount of O2 gas adsorbed and the optimal working mode of the bed. This study is important
to determine the mutual influence of technological parameters and to optimize the best working mode.
Hence, the ultimate goal is to optimize the N2 gas generator, allowing an industrial scale-up of the used
equipment. The results of this study were used to verify other published theoretical and simulation
studies using this equipment. Simulation and experimental studies of a single fixed-bed model to
produce N2 gas using a CMS-240 adsorption material and the PSA cycle were carried out. In particular,
the authors built and simulated pressure as a function of the height of the column over time to find the
optimal working mode of the bed in case of instability.

This paper is divided into five main sections. A brief introduction is given in Section 1. The model
and theoretical basis are presented in Section 2. Calculations and simulations are presented in Section 3.
Experimental results and discussions are given in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes some of the
remarkable results of this work.
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2. The Model and Theoretical Basis

In this section, there are many symbols used to represent the mathematical, physical and chemical
quantities, all their meanings can be seen detail in the Abbreviations.

2.1. The Model

Carbon molecular sieves (CMS) are basically a type of activated carbon, but the area of pore
size distribution is very narrow, so it can selectively adsorb according to its molecular size (sieve,
see Figure 1). The majority of carbon molecular sieves on the market today are made of anthracite coal
with a tightly controlled activation process. The capillary structure can be modified by subsequent
heat treatment process including cracking of hydrocarbons in the micropore and partial gasification
under strict control conditions. Thus, the carbon molecular sieve obtained has an effective pore
diameter ranging from 0.4 to 0.9 nm, but the porosity and adsorption capacity will be lower than
that of conventional activated carbon. The largest application on an industrial scale is air separation.
Surprisingly, surface oxidation by oxygen adsorption does not affect the efficiency of the separation
process. It is also used in the process of hydrogen purification or the cleaning of gas mixtures [15–18].

Figure 1. Selective adsorption mechanism of CMS material.

In this study, carbon molecular sieves (CMS-240) is selected to study the adsorption process in
a column of N2 gas generator working according to PSA pressure change cycle [15–18]. Material
CMS-240 means that it can produce 240 m3/h.1ton CMS (N2 99.5%) at standard conditions. The capacity
of the column is 14 L/minute N2 99.5% at standard conditions.

The construction of a single fixed bed experimental model is shown in Figure 2, including the
following main equipment:

- F1-primary filter; C1—piston compressor; T01—compressed air tank; D1—column of silica gel to
remove water steam; F2—secondary filter;

- B1-adsorption column (D ×H = 102 × 950 mm) contains 3.5 kg CMS-240; T02-N2 gas product tank;
- FM01—mass flow sensor to measure gas feed; FM02—mass flow sensor to measure N2 gas

product with the purpose of measuring the change of flow over time and determine the amount
of adsorption is an important parameter showing the adsorption capacity of the material.

- CT02—nitrogen gas concentration sensor to measure nitrogen gas concentration output with the
purpose of measuring the change in gas concentration N2 at the output of the column over time
and pressurization time, adsorption time, discharge pressure time, and desorption time.

- TT01, TT02—temperature sensors to measure the input/output temperature of a single fixed bed
model to determine the temperature difference through the column.

- PT-01/06: six pressure sensors installed according to the bed height (10 cm/1 sensor), and the
purpose is to measure the pressure change according to the height of the bed and over time.
These sensors are deeply inserted into the center of the bed to measure the different pressure
between absorbent layers (fitting at the edge of the column will be no difference in pressure).
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- The V1 and V7 control valves (on/off; normal close), according to the settings and measurement
parameters, are transmitted to S7-1200 PLC computer and recorded on the computer with control
monitoring by SCADA interface programmed by WinCC V14.

 
Figure 2. A single bed model.

The real model of this study is shown in Figure 3. To operate this equipment as a single fixed bed
model, herein, we use two valves V1 and V7, and the other valves are completely closed.
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Figure 3. The experimental equipment system.

2.2. The Theoretical Basis

Research on materials and calculations, design and manufacture of laboratory equipment model,
and the studied mathematical can be seen in [1–14], which are based on the balance of materials, energy,
and momentum equations to find equations to change pressure over time and the height of the bed by
analytic transformations. However, to study the rule of changing the technological parameters of a
single bed in the equipment, it is necessary to implement the experimental plan as follows:

+ Survey 1 column with different pressures to achieve the highest concentration of N2 gas with
hypothetical pressure, adsorption and desorption time to determine the real-time parameters and
best working conditions of the column.

+ Determining the optimal working mode of the column.

Now we have some governing equations as follows

- First, the material equilibrium equation describing the change of the adsorbent concentration
(O2) changes over time and according to the height of the column is expressed as:

∂Ci
∂t
−DL

∂2Ci

∂z2 +
∂(Ciu)
∂z

+ ρp

(1− ε
ε

)∂qi

∂t
= 0 (1)

Equation (1) can be completely solved by Matlab to simulate the change of the concentration
according to the height of the column when determining the porosity parameters (ε), axial diffusion
coefficient (DL) and speed apparent (u) by analysis, calculation, and experiment. But testing by
experiment is difficult because it is hard to install a device that measures the exact concentration
according to the height of the column.

For ideal gas (Ci = yiP/RT), Equation (1) is transformed into following forms:

−DL
∂2Ci
∂z2 + yi

∂u
∂z + u

(
∂yi
∂z + yi

(
1
p
∂P
∂z − ∂T∂z

))∂yi
∂z +

∂yi
∂t

+yi
(

1
p
∂P
∂z − 1

T
∂T
∂z

)
+
(
ρpRT

P

)(
1−ε
ε

)∂qi
∂t = 0

(2)
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∂P
∂t

+ P
∂u
∂z

+ u
∂P
∂t

+ PT
(
∂
∂t

( 1
T

)
− u
∂
∂z

( 1
T

))
− 2DLR

∂P
∂z
∂
∂z

( 1
T

)
+ ρpRT

(1− ε
ε

) n∑
i=1

∂qi

∂t
= 0 (3)

Equations (2) and (3) describe the change of concentration, pressure, and temperature over time
and the height of the column. Solving these equations is very complex; it is often considered that the
process is isothermal (for the PSA cycle) and isometric (for the TSA cycle).

In this work, the studied column working under the PSA cycle is considered as an isothermal
adsorption process. In order to simulate and verify this model, we must build an equation that
describes the change of pressure over time and the height of the column. Respond to the empirical
model developed to measure the pressure according to the height of the column.

Results of the analytic changes from changes in concentration to pressure changes as follows
For adsorption process we have:

∂pi

∂t

(
1 +

1− ε
ε

K
)
= −ε.u.

∂pi

∂z
+ ε.DL·∂

2pi

∂z2 (4)

For desorption process we have:

∂pdes

∂t

(
1 +

1− ε
ε

K
)
= −u.

∂pdes

∂z
+ Ddes·∂

2pdes

∂z2 (5)

Equations (4) and (5) describe the change of pressure over time and according to the height of
the column, which depend on the adsorption constant, porosity, axial diffusion coefficient, and speed.
These parameters are determined by analysis, calculation, and experiment. This equation will be
solved by Matlab. Equation (5) is one case of Equation (4) when porosity ε = 1 in the case of desorption.

- Thermal equilibrium equation is expressed as follows:

−Ki
∂2T
∂z2 + ερεCp,g

(
u
∂T
∂z

+ T·∂u
∂z

)
+
(
εtρgCp,g + ρbCp,s

)∂T
∂t
− ρb

n∑
i=1

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝∂qi

∂t
(ΔHi)

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠+ 2hi
RBi

(T − Tw) = 0 (6)

Loss of heat through the column wall is defined as

ρwCp,wAw
∂Ti,w

∂t
= 2πRBihi(T − Tw) − 2πRBoho(Tw − Tatm) (7)

where Aw = π(R2
B,o − R2

B,i).
The amount of heat expected during the adsorption process is very small, the heat generated

during the adsorption process and the steaming process completely passes through the column wall.
Herein, the temperature of the column will change insignificantly over time and along the height of
the column, so the process is considered as an isothermal state. Then, Equations (6) and (7) are only
theoretical and not experimental.

- The momentum equilibrium equation according to Eugrun’s is expressed as follows

− dP
dZ

= a.μ.u + b.r.u.|u|; a =
150(1− ε)2

4R2
pε2

; b =
1.75(1− ε)

2Rpε
(8)

Equation (8) describes the change of pressure according to the height of the column, in addition, it
depends not only on parameters such as particle size and porosity, but also it depends on the velocity
of the gas flow through the column. In the theoretical calculation, it is usually taken at a constant speed
however, in practice, this experimental speed can change up to 20% caused by O2 being adsorbed. So,
the error between theory data and experiment data can reach 20%.
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- The Langmuir–Freundlich adsorption equilibrium equation is predicted as

q∗i =
BiqmiPni

i

1 +
n∑

j=1
BjPni

j

(9)

in which

qmi = K1 + K2·T; Bi = K3 exp(
K4

T
); ni =

k5 + k6

T
∂qi

∂z
= ωi

(
q∗i − qi

)
;ωi =

15Dei

r2
c

= CP5
r (1 + BiPi)

2

Equation (9) describes the adsorption load depending on the equilibrium constant, the equilibrium
adsorption load and the pressure, temperature. These parameters can be determined experimentally
and calculated in the case of isothermal.

In this work, the simulation of the change of pressure according to the height of the column and
with the Equations (4) and (5) are established. We must determine the parameters of the model such
as porosity, axial diffusion coefficient, and speed to find the solution of the above equations with the
initial conditions and given boundary conditions.

For the adsorption process, Equation (4) has some fundamental conditions as follows:

+ Initial condition:

The partial pressure at (z = 0, t = 0) is p(z, t = 0) = 0.

+ Boundary conditions: According to Danckwerts standards, we have:

The partial pressure at all times in input position and output of adsorption column are: at z = z;

p(z = 0, t) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
pd + DL

uc

∂p
∂z

∣∣∣∣
z=0,t

; 0 ≤ t ≤ tc

+DL
uc

∂p
∂z

∣∣∣∣
z=0,t

; t ≥ tc

where pd is the partial pressure of the adsorbed material in the adsorption column at z = L;

∂p
∂t
| x=L = 0

where tc is the duration of the adsorption cycle.
For the desorption process, Equation (5) has some fundamental conditions as follows:

+ Initial condition:

The partial pressure at (z = 0, t = 0) is:

p(z, t = 0) = po
des

+ Boundary conditions: According to Danckwerts standards, we have:

The partial pressure at all times in input position and output of adsorption column are: at z = z;

p(z = 0, t) =

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩ pd
des +

DL
udes

∂pdes
∂z

∣∣∣∣
z=0,t

; 0 ≤ t ≤ tc

pc
des; t ≥ tc

where pd is the partial pressure of the adsorbed material in the adsorption column at x = L;
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∂pdes

∂t

∣∣∣∣∣
z=L

= 0

where tc is the duration of the adsorption cycle.
In this study, we will not simulate the adsorption process. Because when the simulation time is

set, this process is very similar to the adsorption process.

3. Calculation and Simulation Results

Calculation to determines the porosity of the column [16–19] includes some steps as follows

+ Determining bulk density ρb = 0.676 g/cm3, particle density ρp = 0.78 g/cm3 and solid density
ρs = 2.174 g/cm3 by means of volume, mass weighing, and pycnometer.

The porosity of the column is determined in the following Table 1.

Table 1. Results of calculation porosity of a single fixed bed.

1 Porosity outside or
between particles εi m3/m3 εi =

VX
VT

= 1− ρb
ρp

0.1326

2 Porosity in the grain εp m3/m3 εp =
Vp

VT−VX
= 1− ρb

ρs
0.556

3 Total porosity εt m3/m3 εt =
Vp+VX

VT

εt = εi + εp(1− εi)
0.615

+ Determining the air velocity through the column [16–19] can be expressed as:

uc =
Vkk

εt
πD2

4

(10)

When the total pressure reaches the critical pressure, the free step of the gas molecule is
approximately the capillary size. Diffusion follows both the Knusen diffusion and molecular
diffusion mechanisms:

+ Diffuse in transition zone [16–19] is:

1
DL

=
1

DAB
+

1
Dk

(11)

+ Molecular diffusion [16–19] is:

DAB = 0.00158
T3/2

(
1

MA
+ 1

MB

)
P·σ2

ABΩAB

1/2

(12)

+ Flow diffusion (Knusen) [16–19] is:

DK = 9700·Rp·
( T

M

)1/2
(13)

From (11)–(13) we determine the basic parameters of the models (4) and (5) following pressure
and temperature:

From the results from Tables 1 and 2 we can simulate adsorption column according to the change
of partial pressure of adsorbed material over time and in column height in case of unstable working
column V1, V2 are open, the installation time is 460 s to observe the maximum capacity of the column
at a pressure from 1 bar to 8 bar. In this paper we only give results at pressures of 5 bar, 5.5 bar and 8
bar for discussion.
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Table 2. Results of calculation parameters of a single fixed bed model at different pressure.

Order Pressure P bar 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1 Gas velocity in
the column uc m/s 0.058 0.038 0.029 0.023 0.019 0.016 0.014 0.013

2 Temperature T K 298 298 298 298 298 298 298 298

3 Pore radius Rp 10−8 cm 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

4 Molecular
weight M(O2) kg/kmol 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32

5 Flow diffusion
coefficient Dk 10−6 cm2/s 592 592 592 592 592 592 592 592

6
Molecular
diffusion

coefficient
DAB 10−6 cm2/s 8.6 5.8 4.3 3.5 2.9 2.5 2.2 1.92

7 Axial diffusion
coefficient DL 10−6 cm2/s 8.5 5.7 4.29 3.44 2.87 2.46 2.16 1.92

8 Equilibrium
constant O2

K - 9.25 9.25 9.25 9.25 9.25 9.25 9.25 9.25

+ Simulation (4):

By simulating results at pressure of 5 bar by Matlab with initial conditions and boundary conditions
above, we have the partial pressure of O2 initially of 1 bar (corresponding to 20% of the mole of the
initial 5 bar gas mixture) with t = 460 s:

Figure 4 shows that the partial pressure of the adsorbent (O2) decreases over time and according
to height of the column corresponding to the gradual reduction of the adsorbed concentration (O2).
This means that the concentration of N2 increases gradually at the output of the column.

Figure 4. The result of partial pressure (O2) following over time and height of column at 5 bar.

The following Figures 5 and 6 are the 2D sections of Figure 4 at the time t = 60 s and at the height
of column h = 0.65 m.
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Figure 5. The result of partial pressure (O2) following height of column at 5 bar.

 

Figure 6. The result of partial pressure (O2) following over time at 5 bar.

Figure 5 shows that the partial pressure 0.91 bar of the adsorbent is reduced to the lowest at
0.65 m height (the end of the column), and the corresponding pressure loss through the column is
approximately 0.1 bar.

Figure 6 shows that the partial pressure starts to increase only after about 30 s. It means that at
that time the column is saturated, the adsorption capacity decreases. Pressure at 460 s time decreases
by approximately 0.1 bar.

Next, by simulation results at maximum pressure of 5.5 barby MATLAB with initial conditions
and boundary conditions above, we have the partial pressure of O2 initially of 1.1 bar (corresponding
to 20% of the mole of the initial 8 bar gas mixture) with t = 460 s.

The following Figures 8 and 9 are the 2D sections of Figure 7 at the time t = 60 s and at the height
of column h = 0.65 m.
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Figure 7. The result of partial pressure (O2) following over time and height of column at 5.5 bar.

Similar to the case of 5 bar, but the partial pressure decreases with time and the column height is
faster, Figure 7 almost likes Figure 4.

Figure 8 shows that the partial pressure of the adsorbent (O2) decreases signifficantly at the output.
This may be the optimal working point of the model (4). Drop pressure through column is 0.148 bar.

 
Figure 8. The result of partial pressure (O2) following height of column at 5.5 bar.

Figure 9 shows that partial pressure starts to increase after about 25 s. It means that when
the column is saturated, the adsorption capacity decreases. The pressure at 460 s has increased by
approximately 0 bar. That means the partial pressure (O2) at the output of the column is (O2) air feed.
This confirms again that the pressure of 5.5 bar is the optimal value. Adsorption time is about 25 s.
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Figure 9. The result of partial pressure (O2) following over time at 5.5 bar.

For simulation results (by Matlab) at maximum pressure of 8 bar with initial conditions and
boundary conditions, the partial pressure of initial O2 gas is 1.6 bar (corresponding to 20% of the mole
of the initial 8 bar gas mixture) at t = 460 s.

Similar to the case of 5 bar, but the partial pressure decreases with time and the column height is
faster, Figure 10 indicates a larger slope.

Figure 10. The result of partial pressure (O2) following over time and height of column at 8 bar.

The following Figures 11 and 12 are the 2D sections of Figure 10 at the time t = 60 s and at the
height of column h = 0.65 m.
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Figure 11. The result of partial pressure (O2) following height of column at 8 bar.

 

Figure 12. The result of partial pressure (O2) following over time at 8 bar.

Figure 11 shows that the partial pressure 1.4 bar of the adsorbent is reduced to the lowest at
0.36 m of height (the middle of the column), and the corresponding pressure loss through the column
is approximately 0.2 bar. At the end of the column, the partial pressure (O2) is increased by desorption.

Figure 12 shows that partial pressure starts to increase after about 25 s. It also means that when the
column is saturated, the adsorption capacity decreases. The pressure has increased by approximately
0.2 bar at the time t = 460 s. That means the partial pressure (O2) at the output of the column includes
(O2) air feed and (O2) desorption.

Drop pressure adsorption and desorption processes are expressed as follow

ΔPhp

H
=

150·μ(1− εt)
2

(dpψ)
2ε3

t

νhp +
1.75·(1− εt)ρg

ε3
t (dpψ)

ν2
hp (14)

Drop pressure through the particle layer is expressed as

ΔPCMS(ta) = λh
2·HCMS

do
·ρ·ν

2
ta

2
(15)
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Total drop pressure through a bed is defined as

ΔPT(hp) = λh
2·HCMS

do
·ρ·ν

2
ta

2
+

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣150·μ(1− εt)
2

(dpψ)
2ε3

t

νhp +
1.75·(1− εt)ρg

ε3
t (dpψ)

ν2
hp

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦·H (16)

The calculated results of drop pressure at 5 bar, 5.5 bar, and 8 bar are, respectively, 0.2 bar, 0.16 bar,
and 0.14 bar. This calculation result has a slight difference compared with the simulation. Both of these
results are very good data to reference with the experimental results given below.

4. Experiment Results and Discussions

To verify the calculation and simulation results above, we conduct the experiment set up according
to Figure 2 (the data Table 3 below). The investigation of a single fixed bed from 1 bar to 8 bar is
carried out and we assume an adsorption time of 60 s and a desorption time of 400 s to observe
the real adsorption and desorption process on real-time graphs and determine the adsorption and
desorption time.

Table 3. Set up parameters for the experimental process from 1 bar to 8 bar.

Time, Pressure Set Up T = 460 s; P = 1 to 8 Bar

Valve status T1 = 60 s T2 = 400 s

V1 ON OFF

V7 ON ON

According to the principle of technological parameters in the operation such as temperature,
pressure, flow, and gas concentration N2 we can observe the rule when surveying the column at 1 bar
pressure. The data resolution is drawn on the graph with higher quality.

+ Temperature: the temperature is considered constant
+ Pressure: The pressure changes over time and according to the height of the column.

The experimental results of the pressure changes over time and the pressure distribution of the
column height (with 6 sensors CB-1.1 to CB-1.6) are clearly seen in Figure 13 when surveying one
column according to setup mode in Table 3 at 1 bar pressure. At the higher pressures, the lower
resolution makes it more difficult to see.

 
(a) From 0 to 460 s 

 
(b) From 0 to 100 s 

Figure 13. Pressure over time and heigh of a single fixed bed (see Figure 2).
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From Figure 13, we see the rule of pressure change in a column over time an adsorption cycle
set. One column adsorption cycle includes pressurization time, adsorption time, pressure release time
and desorption time. Observing the above graphs shows the form of the pressure line: straight-line
pressurization phase with slope coefficient >0 pressure increased rapidly over time, the adsorption
phase of the convex curve type slightly increased to constant, straight-line pressure release phase
with slope coefficient <0 pressure rapid decrease over time, the desorption phase form concave curve
pressure decreases slowly under low pressure and desorption along time. From this figure, we can
determine the drop pressure through the column. Figure 13 shows the two-dimensional (2D) section
of the change and distribution of the total pressure over time and the height of the column; it is similar
to the three-dimensional (3D) simulation of partial pressure presented in Figures 4, 7 and 10, which are
processed by MATLAB according to Equation (4).

+ Mass flow input/output: Experimental results of input/output flow stream are obtained by 02
sensors FM1, FM2 (slm) referring to standard conditions. The experimental results at 1 bar
pressure are observed in Figure 14 (the blue line is the flow from FM1, the red line is the flow
from FM2). The difference between the two lines can determine the adsorption and desorption
processes of the column

 
(a) From 0 to 460 s (a) From 0 to 100 s 

Figure 14. Mass flow input/output of a single fixed bed (see Figure 2).

Figure 15, we can see the changing law N2 gas and O2 gas concentration at the output of the
column over time, here we can determine the pressurization time, adsorption time, pressure release
time, desorption time, and the change in concentration according to pressure until saturation. From this
image, we can determine the amount of adsorption.

+ Concentration of gas N2 at the output of the column: Experimental results of concentration
N2 and O2 obtained by CT-02 sensor are observed in Figure 15 at 1 bar pressure. The highest
concentration of N2 reached 82.6%.
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Figure 15. Concentration of gas N2 at the output of a single fixed bed (see Figure 2).

Figure 15 shows clearly that the concentration of N2 gas changes over time at the output of the
column. The time of hypertension is the time when the concentration does not change, the adsorption
time is the time of increasing concentration of N2 gas, the pressure drop time is constant high
concentration-time (this is the time to take reasonable products), and the time of sorption release is the
time that N2 concentration decreases.

Combining Figures 13–15, we can completely determine the parameters of time, amount of
adsorbed and pressure loss through the column. The following Table 4 presents experimental results
of column survey from 1 bar to 8 bar. However, the 5 bar column has shown saturation.

Table 4. Experimental results from 1 to 5 bar.

Parameter/Experiment 1 2 3 4 5

Pressure, bar 1 2 3 4 5

Number of unstable cycles, n 4 3 3 3 2

Weight of CMS in single bed, kg 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5

Pressurization time, s 5 9 9 10 15

Adsorption time, s 27 29 31 33 35

Drop pressure, bar 0.12 0.14 0.16 0.17 0.18

Mass Flow Input FM1, sml 39.65 60.97 84.56 112.16 125.20

Recovery ratio, R 0.62 0.86 0.80 0.77 0.82

Mass Flow Output FM2, sml 24.58 52.43 67.65 86.36 102.66

The best concentration N2, % (Take the
product at atmospheric pressure) 82.60 87.90 88.90 93.40 93.40

O2 gas flow is calculated adsorption, sml 3.65 5.85 9.40 16.73 18.26

Specific gravity of O2 at standard
conditions, kg/m3 1.43 1.43 1.43 1.43 1.43

The amount of O2 gas absorbed per 1 kg
CMS-240, kg 0.0007 0.0012 0.0020 0.0038 0.0044

Table 4 is clearly shown in Figures 17–20 below, showing the relationship and interplay between
the technological parameters and workability of the column. Survey data to 8 bar demonstrate
saturation of the column.

Figures 16–20 are experimental results of one column from 1 bar to 8 bar pressure. We can observe
that, at 5 bar pressure, the column reaches saturation state.
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Figure 16 presents the flow measurement of input/output streams of the column from 1 bar to
8 bar pressure, and the black line is the amount of adsorbed O2.

Figure 16. The amount of adsorbed material depends on the adsorption pressure.

Figure 16 shows that when the pressure increases, the inlet/outlet airflow also increases, the amount
of adsorbent increases to a certain limit at 5 bar pressure.

Figure 17 shows the experimental results of the boosting time and adsorption time from
Figures 13–15 (1 bar to 8bar pressure) according to real changes (when setting the running time
is 460 s).

Figure 17. Adsorption time depends on adsorption pressure.

Figure 17 shows that when the pressure increases, pressurization time and adsorption time also
increased to the limit at 5 bar pressure.

Figure 18 presents the experimental data of the drop pressure changing over time and according
to the height of the column, which is shown in Figure 13. This result is determined by the maximum
difference between the sensors CB-1.1 and CB-1.6.
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Figure 18. Drop pressure depends on incoming air flow input.

Figure 18 shows that when the mass flow increases, drop pressure also increased.
Figure 19 presents the highest concentration of N2 gas at the output of the column from 1 bar to

8 bar pressure.

Figure 19. The dependence of N2 concentration on adsorption pressure.

Figure 20. The amount of O2 gas absorbed depends on the pressure.

Figure 19 shows that when the pressure increases, concentration N2 gas at output also increased
to 5 bar, after decreasing due to the saturation.
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Figure 20 is the experimental data of absorbed O2 by determining the difference between input
and output flow with sensors FM1 and FM2 from 1 bar to 8 bar pressure.

Figure 20 shows that, when the pressure increases, the amount of O2 gas absorbed also increased
to 5 bar, remaining so as pressure increases further due to the saturation.

From Figures 16–20, we see the optimal working point of the column at a pressure of 5 bar,
the concentration N2 gas product of the column reaches the highest of 93.4%. The maximum amount
of adsorbent 18.26 L/minute is equivalent to 0.0044 kg O2/1 kg CMS-240.The maximum adsorption
time of O2 gas is 35 s. The maximum pressurization is 15 s.

Finally, the compare simulation and experimental results are listed in Table 5.

Table 5. Compare simulation and experimental results.

Order.
Research

Parameters
Simulation Experimental Conclusion

1 Rules of pressure
change, bar

Partial pressure
(O2) changes over

time and according
to the height of the

column.

The change in total
pressure over time
and the height of

the column.

The same rule, but the
experiment measured the
rule of total pressure and gas
concentration N2 and O2 at
the output of the column.
The concentration of O2 gas
decreases in accordance with
the height of the column,
which can confirm the
reliability of the model being
established.

2
The optimal

working pressure
of the column, bar

5.5 bar 5 bar

The optimum pressure is
nearly the same, because this
error is chosen because the
speed in the model is
constant, in fact it is changed
by 20% because O2 is
adsorbed. In addition, there
are errors due to the
calculation of porosity and
diffusion coefficient. So, this
error is acceptable.

3 Drop pressure, bar 0.148 bar 0.18 bar

The drop pressure measured
is greater because in the
simulation only the material
layer is calculated without
taking into account the
upper and lower filter
materials and sieves.

4 Adsorption time, s 25 s 35 s

Experimental adsorption
time is greater due to the late
flow of air through the
empty front and rear
cylinders to stabilize the
pressure and evenly
distribute the gas.

5. Conclusions

Based on the proposed theory and simulation and experimental results, we have some conclusions
to highlight as follows. Calculating and simulating adsorption columns is a very difficult task to deal
with, however, with a suitable theory and mathematical tools, such as the help of computer software,
we can simulate the partial pressure change of the adsorbed substance over time and in the direction
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height of the column. The partial pressure of the adsorbed material decreases both over time and
the height of the column. The optimum working pressure of the column is 5.5 bar and adsorption
time is 25 s. This simulation result is nearly accurate and has a margin of about 20% due to the rate of
change, which in the simulation we calculated the speed as constant at the time of the column input.
Drop pressure in this process is 0.148 bar. From the experimental research results, we understand the
adsorption column uses a CMS-240 carbon molecular sieve material to separate N2 from air working
in environmental, isothermal, working regime stability (pressure change over time) can separate N2

gas to reach a maximum concentration of 93%. Total pressure changes over time and decreases with
column height. The optimal working mode at a pressure of 5 bar with adsorption time parameters
is determined in Figure 20. Experimental results also show the mutual influence of technological
parameters and the adsorption capacity of materials and columns.

The results of simulated and experimental research are very reliable on the basis of practical
models and perfect laboratory equipment. The research methods and results are a solid basis for
studying two columns and equipment according to the PSA cycle.
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Abbreviations

Symbol Unit Meaning

DL [cm2·s−1] Vertical dispersion coefficient (adsorption column)
ki [1·s−1] Mass transfer factor of the component i
Ki [-] Equilibrium constant of the component i

Z [m]
Distance along the column (from the beginning of the column to the end
of the column)

ΔP [bar] Drop pressure of the column
qi [g·g−1] The amount of gas absorbed in the adsorbent of the component i

q*
i [g·g−1]

The amount of gas adsorbed in the material adsorbing when
equilibrium of the component i

rp [μm] Particle radius
εt

[
m3void

m3

]
Total porosity (porosity inside and between particles)

P [mmHg, KG/cm2] Pressure
V [m3] Volume
T [K] Absolute temperature
Ci [mole/cm3] The concentration of component i in the gas mixture
t [s] Time
U [m/s] velocity inside the column
ρp [g/cm3] Particle density of adsorbent
KL [J/cm·s·K] Thermal conductivity coefficient along the axis
Tw [K] The temperature of the column wall

Tatm [K] Temperature of the surrounding environment
ρg [g/cm3] Density of gas
ρb [g/cm3] Bulk density of adsorbent
ρw [g/cm3] The density of material column wall
Cpg [J/g·K] Specific heat capacity of gas
Cps [J/g·K] Specific heat capacity of adsorbent
Cpw [J/g·K] Specific heat capacity of material column wall
−ΔH [J/mol] Heat effect of adsorption process
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hi [J/cm2·K·s] Internal heating factor
ho [J/cm2·K·s] External heating factor

RBi [cm] Inner radius of the column
RBo [cm] Outside radius of the column
Aw [cm2] Cross-sectional area of the wall
B [kPa−1] Langmuir equation parameters expanded

qm [mol/kg] The equilibrium parameter for the extended Langmuir equation
Pi [kPa] Pressure of the component i
K - The coefficient of Langmuir equation extends
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Abstract: The traditional two-column reactive distillation (RD) process is used for the production
of butyric anhydride, which is synthesized with butyric acid and acetic anhydride via a reversible
reaction. In this work, a novel process with a single RD column (SRDC) is designed for the
production of butyric anhydride, where the second distillation column for separating excess reactant
is removed based on the boiling point profile of the reaction system. Two applications of the proposed
SRDC process, namely SRDC with excess butyric acid or acetic anhydride circulating internally, are
economically optimized, and the results show that both SRDC processes have a lower total annual
cost (TAC) than the traditional two-column process. Furthermore, from the perspective of TAC,
the application with an excess feed of butyric acid is better than the application with excess acetic
anhydride. The developed technique may also be applied to retrofit other traditional two-column RD
processes, where the overhead and bottom products are the lightest and heaviest components of the
reaction system, respectively, and no azeotrope is involved in the RD column.

Keywords: butyric anhydride; single reactive distillation column; internal material circulation;
dynamic control

1. Introduction

Butyric anhydride is an important intermediate product, which is mainly used in the production
of cellulose acetate butyrate, butyl butyryl lactate, and spices. The existing production of butyric
anhydride is a reversible anhydride exchange reaction of butyric acid and acetic anhydride. The
boiling point profile of the reaction systems shows that reactive distillation (RD) can be used to produce
butyric anhydride. RD is an intensified process which couples the chemical reaction with distillation
separation in one piece of equipment, thus equipment costs are reduced. RD can also improve the
conversion and yield of the reversible reaction by removing the product from the reaction system in
time; in addition, the concentration of reactants increases and the reaction rate also increases as the
products are moved out. In the past decades, the batch RD process has been used to produce butyric
anhydride [1], with the purity of butyric anhydride being high. The main disadvantages of the batch
process include difficulty of operation, long production period, high labor costs due to the difficulty of
automation, and high energy consumption due to the need to steam out the transition components [1].

In recent years, continuous manufacturing processes have been introduced to produce fine
chemicals, such as butyric anhydride, due to the numerous advantages over batch-wise manufacturing;
these include lower capital and operating costs, improved controllability and product consistency, and
lower environmental footprint [2–4].
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Gao [1] introduced continuous RD technology for producing butyric anhydride based on the
analysis of the physical properties of the reaction system; results revealed that the continuous RD
process is feasible for the production of butyric anhydride.

The operation of the continuous RD process can be classified into two types, namely, neat and
excess. For neat operation, reactants are fed into the RD column at the same ratio as the stoichiometric
of reaction, while the composition of the column overhead and bottom products are not determined
in this situation, since strict flow control cannot be guaranteed in practical production; for example,
Xu et al. [5] compared the neat and excess operations for synthesizing N-propyl propionate, the
dynamic simulation results show that the product purity requirements cannot be ensured during neat
operation; Daniel et al. [6] showed the same result with a process combining a continuous stirred tank
reactor and an RD column for production of isoamyl acetate on a pilot scale.

Therefore, the excess operation is often adopted in practice; this requires one feed for the reactants
according to the reaction stoichiometric, which helps avoid the disadvantage of the neat operation,
while an additional distillation column is needed to separate the excess reactant from the product.
Chung et al. [7] studied the influence of the excess ratio on the reactant conversion and energy
consumption, and the results show that there is an inherent trade-off between the number of reactive
trays and energy consumption; Chua et al. [8] compared different choices of excess reactant for
producing isopropanol with the RD process.

As a result of the reliability of the excess operation, Li et al. [9] proposed a two-column RD process
to produce butyric anhydride with an excess feed of butyric acid, thus the reliability of the process was
validated by simulation and experiments.

In this paper, a novel continuous process with a single RD column (SRDC) is proposed to produce
butyric anhydride using the excess operation, where the second distillation column in the traditional
RD process for separating excess reactant is removed based on the analysis of the boiling point profile
of the reaction system. In order to ensure the stable composition of the RD column, an excess reactant
is usually needed in the traditional RD process, and for this reason a second distillation column is
needed to separate the product from the excess reactant. SRDC completes the separation of the excess
reactant and the product in the stripping section or the rectifying section of the RD column. Compared
with the traditional RD process, product purification is removed and the total annual cost (TAC) of
butyric anhydride production is greatly reduced.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes the reaction kinetics and
thermodynamic data needed for the simulation of the RD process. The traditional two-column RD
process for the production of butyric anhydride is simulated in Section 3. Section 4 analyzes the
boiling point profile of the reaction system and presents a novel SRDC process with internal material
circulation for butyric anhydride production, where two different applications are simulated and
compared. Finally the paper is concluded in Section 5.

2. Reaction System

2.1. Synthesis of Butyric Anhydride

The reaction of acetic acid with butyric anhydride is homogeneous; it is also a series of reversible
reactions without a catalyst, which is carried out in two steps as shown by Equations (1) and (2). The
reaction rates of the two steps are quite different, and the rate of Reaction (1) is much greater than that
of the second step. According to Li et al. [10], the most suitable reaction temperature is 343.15 K.

CH3CH2CH2COOH + CH3(CO3C)CH3 ⇔
CH3CH2CH2(CO3C)CH3 + CH3COOH

(1)

CH3CH2CH2COOH + CH3CH2CH2(CO3C)CH3 ⇔
CH3CH2CH2(CO3C)CH2CH2CH3 + CH3COOH

(2)
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2.2. Reaction Kinetics

Li et al. [10] have studied and estimated the kinetics of Reactions (1) and (2) in the temperature
range of 323.15 K to 353.15 K, as shown by Equations (3) and (4):

− rAcAn = dcAcAn/dt = k1+cAcAncBuAc − k1−cBuAnAccHAC (3)

rBuAn = dcBuAn/dt = k2+cBuAnAccBuAc − k2−cBuAncHAC. (4)

In Equations (3) and (4), n is the reaction step; + and − represent forward and backward reaction
respectively; kn+, kn− are the reaction rate constants for reaction n with unit dm3·mol−1·min−1, which
are calculated by Equations (5)–(8):

k1+ = 3.29× 107e(−7115.86/T) (5)

k1− = 1.63× 107e(−6202.74/T) (6)

k2+ = 7.93× 104e(−6009.26/T) (7)

k2− = 7.45× 105e(−6594.28/T). (8)

2.3. Thermodynamics Data

Table 1 shows the information on reactants, products, and the boiling point at a reactive pressure
of 20 kPa. There is no binary or ternary azeotropic phenomenon in the system [10].

Table 1. Information of pure components at a reactive pressure on 20 kPa.

Component ID Component Name Formula Tb/K

BuAc butyric acid C3H7COOH 389.15
AcAn acetic anhydride (CH3CO)2O 364.15
HAC acetic acid CH3COOH 348.15
BuAn butyric anhydride (C3H7CO)2O 417.15

BuAnAc Butyric anhydride acetate C3H7(CO3C)CH3 413.15

As can be seen from Table 1, the reactants of the reaction, namely, acetic anhydride and butyric
acid, have boiling points higher than the lighter product acetic acid, and lower than the heavier
product butyric anhydride, which is key to the proposed SRDC process with the internal circulation of
excess reactant.

Table 2 shows binary interaction parameters estimated using Aspen Plus (Aspen Plus 8.4, Aspen
Tech, Bedford, CO, USA, 2014), VLE-HOC is a physical property method. The non-random two liquid
(NRTL) activity coefficient model was used to calculate phase equilibrium in this work [11], which is
calculated by Equations (9)–(12):

lnγi =
(∑

j
τ jiGjixj/

∑
k

Gkixk

)
+
∑

j
(xjGij/

∑
k

Gkjxk)
[
τi j −

(∑
k

xkτkjGkj/
∑

k
Gkjxk

)]
(9)

τi j = aij + bij/T + cij/T2 (10)

Gij = e(−αi jτi j) (11)

αi j = α
′
i j + β

′
i jT (12)
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Table 2. Binary interaction parameters.

Component j AcAn HAC HAC

Component i BuAc BuAc AcAn

source VLE-HOC VLE-HOC VLE-HOC
temp. unit K K K

Aij 0 −0.564 0.8146
Aji 0 1.7591 −0.5218
Bij 20.9697 0 −147.1604
Bji 608.8256 0 332.2892
Cij 0.3 0.3 0.3

3. Simulation of Two-Column RD Process for the Production of Butyric Anhydride

According to the above reaction kinetic and thermodynamic data, and the process introduced in
the literature [9], the traditional two-column RD process is operated with a 10% excess feed of butyric
acid as simulated with Aspen Plus, where the pressure of both columns is 20 kPa, and the residence
time of reactive tray is 6 min. Figure 1 shows the process parameters and simulation results of the
process streams, where NF means feed position; Nr, Nrxn and Ns represent the number of rectifying,
reactive, stripping trays, respectively; and NT means the total number of column trays. The reactants
are fed into the RD column C1; the overhead discharge of C1 is acetic acid, while the bottom discharge
is the mixture of excess butyric acid and butyric anhydride, which is fed into distillation column C2,
whose overhead discharge is the excess butyric acid to be recycled back to C1, and the bottom discharge
is the product butyric anhydride, whose purity is more than 94 mol %, as seen from Figure 1.

Figure 1. Traditional two-column reactive distillation (RD) process.

4. Single RD Column with Internal Material Circulation

4.1. Principle and Two Applications

Before the reactants are fed, it is supposed that the excess operation has been used to prepare the
initial bottom materials of the RD column before start-up, e.g., the mole ratio of acetic anhydride to
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butyric acid is 1.1:2 for the bottom materials. The neat operation is used for the RD column after the
process is running in a steady state. As a result of the different boiling points of the pre-excessed acetic
anhydride reactant and the acetic acid, they can be separated easily from in the rectifying section of
the column. As shown by Figure 2a, the acetic anhydride is always excessive and circulates in the
column, thus the conversion of butyric acid is very promising, similar to the case of the traditional
two-column RD process with the excess feed of acetic anhydride. Of course, the condenser duty of the
RD column in Figure 2a must be tuned carefully to implement the internal circulation of the excessed
acetic anhydride.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 2. A single RD column (SRDC) with internal circulating excess reactant. (a) SRDC with internal
circulation of pre-excess AcAn; (b) SRDC with internal circulation of pre-excess BuAc.

Similarly, with an excess of butyric acid in the initial bottom material, the internal circulation of
butyric acid can also be realized by tuning the reboiler duty of the RD column in Figure 2b carefully,
since the difference in boiling points is also significant between butyric acid and butyric anhydride.

The above two applications of the single RD column with excess reactant circulating internally are
the bases of the proposed SRDC process.

4.2. Simulation of the SRDC Process

The application of internal circulation of excess reactant depends on tuning the condenser duty or
reboiler duty of the SRDC. Therefore, it is important to simulate the processes shown in Figure 2a,b
whose corresponding flowsheets in ASPEN are shown with Figure 3a,b. The position of the reactive
section is fixed, but the simulation strategy is different depending on the different excess feed. When
acetic anhydride is in excess, the rectifying section and the reactive section are separated from the
stripping section, the tear flow is supplemented with an excess of 10% acetic anhydride, and the
rectifying section is used to separate the excess acetic anhydride and acetic acid. When butyric acid is
in excess, the rectifying section is separated from the reactive section and the stripping section, the
tear flow is supplemented with an excess of 10% butyric acid, and the stripping section is used for the
separation of the excess butyric acid and butyric anhydride.

In Figure 3a, which represents the pre-excess of acetic anhydride, the upper column with the
condenser is the only rectifying section of the SRDC, as shown in Figure 2a; the only material discharged
from overhead is the acetic acid byproduct, the excess acetic anhydride circulates internally, while the
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lower column with the reboiler only includes the reactive and stripping sections of the SRDC, whose
bottom discharge is the butyric anhydride product.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 3. Flowsheets of SRDC with internal circulation of excess reactant. (a) SRDC with internal
circulation of pre-excess AcAn; (b) SRDC with internal circulation of pre-excess BuAc.

In Figure 3b, which represents the pre-excess of butyric acid, the upper column with the condenser
only includes the reaction and rectifying sections of the SRDC, as shown in Figure 2b, whose overhead
discharge is also the acetic acid byproduct; while the lower column with the reboiler only represents the
stripping section of the SRDC, where the pre-excess butyric acid is separated from butyric anhydride
and circulates internally; the bottom discharge is also the butyric anhydride product.

4.3. Simulation Results of the Optimized SRDC

On the basis of the flowsheets presented in Figure 3, sensitivity-based optimization was carried
out to optimize the proposed two applications of the SRDC process, and the results are shown in
the following.

Under the condition of a pre-excess of acetic anhydride, the simulation results of the optimized
SRDC process are shown in Figure 4, the SRDC3 is the SRDC with excess acetic anhydride
circulating internally.

Figure 4. SRDC3 (SRDC with excess acetic anhydride circulating internally) with excess acetic anhydride
circulating internally.
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As seen from Figure 4, the purity of the butyric anhydride product is higher than in the traditional
two-column process. Figure 5 shows the temperature and liquid composition profiles between the
SRDC trays.

T

N  
(a) (b) 

Figure 5. The temperature and liquid composition profile between the SRDC3 trays. (a) The temperature
profile between SRDC3 trays; (b) the liquid composition profile between SRDC3 trays.

Figure 6 shows the simulation results of the optimized SRDC under the condition of excess butyric
acid, where the purity of the butyric anhydride product is also higher than that of the two-column
process, the SRDC4 is the SRDC with excess butyric acid circulating internally.

Figure 6. SRDC4 (SRDC with excess butyric acid circulating internally) with excess butyric acid
circulating internally.

Figure 7 shows the temperature and liquid composition profiles between the trays of the SRDC4,
which are similar to those under the condition of an excess feed of acetic anhydride.
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T/
K

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 7. The temperature and liquid composition profile between SRDC4 trays. (a) The temperature
profile between SRDC4 trays; (b) the liquid composition profile between SRDC4 trays.

The results of the three processes are compared in Table 3.

Table 3. Results of the three processes.

Parameter
Traditional Two-Column RD Process

SRDC3 SRDC4
Column C1 Column C2

Conversion of BuAc/% 95.37 95.69 96.40
Conversion of AcAn/% 96.40 96.70 97.60

Mole fraction
of bottom/%

BuAc 3.97 3.67 2.80
AcAn 2.11 × 10−6 1.43 × 10−4 2.11 × 10−4

HAC 4.87 × 10−6 4.98 × 10−4 4.63 × 10−4

BuAn 94.32 94.71 95.29
BuAnAc 1.71 1.63 1.89

Mole fraction
of top/%

BuAc 1.57 1.49 1.50
AcAn 3.05 2.81 2.03
HAC 95.37 95.70 96.46
BuAn 1.59 × 10−5 2.3 × 10−11 1.20 × 10−10

BuAnAc 2.27 × 10−5 4.72 × 10−9 1.17 × 10−8

Temperature/K Bottom 408.24 413.55 414.11 414.38
Top 345.77 391.50 345.76 345.76

The conversion of reactants and the purity of the product are higher than in the two-column process.

4.4. Economic Comparison

In this section, the traditional two-column process with an excess of butyric acid and the proposed
two applications of the SRDC process are compared from the perspective of TAC, the calculation
of which is shown in Equation (13) [12], consisting of capital cost and energy cost. The capital cost
includes the cost of the column, tray, and heat exchanger, and the energy cost includes the cost of steam
and cooling water. As shown in Table 4, the TAC of the three processes are calculated and compared.

TAC = capital cost/payback period + energy cost (13)

As seen in Table 4, both SRDC processes are more economical than the traditional two-column
process. In addition, the excess of butyric acid is more economical than the excess of acetic anhydride
for the SRDC process; this condition is the result of the removal of the second distillation column,
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Table 4. Economic comparison.

Parameter
Traditional Two-Column RD Process

SRDC3 SRDC4
Column C1 Column C2

IDr (m) 0.79 0.53 0.79 0.68
IDrxn (m) 0.68 - 0.70 0.67
IDs (m) 0.90 - 0.89 0.95

Total number of trays (NT) 18 8 18 18
Condenser duty (QC) (km) 165.44 78.49 182.36 165.40

Heat transfer area of
condenser (AC) (m2) 5.49 1.13 5.49 5.49

Reboiler duty (QR) (km) 256.10 80.28 275.07 256.98
Heat transfer area of

reboiler (AR) (m2) 18.10 7.21 23.39 23.84

Shell cost (106 $) 0.096 0.027 0.097 0.090
Heater exchanger (HX)

cost (106 $) 0.070 0.034 0.085 0.085

Energy cost (106 $/year) 0.058 0.018 0.062 0.058
Capital (106 $) 0.166 0.061 0.182 0.175

Total annual cost (TAC)
(106 $/year) 0.152 0.123 0.116

5. Conclusions

In this paper, a novel process for a single reactive distillation column with excess reactant circulating
internally is proposed for the production of butyric anhydride. Two applications with different reactant
pre-excesses are proposed, and the corresponding simulation method is also presented. On the basis of
the simulation, the proposed SRDC process is compared to the traditional two-column process, and
the results show the economical superiority of the SRDC. A more detailed analysis of the proposed
process will be presented in the future.
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Nomenclature

AcAn Acetic Anhydride
AC the heat transfer area of condenser
AR the heat transfer area of reboiler
B bottom rate
BuAc butyric acid
BuAn butyric anhydride
BuAnAc butyric anhydride acetate
D distillate rate
F the fresh feed of the reactive distillation column
HAC acetic acid
HX heater exchanger
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IDr the internal diameter of the rectifying section
IDrxn the internal diameter of the reaction section
IDs the internal diameter of the stripping section
kn + the forward reaction rate constants, dm3·mol−1·min−1

kn− the backward reaction rate constants, dm3·mol−1·min−1

N the number of trays
NT the total number of trays
NF the feed stage of the fresh feed
Nr the number of trays in rectifying section
Nrxn the number of trays in reactive section
Ns the number of trays in stripping section
NT the total number of trays
QR reboiler duty
QC condenser duty
RR the reflux ratio
RF the recycled flow of BuAc
RD reactive distillation
SRDC single reactive distillation column
TAC total annual cost
Tb boiling point
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Abstract: Nanofiltration of aqueous solutions of succinic acid with the addition of sodium hydroxide
or magnesium hydroxycarbonate has been investigated experimentally and modeled with the
comprehensively described Donnan–Steric partitioning model. The experimental retentions of acid
at the same pH varied between 16% and 78%, while the estimated total volume membrane charge
densities were in the range of −35.73 and +875.69 mol/m3. This work presents a novel insight into
the modeling of nanofiltration and investigates the relations between the estimated total volume
membrane charge densities, ionic strength, and component concentration on the performance of
ceramic membrane. In addition, this study takes into consideration other parameters such as pH
regulation and viscosities of solutions.

Keywords: nanofiltration; total volume membrane charge density; modeling DSPM model;
ceramic membrane; ionic strength

1. Introduction

Diminishing resources of fossil fuels, vulnerability of their prices, global warming, and
environmental pollution result in a large interest in renewable and unconventional energy sources.
Hence, one of these resources is biodiesel, which is currently under rigorous investigation [1].
Biodiesel is composed from renewable biological sources, such as vegetable oils and animal fats.
It is biodegradable and nontoxic, and is characterized by low emission profiles and therefore is
environmentally benign [2,3], unfortunately significant amounts of waste are generated during its
production, which mainly consists of the glycerol phase. According to data presented by BP [4],
the global biofuel production increased on the average by 5.13% (+4.1 Mtoe) in 2017 compared to
2014. In 2017, in the Europe region, biodiesel production reached approximately 14.167 million tons
of oil equivalent (toe) whereas in North America nearly 38.190 Mtoe. Additionally, global primary
energy consumption was projected to grow by 1.5 % per year between 2012 and 2035, whereas the
energy from renewable resources, including biofuels, was expected to grow by 6.4% per year [5].
The biodiesel industry produces approximately 600 million tons of crude glycerol [6]. Therefore, due to
the increase of glycerol waste, the technologies which allow for its beneficial reuse are of great interest.
Many researchers focused on the biotechnological processing of glycerol by microbial bioconversion,
delivering additional benefit to the environment in view of lower pollution. Through appropriate
relation of microorganism clones, they postulate that it is possible to obtain low molecular weight
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organic compounds which are economically desirable, such as succinic acid [6–8]. In recent years,
the interest in succinic acid production is growing because of the possibility to use it in the production of
polymers and biodegradable plastics, surfactants, detergents, electrolytic coatings, and pharmaceutical
active agents [9,10]. Generally, the technology of succinic acid biosynthesis ends at the stage of
obtaining a post-culture liquid called post-fermentation broth, in which succinic acid produced by
bacteria is dissolved [11–14]. Unfortunately, due to complex fermentation process, the main product is
contaminated with various metabolites, especially with organic acids: acetic, formic, and others at
low concentrations. The post-fermentation broth also contains wastes from the fermentation medium:
residual glycerol, mineral salts, and minor amounts of polyols and proteins. Therefore, the success of
bioconversion is determined by the process of purification [15–19]. Different traditional methods are
used to separate organic compounds from the post-fermentation broth e.g., precipitation, distillation,
liquid–liquid extraction, ion-exchange, adsorption, crystallization or esterification, however there are
alternatives to the traditional purification methods, such as the membrane techniques, for example
nanofiltration (NF) [15,20,21], which is one of the newer membrane pressure methods for separation
of liquid mixtures. The NF membrane can be either organic in nature (i.e., polymeric) or inorganic.
Inorganic membranes, especially the ceramic ones, are more suitable for use with organic solvents
due to their excellent chemical, mechanical, and thermal stability [22]. It is worth to notice that there
is a commercially available ceramic membrane with a hydrophobized surface for organic solvent
nanofiltration (OSN). In general, transport characteristics are much less investigated compared to
polymeric membranes. Additionally, due to the multifaceted nature of interactions between membrane,
solvent, and solute, the prediction of transport mechanism in OSN is much more complicated compared
to aqueous applications [23]. Nevertheless, mathematical description of NF separations, whether
it is organic or an aqueous solution containing organic compounds, is of great interest for many
researchers [24–34] and it is far from truly being predictive.

In general, NF combines the removal of uncharged components at nanoscale with charge effects
between the solution and the surface of the membrane [24]. Acids possess very low molecular weight
(MW) (e.g., the MW of succinic acid is equal to 118.09 g/mol) in comparison to cut-off of ceramic
membranes, therefore the so-called sieving effect cannot play the main role. In such case, the retention
of acid is very low and process efficiency is unsatisfactory. In order to enhance the separation of
acid, the pH value is adjusted to obtain a dissociated form of acids above the pKa (for succinic acid
pKa1 = 4.22 [35]). When the dissociated form of the acid is separated in NF, the main separation
mechanism changes to the electrostatic repulsion. Nevertheless, for a charged compound, both steric
hindrance and electrostatic interactions are responsible for efficient separation—i.e., retention rate.
Another important parameter in the transport and interpretation of retention is the membrane charge
present along the surface of a membrane and also through the pores [32]. A strong charge present at
the membrane surface has a crucial effect on the ion retention by the membrane [36] and therefore,
the knowledge regarding the electrochemical interactions which occur at the membrane surface
should offer the possibility to influence and describe the permeate flux, fouling tendency, retention of
components, and cleaning conditions of the NF membranes more comprehensively. Understanding
the ion-transport mechanism through a ceramic NF membrane is challenging and essential for further
optimization of the NF processes.

The only available method adequate for characterizing the inherent membrane charge is the
zeta potential of membrane. In the standard streaming potential measurements, the zeta potential is
determined in order to link it to the streaming potential by the classical Helmholtz–Smoluchowski
equation [37]. Streaming potential measurement gives the opportunity to obtain reliable information
regarding the surface properties of ceramic membranes. Unfortunately, such measurement method
requires sample in the flat, powder or eventually in fiber forms which requires destruction of a
tubular membrane. Therefore, authors of this study postulate using the mathematical model to
determine the total volume membrane charge density through parameter estimation based on the
retention experiments.
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Modeling of a nanofiltration membrane performance comprises two aspects: flux and rejection
predictions [27]. Generally, the NF transport description models should consider the interaction between
the charged membrane and ionic solutes [38]. Many charged membrane transport theories have been
proposed which account for electrostatic effects as well as diffusive and convective flow to describe the
solute separation [39], such as the steric-hindrance pore model (SHP), electric-steric-hindrance pore
model (ESHP) [40], Teorell–Mayer–Sievers model [41], frictional model or space-charge model [42].
However, the most popular and widely adopted mathematical model for NF process is based on
the extended Nernst–Planck (eN-P) equation [39]. Bowen and co-authors [25,43–45] proposed the
Donnan-steric-partitioning model (DSPM) which arose from the eN-P equation. The DSPM has been
also used by many authors [32,46–49] with fairy good results. However, prediction of separation or
membrane charge is very limited, and modeling is used to describe and correlate rejection results.

In order to predict the separation performance, it is important to evaluate the membrane charge
density in well-defined solutions. Therefore, the authors aim to consider each ion and water in the
modeling, and therefore to obtain values of the total volume membrane charge densities through
mathematical modeling. As a case study, the nanofiltration of aqueous solutions of succinate sodium
and magnesium salts in pH equal to 9 and in two different concentrations (3.6 and 36.0 g/L) were
studied experimentally and modeled with a comprehensively described DSPM model. Aside from
sodium hydroxide, magnesium hydroxycarbonate (4MgCO3 ×Mg(OH)2 × 5H2O) was also selected
for pH adjustment of the feeds. It was because the magnesium hydroxycarbonate was used in the
fermentation process reported in [50] to keep pH at approximately 8–9 in the bioreactor and at around
8.5 in the post-fermentation broth.

2. Experimental Methods

2.1. Experimental and Operating Conditions

The pilot plant presented in Figure 1 was used in the study of the separation of succinic acid by the
NF technique. The exploited system was equipped with two membrane modules, whereas all research
was carried out on the only one of them. The used membrane module was equipped with a tubular
ceramic mono-channel membrane (TiO2 active layer, TAMI Industries, Nyons, France) with a cut-off
of 450 Da, support mean porosity 38.5 mm2, membrane mean porosity 3 μm, open porosity 30–40%,
external diameter 10 mm, channel diameter and filtration area per 0.6 m tube equal to 0.0125 m2 [51].
The transmembrane pressure (TMP) was set to 1.5 MPa. The process temperature for all experiments
was fixed to 300 ± 2.0 K. The system was operated in a continuous mode, which means that the
permeate and retentate were recirculated to the feeding tank continuously. The total volume of each
investigated solution was equal to 12 L.

After each experiment, the ceramic membrane was cleaned to recover its initial permeance
according to the procedure described in details elsewhere [51]. All cleaning steps were carried out at a
flow system, the deionized water was filtered for 60 min, and the resulting flux was compared to the
initial water flux. The decline in water flux after cleaning was not observed.
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Figure 1. Pilot installation of the NF process: 1—feed tank; 2—rotameter; 3—heat exchanger; 4—pump;
5—membrane module; 6—temperature and flow rate controller; 7—permeate measuring cylinder;
8—pressure gauge; 9—heater.

2.2. Materials

Three one-main-component model solutions were tested in the reported study. All of them were
prepared by dissolving succinic acid, either 3.6 or 36.0 g/L, in deionised water with an electrolytic
conductivity not exceeding 3μS/cm. The pH of each of the solutions was adjusted by addition of sodium
hydroxide in model solutions 1 (MS1) and 2 (MS2), and addition of magnesium hydroxycarbonate
in model solution 3 (MS3), with precise control of added amounts of each substance. The pH of all
model solutions was equal to 9 ± 0.7. The compositions and concentrations of all model solutions were
presented in Table 1. Analytical grade succinic acid was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (pure p.a.)
while sodium hydroxide and magnesium hydroxycarbonate from Avantor Performance Materials
Poland S.A. (pure p.a).

Table 1. Compositions of investigated solutions

Model Solution
Concentration of

Succinic Acid (g/L)
Compound Used to Regulate

pH

Amount of Added
Compound Which Regulated

pH (g/L)

MS1 3.6 NaOH 2.49
MS2 36.0 NaOH 24.26
MS3 3.6 4MgCO3 ×Mg(OH)2 × 5H2O 3.85

2.3. Analysis

The concentration of sodium ions was measured based on microwave induced plasma with
optical emission spectrometry (MIP-OES) using a PLASMAQUANT 100 (Carl Zeiss, Jena, Germany),
which included a microwave energy generator and resonator delivered by Plazmatronika, Wroclaw.
The resonant cavity was combined with a microwave energy generator operating with frequency equal
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to 2.45 GHz. The generator has two cooling systems: aqueous (magnetron cooling) and pneumatic
(external cavity wall cooling). More details regarding the MIP-OES used in that analysis was published
elsewhere [52]. The analysis was performed using solutions with a concentration equal to 0.5000 g/L
NaOH (microgranules, analytically pure, POCH, Gliwice, Poland), 0.500 g/L 4MgCO3 ×Mg(OH)2

× 5H2O, 3.6, and 36.0 g/L C4H6O4 (purum p.a., >99.0%, Fluka Analytical, Sigma-Aldrich), which
were appropriately diluted in order to prepare the analytical curve in the range of 0.5–30.0 mg/L.
Standard solutions and samples were introduced to the excitation source (argon-helium plasma) with
a rate of 1.5 × 10−3 L/min delivered by peristaltic pump (SPETEC, Erding, Germany) and concentric
atomizer (Meinhard Glass Products, Golden, CO, USA) equipped with cyclone cloud chamber (EPOND,
Vevey, Switzerland).

The contents of succinic acid and succinates in feed solutions, retentate and permeate obtained
during the NF processes were determined by high-performance liquid chromatography method using
HP Agilent 1100 Series system (Germany). The apparatus was equipped with an autosampler, interface
(HP 35900), RI Detector (HP 1047A), pump (HP 1050), and column Rezex ROA-OrganicAcid H+ (8%),
Phenomenex®. The carrier phase was a 2.5 mM H2SO4 solution with the flow of 0.5 × 10−3 L/min.
The column temperature at the input to the detector was equal to 50 ◦C and pressure of 5.6 MPa.
Before measurement, all samples were acidified to pH ≤ 2 by addition of 25% H2SO4 in an amount of
100 × 10−6 L to 1000 × 10−6 L of investigated solution. The pH of solutions was measured by laboratory
pH-meter CP-505 (Elmetron, Poland) equipped with EPS-1 electrode.

The obtained concentrations of components were used to calculate retentions (R) according to
Equation (1):

R =

(
1− Cp,i

C f ,i

)
· 100% (1)

All rheological studies were conducted using a rotational stress rheometer Physica MCR 501
(Anton Paar) with a double gap concentric cylinder measuring geometry (DG26.7, cup diameter
27.59/23.83 mm, bob diameter 26.66/24.66 mm). The experiments were conducted in the scanning shear
rate measurements with increasing shear rates in order to obtain flow curves of succinic acid solutions
in the range from 10 to 500 s−1.

3. Modeling of Nanofiltration

3.1. Theory of the Utilized Model

In order to describe the ion transport through the NF ceramic membrane, the comprehensively
described DSPM (ddDSPM) was proposed. The ddDSPM is based on the eN-P equation, extensively
utilized by Bowen and co-authors [25,30,33,44]. Description of solute fluxes in the DSPM considers
convection, diffusion, and electromigration mechanism. Convection occurs due to the applied pressure
difference over the membrane, diffusion due to the concentration gradient across the membrane and
finally charge effects related to electrostatic repulsion between the charged membrane and a charged
organic compound [53]. The proposed ddDSPM explicitly takes all ions, solutes, and solvent into
account. The whole ddDSPM model used in this work consists of Equations (2)-(19) set. Equation
(2) describes the solvent velocity (V), which depends on membrane properties such as pore size
(rp), porosity (Ak) and thickness of active layer (Δx), properties of separated solutions—i.e., osmotic
pressures (Δπ) and feed viscosity (η)—and process parameter such as transmembrane pressure (ΔP).
Difference of osmotic pressures defined by Equation (3) is calculated according to Equations (6) and
(7) which are based on feed (xf,i) and permeate (xp,i) molar fractions (Equations (4) and (5)). Equation
(8) defines ratio of solute (rs,i) to pore radius, which is used along with Equation (9) to compute
diffusive (Kd,i) and convective (Kc,i) hindrance factors for each component i present in the mixture.
The main equations of the ddDSPM model describe the gradient of individual ion concentration
(cm,i) expressed by Equation (12) and electric potential gradient (ψ) across the membrane active layer
thickness presented by Equation (13). The equations described above are solved under the condition
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that the membrane poses effective membrane charge density Xd, which is present in Equation (14),
and that the separated mixture is electroneutral (Equation (15)). The presented model is constructed
under the assumption of the Donnan exclusion mechanism on the feed-membrane interface which is
expressed in the form of Equation (16). The components retentions are expressed by Equation (17).
In order to solve the model equations set discussed above, there is a need to define a set of boundary
conditions representing component concentrations at the membrane feed (cm(0+),i) and permeate (cp,i)
sides; the boundary conditions are presented by Equations (18) and (19). In summary, the ddDSPM
consists of 17 + 14NC variables (listed in Table 2) in 7 + 11NC equations which were provided with
appropriate descriptions in Table 3.

V =
r2

p(ΔP− Δπ)Ak

8ηsΔx
(2)

Δπ = π f eed −πpermeate (3)

x f ,i =
C f ,i

NoComp∑
i=1

C f ,i + C f ,H2O

(4)

xp,i =
Cp,i

NoCom∑
i=1

Cp,i +
(∼
Vw

)−1
(5)

π f eed =
RT
∼

Vw

NoComp∑
i=1

x f ,i (6)

πpermeate =
RT
∼

Vw

NoComp∑
i=1

xp,i (7)

λi =
rs,i

rp
(8)

φi = (1− λi)
2 (9)

Kd,i = 1− 2.3λi + 1.154λ2
i + 0.224λ3

i (10)

Kc,i = (2−φi)
(
1 + 0.054λi − 0.988λ2

i + 0.441λ3
i

)
(11)

dcm,i

dx
=

V
Kd,iDi

(
Kc,icm,i −Cp,i

)
− F

RT
zicm,i

dψ
dx

(12)

ψx=0 −ψx=δ

δ
=

dψ
dx

∣∣∣∣∣
x=0

=

NoComp∑
i=1

( ziV
Di

(
Kc,icm(0+),i −Cp,i

))
F

RT

NoComp∑
i=1

(
z2

i cm,i
) (13)

NoComp∑
i=1

cm(0+),izi = −Xd (14)

NoComp∑
i=1

Cp,izi = 0 (15)

cm(0+),i = C f ,iφi exp
(
− ziF

RT
ψD

)
(16)
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Ri = 1− Cp,i

C f ,i
(17)

and boundary conditions
x = 0+ → cm,i = cm(0+),i (18)

x = Δx→ cm,i = Cp,i (19)

Table 2. Variables in the ddDSPM model (NC—number of separated components)

Differential variables Unit Number

Concentration of ion in the membrane cm,i mol/m3 NC

Algebraic and implicit variables Unit Number

Potential gradient inside the membrane pore ψ V 1
Ratio of solute to pore radius λi – NC

Steric term φi – NC
Hindrance factor for diffusion Kd,i – NC

Hindrance factor for convection Kc,i – NC
Ion concentration in the permeate Cp.i mol/m3 NC

Retention coefficient Ri % NC
Solvent velocity (volume flux) V m3/(m2·s) 1

Donnan potential ψD V 1
Osmotic pressure difference Δπ Pa 1

Osmotic pressure on the feed side πeed Pa 1
Osmotic pressure on the permeate side πpermeate Pa 1

Molar fraction on the feed side xf,i mol/mol NC
Molar fraction on the permeate side xp,i mol/mol NC

Ion concentration in the membrane in the surface directly contacting with the feed cm(0+),i mol/m3 NC

Parameters and known variable Unit Number

Effective membrane charge density Xd mol/m3 1
Pore radii rp m 1
Ion radii rs,i m NC

Transmembrane pressure ΔP Pa 1
Ideal gas constant R J/(mol·K) 1
Faraday constant F C/mol 1

Temperature T K 1
Solvent viscosity ηs Pa·s 1

Thickness of membrane active layer Δx m 1
Molar volume of water

∼
Vw m3/mol 1

Diffusion coefficient of ion Di m2/s NC
Mean membrane porosity Ak % 1
Charge of individual ion zi – NC

Ion concentration in the feed Cf,i mol/m3 NC
Water molar concentration in feed Cf,H2O mol/m3 1

Total number of variables: 17 + 14NC

Although, the eN-P equations (Equations (12) and (13)) have been commonly used for the
calculation of ion rejection by RO and NF membranes, they have rarely been applied to organic
solutes [31]. Moreover, the ddDSPM model presented above in this work was not only used for
process simulation but also for the estimation of parameter Xd which is present in Equation (14), i.e.,
the total volume membrane charge density across the membrane active layer. Thus, the estimated
Xd is evaluated under the assumption of the constant surface charge and constant surface potential
at the interface of pore entrance. In detail, the constant surface charge means that the pore wall
surface charge density is identical to the free surface charge density, e.g., measured on particles.
Whereas constant surface potential means that the pore wall surface potential at the pore entrance
is identical to the free surface potential, which is related by some researchers [54] to the Donnan
potential at the feed–membrane interface and therefore it is equal to the zeta potential ζ. Additionally,
since Xd is present in electroneutrality condition (Equation (14)), it actually combines all electrochemical
interactions in close membrane neighborhood, i.e., those between solutes, solvents, and membrane
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material. Therefore, naming Xd as the total volume charge density across the membrane active layer
is justified.

Table 3. List of equations in the ddDSPM model (NC—number of separated components).

Description of Equations Equations Number of Equations

Solvent velocity (volume flux) based on
Hagen–Poiseuille-type relationship (2) 1

Osmotic pressure difference across the membrane (3) 1

Component molar fraction in feed (4) NC

Component molar fraction in permeate (5) NC

Osmotic pressure at the feed side (6) 1

Osmotic pressure at the permeate side (7) 1

Ratio of the solute radii to the pore radii (8) NC

Steric partitioning coefficient (9) NC

Hindrance factor for diffusion (10) NC

Hindrance factor for convection (11) NC

Concentration gradient inside the membrane pore (12) NC

Potential gradient inside the membrane pore (13) 1

Electroneutrality conditions in the membrane (14) 1

Electroneutrality conditions in the permeate (15) 1

Donnan steric partitioning (16) NC

Retention coefficient (17) NC

Boundary condition at the membrane feed side (18) NC

Boundary condition at the membrane active layer thickness (19) NC

Total number of equations: 7 + 9NC + 2NC (boundary conditions)

3.2. Determination of Total Volume Membrane Charge Density Values in Nanofiltration

The degree of freedom (DOF) of the presented model is equal to 10 + 3NC, where NC stands for
number of solutes present in the mixture. In order to solve the derived ddDSPM, the DOF must be
equal to zero, therefore values of all parameters and known variables need to be provided. As already
mentioned, during the parameter estimation in the ddDSPM, each ion existing in the solution is
considered, even those originating from the sodium hydroxide or magnesium hydroxycarbonate,
which were used for regulation of the pH of separated solutions. Values of diffusion coefficient Di,
ions charge zi and radius of ions ri,s used in all calculations were presented in Table 4. Due to lack of the
data, the Stokes–Einstein Equation (20) was used to determine the ionic radius of the succinate anion.

ri,s =
kBT

Di6πη
(20)

In Figure 2, the values of viscosities of investigated solutions were presented in comparison
to pure water viscosities. It is important to notice that the difference between viscosities of model
solutions and water varied between 4% and 24%.

The modeling in this study is considering each ion presented in the system, even ions originating
from solutions used to set the desired values of pH. Such detailed approach is innovative in modeling
of NF processes. Until now, researchers dealing with modeling with the DSPM model, did not consider
ions originating from solutions used for regulating pH or at least had not shown it explicitly. The solutes
dissociate in aqueous solutions, then they deliver specific ionic forms to the separated feed. Authors are
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convinced that the presence of additional ions (such as Na+, OH−, Mg2+, or CO3
2−) may influence the

total volume membrane charge density. It was also assumed in the ddDSPM, that the concentrations of
the components in the feed are constant (i.e., steady state model), transmembrane pressure for the
entire duration of the process is constant, pores are straight cylindrical in shape and of length equal to
the effective membrane layer thickness. Due to the crossflow velocity and achieved Reynolds numbers
within the membrane module in experiments equal to 2.3 m/s and 19,293, respectively, it was also
assumed that concentration polarization effect and fouling phenomena are negligible. Additionally,
as it is well known that the NF ceramic TiO2 membrane has a support layer (Al2O3), the influence of
that layer was neglected in the view of ratio of ions radii to support layer pore radii and the assumption
that support layer is uncharged (neutral).

Table 4. Characteristics of all ions present in the model solutions

Type of Ion ri,s·1010 m Di·109 m2/s zi

C4H4O4
2− 2.52 0.99 [55] −2

H+ 0.01 [56] 11.81 [55] +1
Na+ 1.02 [56] 1.33 [57] +1
OH− 1.33 [58] 6.70 [55] −1
Mg2+ 0.72 [58] 0.71 [59] +2
CO3

2- 1.78 [58] 0.96 [59] −2

 
Figure 2. Experimental viscosity values of model solutions (MS1, MS2, MS3) and reference water
viscosity in relation to temperature. Data in labels are ordered according to temperature expressed in
Kelvin and value of viscosity.

The parameter estimations were conducted in the gPROMS software, which employs a rigorous
optimization-based approach for model validation by offering parameter estimation capabilities,
i.e., fitting model parameters to experimental data. Parameter estimation in gPROMS is based on
the maximum likelihood formulation which provides simultaneous estimation of parameters in the
physical model of the process [60]. Assuming independent, normally distributed measurement errors,
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with zero means and standard deviations, that maximum likelihood goal can be achieved through the
objective function presented by Equation (21) [60]. In cases discussed in this study, the parameters
estimation problems had the following values of parameters following Equation (21): NE = 3, NV = 1,
NM = 1, N = 3.

Φ =
N
2

ln(2π) +
1
2

minXd

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
NE∑
i=1

NVi∑
j=1

NMji∑
k=1

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ln
(
σ2

i jk

)
+

(
cijk,mes − cijk

)2
σ2

i jk

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎭ (21)

4. Results and Discussion

Generally, it is well known that the following key parameters primarily affect the rejection of
organic solutes during NF separations and are related to:

• Solute parameters: molecular size, acid dissociation constant, hydrophobicity/hydrophilicity,
and diffusion coefficient,

• Membrane properties: cut-off, pore size, surface charge,
• Feed composition: pH, ionic strength, hardness, and the presence of organic matter.

It has to be clearly stated that the negatively hydrophilic solutes can be rejected by electrostatic
repulsion through negatively charged membrane surfaces. Electrostatic interactions between charged
solutes and a porous membrane have been frequently reported to be an important rejection mechanism.
Ions such as Na+, K+, Ca2+, and Mg2+ in feed water reduced the negative zeta potential of a membrane.

The experimentally obtained retention rates in the NF process for all model solutions were
presented in Figure 3. The obtained retentions in process time slightly changed only initially and
reached constant values after 40 min for whole processes which lasted up to 240 min. It has to be noticed,
that two model solutions containing 3.6 g/L of succinic acid have displayed totally different values of
retention. When sodium hydroxide was used as a pH regulator, the retention rate varied between 67%
and 77% (see MS1 in Figure 3). When magnesium hydroxycarbonate was used, the retention decreased
from significantly reaching a range of 20–22% (see MS3 in Figure 3). On the other hand, when the
concentration of succinic acid increased from 3.6 g/L (MS1) to 36 g/L (MS2), the retention decreased
form 67–77% to 3–16%. When retention profiles of MS1 and MS2 were analyzed separately, the initial
increase of retention rate could be related to the fouling caused by concentration polarization, internal
pore blocking or cake formation as it was described in [61]. However, since the MS2 has 10 times higher
concentration than MS1, then it should be expected that retention rate would be kept at the same level,
or that it should increase if there fouling would occur; but this was not the case. Therefore, it can
be assumed that there is no typical fouling but a type of electrokinetic saturation of surface charges,
the mathematical description of which is unknown to authors and requires further detailed studies.

The concentrations of sodium in the feed and permeate have changed significantly in the end of
MS2 separation experiments, which is not the case in MS1 (Figure 4). That observation indicates that
there is a mechanism of ion binding by the pore wall at higher concentration of sodium. Based on the
obtained results, the ion binding for lower concentrations of succinic acid and pH-regulators (MS1 and
MS3) can be excluded.

4.1. Impact of Dynamic Viscosity on Modeled Permeate Flux

The obtained dynamic viscosity values for all model solutions were presented in relation to the
temperature in Figure 2. In modeling, it is generally assumed that viscosities of aqueous solutions with
low solute concentrations are equal to water viscosity. For the MS1 at 303 K, the obtained viscosity
value differed by approximately 10% in comparison with reference water viscosity. Such difference can
influence the modeling results, which is highlighted by comparison of volumetric fluxes calculated with
experimentally obtained viscosities and with viscosity being equal to water at certain temperatures
which was presented in Figure 5. In general, the experimental viscosities in calculations of volumetric
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fluxes for investigated solutions resulted in a decrease of calculated volumetric fluxes from 7.5% for
MS1 and up to 66.4% for MS3 to those calculated with pure water viscosities. It has to be stated that
including the experimentally obtained viscosities resulted in better description of the experimental
volume flux for MS2. However, for MS1 and MS3 cases the discrepancies between utilization of
water and experimental viscosities were rather far from the experimental, but still of the same order.
Generally, for the investigated solutions, the use of experimental viscosities with combination of the
Hagen–Poiseuille equation resulted in an underestimation of the calculated volume flux.

 

Figure 3. Experimental retention rates achieved for model solutions: MS1 (3.6 g/L succinic acid at
pH = 9.7 regulated with granulate NaOH), MS2 (36.0 g/L succinic acid at pH = 8.8 regulated with
granulate NaOH) and MS3 (3.6 g/L succinic acid at pH = 8.7 regulated with 4MgCO3 ×Mg(OH)2 ×
5H2O) in relation to duration of the NF process.

Figure 4. Concentration of sodium and magnesium cations in permeate and feed sides after 15 and
240 min of separation.
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Figure 5. Comparison of calculated volume fluxes of model solutions (MS1, MS2, MS3) (10−5 m3/(m2·s))
with experimental viscosities (SV) and pure water viscosities (WV) at different temperatures.

4.2. Comparison of the ddDSPM Model with the Standard Approach

The standard approach considers only concentrations of solutes and ions coming from dissolved
components, in the presented cases from succinic acid. The ddDSPM model takes into account all
solutes, ions, and solvent, which include succinic acid, pH regulating solutions and water. In the
standard approach, the model consists of 29 equations and 46 variables (NC = 2), while in the ddDSPM
there are 62 equations with 88 variables (NC = 5), which were solved with the aim to estimate Xd.
Additionally, estimation of Xd was also conducted under direct consideration of values of experimental
fluxes (Vexp) instead of volume fluxes calculated with the Hagen–Poiseuille equation. All estimation
results were compared in Figure 6. In the standard approach (i.e., DSPM model, ions coming from pH
regulator not included), Xd is changing between −35.59 and +278.09 mol/m3, while in the detailed
approach (i.e., ddDSPM model, ions coming from pH regulator included) the changes ranged between
−35.73 and +875.69 mol/m3. The use of the water viscosity in the ddDSPM resulted in Xd values
ranging between −34.98 and +939.67 mol/m3 and use of experimental values of volume fluxes (Vexp) in
ddDSPM (i.e., ddDSPM model, ions coming from pH regulator included) resulted in Xd values ranging
between −19.57 and +871.74 mol/m3. It is important to highlight that the retention obtained with the
models overlaid with the experimental values, regardless of which model was used.

Based on the obtained results, it is difficult to postulate which modeling approach is the best,
since it is impossible to experimentally obtain the overall membrane charge density Xd. However, it is
evident that the obtained values of Xd for higher concentration of solutes (MS2) differ significantly
depending on the applied modeling approach. At first glance, it seems that there is no clear reason to
use the ddDSPM model for diluted solution such as MS1; however, when feed contains a higher number
of components or polyanions like in MS3, the ddDSPM would be recommended. The presented results
clearly show that use of experimentally obtained volumetric flux in comparison to the ddDSPM with
experimentally obtained viscosities does not significantly influence the Xd when computed volumetric
flux is in good comparison to the experimental one (MS2). Otherwise, use of experimental volumetric
flux in estimation of Xd is recommended.

4.3. Variation of the Overall Volume Charge Densities in Relation to Used pH Regulator

Comparison of the estimated values of the total volume membrane charge densities with standard
and detailed models was presented in Figure 6 along with ionic strength and obtained experimental
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rejections for each investigated solution. The ionic strength I for each model solution was calculated
according to Equation (22).

I =
1
2

NC∑
i=1

(
ci · zi

2
)

(22)

Figure 6. Comparison of estimated total volume membrane charge densities (Xd) with different
modeling approaches with relation to ionic strength (I) and experimentally obtained retentions (R)
(ddDSPM—detailed described Donnan–Steric Partitioning Model; DSPM—Donnan–Steric Partitioning
Model with standard approach; Vexp—experimental volume flux).

As presented in Figure 6, the estimated values of Xd for each model solutions were clearly different,
but these values were adequate to retention rates obtained in the NF processes. In general, the higher
ionic strength of the separated solutions resulted in a higher value of the total volumetric charge of
the membrane. It should be noted that Xd values for all model solutions were values obtained for
the experiments which reached the steady state and these values should not be confused with the
fixed membrane charge because the Xd relates all electrokinetic phenomena present in the vicinity
of membrane surface and not only those related to the membrane surface as it is in the case of fixed
membrane charge [62–64]. The achieved Xd value for MS1 (3.6 g/L succinic acid of pH = 9.7 regulated
with granulate NaOH) equal to −35.73 mol/m3 may indicate the presence of strong electrostatic
repulsion between succinate anions present in aqueous solution and membrane surface functional
groups, hence the Xd reached a negative value and retention achieved 78%. For two other cases, the Xd
values were positive. Such behavior could be related to the amphoteric characteristics of TiO2 active
membrane layer, although it is generally explained by the charge change at isoelectric point at specific
pH [46].

−Ti−OH + H3O+ → −Ti−OH+
2 + H2O at pH < IEP (23)

−Ti−OH + OH− → −Ti−O− + H2O at pH > IEP (24)
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In the studied cases, when pH was equal to approximately 9, it was expected that the active layer
would possess negatively charged groups. The succinate anion has the lowest diffusion coefficient
among other ions present in the system (Table 4), therefore succinate anions should grind and penetrate
the membrane as the last anions. Although such strongly positive Xd value obtained for MS2 (36.0 g/dm3

succinic acid at pH = 8.8 regulated with granulate NaOH) may reflect high concentration of sodium
cations, their selective adsorption on membrane surface, which results in formation of additional
surface layer and appearance of the electrostatic attraction of the succinic anions, resulted in very low
retention (16%). In cases of basic salts, it is very difficult to determine which hypothetical mechanisms
might influence the separation and could result in such charge values. Although the estimated value
for the MS3 (3.6 g/dm3 of succinic acid with pH = 8.7 regulated with 4MgCO3 ×Mg(OH)2 × 5H2O)
was equal to +163.27 mol/m3, which suggests the selective adsorption of magnesium cations or other
cations on the membrane active layer surface, also within the pores.

In general, the increase of the membrane charge densities with pH increase might be caused by the
selective adsorption of ions at the membrane-separated mixture interface and additional adsorption
in membranes’ pores in active layer [65]. In this work, authors consider the total volume membrane
charge density as the sum of the fixed membrane charge density and the number of adsorbed ions
in the whole active membrane volume and its close vicinity at the feed side and membrane pores.
The possible mechanism for the formation of membrane charge assumes that ions are partitioned
from the bulk solution into the membrane pore under the influence of the Donnan potential. Among
the partitioned ions in the membrane pores, either cations or anions are adsorbed selectively by the
pore walls. Next, the adsorbed ions are bound on the pore wall and provide the electric charge to the
membrane, which is specific to the investigated cases. In view of all that was stated above, the values
of total volume membrane charge densities Xd will always be different depending on the type of
solution subjected to the NF process, although the pH values are the same. Despite that pH for all
studied solutions was equal to approximately 9, the Xd values varied between −35.73 and +875.69
mol/m3 (Figure 6). Therefore, it can be assumed that, the mechanism of selective ion adsorption plays a
significant role despite similar pH values, the schematic explanation of which was presented in Figure 7.
The overall volume membrane charge density in MS1 is negative because not all negative membrane
surface group are associated with cations present in the solution, therefore succinic ions are repulsed
by the membrane interface. The MS3 contains a similar amount of added magnesium hydroxide as
sodium hydroxide in MS1. Since the magnesium ion possesses two positive charges, it can interact
with two negative membrane sites and more negative membrane sites can be associated. Therefore,
in MS3, the succinic ions can permeate more easily than in case of MS1. The lowest retention observed
for MS2 could be related to the highest overall volume membrane charge due to high concentration of
dissociated succinic acid and the highest amount of added sodium hydroxide, which in that case could
compensate all present negative membrane charges.
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Figure 7. Schematic representation of separation mechanisms in nanofiltration of aqueous solutions
of succinic acid with different pH regulators (for details about MS1, MS2, and MS3 see Table 4,
Xd—total volume membrane charge density; Csuc2

−—molar concentration of succinate anion;
ISf-m—feed-membrane interface; ISf-m—permeate-membrane interface).

5. Conclusions

The main goal of the performed computer-aided simulations was to estimate the membrane surface
charge densities with the use of the comprehensively described Donnan–Steric partitioning model,
which is derived from the extended Nernst–Planck equation with Donnan partitioning assumption.
The obtained total volume membrane charge densities Xd are consistent with experimental values of
retention. Values such as charge density of the membrane are very important for explanation of the
mechanism of ions transport across the membrane, defining retention, and describing influences on
electrostatic repulsion between ions and membrane.

The presented work can be summarized in the following points: (1) separation of organic acids,
such as succinic acid, on the ceramic membrane is affected by the acid concentration and the type of
used pH regulator; (2) experiments clearly show that increase of the concentration of components can
decrease the retention of separated components (MS1 and MS2); (3) use of a different pH regulator
can dramatically change the performance of the separation (MS1 and MS3); (4) in case of low succinic
acid concentration, the membrane functional group (-TiO2) dissociation has the greatest impact on the
charge formation, whereas in case of higher succinic acid concentrations, it is postulated that the charge
formation is determined by adsorption of specific ions on the membrane active layer; (5) defining
separation performance at certain pH can be totally different in the vicinity of other components or
impurities; (6) detailed description of experiments is required in order to compute Xd, even reporting
the amount of added pH regulator; (7) including all components in mathematical modeling can allow
for better understanding of nanofiltration separation.

Based on the obtained results and authors knowledge, it is impossible to state which modeling
approach is the best, however it is clear to recommend the comprehensively described Donnan–Steric
partitioning model to analyze the separation of multicomponent mixtures as it gives reasonable results
and takes into account all components present in the mixture.
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Nomenclature

Ak mean membrane porosity, %
Cf,H2O water molar concentration in feed, mol/m3

Cf,i ion concentration in the feed, mol/m3

Cp.i ion concentration in the permeate, mol/m3

Di diffusion coefficient of component or ion, m2/s
F Faraday constant, C/mol
I ionic strength, mol/dm3

ISf-m feed-membrane interface
ISf-m permeate-membrane interface
Kc,I hindrance factor for convection
Kd,I hindrance factor for diffusion
MS model solution, numbering and details according the Table 1
N total number of measurements taken during all the experiments
NC number of components
NE number of experiments performed
NMij number of measurements of the j-th variable in the i-th experiment
NVi number of variables measured in the i-th experiment
R ideal gas constant, J/(mol × K)
Ri retention coefficient of component i
T temperature, K
V solvent velocity (volume flux), m3/(m2 × s)
∼
Vw molar volume of water, m3/mol

Xd effective membrane charge density, mol/m3

cijk k-th predicted value of variable j in experiment i
cijk,mes k-th measured value of variable j in experiment i
cm(0+),i ion concentration in the membrane in the surface directly contacting with the feed, mol/m3

cm,i concentration of ion in the membrane, mol/m3

kB Boltzmann constant (1.38×10−23 J/K)
rp pore radii, m
rs,i ion radii, m
xf,i molar fraction on the feed side, mol/mol
xp,i molar fraction on the permeate side, mol/mol
zi charge of individual ion
Greek

Letters

θ set of model parameters to be estimated
Ψ potential gradient inside membrane pore, V
ΨD Donnan potential, V
Δπ osmotic pressure difference, Pa
ΔP transmembrane pressure, Pa
Δx thickness of membrane active layer, m
η viscosity, Pa × s

ηs solvent viscosity, Pa × s

λi ratio of solute to pore radius
πpermeate osmotic pressure on the permeate side, Pa
πfeed osmotic pressure on the feed side, Pa
σ2

i jk variance of the k-th measurement of variable j in experiment i
Φi steric term
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Abstract: The performance of cross-flow ultrafiltration is greatly influenced by permeate flux behavior,
which depends on many factors, including solution properties, membrane characteristics, and
operating conditions. Currently, most research focuses on improving membrane performance, both
in terms of permeability and selectivity. Only a few studies have paid attention to how the membrane
module is configured and operated. In this study, the geometric design and operating conditions of a
membrane module are considered as multivariable optimization variables. The objective function
is the annual cost. The cost consists of a capital investment depending on the plant scale and an
operating expense associated with energy consumption. In the optimization problem, the channel
dimensions (width × length × height), and operating conditions (the inlet pressure and recirculation
flow rate) were considered as decision variables. The operating configuration of the membrane
plant is assumed to be feed and bleed mode, and a model including the pressure drop is introduced.
The model is used to simulate the membrane plant and calculate the membrane area and energy
usage, which are directly related to the total cost. The genetic algorithm is used for the optimization.
The effect of individual parameters on the total cost is discussed.

Keywords: modeling; optimization; ultrafiltration; membrane module; cross-flow; protein solution

1. Introduction

The performance of cross-flow ultrafiltration is greatly influenced by the behavior of permeate flux.
The flux declination depends on many factors, including solution properties, membrane characteristics,
and operating conditions. Currently, most research has focused on improving membrane performance
in terms of permeability and selectivity [1,2]. Only a few studies have paid attention to how the
membrane module is configured and operated [3].

The selection of a specific membrane module geometry for a specific application is affected
by several factors: the fabrication method, energy consumption, and the possibility of fouling [4].
Manufacturers usually suggest the geometric design of the membrane module from the fabrication
aspect [4]. There is little evidence that energy efficiency is primarily considered in their approach.
Presently, with an increase in energy costs and a decrease in membrane price, energy efficiency should
be given greater emphasis in the design of membrane module geometry. Therefore, a module design
methodology which includes energy consideration is necessary.

In addition, the determination of operating conditions is normally derived from experience,
obtained from the handbook or by recommendation from the membrane manufacturer. However,
the performance of the membrane system, which is governed by the permeate flux equation, varies
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considerably between different situations and applications. In this manner, a general methodology for
the design and operation scheme should be studied for any specific application.

In our earlier work [5], a simple combined model, which simultaneously considers pore blockage
and cake filtration, was proposed and proved its potential for estimation of flux decline in cross-flow
ultrafiltration of protein solution. In our other study [6], the steady-state permeate flux was predicted
and correlated to operating conditions from the model. The methodology can be generalized for any
particular process to determine the steady state operation equations of the membrane for protein
separation. From the operation equation, an optimal design for any certain application can be obtained.
This design is dependent on various factors, such as plant capacity, desired recovery, and the energy
cost at the specific location. The optimal design will give additional information for supporting the
assessment of existing membrane modules and the fabrication and operation decisions of the new
membrane system.

However, there are few studies on the optimization of membrane processes and cost estimation.
For example, in the study of Wiley, Fell, and Fane [4], membrane module design for brackish water
desalination was optimized. However, the configuration is single-pass operation, and the cost
only included the membrane cost and energy cost. In the study of Sethi and Wiesner [7], a cost
model for the removal of natural organic matter was developed, but the optimization was not
conducted. In membrane technology, the feed and bleed configuration, which merges the batch and
the single-pass operations, is widely used for continuous full-scale operation [8,9]. In our previous
study [10], a simulation and optimization model of a feed and bleed membrane system was investigated.
The model was solved by a simple discretization method, and some discontinuous points of the
objective function appeared. Moreover, the fixed cost was assumed independently of the system size.
Therefore, in this study, the optimization of a membrane module for protein ultrafiltration is considered,
in which the geometric design and operating conditions are variables. A system of ordinary differential
equations is developed and numerically solved to improve the accuracy of the model. The objective
function is the annual cost. The cost consists of various types of capital investments depending on
the plant scale and an operating expense associated with energy consumption. The core facilities of
the membrane plant are classified into pumps, valves and pipes, instruments and controls, vessels
and frames, and miscellaneous. The cost of each category is individually correlated to plant scale,
specifically the membrane area. A model incorporating the pressure loss is introduced to simulate the
membrane plant and calculate the membrane area and energy usage, which are directly related to the
total cost. In the optimization problem, the channel dimensions (width× length× height) and operating
conditions (the inlet pressure and recirculation flow rate) were considered as decision variables.

Among various optimization techniques, evolutionary algorithms which are a broad class of
population-based metaheuristic optimization techniques inspired by the evolution of species in
nature, have been effectively utilized in different fields to solve numerous optimization problems [11].
Evolutionary algorithms, including the genetic algorithm, have some advantages such as being
derivative-free and having durable robustness, flexibility, and the ability to discover the global
optimum. Therefore, the genetic algorithm is used in this study to find the most cost-effective design
and operation of the membrane module.

2. Process Configuration and Model Calculation

In this section, the configuration of the plant operation is introduced. The system of ordinary
differential equations for modeling the membrane plant is developed. The results from the simulation
are essential for the estimation of the membrane area and energy usage, which are two significant
factors affecting the total cost of the plant.

2.1. Membrane Plant Configuration

The operational configuration assumed in developing the model for simulation of membrane plant
is presented in this section. The plant’s operation is supposed to be a continuous feed and bleed mode,
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as shown schematically in Figure 1. A summary of the notations is presented in Table 1. There are
two important pumps in this configuration: the feed pump supplies the appropriate transmembrane
pressure, while the recirculation pump supports the required cross-flow rate through the modules.
At startup, the feed pump is used to fill the recirculation/module loop, and then the recirculation
pump is started. After the system is stabilized, a small fraction of the flow is continually withdrawn as
concentrate at a flow rate (R).

Figure 1. Schematic configuration of feed-and-bleed mode membrane system.

Table 1. Summary of system configuration notations.

Notation Name and Units

F Feed flow rate (m3/h)
R Retentate (concentrate) flow rate (m3/h)
Q Recirculation flow rate (m3/h)
P Permeation flow rate (m3/h)
PF Pressure at outlet of feed pump (kPa)
Pi Pressure at the inlet of membrane module (kPa)
Po Pressure at the inlet of membrane module (kPa)
EP Energy supplied by feed pump (kW)
EQ Energy supplied by recirculation pump (kW)
φ0 initial concentration of protein solution (m3/m3)
φi inlet concentration of protein solution (m3/m3)
φf final concentration of protein solution (m3/m3)
φP protein concentration of permeate flux (m3/m3)

2.2. Modeling of Membrane Modules

In ultrafiltration, the pressure is also a significant factor affecting the flux behavior; therefore,
the friction loss should be taken into consideration. The model proposed in this study is the
improvement of our previous work [10]. In [10], rather than using incremental length step, the channel
is subdivided into a number of segments by the protein concentration from the inlet (φi) to the outlet
(φf). The concentration of the protein solution is expressed as a volume fraction. For each control
volume, the transport properties, the permeate flux equation in [6], and friction loss formulae are
applied. Then, the length of each increment and the pressure of the next segment can be obtained by
mass balance. However, the results show that there are some discontinuous points due to discretization.
Therefore, in this study, the chain rule of differentiation [12] is applied and a system of ordinary
differential equations was developed. The derivatives are taken with respect to the concentration
instead of the length. The mathematical form is discussed in detail as follows.
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The overall mass balance and component material balance give:

F = R + P
Fφ0 = Rφf + Pφp

(1)

Material balance around the mixing junction of the feed and recirculation stream provides:

Fφ0 + Qφf = (F + Q)φi (2)

In Karasu’s study [13], the author reconstituted various solutions with different protein
concentrations from the whey protein concentrated powder (ALACENTM, acquired from NZMP Ltd.)
and measured their rheological properties. Therefore, the correlation equations from [13] can be used
to estimate the properties of protein solution in the simulation.

The correlation equation for the viscosity of protein solution is:

μm = 8.94× 10−4 exp(13.5482φm) (3)

in which μm, φm are the viscosity and concentration of the mixture (solution), respectively.
The density of protein solution (ρm) can be approximated from the density of water (1000 kg/m3)

and the density of dry protein powder (1360 kg/m3)

ρm = 1000(1−φm) + 1360φm (4)

The permeate flux through the membrane is (obtained from [6])

J
u
= 3.66× 10−7

(
P
ρmu2

)0.27(ρmudh

μm

)0.52

(5)

in which P is the transmembrane pressure, u is the cross-flow velocity, and dh is the hydraulic diameter
of the flow channel.

From the shear-induced diffusion or surface transport model, the permeate flux depends linearly
on the membrane shear rate [14]. The increase of module height will decrease the shear rate at the
membrane surface. In the experiment of this study, the height of the module channel remained constant.
Therefore, in order to extend the application of the permeate flux equation to other systems which has
different module heights, the correction factor dh0/dh should be introduced as follows.

J
u
= 3.66× 10−7

(
P
ρmu2

)0.27(ρmudh

μm

)0.52(dh0

dh

)
(6)

where dh0 is the value of hydraulic diameter of the membrane module used in the study [5].
The equation for permeate flux can be rewritten as:

J = 5.124× 10−9
(

P
ρmu2

)0.27(ρmudh

μm

)0.52( u
dh

)
(7)

or in terms of shear rate at the membrane surface
·
γ = 6u

h = 12u
dh

, where h is the channel height:

J = 4.27× 10−10
(

P
ρmu2

)0.27(ρmudh

μm

)0.52
.
γ (8)

The flow rate and cross-flow velocity at the entrance of the membrane module

Flowi = F + Q (9)
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ui =
F + Q
Across

=
F + Q
h×w

(10)

where w × h is the cross-sectional area of the flow channel, w is the width, and h is the height of the
membrane module.

The flow rate and velocity change along the length of the membrane module are determined by
the mass balance with the assumption that there is no protein in the permeation, as:

Flow×φm = const (11)

d(Flow×φm) = 0 (12)

After applying the product rule and then rearranging, we obtain

d(Flow)

dφm
= −Flow

φm
(13)

u =
Flow
h×w

(14)

The mass balance for the element control volume along the length of the membrane:

d(Flow) = −J × d(wz) = −J w dz (15)

Incorporating with Equation (13), the differential equation for the length can be obtained:

dz = −d(Flow)

w J
=

Flow× dφm

φm w J
(16)

The pressure loss is calculated by the Darcy–Weisbach equation in differential form as follows

dP = −4 fρm
dz
dh

u2

2
(17)

in which f is the friction factor

f = 24
Re for laminar flow in a rectangular channel (Re < 2000) [15].

f = 0.079
Re0.25 for turbulent flow (Re > 2000) (smooth pipes, Blasius correlation [16]).

Incorporating with Equation (16), the differential equation for the pressure can be obtained:

dP
dφm

= −4 fρm
1
dh

u2

2
Flow
φm

1
w J

(18)

Finally, the system of ordinary equations for the membrane module system was developed
as follows. ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

d(Flow)
dφm

= −Flow
φm

dz
dφm

= Flow
φm w J

dP
dφm

= −4 fρm
1

dh

u2

2
Flow
φm

1
w J

μm = 8.94× 10−4 exp(13.5482φm)

ρm = 1000(1−φm) + 1360φm

J = 5.124× 10−9
(

P
ρmu2

)0.27(
ρmudh
μm

)0.52(
u
dh

)
u = Flow

h×w
f = 24

Re if Re < 2000
f = 0.079

Re0.25 if Re > 2000

(19)
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In the interval [φi, φf] and the initial condition⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
Flow(φi) = F + Q
z(φi) = 0
P(φi) = Pi

(20)

The system of the ordinary equations can be solved by the Runge–Kutta 4th order method [17].
The solution is the flow rate, the length, and the pressure at the final concentration. After the total
length was determined, the membrane area was obtained:

Amembrane = w× L (21)

The total energy generated by the pumps:

Epumps = EP + EQ

= F× PF +
{
F× (Pi − PF) + Q× (Pi − Po)

}
= F× Pi + Q× ΔPdrop

(22)

In this equation,

EP, EQ are the power supplied by the feed pump and recirculation pump, respectively
PF, Pi, Po are the pressure at the outlet of the feed pump, at the inlet and outlet of the membrane
module, respectively
ΔPdrop is the pressure drop in the membrane module

For desirable feed flow rate, recirculation flow rate, and initial and final concentration, the total
membrane area and energy usage are calculated from the simulation model with the governing
equation of permeate flux. The total membrane area and energy usage are the important factors in the
estimation of the total cost of the filtration plant, and the correlation to the total cost is discussed in the
next section.

2.3. Cost Estimation

2.3.1. Operating Cost

The operating cost takes into account the energy expense of the pumps and the cost of membrane
replacement. The annual energy expense of the pumps is calculated as

Cenergy =
Epumps

η
× 8000× 3600

1000
× energy cost [$/year] (23)

Epumps is the power supplied of the two pumps, feed pump and recirculation pump, and is
evaluated by Equation (22). The assumption used in the calculation of annual energy expense is 8000
h/year operation (24 h/day and 333 days/year). η is the efficiency of the pumps, which is set to be 0.7.
Energy cost is the electricity price as $/kWh, and is supposed to be 0.08, which is the price for the
industrial sector in the United States [18].

The membrane replacement cost is calculated as

Cmembrane = Amembrane × cmembrane ×
(A

P

)
[$/year] (24)

where Cmembrane [$/m2/year] is the membrane replacement cost calculated per year and cmembrane [$]
is the membrane price per unit area.

(
A
P

)
is the amortization factor, which presents the time value of

money [19] and is calculated as a function of interest rate i and the membrane life.
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The membrane price is usually about 200 $/m2 [9], and membrane life is 12–18 months. Therefore,
the membrane replacement cost per year is roughly estimated as 200 $/m2/year for the interest of
I = 8%.

2.3.2. Capital Cost

It is empirically observed that all capital cost components, such as construction cost, pump cost,
and equipment cost, are correlated with the plant capacity, size of the main equipment, or other design
parameters, in the power-law form [20]:

cost = k(size)n (25)

Instead of directly relating the capital cost of the membrane to capacity, Sethi and Wiesner [7]
proposed an approach for predicting capital costs of membrane processes. In this approach, the capital
cost is divided into several major categories and the capital cost for each category is developed to
improve the accuracy. Membrane system costs generally consist of the costs of pumps and other
manufactured equipment. The correlation of each category to the plant capacity is discussed in detail
as follows.

Pump Capital Cost

The capital cost for pumps can be estimated using the power-law relation as shown in Equation (25),
where the relevant size parameter is the power of the pump:

C∗pump = kp(power of pump)np (26)

The cost correlation for general-purpose-single and two-stage-single-suction centrifugal pumps
discussed in Perry, et al. [21] was used in this study to calculate the pump capital cost. This relation is
as follows:

C∗pump = I × f1 × f2 × L× 81.27× (Q× P)0.4 (27)

in which

I: a cost index ratio for updating the cost to the recent year
f 1: an adjust factor for pump construction material
f 2: an adjust factor for suction pressure range
L: a factor used to incorporate labor costs
Q: flow capacity of the pump [m3/h]
P: pressure outlet of the pump [kPa]

The cost index, I in Equation (27), can be referred to as the chemical engineering (CE) index and
obtained from “Chemical Engineering” magazine. The values of CE index of several years were also
tabulated in [22]. The cost index I calculated in this study is 2.4 to update the pump cost.

Usually, 40% of the cost is required for labor to install manufactured equipment [23], thus L = 1.4.
The factors f 1 and f 2 can be found in [21]. For the application in food industries, the material was set to
stainless steel, indicating that f 1 = 1.5. Because the operating pressure of most UF and MF applications
are below 10 bar (1 MPa), f 2 = 1.0 was used in this study.

In the system configuration used in this study, the size factor (Q × P in Equation (27)) of the two
pumps (feed pump and recirculation pump) is calculated as

pump size =(F + Q) × Pi (28)
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Capital Cost of Other Equipment

In membrane applications, the membrane area required is the most significant factor which
determines the size of the plant [24]. Therefore, the membrane area should be the size parameter used
in power-law correlation expression for the estimation of the capital cost of various components.

Sethi [25] segregated nonmembrane equipment and facilities, excluding the pumps which have
already been evaluated in Pump Capital Cost, into four main categories: (1) pipes and valves; (2)
instruments and controls; (3) tanks and frames; and (4) miscellaneous. The author investigated different
sources of data and proposed the calibrated cost correlation for various membrane system components
as the following equations:

1. Pipes and valves

C∗PV = 6000(Amembrane)
0.42 [$] (29)

2. Instruments and controls
C∗IC = 1500(Amembrane)

0.66 [$] (30)

3. Tanks and frames
C∗TF = 3100(Amembrane)

0.53 [$] (31)

4. Miscellaneous
C∗MI = 8000(Amembrane)

0.57 [$] (32)

Annual Capital Cost

The annual capital cost will be obtained from the capital cost based on the amortization factor, as

Ccapital cost = C∗capital ×
(A

P

)
[$/year] (33)

For the plant design year of 20 years and the interest rate 8%, the amortization factor will be
about 0.1.

3. Formulizations of the Problem

3.1. Fix Parameters and Design Variables

The optimization problem is the geometric design and operating condition of the membrane
system. The operation is under steady-state conditions. In the design problem, some variables should
meet the requirement of the process. These are inlet variables and usually are feed flow F, inlet
concentration φ0, and outlet concentration φf. The protein is assumed to be entirely rejected by the
membrane (φp = 0).

The decision variables investigated in the optimization problem were: channel geometry (width
× length × height), the inlet pressure (Pi), and recirculation flow rate (Q).

3.2. Objective Function

The objective function consists of both capital cost and operating cost expressed per year:

minimum f (x) = annual total cost = annual capital cost + annual operating cost (34)

The capital cost includes the cost of membranes, pumps, pipes, and valves, instruments and
controls, tanks and frames, miscellaneous (buildings, storage, etc . . . ).

The operating cost includes membrane replacements and pumping energy cost.
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3.3. Constraints

The pressure drop should ensure that the pressure at the outlet point will be positive. This constraint
is easily set by defining that the objective function is infinity if the outlet pressure is negative.

The bounded constraint also affects the optimization results. Based on typical available data, the
physically meaningful ranges, the manufacturing problem, operating properties, etc., the decision
variables are usually bounded on a finite range:

xl ≤ x ≤ xu (35)

where x is the vector of decision variables x = (Pi, Q, w, h), subscript l and u indicate the lower and
upper bound.

The system parameters and variables are summarized in Table 2.

Table 2. System parameters and variables.

Parameters Value

Feed flow rate (m3/h) 0.02–200
Inlet pressure (kPa) 200–1000

Recirculation flow rate (m3/h) 0–50
Initial solid fraction (m3/m3) 0.1
Final solid fraction (m3/m3) 0.4

Plant design year (year) 20
Interest rate (%) 8

Energy price ($/kWh) 0.08
Efficiency of pumps (%) 70

Operating temperature (◦C) 25
Module height (mm) 0–100

Module width (m) 0–30

3.4. Optimization by Genetic Algorithm

Genetic algorithms (GA), a class of evolutionary algorithms (EA), are adaptive heuristic search
algorithms inspired by the evolutionary ideas of natural selection and genetics. The genetic algorithms
start with arbitrarily picked parent chromosomes from the search space, each representing a candidate
solution, to form an initial population. The fitness of each individual is indicated by the value of the
objective function. The population of individual solutions is repeatedly modified in an analogous way
to processes happening in nature, such as selection, reproduction by cross-over, and mutation. Over
successive generations, the population evolves, and the optimal solution might be achieved by the
principles of “survival of the fittest”. More detailed discussions of the genetic algorithm can be found
elsewhere, such as in [26].

In this study, the parameters of GA, population size, crossover probability, mutation probability
values, were set to be, 100, 1.0, and 0.30, respectively. The selection was based on roulette wheel
selection with elitism, which means that the best individual always survives to the next generation.
The number of generations was 500. Due to the minimization of the annual total cost, the fitness
function was defined as:

f itness =
{

0, if the annual total cost > 5× 105

5× 105 − annual total cost, otherwise
(36)
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4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Effect of Recirculation Flow Rate on the Total Cost

The relationship between the recirculation flow rate and the annual total cost is shown in Figure 2.
Other design variables are held constant, inlet pressure TMP = 500 kPa, module height h = 5 mm,
module width w = 1 m.

Figure 2. Effect of recirculation flow rate on the annual total cost of the plant.

As illustrated in the figure, the increase in the recirculation flow rate initially reduces the total cost
of the membrane plant. However, further increasing the recirculation flow rate causes the total cost to
increase. This might be explained by considering the permeate flux and power consumption. The rise
in flow rate leads to an increase in the Reynolds number and the permeate flux, as demonstrated
in the Equation (7). Consequently, the required membrane area can be reduced, which results in a
decrease in capital investment and membrane replacement cost. Hence, the annual total cost of the
plant is minimized. However, from the Equations (17) and (22), it can be obtained that the pressure
drop increases rapidly in the turbulent flow regime and faster than the increase in permeate flux (the
exponents of the velocity dependency are 1.75 and 1, respectively). The pressure loss is directly related
to the power consumption of the pumps or the energy cost. Therefore, as the recirculation flow rate
increases, the annual total cost decreases and reaches a minimum value, and then rises again with a
further increase in flow rate.

4.2. Effect of Module Inlet Pressure Operation

Figure 3 demonstrates the relation between the operating pressure at the inlet and the annual
total cost. Other design variables are held constant, recirculation flow rate Q = 35 m3/h, module height
h = 15 mm, module width w = 1 m.
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Figure 3. Effect of inlet pressure on the total cost of the plant.

As illustrated in the figure, the increase in the inlet pressure initially minimizes the annual total
cost of the membrane plant. However, a further increase in pressure causes the annual total cost to
increase. The explanation is as follows. The permeate flux benefits from the increase in pressure
operation with the order of dependence of 0.26, as obtained from Equation (7). Hence, the required
membrane area can be reduced, which results in a decrease in the capital investment and membrane
replacement cost. Therefore, the annual total cost of the membrane plant is minimized. However,
from Equations (22) and (27), it can be obtained that both the power consumption and the initial
investment for the pumps rise much faster than the increase of permeate flux (the exponents of the
pressure dependency are 1 and 0.4, respectively). Therefore, as the inlet operating pressure increases,
the annual total cost decreases and reaches a minimum value, and then rises again with a further
increase in operating pressure.

4.3. Effect of Module Height

Figure 4 shows the effect of module height on the total cost. Other design variables are kept
constant, inlet pressure TMP = 500 kPa, recirculation flow rate Q = 45 m3/h, module width w = 1 m.

From the figure, it is shown that the decrease in the height of the membrane module will decrease
the total cost of the membrane plant. However, a further decrease in module height makes the total
cost also increase. The reason is similar to the effect of the recirculation flow rate. The decrease in
module height will increase the cross-flow velocity and thus increase the permeate flux. Therefore, the
membrane area decreases, which leads to a decrease in the membrane replacement cost. Consequently,
the annual total cost of the membrane plant will decrease. However, high velocity affects the pressure
loss and hence, energy consumption. Therefore, the annual total cost initially decreases and reaches a
minimum value, then rises again with a further decrease in module height.
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Figure 4. Effect of module height on the total cost of the plant.

4.4. Effect of Module Width

Figure 5 shows the effect of module height on the total cost. Other design variables are kept
constant, inlet pressure TMP = 500 kPa, recirculation flow rate Q = 35 m3/h, module height h = 10 mm.

Figure 5. Effect of module width on the total cost of plant.

Similar to the effect of the recirculation flow rate, it is shown that the decrease in the height of the
membrane module will decrease the total cost of the membrane plant. However, a further decrease
in module height makes the total cost also increase. The decrease in module width will increase the
cross-flow velocity and shear rate, thus increase the permeate flux. Therefore, the membrane area
decreases, which leads to a decrease of membrane replacement cost, and the annual total cost of the
membrane plant will decrease. However, high velocity affects the pressure loss and hence, energy
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consumption. Therefore, the annual total cost initially decreases and reaches a minimum value, then
rises again with a further decrease in module height.

4.5. Optimum Design

The optimum design of various feed flow rate designs was done in order to illustrate the method.
The lower bound for the membrane width is 0.1 m and the lower bound for the module height is 0.5
mm. The results of the design are shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Optimum design of the membrane module.

Feed
[m3/h]

φ0

[-]
φf

[-]
Pressure

[kPa]
Recirculation

[m3/h]
Width [m]

Height
[mm]

Total Cost
[$/yr]

0.02 0.1 0.4 523 2.8 0.1 5.0 1.29 × 103

0.2 0.1 0.4 1000 4.9 0.1 8.9 4.30 × 103

2 0.1 0.4 1000 0.2 0.1 6.9 1.18 × 104

20 0.1 0.4 987 0.2 1.3 5.0 5.60 × 104

200 0.1 0.4 1000 0.8 11.1 5.0 3.65 × 105

From Table 3, it can be obtained that the operating pressure of the optimum design plant is at a
high value when the feed flow rate is not so low. When operating at high pressure, the permeate flux
increases, resulting a reduction in the membrane area. However, if the operating pressure is too high,
it will affect the mechanical stability of the system in addition to the pump cost expression. Therefore,
the plant should operate at the maximum allowance of pressure.

Figure 6 shows the total cost per unit flow rate design. The cost per unit flow rate design decreases
when the plant size becomes larger. It reflects the economics of scale.

Figure 6. The behavior of cost per unit flow rate design in optimum condition with plant capacity.

From the results, it can be shown that the membrane plant should be designed as long in channel
length but short in channel width to achieve a high cross-flow velocity. The recirculation flow rate is
also operated at a moderate value to maintain relatively high cross-flow velocity, but to not consume
too much energy for the pump. The channel height should be configured at several millimeters.

From the results it can also be obtained that at different requirements of the process, such as the
desired feed flow rate, the membrane plant configuration and operation condition will significantly
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change. The tendency is difficult to predict. Therefore, the design requirement and permeate flux
expression strongly affect the design, selection, and operation strategy in membrane separation
processes. There is no general rule, and for a particular system, the permeate flux and the correlation
with operating conditions and membrane geometry should be investigated. The design and operating
strategy strongly depend on this correlation.

5. Conclusions

In this study, a simulation of a membrane plant was discussed. A system of ordinary differential
equations was developed to accurately simulate the membrane module. The system of equations
reflects the change of flow properties along the membrane and incorporates the pressure drop.
The steady-state permeate flux presented in [6] is assumed as the governing equation for the filtration
process. An economic model including the capital cost as well as the operating cost was used to
evaluate the performance of the membrane plant. The effect of operating and design parameters,
such as recirculation flow rate, inlet pressure, and membrane module geometry, on the economic
viewpoint of membrane application was investigated. All the parameters have a critical point which
minimizes the annual cost while the other parameters are fixed. The search for an optimum design
using genetic algorithm suggests that the system should be operated at high pressure and short channel
width. Other parameters should be further investigated so that the cross-flow velocity is maintained at
a high value, but does not consume too much energy. It also suggests that the design, selection, and
operating strategy strongly depend on the requirement of the process and the permeate flux and its
correlation to system parameters. The procedure presented in this study might be extended for the
general design of a particular process in which the governing equations are known.
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Abstract: Nowadays, to ensure sustainability of smart materials, it is imperative to eliminate or reduce
carbon footprint related to nano material production. The concept of design of experiment to provide
an optimal synthesis process, with a desired yield, is indispensable. It is the researcher’s goal to get
optimum value for experiments that requires multiple runs and multiple inputs. Herein, is a reliable
approach of utilizing design of experiment (DOE) for response surface methodology (RSM). Thus, to
optimize a facile and effective synthesis process for fluorescent carbon dots (CDs) derived from tapioca
that is in line with green chemistry principles for sustainable synthesis. The predictions for fluorescent
CDs synthesis from RSM were in excellent agreement with the artificial neural network (ANN) model
prediction by the Levenberg–Marquardt back propagation (LMBP) algorithm. Considering R2, root
mean square error (RMSE) and mean absolute error (MAE) have all revealed a positive hidden
layer size. The best hidden layer of neurons were discovered at point 4-8, to confirm the validity
of carbon dots, characterization of surface morphology and particles sizes of CDs were conducted
with favorable confirmations of the unique characteristics and attributes of synthesized CDs by
hydrothermal route.

Keywords: tapioca; response surface methodology; artificial neural network; carbon dots;
hydrothermal; photoluminescence; organic

1. Introduction

The process of optimizing synthesis parameters (factors) to provide high quality organic carbon
dots (CDs) represents a complex process. It is a similitude of a search in the dark. Several researchers
have reported a low value of photoluminescence, long hours synthesis, and high volume of resources
used in the process of CDs [1,2]. Attempting to synthesize CDs needs optimization by an appropriate
mathematical model, which is embedded with the task to optimize the synthesis process in terms of
quality criteria and prediction with less error. This is necessary due to the influence of factors that
may or may not affect the quality of yield. So far, the synthesis of sustainable organic CDs with high
performance yield is still being researched. In the past, synthesis processes that involved multiple
factors were conducted by varying a single factor while others were kept constant, known as one
variable at a time (OVAT), but this method is time consuming. It became imperative to formulate
multivariate statistics that substantially reduce the numbers of experiments [3].

Nwobi-Okoye and Ochieze [4] made a study based on the comparison of Response Surface
Methodology (RSM) and Artificial Neural Network (ANN) data to validate the prediction of aluminum
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alloy A356/cow horn particulate composites hardness. The study confirmed that ANN with R2 of
0.9921 exhibited better accuracy than the RSM with R2 of 0.9583 in predicting the hardness values of
the composites [4]. The ANN model is generally based upon artificial intelligence (machine learning),
under which a predefined set of data is being trained [5,6], validated, and tested for prediction purposes.
Due to this constraint, it is worthy to note that the values predicted by ANN will not often be the best
predicted values, but will be within the range of the experimental study [7,8].

RSM is a technique that has been widely applied for defining the interactions between various
process parameters and responses with the various desired criteria and taking note of the significance of
these process parameters on the desired responses [9]. However, RSM is reported not to be desirable to
optimize the non-linear system study that possesses minimal difference in parts, processing boundaries,
or investigated data sets because it affects the overall properties of material [9]. The prediction of RSM
is based on a first or second order polynomial equation, hence, it is inadequate enough to capture
non-linear behavior and can give a non-reliable estimation of photoluminescent quantum yield of
fluorescent carbon dots of organic origin. Consequently, the application of the artificial neural network
(ANN) can be employed to checkmate and surmount concerns of using a lone RSM in predicting the
non-linear system. The concept of ANN is an independent method that uses a model that effectively
handles nonlinearity in responses that concerns the synthesis and photoluminescent quantum yield of
carbon dots.

Formulating an ANN model which accepts a small data set of experimental runs while supplying
a useful output in the synthesis of an advanced nanoparticle (CDs) is studied here. From the studies
conducted, there are no results published by using the Levenberg–Marquardt back propagation (LMBP)
algorithm in the synthesis of fluorescent carbon dots from tapioca powder. With this in view, the
LMBP training algorithm was built and deployed in the current study to predict the photoluminescent
quantum yield of the synthesized carbon dots from tapioca powder.

In this report, sample data were acquired from design of experiment for response surface
methodology (RSM). The training and predictions by an artificial neural network (ANN) were carried
out by different multi inputs, and multi output ANN, developed using the Levenberg–Marquardt
back propagation (LMBP) algorithm to predict the fluorescent properties of carbon dots synthesized in
the study.

2. Mathematical Models and Analytical Methods

2.1. Response Surface Method and Mathematical Model

The design software utilized was Design-Expert Version 11.0.5. Central composite design (CCD)
was adopted for the analysis of effects. These consist of four (4) independent variables: Temperature
(X1), Dosage (X2), Time (X3), and W/Ace/NaOH ratio (X4), as shown in Table 1 below. A total sum of
30 experimental runs were carried out, photoluminescent quantum yield (PLQY) was the response
considered and expressed as the dependent variable shown in Table 2. The inputs variables were
expressed individually as a function of independent variables. A second-order polynomial equation
was used to express PLQY (Y1) as an independent variable. Given in the equation below:

Y = β0 +
4∑

i=1

βiXi +
4∑

i=1

βiiX2
i +

4∑
i< j

βi jXiXj (1)

where, Y represents the response variable, β0 is a constant, βi, βii, and βi j are the linear, quadratic, and
cross-product coefficients, respectively. Xi and Xj are the respective levels of the independent variables.
Three dimensional (3D) surface response plots were generated by varying two variables at a time
within the experimental range and holding the other two constant at the central point. Furthermore,
a test of statistical significance was based on the total error criteria with a confidence level of 95.0%.
Below is the response surface methodology (RSM) design summary.
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Table 1. Independent variables used in the Response Surface Methodology (RSM) design.

Factor Name Units Low Actual High Actual Low Coded High Coded Mean Std. Dev.

A (X1) Temp ◦C 75.00 175.00 −1.000 1.000 125.0 40.825
B (X2) Dosage g 0.100 0.50 −1.000 1.000 0.30 0.163
C (X3) Time min 45.00 105.00 −1.000 1.000 75.00 24.495
D (X4) W/Ace/NaOH mL 8.00 40.00 −1.000 1.000 24.00 13.064

Table 2. Design of experiment for response surface methodology report.

Std
Order

Factor-A
Temperature

(◦C)

Factor-B
Dossage
(gram)

Factor-C
Time
(min)

Factor-D Solvent (mL)
(H2O/C3H6O/NaOH)

Exp. Actual
Value

(PLQY)

Pred.
Value

Res.
Value

1 75 0.10 45 8.00 14.67 14.41 0.26
2 175 0.10 45 8.00 21.05 20.89 0.15
3 75 0.50 45 8.00 22.80 22.35 0.45
4 175 0.50 45 8.00 19.96 19.13 0.83
5 75 0.10 105 8.00 14.00 13.01 0.99
6 175 0.10 105 8.00 25.27 26.13 −0.86
7 75 0.50 105 8.00 20.15 21.52 −1.36
8 175 0.50 105 8.00 24.87 24.94 −0.06
9 75 0.10 45 40.00 24.82 24.39 0.42
10 175 0.10 45 40.00 20.99 19.88 1.11
11 170 0.1 100 12.00 27.75 27.38 0.37
12 175 0.50 45 40.00 12.53 13.16 −0.63
13 75 0.10 105 40.00 17.90 18.99 −1.09
14 175 0.10 105 40.00 21.04 21.13 −0.09
15 75 0.50 105 40.00 22.75 22.55 0.21
16 175 0.50 105 40.00 14.46 14.98 −0.51
17 54 0.30 75 24.00 24.28 24.57 −0.30
18 195 0.30 75 24.00 23.89 23.80 0.08
19 125 0.02 75 24.00 24.49 25.08 −0.59
20 125 0.58 75 24.00 26.73 26.35 0.38
21 125 0.30 32 24.00 18.53 20.74 −2.22
22 125 0.30 117 24.00 23.04 21.03 2.01
23 125 0.30 75 1.37 16.74 16.98 −0.24
24 125 0.30 75 46.63 17.02 16.99 0.03
25 125 0.30 75 24.00 23.53 23.58 −0.05
26 125 0.30 75 24.00 24.53 23.58 0.94
27 125 0.30 75 24.00 22.89 23.58 −0.69
28 125 0.30 75 24.00 22.53 23.58 −1.06
29 125 0.30 75 24.00 23.93 23.58 0.34
30 125 0.30 75 24.00 24.53 23.58 0.94

Predicted Value = Pred. value, Res. Value = Residual value. Study Type: Response Surface, Runs: 30, Initial Design:
Central Composite, Design Model: Quadratic.

2.2. Artificial Neural Network Mathematical Model and Method

Response surface methodology data along with the experimental data was collected from sample
formulation, totaling 30 samples. These sample data were used in the training of overall data. Note;
the regular data collected where normalized to a range between 0 and 1 using Equation (2) below.

Xnorm =
X −Xmin.

Xmax−Xmin

(2)

The Xnorm is the normalized value, X is the variable, Xmin and Xmax are the minimum and maximum
values among the data set.

The normalization is necessary to execute the sigmoid transfer function effectively. The network
model was programmed by codes of multilayer perceptron (MLP) along with the training algorithm
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of back propagation (BP), which consists of an input layer (the input variables of temperature, time,
dosage, and solvent ratio), a hidden layer and an output layer (photoluminescent quantum yield)
which was the response generated from the experimental values. These three node layers are neurons
that utilizes non-linear activation function as given in Figure 1 below.

 

Figure 1. Architecture of multilayer perceptron neural network.

Data tests have shown that a pair of hidden layer resulted in a high performance value. Thus,
after multiple iterations for the best data set performance, artificial neural network topologies were
selected based on the log-sigmoid transfer function (Equation (3)), linear transfer function in the output
layer (Equation (4)), and best performance criteria of coefficient of determination (R2) at Equation (5),
mean absolute error (MAE) at Equation (6), and root mean square error (RMSE) at Equation (7).

Logsig (n) =
1

1 + exp(−n)
(3)

Pureline (n) = n (4)

R2 = 1−
n∑

i=1

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ (yi
pred − yi

targ)
2

(yavg,targ − yi
targ)

2

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (5)

MAE =
1
N

N∑
i=1

|yi
pred − yi

targ| (6)

RMSE =

√√√√ N∑
i=1

(yi
Pred − yi

targ)
2

N
(7)

where, n is the number of experimental data, yi
Pred is the predicted value and yi

targ is real value obtained

from experimental data, yavg,targ is the average experimental value. However, the value of R2 is the
amount of reduction in the variability of the response by using a repressor variable in the model. R2 close
to 1 is desirable and the root mean square error (RMSE) is required to be negligibly infinitesimal [10].
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The process of developing an artificial intelligence model for the prediction and optimization of
fluorescent carbon dots followed the flow chart in Figure 2. The chart demonstrates the procedural
flow involved in the formulation of the artificial neural network for photoluminescent quantum yield
prediction and optimization for the synthesized fluorescent carbon dots (see Section 2.3 for synthesis
approach).

 

Figure 2. Artificial neural network model flow chart.

A multi input and a single output artificial neural network model was developed by utilizing the
Levenberg–Marquardt back propagation (LMBP) algorithm to effectively predict the photoluminescent
quantum yield of synthesized fluorescent carbon dots [11,12].
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2.3. Synthesis of Carbon Dots (CDs)

An environmental suitable technique for producing carbon dots, (hydrothermal synthesis process),
were adopted from the response surface methodology analysis. The best photoluminescent quantum
yield data were used here for the report of the response. A small quantity, (0.1 g), of tapioca flour was
mixed in 12 mL prepared solvent ratio (deionized water + sodium hydroxide + acetone), see Figure 3
for mechanism flow. This mixture was placed in a stainless steel hydrothermal reactor in a convection
oven at a temperature of 170 ◦C for a period of 1 h 40 min. This study has successfully reduced the
needed temperature and time needed for synthesizing CDs [13–15].

 
Figure 3. Mechanism for synthesis of carbon dots.

The mixture was centrifuged for 20 min at 3000 rpm. For clarity (no substantial suspended solids
detected). The photoluminescent quantum yield was thus calculated by;

Q = QR(
GRAD

GRADR
)(

e2

e2
R

) (8)
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3. Result and Discussion

3.1. Response Surface Methodology

The design of experiment data (ref: Table 1) was used as independent variables inputs. The best
outputs of photoluminescent quantum yield (PLQY) of carbon dots, the predicted and actual
experimental values of photoluminescent quantum yield, is reported in Table 2 below.

It shows a positive model with an R2 value of 0.956 as revealed on the fits statistics (Table 6), a
high experimental value of PLQY of 27.75%, and a predicted value of 27.38% with a residual value of
0.37%. The experimental data was then used to calculate the coefficient of polynomial equation for
the response yield with the inputs data of temperature, time, dosage, and solvent ratio; by adopting
Equation (1).

The results of design of experiment was computed by central composite design (CCD) as stated
earlier. Photoluminescent quantum yield of the predicted and experimental yield was given by a
model equation as in Equation (1) and represented by the expression below.

A = temperature, B = dosages, C = time, D = solvent (H2O/C3H6O/NaOH)
Now, let;
A = X1, B = X2, C = X3, D = X4 (refer to RSM Table 2)

i Final equation in terms of coded (predicted) factors (full model): Also see Table 3 below for R2

values and lack of fit for the polynomial regression equation.

Photoluminescent quantum yield (Response) = 23.63 − 0.1732 X1 + 0.03498 X2 +

0.1905 X3 − 0.0802 X4 − 2.38 X1 X2 + 1.61 X1 X3 − 2.68 X1 X4 + 0.1894 X2 X3 − 1.30 X2 X4 −
0.9353 X3 X4 + 0.2905 X2

1 + 1.07 X2
2 − 1.38 X2

3 − 3.36 X2
4.

ii Final equation in terms of actual factors (full model): Also see Table 4 below for R2 values and
lack of fit for the polynomial regression equation.

Photoluminescent quantum yield (Response) = −3.3822 + 0.03866 X1 + 22.7576 X2 +

0.1385 X3 + 1.3133 X4 − 0.2379 X1 X2 + 0.0010 X1 X3 − 0.0033 X1 X4 + 0.0315 X2 X3 −
0.4069 X2 X4 − 0.0019 X3 X4 + 0.0001 X2

1 + 26.8733 X2
2 − 0.0015 X2

3 − 0.0131 X2
4.

Table 3. The fitted quadratic model in terms of coded variables.

Response 2nd Order Polynomial Equation
Regression
(p-Value)

R2 R2

(Adjusted)
Lack
of Fit

PLQY

23.63 − 0.1732 X1 + 0.03498 X2 + 0.1905 X3
−0.0802 X4 − 2.38 X1 X2 + 1.61 X1 X3 − 2.68
X1 X4
+ 0.1894 X2 X3 − 1.30 X2 X4 – 0.9353 X3 X4
+ 0.2905 X2

1 + 1.07 X2
2 − 1.38 X2

3 − 3.36 X2
4.

0.0001 0.9563 0.9155 0.1685

Table 4. The fitted quadratic model in terms of actual variables.

Response 2nd Order Polynomial Equation
Regression
(p-Value)

R2 R2

(Adjusted)
Lack
of Fit

PLQY

−3.3822 + 0.03866 X1 + 22.7576 X2 +
0.1385 X3 + 1.3133 X4 − 0.2379 X1 X2 +
0.0010 X1 X3 − 0.0033 X1 X4 + 0.0315 X2 X3
− 0.4069 X2 X4 − 0.0019 X3 X4 + 0.0001 X2

1
+ 26.8733 X2

2 − 0.0015 X2
3 − 0.0131 X2

4.

0.0001 0.9563 0.9155 0.1685
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Analysis of Variance and Model Statistical Report

The data set for the response surface methodology as generated by the software made the model
to fit in to quadratic significance, and the analysis of variance (ANOVA) for statistical significance of
the quadratic model is computed on Table 5 below;

Table 5. ANOVA for quadratic model.

Source Sum of Squares df Mean Square F-Value p-Value

Model 446.88 14 31.92 23.45 <0.0001 significant
A-Temperature 0.5324 1 0.5324 0.3912 0.5411

B-Dosage 2.14 1 2.14 1.57 0.2289
C-Time 0.6458 1 0.6458 0.4745 0.5014

D-W/Ace/NaOH 0.1132 1 0.1132 0.0832 0.7770
AB 83.27 1 83.27 61.18 <0.0001
AC 38.33 1 38.33 28.16 <0.0001
AD 101.98 1 101.98 74.93 <0.0001
BC 0.5274 1 0.5274 0.3875 0.5430
BD 24.01 1 24.01 17.64 0.0008
CD 12.38 1 12.38 9.10 0.0087
A2 0.7806 1 0.7806 0.5735 0.4606
B2 10.48 1 10.48 7.70 0.0142
C2 17.76 1 17.76 13.05 0.0026
D2 106.01 1 106.01 77.89 <0.0001

Residual 20.42 15 1.36
Lack of Fit 16.94 10 1.69 2.44 0.1685 Not significant
Pure Error 3.47 5 0.6947
Cor Total 467.30 29

F-value of 23.45 implies the model is significant and the subsequent values for the parameters
show their degree of effects on the response of photoluminescent quantum yield for fluorescent carbon
dots. Herewith, in Table 5, the most effective single–multiple parameter is the solvent ratio (D2) with
an F-value of 77.89. While, interactive most effective parameters are temperature and solvent ratio
(AD) with F-value 74.93. The least effective single parameter is temperature (A2) with an F-value
of 0.5735 and the least effective interactive parameters are dosage and time (BC) with an F-value of
0.3875 [16,17].

Model p-values less than 0.0500 indicate the model terms are significant [18]. In this case AB,
AC, AD, BD, CD, B2, C2, D2 are significant model terms. Values greater than 0.1000 indicate the
model terms are not significant, hence, individual lone factors are independent and are non-effective.
Favorable interactive effects were observed between temperature and dosage (AB), temperature and
time (AC), temperature and solvent (AD), dosage and solvent ratio (BD), and time and solvent ratio
(CD), while the individual factor effects were observed with dosage (D2), time (C2), and solvent ratio
(D2). Non favorable interactive effects were observed with dosage and time (BC), and the multiple
factor of non-effect is temperature (A2). If there are many insignificant model terms (not counting those
required to support hierarchy), model reduction may be considered to improve the model, however, in
this study the non-effects are few and infinitesimal. The lack of fit F-value of 2.44 implies the lack of fit
is not significant relative to the pure error. Non-significant lack of fit is an excellent requirement, since
it is needed for the model to fit [19].

The experimental R2 of 0.9563 in Table 6, shows a significant response [20]. The predicted R2 of
0.7689 is in reasonable agreement with the adjusted R2 of 0.9155; i.e., the difference is less than 0.2 [21].
Adequate precision, measures the signal to noise ratio, thus, ratio greater than 4 is desirable. Ratio of
17.519 indicates an adequate signal.
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Table 6. Fit statistics summary.

Std. Dev. 1.17 R2 0.9563

Mean 21.40 Adjusted R2 0.9155
C.V. % 5.45 Predicted R2 0.7689

Adequate Precision 17.5186

This model is significant to navigate the design space. It is necessary for a model to comply with
the following;

i A significant model: Large F-value with p < 0.05.
ii Insignificant lack-of-fit: F-value with p > 0.10.
iii Adequate precision >4 [18–20].

Furthermore, from Figure 4 below, the three dimensional (3D) plots have shown interactive
responses to the favorable yield of photoluminescent quantum yield at 27.75% and the intercept value
of 23.63 on the 2nd order polynomial equation of actual values is suitable.

In Figure 4A the interactive behavior of temperature (A) at 170 ◦C and dosage (B) at 0.1 g has an
effective interaction with an F-value of 61.18 and a p-value less than 0.0001 with a value of −0.2379 in
the 2nd order polynomial equation of actual factors. Figure 4B is an interactive effect of temperature
(A) and time (C) at 1 h 40 min. It records a linear effect on the response value of photoluminescent
quantum yield with a favorable p-value that is less than 0.001 and a coefficient value of 1.6143 on the
polynomial equation. The interactive effect of temperature (A) and solvent ratio W/Ace/NaOH (D) at
12 mL have the best effect on the response yield of photoluminescent quantum yield with an f -value of
74.93 and a p-value less than 0.0001, coefficient of −2.68 as seen in the 2nd order polynomial equation
with a linear response as shown in Figure 4C.

Figure 4D shows a non-effective interaction between dosage (B) and time (C) on the response
of photoluminescent quantum yield. p-value at 0.5430 and f -value of 0.3875 all fall short of the
requirement of a p-value <0.100 and an f -value that is extremely low. The interactive effect of dosage
(B) and solvent ratio W/Ace/NaOH (D) at p-value 0.0008 as shown in the 3D plot on Figure 4A,C,E,F is
the most important factor in the sustainability of environmental resources. Environmental resources
management is an essential factor to be considered in the synthesis of products, with high emphasis on
minimal resource requirement [18].

3.2. Photoluminescent Quantum Yield

The photoluminescent quantum yield (PLQY) of the CDs was ascertained by Equation (8) as in
Section 2.3. Using quinine sulfate added to H2SO4 to form 0.1 M solution, optical density of 0.00, 0.02,
0.04, 0.06, 0.08, 0.1 were obtained; at absorption wavelength of 340 nm and dilution was made from the
synthesized carbon dots solution. The procedure, is an established process of calculating quantum
yields of photoluminescent substances. Quinine sulphate as reference quantum yield was held at
54.6 [22–26].
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Figure 4. Experimental factors for 3D surface plots of tapioca powder conversion to fluorescent
carbon dots.
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3.3. Evaluation Performance between Artificial Neural Network (ANN) and Response Surface Methodology
(RSM) on the Yield of Photoluminescent Quantum Yield

Artificial neural Network (ANN) is a system that mimics the naturally inspired computational
model. Thus, it emulates the workings of the human brain to take in certain connections among
information inputs and yield outputs through trained data [27–30].

From Table 7 below, it shows the relationship between the response surface methodology and
the artificial neural network performance of the trained data (see Figure 5). The best output for
photoluminescent quantum yield was obtained at No. 11 at actual experimental value of 27.75%,
RSM predicted value of 27.38%, and ANN predicted value of 26.25%. The training of the data set
was conducted by Matlab R2015a (8.5.0.197613), utilizing Lavenberg–Marquardt algorithm (LMA).
The LMA is based on the training neural network through iteration and reiteration of data set weight
and bias values as shown on Table 8 [31–33].

Table 7. Response surface methodology and artificial neural network.

Std
Order

Factor-A
Temperature

(◦C)

Factor-B
Dossage
(gram)

Factor-C
Time
(min)

Factor-D Solvent
(mL)

(H2O/C3H6O/NaOH)

Exp. Actual
Value

(PLQY%)

RSM
Pred.
Value

ANN.
Pred.
Value

1 75 0.10 45 8.00 14.67 14.41 12.46
2 175 0.10 45 8.00 21.05 20.89 21.31
3 75 0.50 45 8.00 22.80 22.35 22.74
4 175 0.50 45 8.00 19.96 19.13 19.93
5 75 0.10 105 8.00 14.00 13.01 14.76
6 175 0.10 105 8.00 25.27 26.13 24.84
7 75 0.50 105 8.00 20.15 21.52 19.99
8 175 0.50 105 8.00 24.87 24.94 24.96
9 75 0.10 45 40.00 24.82 24.39 24.51
10 175 0.10 45 40.00 20.99 19.88 21.10
11 170 0.1 100 12.00 27.75 27.38 26.25
12 175 0.50 45 40.00 12.53 13.16 15.80
13 75 0.10 105 40.00 17.90 18.99 17.56
14 175 0.10 105 40.00 21.04 21.13 21.07
15 75 0.50 105 40.00 22.75 22.55 23.82
16 175 0.50 105 40.00 14.46 14.98 18.69
17 54 0.30 75 24.00 24.28 24.57 23.45
18 195 0.30 75 24.00 23.89 23.80 24.89
19 125 0.02 75 24.00 24.49 25.08 24.09
20 125 0.58 75 24.00 26.73 26.35 25.17
21 125 0.30 32 24.00 18.53 20.74 16.69
22 125 0.30 117 24.00 23.04 21.03 23.65
23 125 0.30 75 1.37 16.74 16.98 15.06
24 125 0.30 75 46.63 17.02 16.99 17.38
25 125 0.30 75 24.00 23.53 23.58 23.72
26 125 0.30 75 24.00 24.53 23.58 23.72
27 125 0.30 75 24.00 22.89 23.58 23.72
28 125 0.30 75 24.00 22.53 23.58 23.72
29 125 0.30 75 24.00 23.93 23.58 23.72
30 125 0.30 75 24.00 24.53 23.58 23.72

Predicted Value = Pred. value, Study Type: Response Surface, Runs: 30, Initial Design: Central Composite, Design
Model: Quadratic.
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Figure 5. Parity plots; (A) Response Surface Methodology (RSM) predicted against experimental actual
values. (B) Artificial Neural Network (ANN) predicted against experimental actual values. (C) RSM
predicted values against ANN predicted values.

Table 8. Artificial neural network (ANN) optimum values for hidden layer sizes and corresponding
transfer functions (‘tansig’ and ‘logsig’) for minimum error fittings for train, validation, and test of
optimized RSM data.

Hidden Neurons
Train Validation Test All

R2 RMSE MAE R2 RMSE MAE R2 RMSE MAE R2

4-8 * 0.99 0.09 0.06 0.99 0.07 0.04 0.99 0.08 0.06 0.99
8-4 0.99 0.03 0.01 0.95 0.10 0.09 0.95 0.11 0.09 0.94
8-16 0.99 0.04 0.03 0.78 0.17 0.13 0.96 0.12 0.09 0.93
9-19 0.99 0.02 0.01 0.93 0.13 0.08 0.99 0.11 0.09 0.96
11-4 0.99 0.04 0.03 0.85 0.11 0.09 0.95 0.14 0.11 0.96
11-7 0.99 0.02 0.01 0.97 0.07 0.06 0.82 0.12 0.09 0.97
11-9 0.99 0.02 0.01 0.99 0.11 0.09 0.83 0.15 0.12 0.96
13-9 0.95 0.07 0.05 0.92 0.14 0.13 0.94 0.12 0.09 0.93
13-13 0.99 0.03 0.02 0.76 0.11 0.09 0.93 0.16 0.13 0.95
17-10 0.99 0.02 0.01 0.90 0.12 0.13 0.99 0.06 0.05 0.96
17-18 0.99 0.02 0.01 0.91 0.11 0.08 0.94 0.12 0.09 0.97
19-4 0.99 0.03 0.02 0.52 0.12 0.09 0.97 0.12 0.09 0.96
19-6 0.98 0.07 0.05 0.83 0.12 0.11 0.99 0.02 0.02 0.96

* 4-8 is the chosen model based on its comparative high R2 value.

As shown in Figure 5 below, the R2 value is a good revelation of the compatibility of each data set
to each other.

The RSM values shows a high R2 value of 0.9563 than the ANN R2 of 0.944 with a negligible
residual value of 0.0123 between the RSM and ANN. Hence, the ANN is a very good method of
validating RSM data set [21]. The process of validating the Levenberg–Marquardt back propagation
model for the response yield of photoluminescent quantum yield adopted in this study were done
by deploying different adjustable topologies (see Table 8) in training of the network performance.
From the 13 topologies deployed hidden layers between 4 and 20; the best hidden layer configuration
with high coefficient of determination and low training error was gained at 4–8, as evident in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Artificial neural network model coefficient of determination and error relationship of data set
of fluorescent carbon dots. (a) Trained R2 output, (b) Validated R2 output, (c) Test R2 output, and (d)
Overall R2 output of data set.

Figure 6 below shows a high value of R2 ≥ 95 for the output parameter of photoluminescent
quantum yield which complies with the expected results from training of data set by the
Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm [17,29].

3.4. Characterization and Properties of Carbon Dots

The need to analyze carbon dots for their characteristic attributes is very essential. These can be
done by determining the particle sizes and morphological patterns using high resolution devices [34].
The atomic force microscopy (AFM), high resolution transmission electron microscopy (HrTEM), and
field emission scanning emission microscopic (FESEM) techniques have been utilized for this purposes.

3.4.1. Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) and High Resolution Transmission Electron Microscopy
(HrTEM) of Carbon Dots (CDs)

CDs particle size distribution and morphology have been investigated (Figure 7). Figure 7a shows
the three dimensional (3D) plot of the morphological pattern of carbon dots while Figure 7b depicts 62
counts of CDs with a mean height and diameter of 4.054 nm and 44.032 nm, respectively, which is a
confirmation of the nano-dimension of CDs. Figure 7c represents the histogram of the 62 carbon dots
count and Figure 7d is the HrTEM of carbon dots at less than 10 nm and a lattice spacing at 0.24 nm.
HrTEM analysis for the carbon dots were investigated to determine the actual size and shape of the
carbon dots. The image clearly depicts the synthesized CDs as well dispersed in water with a spherical
petal shape and fine size distribution of about 3.0–5.0 nm in diameter shown in Figure 7.
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(a) (b) 

(c)

( )

Figure 7. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) and high resolution transmission electron microscopy
(HrTEM) of carbon dots (CDs). (a) 3D CDs particles, (b) 2D CDs particles, (c) CDs particle distribution,
and (d) CDs particle sizes and lattice space.

The HrTEM provides a validation of the nano dimensions present in the synthesized CDs via
hydrothermal route which is in agreement with semiconductors synthesized at the nano scale [35,36].

The CDs lattice spacing of 0.24 nm renders it suitable in membrane filtration application. More
so, the sizes of CDs are below 5 nm, which means there are numerous surface sites for adsorption
application purposes in wastewater treatment.

In addition, Table 9 shows a detailed presentation of the size distribution of CDs obtained
by measuring the heights, areas, and diameters of 62-single carbon dots observed under atomic
force microscopy.

Table 9. Analysis of the atomic force microscopy of CDs.

Parameter Mean Minimum Maximum

Total Count 62 62 62
Height 4.054 (nm) 2.174 (nm) 8.486 (nm)
Area 2086.516 (nm2) 381.470 (nm2) 18,005.371 (nm2)

Diameter 44.032 (nm) 22.039 (nm) 151.411 (nm)
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As presented on Table 9. The CDs mean diameter of 44.034 nm and mean area of 2086.516 nm2

possess the attributes of a suitable adsorbent for adsorbing environmental pollutants [13].

3.4.2. Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscopy (FESEM) and EDx of Tapioca-Derived
Carbon Dots

From the conducted FESEM analysis, it is found that the actual shape of the CDs is in the form of
a flower shaped petals, spherical in nature, as can be seen in Figure 8a,b. The EDX study determined
the elemental compositions of carbon dots, and the results shows presence of C (31.64%), 0 (55.84%),
Na (10.99%), Si (1.45%), and K (0.079%) as in Figure 8c. The Na signal in EDX spectrum is due to the
sodium hydroxide constituent of carbon dots synthesis and silicon is as result of glass substrate for
drying carbon dots during the sample preparation for FESEM.

 

Figure 8. FESEM at (a) 40 μm (b) 10 μm and (c) EDx of tapioca-derived carbon dots.

3.4.3. Properties of Carbon Dots (CDs)

The use of UV lamp to assess the quality of fluorescent carbon dots have been applied as a
source to obtain a blue/green color in the near visible region of color band group. The UV irradiations
absorbed by the carbon dots and excited through absorbing the energy leading to an electron excited
state. The molecules of carbon dots with extended Pi-electron provides the basics for the fluorescence
emission of carbon dots. The tapioca-derived carbon dot is a wavelength dependent photoluminescent
ionic solution in the visible range with a surface abundant with hydroxyl and carboxylic/carboxyl
moieties [13].

CDs indicated a strong optical absorption in the UV region (230–340 nm) with a tail extending to
the visible range as presented in Figure 9.
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Figure 9. Optical properties of CDs. (a) UV-visible absorption and emission spectra of as prepared CDs
dispersed in water. (b) Fluorescence emission spectra of carbon dots and reference material (Tapioca).

Absorption shoulders in the spectrum may be due to the π-π* (pi to pi star transition) of C=C
bonds or n-π* (n to pi star transition) of C=O [37]. The uniqueness of CDs is the photoluminescence
emitted by it. Based on past study, it shows the dependency of intensity and wavelength emission
towards excitation wavelength [38]. This is due to the different size of particles and surface chemistry
and different emissive traps on CDs surface that can be related by the synthesis method.

The wavelength dependence behavior makes CDs possible to be applied in multi-color imaging
applications. It has been suggested that there are separate emissions by CDs core and surface states
whereby size, surface, and defects are responsible for the emission properties [13]. The color of CDs
most of the time is related to the surface groups which compares to particles size and normally CDs
show strong photoluminescence from blue to green wavelength. In terms of chemical properties,
different synthesis methods of CDs lead to different chemical structure, such as polymer chains, oxygen
based and amino-based groups [39].

The main challenge with carbon dots is the agglomeration of the particles due to strong particle
interactions. It can be postulated that the agglomeration of particles over time is the very reason that
these CDs emit green fluorescence since it had been left for 3 months. The resultant change in colour
due to agglomeration of carbon dot particle can be observed in Figure 10 (A and B) [40].

 
Figure 10. Tapioca powder as source of fluorescent carbon dots. (A) Carbon dots after synthesis
emitting blue fluorescence. (B) Carbon dots emitting green fluorescence after 3 months of synthesis.

It is well-known that there is a relationship between emission wavelength of quantum dots
and particle size, i.e., the smaller the particle size is, the shorter the emission wavelength [41]. It is
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reasonable to speculate that this law is also applicable to carbon dots. Strong green photoluminescence
offers unique superiority, because most of the current carbon dots emit blue fluorescence under UV
irradiation. This kind of carbon dots had been synthesized [42].

4. Conclusions

The concept of synthesizing CDs (at zero dimension) on an industrial scale requires automation
by first being able to predict the possible outcomes based upon the intended experimental factors.
Thus, this study has applied tapioca as the material for optimization to achieve the set objective of large
scale synthesis by means of prediction through a reliable approach of utilizing design of experiment
(DoE) for a response surface methodology (RSM), to optimize a facile and effective synthesis process of
fluorescent carbon dots from tapioca powder (starch) via hydrothermal synthesis route. The prediction
for optimized fluorescent carbon dots synthesis from RSM is in excellent agreement with artificial
neural network prediction by the Levenberg–Marquardt back propagation (LMBP) algorithm in terms
of R2, root mean square error and mean absolute error. Positive hidden layer sizes have resulted in the
ANN prediction of PLQY of fluorescent carbon dots at 26.25% and RSM predicted value of 27.38% at
R2 values of 0.94 and 0.95, respectively. The best parameters values for the synthesis of carbon dots
were at 170 ◦C for 1 h 40 min with solvent ratio of 12 mL and dosage 0.1 g. These optimization and
prediction process have produced sustainable, efficient, and reliable fluorescent carbon dots, which is
energy saving in a manageable time, along with a decreased dosage with optimum quality output.

Moreso, to confirm the validity of carbon dots, characterization of surface morphology and
particles size carbon dots were conducted with favorable confirmations of the unique characteristics
and attributes of synthesized carbon dots by hydrothermal route.
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Abstract: Combinations of spherical vessels and pipes are frequently employed in industries.
Scholars have primarily studied gas explosions in closed vessels and pipes. However, knowledge of
combined spherical vessel and pipe systems is limited. Therefore, a flame acceleration simulator was
implemented with computational fluid dynamics software and was employed to conduct natural gas
explosions in three structures, including a single spherical vessel, a single spherical vessel with a pipe
connected to it, and a big spherical vessel connected to a small spherical vessel with a pipe. These
simulations reflected physical experiments conducted by at Nanjing Tech University. By changing
the sizes of vessels, lengths of pipes, and ignition positions in linked vessels, we obtained relevant
laws for the time, pressure, temperature, and concentrations of combustion products. Moreover,
the processes of natural gas explosions in different structures were obtained from simulation results.
Simulation results agreed strongly with corresponding experimental data, validating the reliability
of simulation.

Keywords: combination system; flame acceleration simulator (FLACS); pipe length; ignition position

1. Introduction

Flammable gases are employed extensively in the production of petrochemicals, and regularly
stored and transported using linked vessels. A typical linked system comprises closed vessels connected
with pipelines [1]. However, widespread fires and explosions frequently occur in such structures
because the flames and shock waves that result from local gas explosions can propagate through the
pipeline [2–4]. Although the prevention and mitigation techniques for fires and explosions have been
continuously improving, the number of accidents has not decreased in recent years. For instance,
an explosion and a fire accident caused by a gas leak considerably damaged two nearby buildings,
on 23 December 2008, in a coal gasification plant in Hunan province in China [5]. Furthermore,
an explosion occurred in 2013 in Dalian Bay, China, due to an operation that violated safety protocols
and ignited flammable gases in a vessel, which caused the death of two individuals and severely
injured two others. The explosion that occurred in natural gas pipes in 2017 in Guizhou Province,
China, caused the death of eight individuals and injured 35 individuals. Therefore, conducting further
studies on gas explosions occurring in linked vessels is of substantial importance for preventing and
mitigating the damage caused by gas explosions.
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Research on the structure of linked vessels has been conducted in past decades. Generally,
compared with methane explosions occurring in vented single vessels, gas explosions in linked vessel
systems constitute a complex process. This complexity can lead to high explosion strength in linked
vessels [6]. Furthermore, numerous influential factors, including venting sizes and positions, ignition
positions, and pipe lengths, could affect this process, among which ignition positions or obstacles could
considerably change flame propagation, accelerate the speed of fire, and rapidly increase explosion
pressures [7–12]. The venting size and position also play a prominent role in gas explosions [13–18].
Studies have demonstrated that the pressure piling exists in linked vessels, and the explosion strength
is principally affected by the pipe length to volume ratio [19–25].

Currently, along with the development of computer techniques, numerical simulations have
become more advanced. Numerical simulation has numerous advantages over physical testing;
numerically simulated experiments are cost-effective, user-friendly, and compatible with a limitless
number of experimental devices. Some scholars have examined gas explosions by using numerical
simulations. With experimental data collected from the literature and the computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) software AutoReaGas, Maremonti et al. [24] simulated gas explosions in two
linked vessels. They not only demonstrated that turbulence induced in the second vessel was
a major factor influencing violence of the explosion but also verified the validity of their CFD
code. Deng et al. [25] conducted an explosion experiment with a CH4 and CO mixture in a 20-L
nearly-spherical tank and then used flame acceleration simulator (FLACS) software to mimic the gas
explosion of the experiment. They compared their simulation results with experimental data to prove
the reliability of the simulation. Ferrara et al. [26] modeled gas explosions vented through ducts by
using a two-dimensional (2D) axisymmetric CFD model based on the unsteady Reynolds-averaged
Navier–Stokes approach. Simulation results evidenced that the severity of ducted explosions is mainly
influenced by vigorous secondary explosions occurring in the duct. Valeria et al. [27] used a validated
large-eddy simulation model to study the mechanism underlying vented gas explosions in the presence
of obstacles. Methane–air mixtures with different composition ratios, variously shaped obstacles,
and area block ratios were investigated. The influences of the combustion rate and venting rate on
both the number and intensity of overpressure peaks were observed.

In this study, to systematically analyze how the vessel size, vessel structure, ignition position,
and length of connection pipes influence natural gas explosions, the strongly validated N–S solver
tool of FLACS [28], which has been developed continuously for more than 40 years for predicting the
consequences of gas explosions [29,30], was employed. This tool includes a three-dimensional CFD
code that solves Favre-averaged transport equations for mass, momentum, enthalpy, turbulent kinetic
energy, rate of dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy, mass-fraction of fuel, and mixture-fraction on
a structured Cartesian grid using a finite volume method. The Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes
equations are closed by invoking the ideal gas equation of state and the standard k–ε model for
turbulence. Furthermore, one of the key features that distinguishes FLACS from most commercial
CFD codes is the use of the distributed porosity concept for representing complex geometries on
relatively coarse computational meshes [28]. With this approach, large objects and walls are represented
on-grid, whereas smaller objects are represented sub-grid. The pre-processor Porcalc reads the grid and
geometry files and assigns volume and area porosities to each rectangular grid cell. In the simulations,
the porosity field represents the local congestion and confinement, and this allows sub-grid objects to
contribute with flow resistance (drag), turbulence generation and flame folding in the simulations.

Simulated-pressure data were compared with the experimental results received from Nanjing Tech
University, where the explosion experiment with 10 vol% methane was conducted [13]. In addition,
results revealed the distributions of temperature and concentrations of gas products occurring
during gas explosions. This study mainly aimed to contribute to this research field by exploring the
characteristics of gas explosion in linked vessels.
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2. Simulation Objects

2.1. Experimental Apparatus and Geometric Model

The special-designed experimental device and its size and structure are displayed in Figure 1.
This experimental system consisted of two different spherical vessels, where one is big and the other is
small comparatively, and they connected each other with pipes having a varied length [13].

 
(a) 

(b) 

Figure 1. Picture and schematic diagram of the experimental device for the gas explosion. (a) Photo of
the experimental device; (b) scheme structural diagram of linked vessels.

Two spherical vessels were fabricated from steel with a design pressure of 20 MPa and their
internal diameters were 0.6 and 0.35 m (0.113 m3 and 0.022 m3 in volume, respectively). Seamless
steel pipes, with an inner diameter and a thickness of 0.06 and 0.015 m, respectively, were connected
using flanges and bolts. The pipes were divided into three parts (each part was 2 m in length), so that
they could be combined into pipes with varied lengths of 2.45, 4.45, and 6.45 m between the big and
small spherical vessels. Suitable monitor points were placed as dictated by the experiment. The entire
explosion reactor with three different structures and the mesh are given in Figure 2.

Although only pressure data could be obtained from the experiment, the data regarding the
temperature and explosion products were determined through numerical simulation. It provided
further analysis and prediction dealing with unidentified explosion processes in linked vessels.

Based on the physical experiments, this study conducted natural gas explosions in three systems,
which were a single spherical vessel, a single spherical vessel connected with a pipe, and a big spherical
vessel connected to a small spherical vessel, individually. Meanwhile, multiple influence factors,
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including different structures, sizes of the vessels, lengths of the connection pipes, and ignition positions
were investigated in detail.

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 2. Grid division on the model of the three structures. (a) Grid division on the model of the
spherical vessel; (b) grid division on the model of the single sphere with a pipe; (c) grid division on the
model of the big vessel connected with the small vessel.

2.2. Boundary Conditions and Initial Conditions

According to the experimental conditions and the FLACS User’s Manual [28], the initial conditions
were set as standard pressure and temperature and the boundary conditions were set as Euler equations
(inviscid flow equations), which is suitable for most explosion simulations. In FLACS, Euler equations
are discretized for a boundary element. Namely, the momentum and continuity equations are solved
on the boundary in the case of outflow. The concentration of methane used in the experiment was
10 vol%, and the vessel was filled entirely with the gas mixture. The parameter for the relative
fuel–oxygen concentration employed in FLACS is denoted by equivalence ratio (ER), which is defined
in Equation (1):
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ER =

(
mfuel/moxygen

)
actual(

mfuel/moxygen
)
stoichiometric

=

(
Vfuel/Voxygen

)
actual(

Vfuel/Voxygen
)
stoichiometric

(1)

where m is the gas mass and V is the gas volume. Accordingly, the ER of methane–oxygen was 1.058.
In addition, the default choice of heat switch is close in FLACS, as large-scale explosions are not much
influenced. Activating radiation model will let walls and objects have background temperature, and
gas heat loss from radiation will calculate as well as radiation from hot objects around. This is useful
for small-scale confined explosions with important heat effects and is suitable to apply in this study.
Furthermore, based on the experiment results in small closed vessels, Luo et al. [31] confirmed that
adding a radiation model is an effective way to improve the precision of calculated results. They found
that the simulation results without adding the radiation model had a large error with an average
error of 10.05%, while the simulation results with adding the radiation model had a small error with
an average error of 1.88%. Therefore, adding a radiation model to the simulation of gas explosions
was able to produce a sound agreement with experimental results. As a result, to examine a realistic
situation, this study included a radiation model to improve the accuracy of the results.

3. Simulation Results with Different Structures

3.1. Simulation Results in the Single Spherical Vessel

3.1.1. Influence of Vessel Size on the Explosion Pressure

The center of the large sphere was at (0.35, 0.35, 0.35); the sensor mounted on the sidewall was at
(0.075, 0.35, 0.35); the center of small sphere was at (0.19, 0.19, 0.19); and the sensor mounted on the
sidewall was at (0.025, 0.19, 0.19). The simulation was performed following the methane explosion
experiment at 10 vol% in two single vessels. The results of the simulation are plotted in Figure 3.

P

Figure 3. Natural gas explosion pressure varying with time in two single vessels.

The results revealed that the pressure plots at the center of the spheres and the sensor on the
sidewall could be superposed. As shown in Figure 3, a nearly consistent maximum explosion pressure
can be observed in the big/small vessel, which were 7.78 and 7.79 barg, respectively. However,
the maximum explosion pressure in two vessels peaked at 102.9 and 53.6 ms, respectively, and there
was a considerable difference of 49.3 ms, where the amplitude can be attained to 48%. Therefore, the
rate of pressure rise in the big vessel was lower than that of the small vessel. As a result, without
changing the initial conditions of the scenario, the peak pressure was same, but by contrast, the rate of
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the pressure rise was only relevant to the vessel size. Additionally, this finding was consistent with the
“explosion cubic law” [32].

3.1.2. Simulation Results of the Explosion Parameters in the Single Vessel

The distributions on the X-Y section of explosion parameters containing pressure, temperature,
and explosion products at the 10 vol% CH4 mixture in the big vessel are presented in Figure 4.

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 4. Contours of the natural gas explosion parameters containing pressure, temperature, and
concentration of products in the larger vessel. (a) Distribution of pressure; (b) distribution of temperature;
(c) distribution of the concentration of products.

As evidenced in Figure 4a, the pressure in the larger vessel was practically uniform at any specific
time. The explosion wave expanded into a spherical wave and the temperature was high near the
igniter but gradually decreased until it approached the leading edge of the combustion wave in
Figure 4b. Here, the combustion wave reached the sidewall at 125 ms. The temperature in the big
vessel began to decrease when the explosion ended. As indicated in Figure 4c, when more natural gas
participated in the reaction, the distribution of the explosion products spread further until the gas was
consumed. The laws of the distribution of pressure, temperature, and explosion products in the small
vessel were the same as those in the big vessel.
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The changing temperatures and concentrations of the explosion products in the vessels are plotted
in Figure 5. When the explosion occurred, the temperature at the center of the vessel enhanced rapidly,
reaching 2161 K at 6 ms. Then the rate of the temperature rise dropped, and the temperature at the
center of the small vessel reached 2580 K at 53 ms, whereas in the big vessel it reached 2581 K at 101 ms.
The center and sidewall reached the highest temperature simultaneously, but the energy was lost when
the combustion wave contacted the sidewall. The highest temperature near the sidewall was lower
than that at the center of the sphere. After it was ignited at the center of the sphere, the concentration
of products at the center escalated promptly, reaching its highest value (27.7%) at 12 ms in Figure 5b.
The theoretical concentration of products reached 28.35% based on the methane combustion chemical
equation. Accordingly, the simulation results fitted the theoretical values.

Figure 5. Profiles of the natural gas explosion parameters in the single vessel. (a) Profiles of explosion
temperatures against time in the vessels; (b) concentration profiles against time for the explosion
products in the vessels.

3.2. Simulation Results in for Single Vessel with Pipes Connected to IT

3.2.1. Simulation Results of the Explosion Parameters in the Single Vessel with Pipes Connected to It

The big sphere with the 4.25-m pipe was adopted as an example; the igniter was located at the
center of the sphere. The distributions of the pressure, temperature, and concentration of products
of the methane explosion are shown in Figure 6. The plots of the explosion temperature and the
concentration of products are delineated in Figure 7.

Figure 6a shows that the peak pressure in the single vessel with a pipe connected to it was lower
than that of the single vessel. As provided by Figure 6b, because of the oscillation sparked by the blast,
the gas in the pipe was carried to the vessel, and a jet flow formed. Moreover, from Figure 6c, when
the ignition source was located at the center of the vessel, the combustion wave spread 2.3 m in the
pipe when it spread from the center to the sidewall in the vessel. Therefore, compared with the vessels
alone, the pipes significantly accelerated the spread of the explosion.

In virtue of the oscillation of the explosion, the plots of temperature displayed a fluctuation at the
center of the vessel (in Figure 7a). Moreover, the energy was lost when the combustion wave contacted
the sidewall. The highest temperature near the sidewall was low and the fluctuations were small
comparatively. The plots in Figure 7b reveal that as the explosion wave spread, the entire vessel was
filled with combustion products, which reflected that the variation of products was not be affected by
the oscillation.
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 6. Contours of the natural gas explosion parameters (pressure, temperature, and concentration
of products) in the single vessel with a pipe connected to it; (a) distribution of pressure. (b) distribution
of temperature; (c) distribution of the concentration of products.
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Figure 7. Profiles of the natural gas explosion parameters (temperature and concentration of products)
in the single vessel with a pipe connected to it.

3.2.2. Influence of Changing the Ignition Position

The big vessel with the 4.25-m pipe was adopted as an example, the gas was ignited at the sidewall
of the big vessel, the center of the sphere, location 1, and location 2 (in Figure 2). The plots of the
explosion pressure as it changed with time are illustrated in Figure 8.

P

Figure 8. Natural gas explosion pressure versus time by changing the ignition positions.

As revealed in Figure 8, changing the ignition position substantially influenced the explosion
pressure in the big vessel. The peak pressure locations in the big vessel with different ignition positions
could be sorted from highest to lowest as follows: location 4, location 2, the center, location 1, and the
sidewall, orderly. By contrast, the maximum rate of pressure rise could be sorted as follows: location
4, location 2, location 1, the center, and the sidewall, orderly. The combustion wave contacted the
sidewall during the explosion when the ignition source was located at the sidewall. Due to the wall
effect, the abundant energy was consumed, which resulted in the explosion intensity to be weaker than
at the other ignition positions. Accordingly, the explosion pressure and the rate of pressure rise were
diminished. Locations 1, 2, and 4 were located within the pipe, where the explosion occurred with
a tighter constraint and the pipes accelerated the explosion wave. Location 4 was at the end of the
pipe, at which the acceleration distance was the longest. The explosion intensity was most vigorous
when the combustion wave spread to the big vessel. Therefore, the explosion pressure and the rate of
pressure rise were the largest when the ignition source was at location 4.
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3.2.3. Influence of the Length of the Connection Pipes

The ignition source was located at the center of the vessel. The explosion pressure in different
lengths of pipe is shown in Figure 9.

P

P

P

P

P

P

Figure 9. Natural gas explosion pressure versus time by changing the length of the pipe connected to
the single vessel.

Figure 9 shows that the size effect [33] of each pipe length had a noticeable influence on the
explosion intensity in the vessel. The peak explosion pressure lessened as increasing length of the
connection pipe, with the influence being the greatest in the small vessel. In any single vessel with
a connected pipe, the energy from the explosion was consumed by the wall. More energy was
lost when the lengths of the connected pipes increased on account of the greater area of the inner
wall. Consequently, the peak explosion pressure decreased with the increase in the lengths of the
connected pipes.

3.3. Simulation Results of the Big Vessel Connected to the Small Vessel

3.3.1. Simulation Results of the Explosion Parameters in the Big Vessel Connected to the Small Vessel

Regarding the simulation of the big vessel with the 4.45-m pipe and the small vessel, the ignition
source was located at the center of the big vessel. Changes in the distribution of the pressure,
temperature, and concentration of products are presented in Figure 10. The plots of the temperature
and the concentration profiles of the explosion products are depicted in Figure 11.

 
(a) 

Figure 10. Cont.
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(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 10. Contours of the natural gas explosion parameters in the big vessel connected to the small
vessel. (a) Distribution of pressure; (b) distribution of temperature; (c) distribution of the concentration
of products.

Figure 11. Profiles of the natural gas explosion parameters (temperature and concentration of products
versus time) in the big vessel connected to the small vessel. (a) Profiles of explosion temperatures against
time in the vessels; (b) concentration profiles against time for the explosion products in the vessels.

As illustrated in Figure 10a, the peak pressure was attained in the small vessel at 75 ms and
was considerably higher than that in the big vessel. The temperature in the pipe was lower than
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that in the sphere because energy was absorbed by the wall in the long pipe in Figure 12b. Gas at
a lower temperature was brought into the sphere as a result of the oscillation originated from the
explosion wave. Here, the low-temperature jet cuts the temperature distribution in the sphere to a
symmetrical structure.

P P

Figure 12. Natural gas explosion pressure versus time in the large and small vessels at different
ignition positions.

In Figure 11a, the explosion wave reached its highest temperature (2700 K) at 70 ms in the small
vessel. By contrast, the temperature was 2400 K in the big vessel at the same time. Because of the
oscillation of the combustion wave, the temperature at the center of the big vessel plummeted to 1300 K
at 74 ms after the combustion wave spread into the small vessel, which then formed a second peak.

Figure 11b shows that the concentration of products enhances rapidly at 62 ms. Namely,
the combustion wave spread into the small vessel through the connected pipe at that moment.
Furthermore, the combustion wave spread to the sidewall of the big vessel at 65 ms. This result again
demonstrated the fact that the pipes accelerated the combustion wave.

3.3.2. How Changing the Ignition Position Influenced the Gas Explosion

Considering the big vessel with the 4.45-m pipe and small vessel as an example, the ignition
positions were the sidewall of the big vessel, the center of the big vessel, location 1, location 2, location
4, location 6, the center of the small vessel, and the sidewall of the small vessel, as depicted in Figure 2.
A methane mixture with a concentration of 10 vol% was intentionally selected in the simulations.
The plots of the explosion pressure in the large and small vessels are shown in Figure 12.

As exhibited in Figure 12a, the peak pressure was attained in the big vessel when the ignition
was positioned at the sidewall of the small vessel. The minimum pressure value was obtained when
the ignition was positioned at the sidewall of the big vessel. Figure 12b shows that the peak pressure
decreased when the ignition was moved from the sidewall in the big vessel to location 2, then the
peak pressure increased slightly when the ignition was moved from location 2 to the sidewall in the
small vessel. Therefore, the pressure piling [21,22] originated from the oscillation was the weakest at
location 2.

3.3.3. How Changing the Length of the Connection Pipe Influenced the Gas Explosion

In the experiment, the vessel that contained the ignition source was defined as the initiating vessel,
and the other was defined as the secondary vessel. The explosion results were determined variably
with the change in the length of the pipe, as drawn in Figure 13.

Figure 13a,b exhibited that the length of the pipe affected the pressure in the initiating vessel.
The peak pressure in the initiating vessel was reached when the length of the connecting pipe was
4.45 m. As the length increased, the peak pressure in the initiating vessel increased, yet decreased when
the pipe was longer than 4.45 m. The acceleration from the pipes on the combustion wave reinforced
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the explosion intensity, but as the length of the pipe increased, more energy was dissipated by the cause
of the wall. When the length of the connecting pipe was excessive, a more momentous influence on the
acceleration from the wall than that from the pipes could be demonstrated. Comparing Figure 13a
together with Figure 13c,b together with Figure 13d revealed that the peak pressure in the initiating
vessel was lower than that in the secondary vessel. Moreover, when the initiating vessel was the big
vessel, the peak pressure in the second vessel was considerably higher.

P P

P P

Figure 13. Natural gas explosion pressure-time curves in the vessels with changing the length of
the pipe.

4. Error Analysis

The simulation results and experimental data were compared for two different structures, which
were the big vessel connected to the small vessel with the 4.45-m pipe and the 6.45-m pipe. The peak
pressure values at different ignition positions from the simulation and experiment are shown in
Figure 14.

In Figure 14a, “A1” to “A7” correspond to the adopted ignition positions: the sidewall of the big
vessel, the center of the big vessel, location 1, location 2, location 4, the center of small vessel, and the
sidewall of the small vessel. Similarly, in Figure 14b, “B1” to “B8” represent the adopted ignition
positions: the sidewall of the big vessel, the center of the big vessel, location 1, location 2, location 4,
location 6, the center of the small vessel, and the sidewall of the small vessel.

Figure 14 shows that the variation that depended with the ignition positions of the peak pressure
in the simulation and experiment were analogous. From Figure 14a, the average error between
the simulation and experimental data is 7.7% in the big vessel with the 4.45-m pipe connected to it.
The average error is shown in Figure 14b is 8.04%. Overall, 70% of the simulation data were marginally
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larger than those of the experimental data in all the compared points, in which the average difference
was 6.97%. Generally, an experiment was controlled by more factors in comparison with a simulation.
Even though the radiation model was employed, with the aim of improving simulated accuracy, some
degree of discrepancy still could be observed. The increase of the temperature in the wall of the pipes
was limited in the physical experiment. A considerable temperature difference existed between the
combustion products and the wall of the pipe. The energy was dissipated on account of thermal
convection, thermal conduction, and thermal radiation. As a result, the simulation data had higher
values than the experimental data [34]. Consequently, on the one hand, the simulation effectively
reproduced the development of the gas explosion in linked vessel. On the other hand, it correctly
predicted the variations of pressure, temperature, and the changing concentration of products with
different factors.

P P

Figure 14. Comparison between the simulation data and experimental data of the natural gas explosion
pressure versus time in the linked vessels.

5. Conclusions

In this study, natural gas explosions were conducted, employing the simulation tool of FLACS in
three systems, including a single vessel, a single vessel with a pipe connected to it, and a big vessel
connected to a small vessel with a pipe. The main conclusions of this study are as follows:

• When the explosions occurred in the same initial conditions, the peak explosion pressure
maintained unchanged. However, the maximum rate of pressure rise decreased when the volume
of the closed vessels increased, which is following the explosion cubic law.

• The length of the connecting pipe profoundly affected the explosion intensity in the single vessel
with a pipe connected to it and in the big vessel connected to the small vessel. Furthermore,
an oscillation of the explosion wave developed in the linked vessels.

• The ignition position affected the explosion intensity in the linked system extremely. The explosion
intensity was weakest when the ignition source was positioned at the center of the system.

• When the explosions occurred in the linked system, the explosion intensities in the secondary
vessels were stronger than those in the initiating vessels.

• Using FLACS software for the simulation of the small–scale linked system, the average difference
attained 6.97%. Accordingly, the simulation results agreed reasonably well with the experimental
results and the actual explosion conditions were reflected in the FLACS simulation to an
acceptable extent.
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